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The thesis explores the shift fiom Keynesian welfare to Schurnpeterian workfare, as 
defined through the interaction of legislative developments, local policy implementation, 
stnictures of representation and in the broader political discourse. as a process subject to 
' institut ional contradictions'. State restnicturing processes, including 'hollowing out' 
and the development of an 'enended local workfare state', are examined using a variety 
of primaq and secondary research on Ottawa-Carleton. The thesis fmds that mandatory 
work-for-welfare ('narrow' workfare) raises senous questions for the sustainability of 
state strategies at the local level. while the decline of full employment and the rise of 'full 
employability' and 'workfansr.: ("broad' workfare) is manifested in an 'extended local 
workfare state'. Both the 'employability' and the 'workfârist' paradigms are blended into 
the 'super-stnicture' of hegemonic domination. This domination is hegemonic precisely 
because of the mix of consent and coercion in the re-invention of the 'weyare recipient' 
as the -ivorL$n-e participant'. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Introduction 

The airn of this Introduction is to: (1) clarify the reason for choosing this topic; (2) 

outline the research methodology; (3) situate the approach; (1) provide the thesis 

question and argument; (3) outline the concepts that contribute to the 

development of existing research on the topic, and the contribution of the 

research data; and (6) to summarize each thesis chapter, showing how the 

chapter addresses the question and argument. 

Focus of Thesis 

'Urorkfare' is a concept with a multiplici~ of meanings, which means that the 

approach to the topic involves a necessarily lengthy elaboration on the various 

concepts, and how they are operational in the context of Ottawa-Carleton and 

Ontario. There are two definitions of 'workfare' that are referred to in this 

research. The first is based on the distinction between welfare-to-work programs 

that aim at increasing employability voluntarily and work-for-welfare ones that 

involve a mandatory obligation to participate. In the first definition of 

'workfare' (as mandatorv work-for-welfare), the latter is the subject. In the 

second definition of 'workfare' is related to the broader shift in the subordination 

of social policy and income maintenance to labour market and economic 

irnperatives, a process that encornpasses the continuum of welfare-to-work and 

rvork- for-welfare programrning. 

This thesis topic was chosen as a result of the author's involvement in a Iocal 

activist group, whose membes came to be exposed to the Ontario govemment's 



new worklare initiative, Ontario Works. Ontario Works was initiated in Ottawa- 

Carleton in September 1997. Detds  about the program were sketchy, except that 

it was to involve mandatory work-for-welfare and the removal of a range of 

services for persons on Occupational Therapy and other Famüy Benefits 

propams, and consolidation into the general welfare caseload. There was a new 

work-for-welfare component associated with Ontario Works known as 

Communitv Placements. Because of this, members of the group, including the 

author, participated in the formation of an orgMzation, Weifare Recipients for 

Fair Employment (WRFE), over the fall and winter of 1997. 

Over the 1997-2000 period, WRFE has had a smali and non-continuous 

membership of between 25-30 people, most of whom were social assistance 

recipients, but onlv a few of which were active community placements. The 

original purpose of WRFE was to defend the on-the-job rights of workfare 

workers as well as to defeat workfare by forcing workfare employers to take on 

their placements as paid positions (Weffare Recipients for Fair Ernployment, 

1998). The shategy in general is as foliows. In organizing workplaces where 

workfare labour is deployed, any existing union is approached and clarification 

on 'organizing turf' established. If existing unions such as CUPE are prepared to 

support the organization of workfare workers, WRFE WU support any campaign 

by the local. If not, we ask that they respect Our organizing efforts. The intent is 

to target winnable sites for strike and picketing action by WRFE members, 

excepting any workfare workers with an obligation to be 'on the job' and on the 

targeted site, demanding to negotiate the terms oi waged employment with the 

employer. 

Over tirne, and in line with the existing pnorities of social assistance recipients in 

the Region, 'CVRFE's mandate has evolved to include welfare defence work, 

counselling and advocan* on behalf of both Ontario Works (OW) and Ontario 



Disability Support Program (ODSP) recipients. The creativity and investigative 

capacities of members of organizations such as WRFE in Ottawa-Carleton and of 

other groups develop these strategies of engagement dynamically. For all 

organizations where a placement is not currently active, different kinds of 

engagement with organizations to attempt to convince them to withdraw from 

the program, such as agency board workshops, letter writing campaigns 

outlining concems with workfare, ek., are deployed. WRFE is, however, still 

developing its capacities to pursue all these strategies by involving more 

members in this work, but remains trapped ai the investigative stage while data 

on participating organizations has become harder to access, and is receding into 

the horizon. 

Methodology 

The rnethodology used in this thesis draws inspiration from the lessons of 

participatory action research (PAR). In PAR, the goals of the research project are 

to advance the struggles of participants in improving their collective 

circurnstances. This is achieved through the active and informed participation of 

members of the coilectivity in the design, gathering of data, and interpretation of 

findings from the research project. This research is not PAR in this strict sense; it 

might be better described as 'action research', based upon its orientation to 

practical ends determined by the researcher and selected informants. 

Participatom action research (PAR) places the questions and concems of those 

affected bv the problem - that is, workiare - ai  the forefront of the research 

project. Questions asked by the researcher should reflect the values and 

positions of social assistance recipients and workfare workers, and be relevant to 

their collective project(s). As such, action research cannot be limited to the 

recounting of personal experiences on welfare or workfare, although these 



clearlv remain important. The goal is to enable the self-organization of weifare 

recipients and workfare participants. In Uùs sense, the research on the 8 

program was conducted not in a value-neutral way, but was intended to help 

further the resistance to workfare, in collaboration with organizations of people 

on welfare and trade union bodies fighting anti-workfare campai p. 

In Januq-Febmary 1998, the role of the author as a volunteer organizer with 

WRFE coincided with his position as a graduate student conducting research on 

the organization of work at Carleton University. Using academic credentials, the 

author was able to gain access to the names of organizations that were active in 

the nascent Comrnunity Macement program. In January and February 1998, the 

names of a11 organizations that had signed a "consent to promote organization" 

form with the Region were released from Social Sewices to the author. After a 

brief consultation, the author determined that the consent form for organizations 

would not ovemde Freedorn of Information, and went that route to secure the 

narnes of the other organizations participatirtg in workfare. This data was 

released to the public in Mardi 1998. 

Others have advanced local data collection and dissemination since that tirne. 

Access to Information requests on the part of two others, Ken Clavette, business 

agent for the Ottawa and District Labour Council (ODLC), and Peter Moore, 

organizer for WRFE, helped to supply additional data on organizational 

participation, correspondence between the Regîon and MCSS, and data on the 

use oi workfare labour by occupational tvpe and hours per position referenced in 

this thesis. Additional qualitative data was gathered from both primarv and 

secondan sources, referencing a varie?- of parties, including communi~  agency 

staff, union staff, some public officiais, as weii as frontline workers and welfare 

recipients. 



The involvement this author in the consolidated data collection and analysis 

used for t h ,  research aims to hprove  the strate* and tactical resowces of 

labour and comrnunity groups in challenging workfare in Ottawa-Carleton. The 

practical ends of this research are to better inforrn how resistance might be most 

effective and in identifying barriers to effective resistance projects, particularly in 

Ottawa-Carleton. In the case of data on organizations participating in the 8 

program, and the kind and amount of socialized labour-power they are engaged 

in using, leads to further questions regarding organizational goals, budgets, 

pavrolls, etc. This information gathering is essential for any effective campaign 

that airns to pressure organhtions to take on workfare workers as paid 

emplovees and to recognize any unions forrned by these employees. It also is of 

significant interest for further research into workfare and the theorization of the 

ex tended local workfare state. 

The data gthered and presented here is a rich resource for studying workfare 

and the Cornmuni& Placement program as it has been implemented at the local 

level in Ontario. It is also an essentid resource for anti-workfare organizers, as 

thev camot do their job effectively without access to this kind of information. 

The following Appendices are thus included: 

A p pendix 1 ("Participatory Action Research in Ottawa-Carleton: Perils and 

Picfalls") outhes  existing strategies on Access to Information, and contains a 

record of the curent jurisprudence on Freedom of Information that is at the time 

of this writing blocking access to previously released data for citizens across 

On tario. 

Appendix ZA contains a consolidated list of names of participating organizations 

in the CP program over the 1998-2000 period, consolidated from the three 

organizational participant lists accessed under MFIPPA in Ottawa-Carleton. 



Appendix 28 includes a list of organizational withdrawais, based on the ODLC 

request. 

Appendices 3 and 4 contain the Consent to Promote f o m  used by the regional 

and provincial govemments with respect to individual and organizational 

participants in the program. 

Appendix 5 ("Consent and Coercion in the 8 Program - An Interpretative 

Framework") is inciuded to rernind organizers and theonsts dike that the 

mandatorv-voluntary distinction is best captured in ternis of positions on a 

continuum, and that a significant amount of diversity in reasons for participation 

exist withm the implementation framework. 

Appendix 6 ("Situating Welfare-Workfare in the Ottawa Labour Market - 
Technical Notes") provides additional background to the analysis of the Ottawa- 

Carleton economy and labour market in the 1990s. 

hppendix 7 (" Workfare and Human Rights") highlights the record of Canada 

and Ontario in ternis of the failures of 'workfarism' in preventing Canada from 

meeting its international treaty obligations. 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical hamework for this thesis is drawn from Jessop et. d ' s  discussion 

oi the sWt hom the Kevnesian welfare state (KWS) to the Schumpeterian 

workiare state (SWS), iocussing on the 'workfare' aspect. A regdation approach 

to the question of workfare recognizes the historical and geographicd context of 

workiare and its 'embeddedness' in pre-existing state structures at the local and 

supra-local Ievel, within the broader shifts from Fordism to post-Fordism and 



from Keynesian welfare to Schumpeterian workfare. Variant. of workfare 

described by the various f o m  of the SWS (neo-liberal, neotorporatist, and 

mixed svstems) and the relationship of workfare to general considerations about 

labour market flexibilization are considered hr ther  below. Contradictions and 

challenges in both the hplementation and resistance of workfare facing global 

capital, state managers at a variety of state levels, as well as activists and local 

cornrnunitv-based organizations, are surveyed. 

Workfare is understood by some as including al1 ivelfare-to-work programs, 

whde some limit the term to work-for-welfare programs. It is also a terrn used to 

describe broader shifts in the structures of the state, economy, and society, as in 

the use arnong theorists of 'Schumpeterian workfare state'. At this level, the 

theoretical locus of this thesis is the Jessop-Peck debate, integrating the insights 

of other regulation theorists (Jenson, Lipietz, Aglietta, Mahon, and others) as a 

wav of framing the debate. The various institutional contradictions of workfare 

in its various meaning are summarized and assessed throughout the exposition 

of the thesis. 

One of the core concepts developed in this research is 'hi1 employability', 

particularlv in the sense of the shift from 'full employment' to 'full 

employabiiih-'. The employability paradigm recognizes that not are potential 

labour market participants are active in paid jobs, that emplo-vment contracts 

have become increasingly varied, and job attachment corxespondinglv 

weakened. With the conditions for empiovmentcreation polities through 

oovemment spending receding into the past in the post-KWS era, the only scope b 

for state and community action is through enhancing employabilitv and creating 

the most job-readr labour force. This tendency to 'full emplovabiiity' mav entaii 

additional costs on the state for its Ml realization, but the policv framework 

clearlv aims to support labour market discipline and ïncreasing competitiveness 



at all levels. The contradiction between 'fuil employment' and 'fuli 

employabilih;' is a fundamental ' institutional contradiction' of the emergent local 

workfare states. 

Another core concept that is probiematized in this research is Jessop's thesis of 

the 'hol low~g out' of the national state. 'Hollowing out' in the Canadian context 

has a number of sub-national elements. First is the process of devolution in 

federal-provincial relations over the past two decades. Notable parts of this were 

iound in the agreements on training for employable social assistance recipients in 

the 1980s, the decline of fiscal federalism (e.g. the cap on the CAP, the CHST), 

declining EI coverage and increased federal swings through the accumulation of 

a large surplus in the EI accounts throughout much of the 1990s, and the 

increased income maintenance costs of provincial and local governments 

resulting from a higher proportion and caseIoad of employable S m .  At the 

same time, increasing fiscal pressures on the part of municipaiities associated 

with doivnloading, and municipal restructuring by the province, has contribu ted 

to a tiamework of greater provincial state influence in local modes of 

govemance. The uneven development of the 'downward' part of 'hoilowing- 

out' in the Canadian context, in the contrast between federal-provincial relations 

and provincial-municipal resûucturing, and across locaiities is a notable part of 

the challenge for local govemance of social welfare. 

Holloivùig-out is also a contradicton' process when looked at from the vantage 

point of social policy formation and implementation. At the supra-national xale, 

the impotence oi United Nations human rights conventions and overseeing 

cornmittees that seek cornpliance with these rights on the part of member states 

is clearlv mardested in the case of Canada. Social poli-; as practices in the late 

1990s has corne up for censure by these bodies; !et cornpliance is not 

iorthcoming, in part due to the federal structure of the Canadian political svstem, 



where the federal state lacks accountabiiity for provincial govemment measures. 

At the local level, forces increasing the importance of local workfare states 

express a varietv oi contradictions, primarily between an increasing fiscal burden 

and decreasing autonomv in social policy-IIlitking in a provincial-municipal 

environment characterized by 'central imperative coordination'. 

Question and Argument 

The research question is whether workfare in both the broad and narrow senses 

ai the term is a sustainable prograrn and set of social practices, within the 

contours of an extended local workfare state. How, in a general sense, can 

worldare be read in ternis of the putative shift from welfare to workfare, the 

'hollowing out' of the nation-çtate, and their associated contradictions? Further, 

how shouid worktare be analyzed as a particular component of Ontario Works, 

the government's putative 'work-for-welfare' prograrn, and what are the 

institutional contradictions of this program and set of social practices? 

This thesis argues and demonstrates the following: (1) workfare in the narrow 

sense is an inherently unstable and contradictory practice that 'succeeds' onlv in 

creating additional social and private hardship; and (3) workfare (or 

'workI'arismt) in the broad sense is an open-ended general tendency across North 

h e r i c a ,  Europe, and Australasia and thus does signal a broader 'regime shift'. 

The sustainability of this emergent model is unproven, but nor has it vet been 

dkprown. Existing theon and ernpirical evidence suggest that workfare in the 

narrow sense is fraught with 'institutional contradictions' and prone to 

exacerbate pre-existing crisis tendencies, which may contribute to rendering the 

broader sMt from 'full employnent' to 'fuIl ernpioyabilitv' inaeasingIv subject 

to crisis and resistance itsek. 



The thesis argument is based upon the premise that the power of collective 

action can accomplish change and build the conditions to successfully resist 

prograrns such as mandatorv work-for-welfare. The re-emergence of workfare in 

paticular localities mav increase the xope for class-based projects of resistance 

and counterhegemony. These projects, and the structures that are king resisted, 

are temporally bound; changing times and changing economic and political 

conditions mav produce resuits or new consequences for both over time. The 

realization of the prospects for resistance are, especially in Ontario and Ottawa- 

Carleton, bound up in the question of the potential gap between existing versus 

future conditions. Changuig conditions may enable fonvard-looking efforts to 

build organizational and popular sector capacity in a strategic capacity to bear 

fruit in forging a new social compromise. Much is dependent, however, on the 

creating capacity of labour and community forces to better marshall their 

resources on strategies against workfare and for alternatives can be fought for 

and won in the interim and well as in the long-run. 

Summary of Chapters 

The organization of this thesis is admittedly difficult, but does answer the 

research question. The integral concepts of 'full employability', 'workfansm', 

and 'hollowing out' are woven throughout the presentation. Methodologicai 

çkepticism about both the 'success' of implementation and resistance to emergent 

local workfare states is expressed, while the prospects for struggle may be 

increased through a variety of strategies combined with changing political and 

economic conditions. 

Chapter Trvo, " Worldare and the Schumpeterian Workfare State" establishes the 

dimension of the research topic and htroduces a varietv of other core concepts 

with ivhich to think about workfare in the context of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 



Jessop's theory of the Schumpeterian Workfare State (SWS) is examined a great 

detail, and from a varietv of perspectives. 

Chapter Three, "The Origins and Evolution of Workfare and Ontario Works" 

outlines the institutional contradictions of workfare in general, historical and 

comparative terms. and the case of Ontario is examined in line with developments 

in Canada and intemationdy. 

Chapter Four, "The Implementation of Ontario Works in the Ottawa Labour 

Market", situates the reader in t e m  of the specific local context of policy 

implementation, in terms of both the labour market and the local data on Ontario 

Works and 8 program participation. 

Chapter Five, "An Emerging Local Workfare State in Ottawa-Carletontt, 

examines the politics of implementation and resistance in greater detail, drawing 

upon the insights of Jamie Peck's account of social regulation and Bob Jessop's 

account of the sociai mode of economic regulation. 

Chapter Six, the ConcIusion, provides a synthesis of the Jessop-Peck debate, how 

this research contributes to the debate and the problematization of Jessopfs 

theon. of 'hollowing out'. The conclusion also sets out the contribution that this 

research on worklare makes to the understanding of state theow, post-Fordisrn, 

and social movement politics. 



Chapter Two 

Workf are and the Schumpeterian Workfare State 

Introduction 

"The poor don? work because they have too much money, and the nch 
because they don3  have enough." - .c\nonymous 

This chapter locates the institutional contradictions of an emerging local 

workfare state in Ottawa-Carleton in the late 1990s in the context of the general 

shift from welfare to workfare. Welfare reforxn under the Mike Harris 

oovemment in Ontario, while representing a clear ideological shift 0 

('workfarisrn'), was embedded in a longer-term process of state r e s t m c t u ~ g  in 

Canada and intemationdly. In the foilowing two chapters, the Canadian context 

as well as original empirical research on workfare at the local level is examined 

in the context of these broader 'state shifts'. 

This 'post-welfare' state can be seen as increasingly authoritarian in its efforts to 

maintain or re-impose social stabüity. But not everything is in equilibrium, in 

that important resistance movements have emerged in response to these 

changes. Social forces need to be taken into account; identity, agency and 

stmggle are necessary in order for us to better understand the new balance of 

class power underpinning the respective crises of Fordism and of the Keynesian 

Welfare State (KWS). 

This research is of interest and important in both theoretical and political ternis. 

It can help to clarifv a number of questions about both the f o m  and functioning 

of welfare and workfare at the Iocal level, contradictory aspects of the 

implementation of workfare and spaces for anti-workfare resistance. The focus 

on the 'workfare questionr and related theoretical framework is developed in this 



thesis bv applving some of the ideas of the Regdation school to theorizing 

emerging local state structures. 

In Globaliza tion and the Deche of Social Reform (1995), Gary Teeple describes 

how welfare policy had become subordinated to internationai cornpetition for 

olobal capital investment. The Keynesian welfare state (KWS) met the political 3 

and economic requirements for capitalist reproduction for a period of time that, 

for a varietv of reasons, now lies in the past. Not-so-new social practices, both 

colloquiallv and theoretically described as 'workfare', are once again part of the 

realitv for more and more people living on the margins of a now post-industrial, 

post-Kevnesian capitalism. 

Processes of economic globalization for capital have changed wages and welfare 

from sources of (domestic) demand to production costs for individual nation- 

states. State restnicturing as part of the re-shaping of institutional forms 

amenable to the new imperatives for innovation and competitiveness, and the 

emphasis on increased entrepreneuialism and decreased government 

intervention' that characterize our 'New Times', are dexribed by Bob Jessop and 

others as the Schumpeterian workfare state (SWS). 

The "business offensive against labor" so often associated with the SWS, 

particularlv in its neoliberai variant most in evidence, has both a material and 

ideologcal component, involving a complex and continuously negotiated 

dvnamic between coercion and consent. I t  is about both rollbacks for emploved 

workers and support for "adminisbation openiy hostile to the welfare state" 

(Block, Cloward, Ehrenreich and Piven, 1987: xiü). Yet, these 'New Times' are 

increasinglv nuanced: the end of 'M employment' and the emergence of 'full 

' Govemment intenention is still imponant - and workfare provides a powerful example of this. h3at has 
declined is the form of state intervention as an autonomous force in the capitalisr economy seekinp 
redistributive or non-market ends. 



emplovability' with the onset of the fiscal crisis of the state is also based on the 

mobilization of consent around a new citizenship regime and a new settlement 

or 'social contract'. 

'Workfarism', as an ideological shift from universalism to partidarism, or as a 

means of separahg the 'dese~ing' and 'undese~ing' poor, is a new form of 

degraded social citizenship within the SWS. Over the past 12 vears in Canada, 

the state has taken a leading role in the redefhition of social citizenship, 

reframing 'mutual responsibilityr between state and citizen bv incieasing 

'obligations' on the part of the 'employable" poor and economically 

marginalized to participate in 'employabiiity enhancernent'.3 The main 

imperative for 'full employability' rests on its apparent promise to reduce public 

expenditures of welfare; increasing the employment and earnings of the 

economically marginalized is (at k t )  a secondarv concem. The rise of purer 

forrns of workfare has meant the introduction of the 'work test' as a way of 

appeasing the moral pMc surrounding all forms of aid to the poor, by clairning 

as well to separate the ' t d y  needy' from the 'indigent' or ' fraudulent'. 

To speak of 'full employability' within the regirne shift from welfare to workfare 

is to sav littie of 'hl1 employment'. This is not a new tension; going back to the 

difference between the cornpethg social policy views of Leonard Marsh and C.D. 

Howe in the post-war Canadian context (Battle, 1996; Evans, 1993). The 

dominance of 'full ernployment' as a policy paradigm is questionable as ever 

having existed in the Canadian KWS; less questionable has been the sacrifice of 

' One of the problsms in evaluating these trends is the changing definition of who is considered 
ernployribls. N'hile there remains a considerable degree of variation across both Canadian and 
intemationally. the term 'employable' increasingly refers to a broader group than previously. especially 
with reeards to lone parents. in the United States, the introduction of workfate has focused on Aid to 
Dependent Fmil ies with Children ( ADFC) recipients, the v a s  rnajority of whom are single mothen. 
; Evans (1993) distinguishes benveen 'work-for-welfare' and 'workfare', which is "a general strategy that 
attempts to strengthen the obligations of individuais to participate in a variety of emploqment-related 
activities" (Evans. 1995: 55). 



increasing numbers of un- and under-employed workers on the altar of 

elhination of the deficit and 'Ml employability'. 

Workfare acts to discipline people on welfare to the labour market, "pressuring 

participants to take whatever wages employers see fit to offer" (Block, CIoward, 

Ehremeich and Piven, 1987: xiii). h g  (1995) speaks of 'work-weifare', 

encompassing training for the unemployed, unpaid 'community' work, and job 

placements. Workfare involves sanctions against welfare recipients who refuse 

(or are unable) to meet their participation requùement. This " productivist 

reordering of social policy" emphasizes the deterrence effect of worldare (the 

'old'), but also the reorientation of social investment towards supporting the 

requirements of the capitalist labour market by targeting welfare recipients as a 

means of: 

Reducing the cost of the welfare state (detenence effect) 

Extracting social surplus value from unpaid workers (from 'recipients' as 

social cost to 'participants' as social capital, or the contribution effect) 

Reducing or removing supply-side barriers such as literacy, child care, job 

search and retention skiils, etc. (employability effect) 

Peck (1996) describes these developments as indicative of 'workfarism'; a 

political-economic tendencv based on the emergence of a broad consensus "on 

the moral, political and economic desirability of moving welfare recipients into 

the work force" (Peck, 1996: 188). 'Workfarism' in its more developed forms 

occurs within the new policv paradigm of 'full employability', as seen, for 

example, in both federal and provincial policy discourse in Canada since the 

1980s. 



Workfare has both 'new' and 'old' aspects when considered as a state strategy. 

The ideological function of 'workfarism' is part of a regime of moral as well as 

econornic replation. Resistance and counterhegemonic movements must 

address themselves as much to 'workfarism' (the ideological/moral aspect), as to 

' workfare'. The idea behind the Poor Laws and the present day context of neo- 

conservative moral panic is the same, based on the belief that relief is the 

prima* cause of poverty (Struthers, 1996: 2). New Right claims that 

"unempIoyment insurance creates unemployment", or that "welfare for single 

mothers creates single mothers" are not new concepts. 

The tensions and contradictions in the articulation of the 'old' and the 'new' in 

these various workfare state projects is mVrored in the lack of correspondence 

between political-econornic realities and political and social dixourse. These 

' institutional contradictions' of emergent workfare states are themselves a part of 

processes of experimentation and legiümation associated with emergent SWS 

state structures involved in prograrn irnplementation. This process is tendential 

and open-ended. In this view, local differences matter and generic tendencies 

over the Iong-term are harder to discem. 

In general tenns, 'workfarism' cm be defined as a state strategy airning to meet a 

number of economic policy objectives. Jamie Peck (1996)d identifies five elements 

as part of 'workfarism' and the emergence of a 'workfare state': 

- -4ccess to welfare and emplovrnent-related training programs is restructured 
to market requirements. In ontario, workfare has led to 'aeaming' in 
selection for participation in social and employment supports (e.g. day care) 
to those deemed most employable, not those with the greatest social needs. 

- The use of compulsion, or incentivesj, to achieve participation in education 
and training requirements, workfare, and any available low-wage 

' See also. i m r  ulio. Block. Cloward. Ehrenreich and Piven (1987) and King (1993). 



emplovment. This mix of compulsion and incentive corresponds closelv to 
the ontario Works mode1 of the 'shortest route to work'. 

Increased policing and surveillance of welfare recipients. The Social 
Assistance Reform Act (SARA), which replaced the old welfare svstem and 
pre-existing legiçlation, established eligibiliht review officers (EROS) with the 
power to arbitrarilv enter the homes or worblaces of recipients, increased 
the powers and m&hanisms for weifare fraud policing. Within the 
Communitv Participation program, monitoring of participation by placement 
otficers and workfare employers is also notable as part under the Ontario 
Works Act (OWA) that formed Schedule I to SARA. 

Increased work obligation. This is seen in the 'mandatom requirement' 
Ontario Works caçeload and, in particular, the communkv Placement (CP) 
component of the program. Before the introduction of  niar rio Works, 
General Welfare Act (GWA) recipients also had an active job search 
requirement. 

Prîoatization and deregulation of job training. This is less pronounced in 
Ontario, where literacy and basic skills prograrns are provided through area 
high schools and community coileges, than in the U.K. At the same tirne, 
there is greater private responsibility for training for those able to afford it, 
with queued-up residual community sector programs available for those who 
camot. 

Used in a more narrow sense, 'workfarism' is often expressed in terms of a 

divide-and-rule, 'two nations'6 strategy used by right-wing governments and 

their civil societv support base. It is legitimated on the basis of the 'common 

sense' proposition that those who receive social assistance from the community 

who are able to work (and therefore 'undeserving' of relief) should be compelled 

to provide their labour-power to the communitv. How is this principle put into 

practice? First, a moral and material judgement as to the suitability of the 

welfare recipient to appropriate forms of work is given the backing of state 

coercion on pain of the discontinuation of social assistance, and various forms of 

policing and surveillance are extensively deplo yed. Second, ' workfarism' is 

' The distinction beween compulsion and incentive is an imponant one in the differentiation of work- 
~velfare regimes. 
" See Jessop ( 1990) on Tharcherism. 



justified as a social lien which income recipients 'owe back' to society, similar to 

prison labourers. In Ontario, an economic lien now also exists in the case where 

social assistance recipients have or corne into any material assets that can be used 

to 'repav' the state. d 

The introduction of mandatory work-for-welfare is legitimated within the 

working and rniddle classes by the propagation of the concept of 'deserving' 

and 'undeserving' poor, and the cultivation of 'taxpayer outrage' towards people 

'on' welfare 'getting something for nothing'. Qass domination is also 

experienced in different ways, depending on age, gender, citizenship, race, and 

other characteristics, especidy as seen in the social relations 'in' and 'of' 

production, in different social formations. The importance of ideologicd state 

apparatuses and the role of political and state officiais, intellectuais and 

commentators within the mass media, the education system and other 

institutions of civil society are essential to conceiving workfare as 'hegemony 

armoured in coercion' (Althusser, 1971; Gramsci, 197î). 

Manv Western Marxist accounts of the capitalist state (such as those of Gramsci, 

O'Connor, Poulantzas, Offe and Jessop) have emphasized the importance of the 

composition and role of the niling class, classes or dass fraction@). In the 

'golden age' of weliare capitalism, this emphasis was perhaps weli placed and 

the capital relation clearly remains important. With the breakdown of the social 

compromise that secured the previous form of capitalist regulation, and as social 

and economic poiarization continues unabated, it has become important to 

reclaim an understanding of class domination that is based on movernent 'from 

margin to center'. This means that a theor); of class dynamics based on class 

domination and state coercion becornes necessary. 



There are both material and ideologicai aspects to class domination in the case of 

workfare and both are considered in this investigation. Material aspects of the 

problern of class domination are evinced by interna1 and extemal labour market 

dvnarnics; what Burawoy (1985) tenns relations 'in' and 'of' production, and 

what replation theorists and others identify as 'hierarchies' and 'markets'. 

Workfare involves forms of domination both within and outside the workplace, 

extending, for instance, to the home and the local welfare office. Ideological 

aspects of class domination are equaily important to the dismantling of the 

welfare state. 

The Demise of the Keynesian Welfare State and the Retum of Workfare 

The demise of the Keynesian welfare state (KWS) is seen today as an historical 

inevitabilitv . .  bv intellectuals on both the left and the right of the political 

spectrum. For the right, there is the celebration of the historical inevitabilitv of 

neo-liberalism and the 'triumph of capitalism'. For the left, the search for 'a new 

kind of sta te' af ter neo-liberaiism continues. There is near-universai agreement 

on the lef t that the frarning of such an alternative state project precludes any 

retum to the monolithic, inflexible and bureaucratie weüare state. For many neo- 

Mmists, 'welfare' has been historically viewed as a form of social control in the 

service of the national state and monopoly capital (Gough, 1979; O'Connor, 1973; 

Mishra, 1985). At the same time, the 'old' debate about the future of 'welfare 

capitalism' has been overtaken by 'new' debates about the general question of 

the emergence of 'post-Fordiçm', 'workfare capitaiism' and the hegemony of 

neo-liberdism. 

The deba te about post-Fordism and the dedine of the KWS is essentid to 

understanding the basis for the 'broad' origins and conditions of workfare. 

Properl y situating contemporary workfare in Ontario and Ottawa-Carleton in a 



histoncal and comparative perspective is paramount to undentandhg 

continuities, as well as discontinuities, in related state and social practices 

associated with the KWS and the SWS. ïhere are differences in the 'state- 

economy nexus' and their correspondhg social structures across national and 

sub-national r e m e s  of accumulation which also qualify this process. Changing 

regimes of citizenship, structures of representation, dass forces, and state policies 

and practices are d l  aspects of the determination of the theon; and practice of 

workfare withh the broader social relations of Lived experience. 

The relationship between social structure, political struggle and economic change 

articulated within certain strands of M&t state and regdation theory' 

provides a usehl vantage point from which to view the 'workfare question'. An 

important starting point is the question of the transition frorn Fordism to post- 

Fordism and its relationship to the shift from welfare to workfare. The 

regulation approach recognizes unevenness and difference throughout this 

process. States oi crisis or stability vary signihcantly across the dimensions of 

tirne, space and scale, based on the interaction of local and global conditions and 

their respective histories. One way of approaching how this process occurs is 

through the analysis of Fordism and post-Fordism as 'models of development'. 

Models of development contain a contingent matching between factors in the 

mode of regulation, the accumulation regime, and the labour process. 

Regulation theop. a perspective originating fiom French Marxin economists (.the rebel sons of 
Althusser' in the words of Jane ienson). which now daims adherents across national and paradigrnatic 
boundxirs. provides a sythesis of the *old- and the 'new'. This is not only so in terms of ics theoretical 
Foundations. but also in the process of theorizing and empirically examining ongoing cnsis and change. 
Also imponant is the realist mode of inquiry shared by many regulation rheorisn. The insights of other 
spproaches to the question of regime change, such as 'flexible specialization' (Piore and Sabel. 1984) and 
the 'social suucnires of accumulation' are inte~gated and debated. The dyamisrn of the theory is also 
bsed  on drieloprnenü in 3 vanety of differeni disciplines - such as economic geography- philosophy of 
science. srate theop. institutional economics. and the s o c i o l o ~  of social rnovements - which have become 
grisi for rhe mil1 of thé regulationist analysis of the crisis of Fordism and the question of pst-Fordism. 



'Fordism' and 'post-Fordism' are contentious concepts, and definitions used by 

writers on the subject vary. Fordism is conventiondy understood as the rise of 

pnnciples of mass production achieved through economies of scale and the 

rising ratio of capital to labour. Fordism includes a broad set of principles and 

institutions governing the sphere of production and economic regulation. Post- 

Fordism is often understood as changing productions systems associated with 

economies of scope and 'flexible', 'just-in-time' and 'tean' production techniques. 

But such a typology is far too limited to be of practical use to the question of how 

crisis develops or is forestalled within capitalism. 

Pos t-Fordism irnplies both continuities and discontinuities with Fordism.8 Post- 

Fordism is based on previously existing tendencies while introducing new 

elements that appear to 'displace' or 'resolve' the contradictions and crises of 

Fordism in each of its dimensions. This is so "even if (post-Fordism) is dso  

associated with ih own contradictions and crisis tendencies in turn" (Jessop, 

1994: 237). There is thus something indeterrninate about 'actual, existing' post- 

Fordism, which leads to methodological scepticism regarding daims that a stable 

new pattern of economic and social organization has emerged in a partidar, 

de tailed wa y. 

A mode1 of development, such as Fordism, includes a number of elements or 

components. These are: the labour process, or the aggregate of the conaete 

social and technical relations of production; an accumulation regime that 

balances production and consumption; the (social) mode of (economic) 

regdation, "an ensemble of n o m ,  institutions, organizational f o m ,  social 

networks and patterns of conduct which ,guide and govem an accumulation 

regime"; and the mode of societalization, "a pattern of institutional integration 

' Jessop ( l99-t:Ij7): "Without significant discontinuity. it would not be pm-Fordism: wirhout significant 
continuin.. it would not be post-Fordism." 



and social cohesion whidi complements the dominant accumulation regime and 

its social mode of economic regulation and Uiereby secures the conditions for its 

dominance within the wider society" (Jessop, 1994: 252). The social formation 

thus described is similarly based on a contingent matching of the above 

eiements. 

The balancing of a new or emergent labour process and industrial paradigm 

within a new regime of accumulation is what constitutes a mode of regulation. 

Because both micro- and macro- components must play a part if capitalist 

accumulation is to be viable, the matter of regulation is aitical. While the 

matching of new industrial paradigms with flexible accumulation is most 

de finitelv a question of economic regulation, this regulation is achieved by social 

means. This includes institutions involved in the apportionhg of the social 

product, institutional forms of social and political stniggle in the workplace and 

the state, f a d v  and cornrnunity, etc. 

I t  should be clear that the requirements of social regulation camot be attained 

solelv - .  bv success in economic regulation. Conditions of 'social and political 

struggle' as a part of the determination of the mode of regulation are regrettably 

under-theorized within the reproduction schema for the social mode of economic 

regulation outlined by- Jessop (1994; 1993; 1990). These conditions in Ontario in 

the Iate 1990s are explored and evaiuated in Chapters 2 and 3, providing an 

important case study for the development of a more integrated theory of 

regulation and state restructuring. Briefly, we consider some of the basis for this 

approach in the existing literature of the Regulation xhool. 

The ansiver to the question of how the social and economic reproduction of class 

power occurs ~ l t h  a specific historical milieu is provided bv concept of the mode 

of regulation. The mode of regulation, a co-determinate interaction of the social 



and economic spheres, is essential to baiancing both production and social 

reproduction within capitalist rnodels of development I t  consists of the set of 

institutional n o m ,  habits and behaviow of human agents within the schema of 

social and econornic reproduction. Accounts of the mode of regulation recognize 

its eclecticism, and that in any particuiar mode of regulation, the market is only 

one among several processes at work in regulating or stabilizing the capitalist 

mode of production (Mjeset, 1985). 

Replation is not merely 'uneven' across history and space, but a sociailv and 

spatiallv differentiated process of both breaks and continuities over the course of 

long-run structural change. Explmations of regulation must be both 

comparative and historical. Differences in class structure and institutions across 

national, subnational, and regional regimes must be specified, and policy 

changes over time within distinct regirnes must be explained in t e m  of forces 

both intemal and extemal to thern. 

The relationship of workfare to the state form and the mode1 of development can 

be analvzed in terms of its role within the general framework of the transition 

from Fordism to post-Fordism. Of part idar interest to this investigation is the 

labour process(es) and mode(s) of regulation reflective of the workfare state. 

Changes in state policv and the labour process (labour markets and the 

organization of work) associated with this and related 'shifts' from welfare to 

workfare are the focus of the primary research to follow. An important element 

of hegemonic 'workfarist' regimes is the mode of societalization. 

While in this research, the concept of the mode of regdation subsumes what in 

Jessop's 'jargon' is the 'mode of societalization', it is worth bneflv considenng 

Jessop's account. The mode of societalization is based on a match between both 

accumulation and regulation. The mode of societalization is a result of the 



conditions under which a dominant accumulation regime and the attendant 

mode of regulation "in conjunction with various social routines that successfdly 

cope with the social confiicts and perturbations originating in the dominance of 

that regime" (Jessop, 1991) are sociaily reproduced. The relations of d i n g  

characteristic of the accumulation regime are concretized in the mode of 

societalization. The mode of societalization is most closely associated with the 

exercise of ideology and hegemony in partidar spaces of regulation, which is 

critical in the process of legitimation of new citizenship regimes and in 

promoting 'social cohesion' for flexible accumulation. The social formation, 

based on the 'contingent CO-presence' of causal factors in the particuiar 

categories, inciudes the development of dass and household structure in 

particular places and times within these conditions. The social formation also 

subsumes political, cultural and ideological formations. 

Mrhereas the dominant mode of societalization under Fordism - Americanism - 
can be identified, it is too early to identify any such post-Fordist mode of 

societalization. The social formation of post-Fordism, while based upon 

cornpetition between different national and regional models, "remains as yet an 

unrealized possibility" (Jessop, 1994: 260). The record of neo-liberalism in the 

cnsis-prone 1990s has deflated the state projects of Reaganism and Thatcherism 

(Peck, 1996; Jessop, 1995); thus the societalization effects within an unevenly- 

developed post-Fordism can at best be understood on a case-by-case basis. 

Ultimately, neo-liberalism tends to crisis; how this occurs, or is forestalled, is a 

matter of es post conjunctural analysis. According to Peck (19%)) Lipietz (1986), 

bljaset (1985) and other regulation theorists, neo-liberaiism is perhaps better 

vieived as an indicator of crisis rather than a coherent mode of regulation. 

Market iorces cannot be preswned to automaticdy lead to new institutional 

fixes aiter Fordism and the Keynesian weifare state (Peck and Tickell, 1994). 



Current changes in the mode of societalization are thus indefinite, without k ing  

associated with anv particular stable new f o m  within post-Fordism (Jessop, 

1994). A dominant mode1 providing legitimation and social cohesion has not 

made itself known, although 'workfarism' can be said to provide at least part of 

the present modei. There may well be contradictions between the regulation of 

govemance between the labour process and the mode of societalization. That is, 

a revitalized labour process that increases productivity and profits and the retum 

of pre-KWS ideologies of 'workfarism' in the mode of societalization ma. 

actuallv prolong the present capitalist crisis. 

The destabilization of the social compromise associated with national monopoly 

regula tion was partiy attributable to changes associated with the 

internationalization of post-war Atlantic Fordism. The emergence of its crisis at 

the end of the 1960s was related to important spatial transformations of the post- 

war period. Declinùig productivity growth coupled with a rise in the organic 

(technical) composition of capital caused a Ml in the rate of profit, which meant 

less accumulation and Iess employment, which in turn provided the basis for the 

fiscal crisis of the welfare state (Lipietz, 1992). Apart from growth in 

international trade as a constitutive part of post-war international reiations, the 

rise of the public sector in the national economv also increased the propensity of 

capital to intemationalize. By the late 1970s, the macroeconornic frarnework had 

become highlv unfavourable. The abandonment of a national Keynesian 

irarnework as the basis of monetary policy by the hegemonic social bloc, and the 

monetarist shock, represented an important initial response to the crisis of 

Fordism. 

Growing extemal constraints added to the exhaust of the industrial paradigm to 

a crisis in 'national monopolistic regdation', particularlv in the regdation of the 

wage-labour relation. Productivity gains - now much smaller - were no longer 



coupled to wage levels, while the social wage became subject to progressive roil- 

backs. Thus the conditions for reproduction of the wage-labour nexus and of 

labour-power itself were severely weakened. The rise of a class of 

disenfranchised worker, non-core employees and contract labour, became "a 

burden upon population and enterprise as a whole" given their dependence on 

the welfare state, although something of a benefit to individual employers 

(Lipietz, 1992). 

The breakdown of continuous, assured productivity growth through 

automatization and a top-down hierarchicai industriai paradigm was also 

limited by the separation of conception hom execution at the point of 

production. The limits to the gains achievable through Fordist intensive and 

extensive growth were reached in most of the Atlantic Fordist countries by the 

late 1960s and early 1970s. Employers began a search for new sources of 

productivitv, having questioned and in some cases abandoned the old industrial 

paradigm. The 'technological revolution' in microelectronics and new 

management techniques that did away with certain Taylorist principles in some 

instances were captured in a way which led to upskilling of the workforce. Yet 

contradictions in the social organization of training within the framework of 

government, business and individuai finanMg have often limited such outcomes 

in favour of the adoption of technologies on neo-Fordist lines (centralization of 

information, data warehousing, and inaeasing separation of the control of 

knowledge from the worker). 

For Jessop (1996), the distinctiveness of Fordism "as a phase of capital 

accumulation" is found in the socid mode of economic regdation. The social mode 

of economic regdation most tvpically associated with Fordism is undergohg 

transformation across dl oi its institutional forms related to production, inter- 

firm and international cornpetition, industrial organization, industrial relations, 



wage and price regulation, state intervention and social welfare. New 

institutional forms of the social mode of econornic regulation are the products of 

a varietv of strategies, including those based on crisis management and on 

moving beyond the crisis of Fordism (Jessop, 1994: 253-60). According to Jessop 

(1996), these and other institutional fonns of post-Fordism may address a number 

of contradictions and crises of Fordism, forming part of a putative post-Fordist 

social mode of economic regulation. 

Peck (1996) emphasizes that labor markets are socially regulated, not merely 

wage regulated. He identifies the local labor market as a particular 'conjunctural 

shucture' of social regulation, shaped by three 'generative structures'. These 

include 'production imperatives' associated with job design and pattern of 

occupational demand; processes of social reproduction associated with labor 

market supplv and primariiy state-based forces that enable (or block) social 

regulation for these relativelv autonomous processes. Local and supra-local state 

structures act to altemativelv constrain and propel both production irnperatives 

and social reproduction. Occasionaily, state action cm provide a sustainable 

match between these two other generative structures.9 

Manv causal processes are at work in these processes of social regulation. A 

piven outcome and the successful, consistent reproduction of outcornes over time 

are irreducible to single factors, e.g. technologicaI requirements or collective 

bargaining strategies of unions and management. As noted by Lawson (1989) 

The employer-worker relationship . . . may be identified as a 
transhisto&l, pancultural feature of human society. But this 
observation, in itself, abstracts from the numerous variations in the 
nature of this relationship, across time and space, and it is certainlv 
insufficient, for example, to anv understanding or explanation of 

-- - 

' lndustrial and labour market muctures implicitiy (Le. rhrou* the tau base) and explicitiy (e.p. throush 
direct stars involvement) relate ro state structures. 



work practices and activities that exist at a specific stage of human 
evolution in any particular region or place. (Lawson, 1989: 72; cited 
in Peck, 1996). 

The post-Fordist labour process, as the ensemble of the new social and technicd 

relations of production, refiects managerial strategies for 'change' seeking to 

capitalize on the new flexibiiity. According to Jessop (1994: 258), these 'post- 

Fordist' restructuring strategies address obstacles and challenges including: 

overcoming the "dienation and resistance of the mass worker"; 
overcoming the "relative stagnation of Taylorism and mass production"; 
increasing competitiveness in old and new industries; 
saturation of demand for mass-produced consumer durables10 and uicreasing 
variabilitv in consumer tastes; 
reducingOthe costs associated with non-Fordist service sectors (notably, in the 
public sector); and 
increasing productivity gains in primary industry, manufacturing and other 
economic sectors. 

Unlike conditions within the social compromise of Fordism, incomes earned by 

core workers are not generalized to non-core workers and the 'econornicdy 

inactive' (Jessop, 1994: 258). Because of the increasuig role of cornpetition in 

product and labour markets, and the declining role of fiscal and other 

redishibutive levers of the state, pronounced income polarization is 

characteristic of the post-Fordism regirne of accumulation This knowledge- 

based 'new' economv is dso characterized by the increasing importance of 

' human capital'. As noted by Betcherrnan et. al. (1998), 

Knowledge generation, innovation, networking capabilities, the 
abilitv to invent new products, research and development - these 
are the intangible factors that increasinglv determine economic 
success for individuals, for fKms, and for&mmunities, regions, 
and entire nations. Physical capital still mattea, but invisible forms 
of capital, including human capital, matter just as much and 
probably more. (Betcherman, McMden and Davidman, 1998: 1-2) 

:-' This point is contested bu Williams ( 1994). as noted by Jessop ( 1994: 277. f.8). 



Managerial imperatives in the re-organization of partidar production processes 

and extemal labour markets are motivated by considerations of new 

productivity dvnamics in the workplace and 'core' operations. The drive for 

flexible accumulation, through the adoption of new technologies and the 

flexibilization of labour markets is an essential strategv in the new production 

imperatives for employers. Trends in occupational and industnal data reflect this 

aspect in locd labour markets and regional economic space. The importance of 

knowledge and skills in the 'post-industrial', 'knowledge-based' economy has 

also changed job content and job availability for many workers." 

Labour market flexibiiity has had a profound impact on the ernployment contract 

of post-Fordism. The rise of the 'flexible firm' is conditioned by rapidlvihanging 

technologies and markets, the need to restore productivity growth and to lower 

cos& oi production (Atkinson and Gregory, 1986). The reorganization of work is 

based on a shrinking core labour force and a broader periphery of just-in-the 

workers. Atkinson (1987) notes tha t 'management for flexibility' has three 

elements: hnctional, numerical and financial: 

Functional flexibility is provided bv 'core' workers, who are shifted rapidly 
frcrn job to job within the organizkon, and represent a sigmficant 
investment in human capital; 
Numerical flexibility is provided bv 'periphery' workers, who are typically 
part-tirne or short-tem contract workers not requiring firm-specific skills or 
training and without a signihcant investment in human capital; and 
Financial flexibility is provided by flexible payment systems, individual and 
enterprise-level contracts and self-employment for peripheral workers, and 
benefits including stock options, bonuses, and employee benefits for core 
workers. 

: These new considerations amund 'human capital' and the kowledge-bwd economy' are pmicularly 
jignificant in the evaiuation of workfare as an emplopabiiity strate=. 



Storper and Scott (1990: 575) also identdy three strategies for labour market 

flexibilitv in particular: 

- individualization of the employrnent relation, minimizing the role of 
collective bargaining in areas such as wage setting; 

- improving intemal flexibility through multi-skilling and more fluid job 
defini tions; and 

- rapid quantitative adjustment to emplovment levels through the deployment 
of ternporary and flexible part-time woikers, based on fluctuahg production 
needs. 

Scott (1988) conceives of production in general within the new industrial spaces 

of agglomerated labour as a cornplex system, involving both indushiaiization 

and urban structure, and as "a coordinated system of intemd hierarchies and 

extemal markets" (Scott, 1988; quoted in Peck, 1996: 121). The transition from 

Fordism to flexible accumulation requires an "enhanced fiexibility in production 

svs tems" (Peck, 1996: 121; see also Scott and Cooke, 1988: 2114). Greater 

market uncertainty, the fragmentation of mass consumer demand, vertical 

disintegration, numerical and functional flexibüity, a deepening of the social 

division of labour, and "heightened interdependence in the production system as 

f i m  become deeply embedded in complex webs of interorganizational 

transactions" are some of the traits associated with flexible production regimes 

(Peck, 1996: 122). These regimes are based on geographical agglomerations of 

economic activitv and interorganizational transactions, which establish local 

labour market n o m  in accordance with flexible capacity. 

The success of 'flexible production' depends on high turnover rates, diminution 

of job security, regressive n o m  of work, low union densities, and the 

deyelopment of "a large, contingent labor pool of politicailv marginalized 

workers (such as immigrants, women, and agricultural laborers)" (Peck, 1996: 

123). High flexibilitv is combined in these svstems wlth entrenched 

segmentation and excIusion. 



Increasing numerical fiexibility in organizations is a priority of flevble human 

resource approaches in a changing extemal environment. Neo-liberal poiicies 

rnilitate against any sigruficant redistribution of human capital development 

investment. Labour market flexibility, in combination with marketization 

(privatization, higher user fees, etc.), has made training and the principle of 

'lifelong leamingr either irrelevant or mattainable for younger workers, older 

workers k t  bv downsizing, the non-EI-protected proportion of unemployed 

persons, and many other groups. 

Betcherman et. of. (1998) conclude that the demand for labour has shifted toward 

the highly skilled; new participation pattern are 'altering the rhythms of 

learning and working'; and the changing employment contract and employer- 

emplovee relationships is shifting responsibility for training ont0 the individual. 

Thev also contend that there has ken a substantial inaease in the 'supply-side' 

of availa ble training, wi th a large nurnber of commercial and non-commercial 

training providers. The current envuonment is seen as one of opportunities that 

rnight be realized by labour market intetests and the state, such as potential 

progress towards the establishment of a universal, inclusive 'leaming 

environment'. 

Differentiated access to training remains a problem and has yet to adequately 

address the 'vicious circle' of skills deficits, underinvestment, and dedining 

ernployabilitv on the part of many jobseekers, especiaily the young. Those who 

possess su bs tan tial human capital benefit from a ' virtuous circle' of s trong skills, 

challenging job requirements, and access to additional human capital investment 

beneiits. At the same time, this 'knowledge gap' may act to restrict actual and 

potential new labour market entrants, enabling the knowledge 'insidersr to 

realize the lion's share of investment and consumption. As the case of Ottawa- 



Carleton shows, this gap mav be even more pronounced in relatively prosperous 

localities. 

Educational requirements are rising such that a high xhooi education is now 

insufficient in meeting the employability requirements of a knowledge-based 

economv. Manv potential workers lack post-secondary education and parCicuiar 

groups face additional challenges, such as basic literacy and language barriers, 

whch must be met in order for secondarv school completion and enrolment in 

further education and training to occur. At the same tirne, labour market 

polarization is leading to the growth of additional bad jobs, which in the context 

of increasing pressures on individual to improve their education, knowledge and 

sluils is contributing to an underemplopent gap (Livingstone, 1998). 

In Ottawa-Carleton, it has been estKnated that the vast rnajority (80 percent) of 

persons receiving training are paid employees (Ottawa-Carleton Training Board, 

19%). This situation may reflect the deciine of state-sponsored training than act, 

and more and more actual or potentid workers finance their own training, out of 

their own pocket or bank 10x1. Paradoxically, the renewed emphasis on 

knowledge and skills has coincided with governrnent cutbacks to publidy- 

funded education, the emergence of 'just-in-time' production and training 

principles, and a bifurcation of the workforce based on a precarious balance of 

both labour-saving and skiUs-dancing approaches to techno-organizational 

change and productivity growth. Each of these changes have had the effect of 

downloading the responsibility for hainhg and education onto the individual 

worker, while shiftirtg the allocation of these resources away from sub- and 

under-emploved workers towards cote workers, both through occupational 

welfare and increased private market costs. 



The impact of technological change on intemal and extemai labour markets often 

reinforces the tendency towards the polarization of knowledge and SUS. 

Industrial projections do not necessarily ernphasize occupational correlates that 

are 'knowledge-based', even if there are expanding opportunities for high-skilled 

workers. For example, expansion of employment in high-tedinology industries 

in the 1980s" was estimated to generate 17 percent of new employment, but 

man? of these new jobs were not highly-skilled (Mahon, 1994: 85)." In her 

research on world cities and globalization, Saskia Sassen notes the persistence of 

deskilled and peripheral employment in the "commanding heights" of the new 

economy, çuch as the office towers of Manhattan (Sassen, 1994). Regional studies 

in Ottawa indirectlv echo this point, aguing that seven local jobs are created for 

each high-technolog job (OttawaCarleton Training Board, 1998). Thus 

tlexi bilitv is increasinglv characterized b y a polarization of skiIls, even while 

average levels of 'human capital investment' have k e n  Ning (Betcherman et. nl., 

1998). 

Innovation mav be essentid for Ning productivity and profits, but creates 

increasinglv uneven labour market effects. Ongoing investment in human 

capital development and consumption of education and training resources is also 

uneven. Overall, the opportunities for higher skilled workers and in more 

knowledge-intensive work are increasing. In fact, both absolute and relative job 

growth in high-wage occupations is greater than the number of jobs k i n g  

displaced in absolute terms in those industries with relatively constant levels of 

employment, but witnessing littie growth. 

Technological change embedded in the labour process has displaced manual 

labour and placed a prernium on 'knowledge workers', a development which has 

'' Data is for the U.S. between 1982 to t 995. 



weakened labour market prospects for many, such as older workers and those 

with less education and training. Whiie possessing greater Iiteracy in new 

technologies, youth (as weU as new labour market entrants more generally) have 

also had a difficult tirne in the 1990s. The implications of these developments in 

the labour market for new entrants, persons on its margins and those dependent 

on state income support are greater barriers to meaningful employment, with a 

better future for themselves and their families retreating ever further into the 

dis tance. 

An important characteristic of regulation is its inclusion of not only hierarchies 

and markets, but a range of institutions 'between market and hierarchyf (Jessop, 

1994). State strategies based on the extension of markets may well have 

necessary limits, not to mention increasing trade-offs in unequal employment 

opportunities, income inequality, disparate social outcornes, and broadening 

social unrest. Left to its own devices, eaxly regulation theorists argued, the free 

market will disrnantle the framework in which stabilization can occur, raising the 

spectre of structural crisis in the curent mode1 of capitalist development 

(Aglietta, 1979; Lipietz, 1986). The emphasis on cornpetition by any means 

necessary has led to the simultaneous pursuit of two paths of competitiveness, a 

difference perhaps best captured in the dual meaning of 'competitive' in the 

labour market. On one side are 'competitive salary and benefits', or higher 

emplovment incomes for those who already eam upper bracket incomes; 

conversely, 'competitive wage costs' generally indicates lower incomes for those 

in the bottom emplovment income brackets. 

For regulation theorists locating workfare in the context of post-Fordism and the 

Schumpeterian workfare state (SWS), the debate has perhaps been too centred 

': Jlahon ( 1994b) also cites rhe research of a number of important sources on the -poIarization scenario'-. 
in what are mainly US.-based studies. 



around the delineation of principdy economic historicd tendencies. The 

requirements for capitalist reproduction and regulation are set out primarily in 

t e m  of the requirements of capital. Capitalism is seen to experience ruptures, 

but (unlike in Schumpeter's own account in mitalisrn, Socz'aIism und Denzocraq) 

is also viewed as having a dynamic capacity to reconstruct a social and economic 

order that provides both macroeconomic and politicai stability. These shifts in 

the mode of regulation are interior to capitalism. At the same tirne, state 

coercion of labour mav also precipitate challenges to capitalist domination, 

leading to additional crises and mptures. The description of new elements 

within 'actual, existing capitalisms' such as the emergence of workfare introduce 

new contradictions requiring M e r  interventions (Peck, 1996). 

T'he rehirn of workfare evokes the old philosophy of poverty relief and the 

tragedies of the past, such as the 'work test' in debtors' prisons in Victorian 

England and the Depression-era work camps in Canada. For many on the 

'undesenring' side of the 'deserving' and 'undeserving' poverty dichotomy, life 

was nastv, brutish and short. (Yet even for the 'deserving', such as orphans and 

widows, fonns of social support were haphazard.) With the experience of the 

Depression and early experiences in successful industriai organizing, movements 

of unemploved workers gained strength, hdustnal unions were organized and, 

as the power of these groups grew, a 'social compromise', brokered by the state, 

was institutionaiized. This international movement of the organized working 

class provided the social base for better protections for workers and their 

families. The lessons of the 19305 were for a time Iearned, and the notion that the 

unemploved were responsible for their own predicarnent had becorne seen as 

antiquated bv the public and policy-makers alike. 

The 'historie compromise' of the post-war period broke down the old dichotomy 

behveen 'deserving' and 'undeserving', as subsistence and other social and 



economic rights were, in both popular nation-building mythology and in the 

sphere of legal-juridical rights, institutionalized and universalized (Korpi, 1983; 

Esping-Andersen, 1990). Welfare rights became entitlements as part of the 

extension of 'social citizenship' to previously rnarginalized groups. The social 

safety net was also in alignment with particular labour market norm associated 

with the KWS (Shields, 1994). While this process certainly was better developed 

in some regions and nations within the Atlantic Fordist political economies, it left 

its mark on d l ,  including Canada. 

We are now living through the day s of the decline of social refom and of this 

particular form of social contract (Teeple, 1995). 'Workfarism' involves the 

return of the 'deserving' and 'undeserving' dichotomy; dividing the population 

is divided against itseü in terms of the organization and mobiiization of class, 

fractional and other interests; a period in which previously accepted rights of 

citizenship are now openly contested (Teeple, 1995; Shields, 1994). Increased 

' heedom' for some has meant increased 'unlreedom' for many . One result of the 

crisis embedded in the failure of hegemony of the KWS has been increasing 

coercion of the population at the rnargins into a wageless 'tertiary' labour 

market .'4 

A notable contention has been made by some about the significance of workfare 

as part of a new strategy involving the rise of governance ai the local level, 

facilitated bv the rise of community and non-profit organizations that comprise a 

'Third Sector' (Maver, 1994). Man). of the various models for new forms of social 

The tenn 'teniap labour market' is used here with reference to labour market segmentation. Dual labour 
market theory is based on the observation of the emergence of a 'primary' labour market associated with 
good jobs with union wages, benefir~ and other protection for the dominant social groups (i.e. prime-age 
white males). and a -secondary' labour market associated with part-tirne. contingent work for others. The 
'tertiary labour market' is characterized by the absence of basic income and representation rights. and by 
mandatory participation. For example. wotkfare and prison labour are perhaps better viewed as a further 
segmentation of capitalist labour markets than as part of the 'secondary labour market-. The use of 



service delivery involve signihcant changes at the Local level, such as re- 

orientation towards the needs of local labour markets. New forms of work 

organization and new emplopent strategies are emerging, and the workplace is 

an ongoing site of struggle in which practices such as workfare are rooted. The 

changes associated with the implementation of workfare involve both the forced 

socialization of the labour-power of some citizens for the benefit of others and 

the advent of brokers, temporarv agencies, and multinational corporate 

consultancies as administrators of the 'human resources' department of the 

workfare state. 

The segmentation and (partial) integration of the labour process in social 

services, coupled with privatization and contractingsut, have played an 

important role in reducing pre-existing social variable capital. Thus, these 

processes can also be regarded as both a state and Third Sector counterpart to the 

related strategy of capital geared towards restoring, rnaintaining and inrreasing 

productivitv gowth through labour-displacing techno-organizational change. 

On the service delivery end, state elites have wagered that community-based 

social services and the v o l u n t q  sector can fa the gap, although these too face 

fiscal crises of their own as a resdt of the contraction of the welfare state and 

changes in the hnding environment (Leduc-Browne, 1996). 

Workfare strategies involve changing social assistance recipients hom social cost 

to social cnpitd. The paraliels to state conscription of prison labour and the work 

camps of old are historical antecedents to this new process of moral regulation of 

marginal populations (Saver and Walker, 1992). Rather than an inclusive social 

citizenship predicated on the realization of this latent human capital, workfare 

creates a third-class economic citizenship for 'workfare workers' in a rtewlv 

'tenia-' is also a plav on the fact that a lot o f  actuaI workfare placements resernble traditional voluntary 
work in the 'Third Sector'. 



segmented 'tertiarf labour market. Workfare can thus be read as a Iow-wage 

cornpetitive strategy.l5 

-4s in any conjuncture, both what is old and what is new matter. In Vol. 1 of 

Cnpitnl, Kari Marx makes an important observation on the composition of the 

industrial reserve army of labour. One section of the 'reserve army' is consigned 

to a condition of "extremely irregular employment": 

Hence it offers capital an inexhaustible reservoir of disposable 
labour-power. Its conditions of life sink below the average nomal 
level of the working class . it is characterized by a maximum of 
working time and a minimum of wages. 

Over the course of 20th century capitalism, the industrial reserve army has k e n  

segmented into various components, as part of a continuum of precariously- 

waged and unwaged work. Incorne maintenance and now workfare have 

become part of the employment relationship for many of these workers. While 

man? are in part- tirne. part-vear employment, work is seasonal and/ or 

temporary in nature, with low pay and no occupational welfare. 

Ldce prison labour and 'boot campsf, workfare labour can be viewed as part of a 

'tertiarv' labour market. Having similar characteristics to segments of the 

seconda- labour market of low-wage and menial work, workfare labour is best 

understood as producing social surplus value in a particular way within a 

'tertiary labour marketf. In Marx's original account of the theory of surplus 

value, part of the working day is spent producing the material requirements for 

subsistence, in the form of wages, while another part of the workùig day is spent 

producing the material requirements of capital, in the form of profit. Within 

tertiarv labour markets, no actual wage is paid Save for a 'social wage' outside of 

" Many consemative economists share this view. ernphasizing the p a t e r  rcnim to  ta^ dollars resultine 
from investments in high-end education and training. 



the circuit of capital. Social carrying costs are produced through the contribution 

of the labour of workers in the tertiary labour market in retum for this social 

wage, while any productive contribution above and beyond this level accrues to 

public, private and Third Sector employers. 

The lack of formal employment rights on the part of workfare workers is 

combined with a labour process perhaps best characterized as 'permanently 

contingentr. As part of the labour process, workfare typicaily involves work in 

the voluntani sector, which introduces further complications and contradictions. 

Both supplv- and demand-side factors in the labour market have generated 

fundamental barriers to full labour force participation on the part of social 

assistance recipients, particuiarly among those who aiready face multiple 

barriers to participation. The primary state strategy which workfare is a 

constitutive element of - the promotion of 'employabiiity' - also fails to address 

and indeed worsens problerns in increasing polarization of knowledge, human 

capital, and hours worked, and instability of employment contract. 

There is thus both sornething 'old' and 'new' in workfare. The process of 

tertiarization of the labour force is a new development, one with its own 

histoncal antecedents, but also increasingl y shaped by supply-side labour market 

dynarnics and cornpetitive austerity. Workfare as part of a suitably-flexibilized 

labour force is also congruent with emerging patterns of labour market 

structures such as contingent work. Increasuig bifurcation in employment 

pathwavs also has a bearing on the broader social relations which frame 

workfare. Changes in state f o m  associated with the subordination of social 

rvelfare to economic policy goals have attempted to balance the new conditions 

h t o  a reproducible social order, one that resolves or displaces aspects of the 

crisis of Fordism, while addressing sorne of the contradictions of an emergent 

post-Fordism. The old discourse of 'self-reliance' and 'individual responsibilihr', 



as well as the moral panic conceming social assistance, ùidicate continuities in 

the state project of workfare, meanhg that old contradictions are king 

reintroduced with the new. 

Variants of the Workfare State in nieory and Ractice 

There are three comparative historical contexts to consider in the periodization of 

contemporarv workfare: the pre-welfare çtate era of capitalism, the KWS era, and 

the SM'S era. The history of present-day workfare needs to be situated in al1 

three contexts; nevertheless, the emphasiç here is on the latter. Within this latter 

context, a number of distinctions need to be made regarding variants of the 

workfare state. The variants that have been established in the Iiterature are the 

neo-statist, neo-corporatist, and neo-liberal SWS. Here we sy stematicall y outline 

the common characteristics of the Sdiumpeterian u~orkfare state (SWS), focusing 

on the dominant neo-liberal mode1 and some of its potential intemal 

contradictions. This section dso briefIy describes how this profile fits with 

developments in Canada and especially Ontario. 

SWS regulation is achieved by cedeterminate changes in the wage relation, the 

enterprise system, the money form, the consumption sphere and the state form of 

post-Fordism. In meeting the imperatives of global accumulation and resolving 

at least some of the contradictions of the KWS, the SWS cm assume a variety of 

state f o m ,  based on the historïcal contexts specific to actual, existing regimes 

(Jessop, 1994). These include the neo-liberal form, the neo-statist iorm and the 

neo-corporatist form. Aspects of each of these three forms of the SWS can co- 

exist within and across geogaphical and socio-political xales. AU of these forms 

have a highlv productivist character, as the state is involved in supplÿ-side 

intervention under the imperatives of economic gllobalization for capital. While 

based on different kinds of state intervention, the post-Fordist state f om is 



c haracterized by "strengthening national competitiveness and subordinating 

social to economic policy" (Peck and Tickell, 1994: 293). 

Active and flexible labour market policies are part of the institutional forms of a l l  

variants of the SWS. The artidation of state strategies and the mobîiization and 

participation in collective endeavours that facilitate solutions to the question of 

social regulation varies by each particular variant. All variants of workfare are 

characterized by a neo-statist principle of king mandated and initiated by the 

state, a neo-corporatist principle of social cohesion through 'private interest 

govement f ,  and (especially) a neo-liberal principle of market DaMrinism with 

an enforcer state. 

The neo-corporatist state f o m  is characterized by the "ex ante concertation of the 

economic decisions and activities of private economic agents oriented to their 

O wn economic interests" (Jessop, 1994: 267). The shift in emphasis on labour- 

management cooperation is away from the area of wage and price controls, full 

employment, and solutions to stagflation and towards the promotion of supply- 

side measures aiming at increasing high value-added innovation and 

competitiveness. This neo-corporatisrn is of broader xope, based not exclusively 

on the labour-capital relationship, but also on the interests of policy communities 

such as those involved in education, health, science and training activities that 

have a bearing on innovation and competitiveness. Neo-corporatism also 

emphasizes state support for the self-regdation of industry and recognition of 

the " increasing heterogeneity of the Iabour force and labour markets" (Jessop, 

1994: 267). Unlike the 'disengagement' of ne-liberaiism or the autonomous 

initiatives of neo-statism, state involvement in neo-corporatism is based on 

voluntarisrn, and is geared toward supporting the outcornes of ' private interest 

govemment'. 



Some state and management strategies emphasize 'lifelong leaming' and the 

promotion of a ' leaming environment' both organizationdy and cdturally, 

which could be described as neotorporatist. The concept of the 'leamhg 

organization' is difficult to realize under cUcumstances of neo-liberal dominance 

when the increasing extemal mobility of workers leads to the loss of institutional 

memory, even given the massive increase in computer processing power. Thus, 

the project of a 'leaming environment' in society supported by state, emplovers 

and the non-profit sedor is necessary within post-Fordism. At the same tirne, 

flexibilitv has also led to the development of a complex private and non-profit 

haining sector to fil1 at least part of the gap left by the shrinking welfare state. 

One emerging f o m  of a more voluntaristic workfare state is the 'social 

economv', which can be found in Quebec and some western European countries. 

The social economv model, arguably a form of neotorporatism, has been hailed 

bv manv social democrats as a reasonable solution to the problems of social (if 

not economic) exclusion. Social cohesion is also dependent on the alignment of 

social movement communities and particular state structures. A number of 

different elemenû corne into play that can be seen as aspects of either the neo- 

corporatist or neo-statist variants of the local SWS. For exarnple, solutions to 

poverty and unemploynent within the 'social economy' model typically involve 

mobilizing al1 'stakeholders' in the local economy, including local business, 

cornmunity agencies, equity-seeking groups, and the unemployed themselves. 

The emphasis is on the need for all stakeholders to work together at 
the local Ievel to develop an integrated and coordinated approach 
to labour market en- given the economic realities within each 
regi0n.I~ 

The neo-statist form of flexibility emphasizes the important of state support for 

sunrise sectors of the economy, active labour market policies, and the like, but 



also decommodified social welfare based upon extending adequate uicome 

maintenance and social inclusion. Neo-statist strategies attempt to negotiate the 

'extemal constraint' irom above while facilitating more community and Third 

Sector solutions to poverty and social exclusion tiom below. State capacities 

must therefore be managed to create a common kamework for al1 actors to 

exercise r-ights of citizenship and state representation. Neo-statist principles are 

also part of most actud, existing workfare regimes - as the existence of the wage 

form necessitates some form of weüare state, particularlv as the precariousness 

oi the emplovment contract and bifurcation of the labour market become more 

pronounced. 

The extent and impact of the "decoupling of welfare policies from the circuit of 

capital" in different national Fordisms has varied according to the degree to 

r\*hich liberal welfare regirnes maintained a strong separation between economic 

and social policv-making. The extent of this aspect of the cnsis also differed for 

national states, depending on theK place in the world system. Sm&, open 

economies (such as Canada) that modified their social and economic policy based 

upon the impact of trading relations on bill employment fared better than others 

in weathering this aspect of the economic crisis (Jessop, 1996: 256-2-257; Mishra, 

1%). 

Even under the lowered political horizons of post-Fordism, the continuing 

existence of the wage fonn (even in its more flexible variant) as a dominant social 

relation of capitalism necessitates some form of welfare state that can assure the 

reproduction of the wage form and wage labour (Mishra, 1985). A restructured 

welfare state, whether contracting (as under the ne-liberal model), or expanding 

(as under the neo-corporatist and neo-statist models), must not "seriouslv 

undermine structural cornpetitiveness" or block the transition to post-Fordism 

For more. see .-lppzii pottr un ~conomk sockle ei solidaire. p. 1 in the Canadian context. 



(Jessop, 1994: 276). Social poiicy continues to play an important role in the SWS, 

but " this role will be linked to the economic issues confronting the state in open 

economies rather than the relative@ closed, quasi-autocenhic economies of 

Atlantic Fordism" (Jessop, 1994: 276). 

The neo-liberal state form involves a strong state, aggressively promoting 

international competitiveness, marketization, pnvatization, and 

recornmodification, while moving in emphasis from redistribution to support for 

production. The fiscal regime is characterized bv the use of tax expenditures 

aiming at stimulating private investment. Deficit reduction and income tax 

reduction play a greater role in neo-liberal regimes than program spending or 

debt reduction. Trade agreements and international negotiations on property 

rights are pursued, not so much on the basis of securing new investment, but in 

tenns of the general imperatives of multinational corporate capital. State 

support for labour market fiexibility in neo-liberal regimes is also characterized 

br changes to industrial relations and employment standards legislation that 

weaken the collective rights of workers and their unions. Examples in Ontario 

include Bill 26, The Omnibus Savings and Restructurine; Act (1995), Bill 136, The 

Public Sector Restnicturing Act (1997), and Bill 22, The Prevention of 

Unioniza tion with Respect to Comrnunitv Placements Act (19%). 

Structural reforms in Canada and Ontario are quite different than suggested by 

either the neo-statist or neocorporatist f o m  of the SWS. The hansfer of even 

successful, cost-saving programs from the public sector to the private sector is 

one of the most significant developrnents of the SWS period under examination 

in this research. The role of the private sector in welfare d o m ,  as part of an 

" increasingly blurred interface between privatizing training polis- and 

marketizing welfare policy" warrants special attention as part of this broader 

ottensive within the advanced capitalkt workfare states (Peck, 1996: 186). Peck 



(1996) notes the role of Private Industry Councils (PICS) in the U.S. and Training 

and Enterprise Councils (TECs) in the U.K. as an example of this process. 

The private sector is also taking on new roles in the design and development of 

welfare reform in Ontario, a case in point king the contract between the 

Ministry of Cornmunity and Social Services (MCSS) and the global corporate 

giant, Andersen Consulting. Many functions of the workfare-welfare state are 

sepented by means of public-pnvate partnerships, through the use of private 

organiza tions with sanctioning powers (rent setting, evictions, disqualification, 

approval of paperwork, etc.) who receive their compensation from the state 

through their improvements to the 'bottom line'. In Ontario, the role of bipartite 

structures on training program design and d e h e ~  is also in evidence. The 

training and social services environment is characterized by the involvement of a 

wide range of smail private and Third Sector training programs, dong with 

major corporations such as Andersen Consulting in the restnicturing of a 

residual income maintenance system. 

The comrnunitv sector's role in social provision is rnoving to the foreground as 

the role oi govemrnents recedes. The engineering of lowered expectations of the 

workers within regimes of lean production and state testructuring has facilitated 

the opening up of a sigruhcant role for voluntas, work (Shields and Evans, 1998). 

With 'social downioading', the role of the Third Sector is signhcantly 

transformed as part of a private and/or quasi-public workfare state (Leduc- 

Broivne, 1996). Funding for the Third Sector, however, has generally been drawn 

irom both public and private sources. Continued ' k a 1  downloading' to the 

voluntan- sector raises the question of whether or not the sector can be 

successiullv integrated into a new post-Fordist funding and service d e h e m  

framework (Social Flannuig Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1998). It is unclear at 



this point whether the N e  of the voluntary sector may mitigate or exacerbate the 

crisis of the 'Fordist' or 'neo-Fordist' welfare state. 

The voluntary sector is not new, as has been noted by theorists of the capitalist 

welfare state for some tirne. For example, the voluntary provision of services by 

women and the organization of 'mutualist' pension system predate the rise of 

public service provision in the US. (Skocpol, 1992). The long history and 

continuing existence of organizations such as food banks and the Victorian Order 

of Nurses demonstrates that voluntary non-govemmental (or 'cornrnunity- 

based') organizations (and their programs) have contuiued to play a 

complementan role to the public welfare state. But the voluntary sector on its 

own cannot provide a sustainable solution to problems of poverty and 

unemplovment. 

The neoiorporatist 'worldarist' projed can also be problematized further. The 

analvsis of workfare in relation to the development of the 'social economy' that is 

set out in this research suggests that the voluntary sector, while a terrain of 

struggle, cannot be relied on to solve the employment question. Moreover, one 

impact of the social cutbacks that have accompanied relative economic 

prosperity in the late 1990s is that the voluntaqv sector can be found to play an 

increasingly important role in 'regulating the poor', returning to its pre-KWS role 

era inasmuch as a part oi the SWS. 

Workfare policies of this nature have been pursued by govemments of different 

political hues. While it is easv to caricature the emergence of workfare in 

Ontario's 'common sense revolution' govemment of Mike Hams (1995-), 

workfare-tvpe policies are also being pursued bv cenhist social democratic 

yovernments, such as the New Labour govemment of Tony Blair in the U.K. 

Anthonv Giddew is a Ieading intektuai in support of a new direction awav 



from the old-style of state-centred social democracy and towards a freer market 

and a new communitarianism, or 'Third Way'. Assoàated with this 'Third Way' 

are the famiiiar concepts of 'social dependency', 'mutual obligation', and 'fiscal 

realities'; and the newer ones of 'community development', 'capacitv building', 

'participation', and 'social inclusion'. 

I t  is telling that political parties in power, including nominaliy social democratic 

ones, also engage in punitive rhetoric on welfare issues. Many have k e n  active 

participants in recent attacks on the poor, promulgating neo-liberal weifare 

reform and introducing mandatory work-for-wehe programs. Punitive 

rhetoric about social assistance recipients was artidated by the Rae government 

as well as the Harris Conservatives. Public education and health are welfare 

state entitlements that retain the highest degree of support for public spending 

from the working and middle classes. Public opinion poils on work-for-welfare 

and support for different areas of govemment spending reflect these priorities. 

This in itself bolsters support for the state with regards to rollbacks in social 

policy, let alone open 'positive' support for sanctions and rollbacks for welfare 

recipients. 

Forms of social policv and the attendant societal n o m  that have resulted from 

the 'fiscal crisis' and the 'necessary' cuts to social welfare that are associated with 

the emergent neo-liberal SWS - of which 'workfare' is but one element - are 

contradicton. and crisis-prone.li Also to be considered are the contradictions in 

the geographies of state power associated with 'localization'. a point elaborated 

on further below. 

. - 
James O'Connor ( 1973) noted that the fiscal crisis of üie post-war 'wart'are-welfare state' in the U.S. 

developed as a result of the increased requirernent to socialize the costs of monopoly capital. The dramatic 
expansion of the weIfare state is seen as due to the need to controi the effects of social faIlout. .4t the sarne 
tirne. he also notes that -'social programs are used by capimlist eovernments to legitimize themselves as 
acting in the best interests of the non-capitalkt class, but these prograns are delivered in such a fashion 
that the! faciiitate the accumulation of capital for the dominant class-. 



'Hollowing Out' and the Strurturllig of the Local Workfare State 

The general crisis of the KWS, manifest across ail of the national systems in 

which it was found in the post-war period, provided capital interests with an 

opportunitv to "reirnpose the unity of economic and social policy" in the name of 

productivity, profit, and economic growth. For Jessop (1994)' this is the 

fundamental insedient in the political composition of post-Fordism. The search 

t'or new forms of state is leading to a "structural transformation and fundamental 

strategic reorientation of the capitalist state" (Jessop, 1994: 263). The strategic 

reorientation is towards a mode1 that Jessop (1994) names the 'hoilowed-out 

Çchumpeterian workfare state' . 

The Schumpeterian workfare state (or SWS) is 'hollowed out'; that is, national 

state structures decline in importance in driving or determining the regulatorv 

schema of capitalist reproduction. While the national state retains political 

sovereignt);, its territorial and monetary sovereignty is compromised by the 

intemationalization and regionalization of production and commerce 

(S~wngedouw, 1992). This 'hollowed out' state is 4Schumpeterîan't not 

' Ke~nesian'; tha t is, in its orientation towards supporthg the promotion of 

continuous imovation in product, process, organization and market 

develo prnent, through supply-side policies pursued in an internationally 

cornpetitive environment. This perspective is grounded in the theory of 'creative 

destruction' of Joseph Schumpeter, in which innovation cycles revolutionize 

production, replacing old products and processes with newer ones. Nationally- 

based macroeconornic demand management and the fiscal policy associated with 

the theorv of John Maynard Keynes is irrevocablv altered with the shift in 

emphasis to supplv-side regdation. 



The SWS is a 'workfare state', not a 'welfare state'; that is, welfare policy is 

subordinated to labour market flexibility. This 'workfare state' is aiso associated 

with an increasinglv open and globalized economy, which increases the 

sigmficance of wages and tramfer income as private and social production costs, 

not as a source of consumer demand, in an increasingly trade-oriented 

environment. The workfare state thus involves a shift in social policy away from 

welfare entitlements, which are pre-empted in favour of more productivist 

imperatives. Work-for-welfare is also about converting social cost to social 

capital as part of the new economic imperatives for social policy. To the extent 

that SWS structures are successful in doing sot we can begin to speak of a post- 

Fordist mode of regdation-1s 

The shift associated with this 'holIowing out' of the national state is threefold, 

displacing çtate capacities downward, upward and outward (Jessop, 1993). 

Whle the composition of this 'hollowing outt process may Vary according to the 

actual existing national regime in question, they are characterized by different 

'structural constraints' and a 'changing balance of forces' (Jessop, 1993). In this 

thesis, the emphasis is on the constraints and balance of forces at the Iocal level 

associated with emerging local workfare states. 

'Hollowing-out' is expressed through two general spatiai processes: localization 

and globalization. The national state retains its importance as an 'institutional 

site and discursive frarnework' for projects of social and political change and as a 

bearer of sovereignty rights in the international relations svstem (Jenson, 1094). 

The tendencv, however, is towards the Ioss of national state autonomv. This 

i 3 The case of Quebec's 'social econorny' indicates that neo-corporatin. workfare saaresjes have emersed 

within Canadian federalism. Building social capital. Le. promoting ~volunteerism' and the third sector. is 
seen to increase 'community capacity' to meet educational. health. and social ne&. The participation of 
tradc unions. feminist organizations and other sections of the p o p u l ~  sector in the developmenr and 
promotion of low-income -social economy' emplopent as a way of building the social economy is also 
notable. 



tendency implies new institutional forms of state and societal regdation in a 

context defined bv "both the need for supranational coordination and the space 

for sub-national resurgence" (Jessop, 1993: 10). The 'holiowing-out' of the 

national state is seen to provide the %est possible political sheU' for post- 

Fordism. As noted by Jessop (1994: 264): 

Some state capacities are transferred to a growing number of pan- 
regional, plurinational, or international bodies with a widening 
range of powers; others are devolved to restructured local or 
regional levels of govemance in the national state; and yet others 
are being usurped by emerging horizontal networks of power - 
local and regional - which by-pass central States and comect 
localities or regions in several nations. 

New technologies, through the reduction of transaction costs associated with the 

global integra lion of production and exchange with near-instantaneous global 

communications, have made economic globalization possible through the 

relaxation of geographical boundaries in the location of productive and 

informational processes. New technologies have also played an important role 

in the development of economic localization, through the creation of a 'learning 

environment' within urban/ regionai production complexes. 

The process of globalization involves a shift in state capacities to supranational 

regulaton institutions and mechanisrns. niese regdatory institutions govern 

international finance, trade, and the organization of global production, induding 

a range oi state, para-state, and non-state structures and organizations. National 

state structures participate to varying degrees in these supranational regulatorv 

structures, but ail are affected in their capacities by the impact of the latter upon 

the global circuit oi capital. 



Bv integrating countries in a global economy, the specific political 
interests of the state in each nation becorne directly linked with the 
fate of economic cornpetition for firms that are either national or 
located in the country's temtoy. (Carnoy, 1993) 

Supra-national structures act to regulate both national sovereignty and sub- 

national state capacities. Ohen, this involves the willful surrender of state 

capacities to international adjudicating bodies, partidarly in the area of 

international trade. This is the primary means through which an 'extemal 

constraint' is both consolidated and developed. Examples of international 

institutions of this nature include the various agreements surrounding the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) and side agreement such as the General Agreement 

on Trade in Services (GATS), and regionai trade agreements such as the North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Free Trade Area of the 

Americas (FTAA). 

Similarlv, the intemationalization of social movements has occurred largely in 

response to these organizations of capital and constitutive nation-states, a 

phenornenon that has become particularly pronounced in the latter 1990s. Also 

of note is the role of bodies such as the United Nations, and in particular, its 

human rights tribun& The relative power of these two forms of international 

state stnictures - those regulating the circuits of capital, and those regulating 

putative structures of resistance - are discussed in greater depth further below. 

The 'downward' part of the 'hollowing out' process, as seen in the devolution of 

sta te capacities from national to subnational levels of govemment, is the 

substantive focus conceming the application of regdation theo. to "locating 

workfare'. Devolution and 'downloading' within the state structures and 



institutions of Canadian federafism need to be considered here. A number of 

important tensions associated with neo-liberal state restructuring have emerged 

between provincial and local state structures, with the former circumscribing the 

latter's room to maneuvre- 

There is a strong risk that incxeased responsibilities ma? overwhelm local state 

capacities. The restnictuing of the Canadian weifare state in the 1990s has 

placed new fiscal burdens and social obligations on the local level that the latter 

mav be unable to absorb (Teeple, 1995; Jenson and Phillips, 1996) (For more on 

this problem, see the dixussion on municipal dowdoading in Ontario further 

below.) Others have maintained that the 'hollowed out' state also involves a 

reswgence of local states, in response to both intemationalization and national 

economic re trea t (Maver, 1994; Jessop, 1993: 23). 

Local state activih in Fordist economic development activities and regional 

industrial policv - in Labour markets - was "mainly oriented to the (re-)location 

of industn. in the interests of spreading full employment and reduchg 

inflationaw pressures due to localized overheating" (Jessop, 1993: 23). The 

infrastructure and the social, economic, and environmentai regulation of the 

urban space also stressed the importance of the local state throughout the Fordist 

period. The local For dist state established the physical and service infrastructure 

for mass production and collective consumption. Local state functions in land 

use planning, industrial development, housing, social services, education, and 

public health were also an important part of the regulation framework of the 

Fordist citv. These hnctions remain a part of the local state 'after Fordism'. 

With the development of the crisis of Forciisrn under conditions of 

intemationaiization, some local states began to engage in replator)' cornpetition 

with one another, offenng subsidies and tax expenditures to keep and attract 



employers. In the wake of the Fordist crisis, the local state has taken on a 

renewed role in promoting local growth and competitiveness. The local state is 

concemed as well with keeping and attracting core workers in a variety of high- 

demand occupations. Jessop (1993) observes that the new emphasis of decision- 

makers on "regional labour market policies, education and training, technologv 

transfer, local venture capital, innovation centres, science parks, and so on" 

forms the basis for the resurgence of the local state in an era of national crisis and 

retrenchment (Jessop, 1993: 24). 

In Jessop's theory, the 'hollowed out' Schumpeterian workfare state may - or 

rnav not - be dominated by a neo-liberal form. This may even be a requirement if 

a 'post-Fordist' state is to secure the conditions for socid regdation and 

reproduction. While state structures at the local and supra-local xales act 

contain reform-based smiggle agauist any dominant mode1 of economic 

development, not al1 state strategies at the local or regional levels in the 1990s are 

conducted according to the principles of cornpetitive austerity. In some sense, 

paving for a civilized society may still be regarded as important in a high value- 

added economy and in the interests of global capital that ma. decide to locate in 

a particular region or locality. 

Some discourses of local economic development pursued by local states, as 

expressed in their strategies promoting their area for globdy-mobile industrial 

capital, combine cost-based factors with quality-based factors including access to 

a skilled workforce, social infrastructure such as health and education, and 

related 'quality of Me' aspects. The neo-corporatist discourse of local economic 

development in Ottawa, for example, highlights the importance of post- 

secondary institutions, school boards, and hospitds. This is particularlv so in 

relation to the supplv-side of the labour market, associated with skiils 



development, training and education program on the part of the regional, 

provincial and national state structures. 

As a wav ol' addressing the new conditions, new forms of state representation 

and state strategy at the local level have aiso emerged, and old actors have taken 

on new roles. The downward shift of 'hollowing out' increases the role of the 

local state as a source for experimentation and local economic regeneration 

(Maver, 1994; Jessop, 1993). Local partnership strategies for economic 

development emphasize more than mere technical requirements, demanding the 

engagement of state strategy and the deployment of state resources at the local 

level in a varietv of policv spheres, highlighting training and labour force 

development. A varietv of actors is necessarilv involved in addition to the local 

state, including Chambers of Commerce, venture capitalists and entrepreneurs, 

professional and indushial organizations, hade unions, school boards, research 

centres, training providers, community service organizations and organizations 

t'or equitv-seeking groups. 

This trend is reinforced by the inability of the central state to 
pursue sufficientlv differentiated and sensitive programs to tackle 
the specific probl&ns of partidar locaiities. It therefore devolves 
such tasks to local states and provides the latter with general 
support and resources. (Jessop, 1993: 21) 

The process of localization can thus also be undentood as a response to the 'state 

f ailures' of national Fordis t accumulation regimes and their mode@) of 

regdation. There is an increase in the responsibility for both accumulation 

functions (value creation and reproduction) and legitimation iunctions (through 

more effective local response to the effects of the crisis of Fordism) at the local 

level. State support for intensive accumulation is made possible through the 

reiocation of supply-side measures to the level corresponding to that of urban 

and regional labour markets and sites of structural competitiveness (Jessop, 1994: 



26566). Theones of 'flexible specialization' have celebrated this 'resurgence of 

the local' as a means of achieving strong regional economies based on regional 

networks of localities of entrepreneurid states that support each other's 

'tech.Ucal edge'. Conversely, some regdation theorists and others argue that 

localization processes have increased social and economic polarization within 

and between localities (Jessop, 1993: 24). 

Global-local relations constitute power asyrnmetncally, with the constraints on 

the local and not the global side of the relationship. %me view the 

destabilization of the nation-state as having precipitated an ongoing spatial, 

dobal and temporal disorder (Swyngedouw, 1992; Peck and Tickell, 1994); one b 

whch requires the re-establishment of supra-local, supra-national state 

replation which is not predicated on a neo-liberal ' d e  of the jungle'. 

Neo-liberalism is the politics of the crisis, a kind of 'jungle law' 
which tends to break out - dong with financial instabiiity, 
accelerated labour exploitation and the self-destructive dynamic of 
the unfettered market - when economic growth slows and when 
social compromises collapse. It is this process which regulation 
theorists are describing when they taik of the breakdown of the 
'oolden O age' of Fordist mass production and with it the social 
compromise enshrined in the Kevnesian welfare state. 

The lack of meaningful regulation at the global level, whether through the 

absence ol' supra-national state structures or through the collective struggle of 

local forces aaoss iocalities, d e s  political struggle against organized capital 

necessan-. Signs of stniggle are hard to discem, at least in most post-industrial 

societies. Global forces tend to leave similar imprints across localities: 

h h a t  is striking about local strateses at the present is just how 
ii nlocal thel are. Workforce training, the erosion of social 
protection,-the construction of science and business parks, the 
vigomus marketing of place and ritual incantation of the virtues of 
international competitiveness and public-private partnerships seem 



to now have become almost universai features of so-called local 
strategies. (Peck and Tickeii, 1994) 

Peck and Tickell(199.1) attribute the 'striking commonaiity' of regional/urban 

economic development strategies to the constraining global (extra-local) context 

of local action. In some critical accounts, this global logic of locnl development 

leads to a 'race to the bottom' scenario in which localities competitively underbid 

each other in order to attract and rnaintain local capital formation, in an 

environment characterized by the increasing mobility of capital and skiiied 

workers. For exponents of the neo-liberal model, this condition is an impetus to 

dereplation, cornpetition, innovation and M e r  accumulation. For analvsts of 

social regulation, such as Peck and Tickell(1994), this condition is the 'political 

essence of the problem' of a socidy sustainable regime of accumulation. 

The spatial articulation of state policies established above the local level has, 

ironicallr, been responsible for much of the renewed importance of the local 

ivithin the ' hoilowing-out' process. Jessop theorizes a shift towards 

decenhalization and 'societal guidance strategies', away from 'centralized 

imperative coordination' (Jessop, 1993: 10). Jessop also acknowiedges that the 

shift in state capacities may well be 'conjunctural products' of 'short terrn crisis 

management or displacement strategies'. Hence, contradicto~ forces at different 

subnational scales are possible during a period of transition. 

An example is the hollorving out of the Canadian federal state, in which fiscd 

burdens and responsibiiîties are shifted downward, from the federal govemrnent 

to the provinces, and from the provinces to the municipalities. The case of 

weliare cos& in Ontario that were 'dowdoaded' onto municipalities is 

instnictive. Earlv in its first mandate, the Harris governrnent changed the 



existing 801 20 split'g for provincial and municipal shares for funding general 

welfare assistance (later reinvented as Ontario Works) to a 50/50 split. On 

Januarv 14,1997, the government announced that downloading would require 

municipalities to take on 80 percent of GWA costs, 50 percent of Family Benefits 

(previouslv 100 percent provincialiy funded) in the social assistance system. in 

additional, municipalities had to assume responsibility for 50 percent of child 

care and long term care costs, and 100 percent of the costs of social housing, 

public health and land ambulances (CUPE, 1997). 

Wi th municipal downloading, local property taxes now play a greater role in 

social assistance fhmcing. This has implications for the will to implement 

workiare at the local level, given theoretically greater revenue-raising power and 

local implementa tion strategies for the local state. According to Scarborough 

b P P  Steve Gilchrist, "The municipalities must have an incentive to make 

workfare work"? As noted by CUPE, "There will be regional variations across 

the province. In the past, municipalities have defaulted on welfare payments 

when the? could not meet the needs of their citizens. The municipalities wîil 

take the rap for dismantling social programs"? Top-down provincial-municipal 

restructuring accelerated in the 1990s. In its 199û-99 Business Plan, MCSS noted 

the following about its "semice realignment'': 

The muiistrv approved 47 Consolidated Municipal Services 
Managers, including 10 District Social Services Administration 
Boards in northern Ontario, for the delivery of Ontario Works, 
child care and social housing programs. These consolidations 
reduce the number of municipalities and service boards responsible 
for managing the delive- of social assistance from 1% to 47. 

' "  Imponantly. these provincial-municipal splits were manifested in the budzeting and planning of local 
Ontario iVorks business plans. 
'' Quoted in CUPE Workfore Fdes. Februq  28. 1997. 
= ' ib id. 



In Ontario in the late 1990s, the 'hollowing-out' of social and labour market 

policv spheres within the national state is more easily characterized as a period 

of 'centralized imperative coordination' in the restructuring of provincial-local 

state arrangements, suggesting that devolution or 'municipal downloading' is 

most definitek a top-down process. The breakdown of fiscal federalism in 

Canada, the cuts in hansfer payments to the provinces (Ontario in particular) 

and the downloading of programs onto municipalities are symptomatic of 

ongoing cnsis. Hollowing-out processes leading to the displacement of 

replaton; dilemmas and capacities downward, between the first the federal- 

provincial and then between provincial-local state structures (downward), and 

al1 levels of the state devolving programs outward into the market and the 

communitv sectors (outward), are examined in greater detail in the next Chapter. 

In the case of workfare-welfare policies, there is a contradiction between the 

existing centralized politicai control at the provincial level and the lack of 

decentralized governance in alignment with sustainable 'hollowuig out' 

processes of state restructuring (see, inter afin, k k ,  1996; Torjman, 1996; SPC- 

Toronto, 19%; ONeSTEP, 1995). This contradiction between 'centralized 

imperative coordination' and the downloading of fiscal and policy 

implementation responsibilities is articulated through a combination of 'short 

term crisis management' and competing structural imperatives. 

Shategic-Relational Aspects of Workfare: Implementation and Resistance 

In order to be of use to practices of resistance, theory must be informed bv 

practical activity, be reflexive, and have a transfomative purpose. In this wav, 

theorv becomes a creative and emancipatory force, based in a sense of histonr 

and purpose. In the case of workfare, a criticai theory must dso address itself to 

the resolution of the pre-existing crises in which workfare is situated. 



The replation approach of Jessop and other capitai-centred theorists is in itself, 

of course, inadequate to the tasks of a social movement, which is predicated on 

more than simply the analvsis of past actions. While it cm make a certain 

contribution to the analysis of existing dynamics, it cannot bring about effective 

collective action and the articulation of counterhegemonic movernents engaged 

in wars of 'position' and 'maneuvre'. The capacity to change the oppressive 

social relations behind the visible manifestations of exploitation and domination 

is certainiv made possible through their identification and 'naming'. While 

necessarv, this is an insufficient condition for the reaiization of practices of 

resistance. This lack of correspondence between 'naming' and 'acting' (the 

postmodem malaise) has contributed to the undermining of popular-democratic 

rights of citizenship that have been fought for and won in the past. 

Both the way in whch events aise due to factors such as globalization, state debt 

and fiscal capacities (structure) and the way in which workers and citizens 

identify and interpret realih. and act to organize socially and politicdy in light 

ot events (agency) are always both operationai. Politicai and social stniggle from 

below are made possible based on the actors' views of the historical script as it 

exists for them, with a recognition of the possibility of different, presumably 

more desirable, paths to the future. Jenson notes: 

The analvtic challenge is to stop veering from one to the other, by 
assumini history is open-ended even if real effects of 
insti tutionalized practices and structural constraints exist. History 
is a set of arrangements experienced bv each actor as the 
constraints within which action occuri. Yet if actors are endowed 
with the abilitv to act strategicaily, then their actions must be seen 
as creative of ;he different histories which thev live. Thus focusing 
on the politics of action is as important as s k t u r a l  analysis; 
neither c m  be abandoned. (Jenson, 1993: 119) 



Jenson (1993) integrates the poiitics of identity, ideas and interests into a 

regulationist approach. Ideas and political practices vary across t h e  and space. 

A variety of acton and the decline of old identities based on the politics of 

production are important to this analysis. Jenson (1993) rerninds us that politics 

"is and has always been about identity", and that the range of possible identities 

is always constrained. This approach to the question of space and time in the 

process of the formation of coilective identities understands the 'production- 

based' identities associated with Fordist regdation as a particular historical 

moment whch emerges out of a range of possible identities and bases for 

consciousness (Jenson, 1993). 

The mere existence of a 'politics of identity' now mai. not serve as 
sufficient reason either to abandon social theoreticalCategories 
which acknowledge the continued influence of accumulation and 
production or to announce the end of the 'politics of productionf. 
Nevertheless, production-based politics and production-based 
identities no longer mobilize as much, as easily, or as convincingly 
as the. once did. (Jenson, 1993: 148) 

Such identities are reconstructed bv actors in a variety of different contexts and 

perspectives within the changing post-industrial employment contract and the 

changing world of work more generally. In capitalist social relations of 

production, there are both unemployed and working members of the 'working 

class' who have common, as well as particdar, interests within their collective 

ranks. The relationship of the 'working class' as a whole to processes of social 

and economic inclusion and exclusion must be analyzed dynarnically. 

Ideas ma tter. providing the " mentai harneworks - the languages, the concepts, 

the categories, imagerv of thought, and the systems of representation - which 

different classes and social groups deploy in order to make sense of, define, 



figure out and render intelligible the way society works"". Instead of Iimiting 

the role of ideas to the power of ideology and hegemony as an explicandum of 

the acceptability of the 'social relations of domination' by the dominated, neo- 

Gramcian analysis emphasizes "the power relations rvhich lie behind ideas as 

ther become a rnaterial force" (Jenson, 1993: 145). The shüt from thinking about 

'reproduction' to 'regulation' is also a shift from examining the stnichires and 

conditions enabling old social relations to remain coherent, to a renewed 

sensitivihr to the "processes by which new ideas arise" based on their historical 

and concrete existence in space and time (Jenson 1993). 

The principles behind the crisis of old forms of collective identity and the 

consensus that defined the dominant representation of interest in terms of the 

'politics oi production', through to the iack of consensus that exists in the 

present, need to be established. The interaction of structure and agency/ strategy 

in periods of cnsis and change is pitrticularly important in the constitution of 

'actors' who plav different 'roles' in different 'styles' within a histoncal 'script': 

Histonr is a set of arrangements experienced bv each actor as the 
const&h within which action occurs. Yet if &ors are endowed 
with the abilitv to act strategicaIlv, then their actions must be seen 
as creative of ihe different histo&s which they Iive. (Jenson, 1993: 
149) 

Changes in both industrial and family structure have also eroded pre-existing 

n o m  and identities. Citizenship ri@ associated with the welfare state were 

developed on social insurance principles, in conjunction with the dominant 

mode1 of social cohesion, while an emplovment model based on full-time male 

rmplovment, within a 'virtuous circle' of mass industrial production and mass 

'' HaII ( 1983: 59): cited in Jenson (1993: 145). . - 
See aiso Mafion (1994) on the 'People's Home' of the Swedish welfare state. 



farnily cowumption, established the 'citizen wage? The weakening of the 

dominant wage relation of Fordist capitaiism can be seen in the rise of part-time 

and contingent employment, widening income gaps and stagnant (or declining) 

living standards. 

One argument in support of the continuing existence of a nediberal hegemonv 

is that manv workers in late capitdist societies seem quite content to accept 

reform of the fiscal, industrial relations, labour market, and social w e k e  

regimes in aiignment with the imperatives of global capital. Powerful 

hegemonic state and non-state apparatuses are critical in maintainhg this 

condition of tacit acceptance. Historical factors include the emergence of 

increasinglv differentiated and complex post-industrial class structures, as seen 

in the structuring of post-industrial labour markets, which act to weaken the 

possibilities for counterhegemonic struggle and compromise." 

For movernents of resistance, counterhegemonv and social transformation, the 

changing role of the state becomes especially important when examining new 

state projects that challenge previous ones involving the extension of the rights 

of the working class in the national-popuiar state; that is, the expansion of social 

and economic citizenship rights. These new state projects are operational in the 

redefinition of citizenship, set against the 'old' historical context for previouslv 

existing social and economic rights-daims. 

The analusis of strategi and the reIational positioning of agents in this research, 

and su bsequent conclusions on strategic alliances 'against' workfare and/ or 'for' 

fair emplovment, are prernised on the following. Workfare is in no sense a 

necessarv state project amenable to simple theoretical prediction. The conditions 

.. 
-' See also Mahon ( 1993) on the 'People's Home' of the Swedish welfare state. 
" In man) interpretations. the material conditions for a new social compromise. at lean in post-indusnial 
aocieties~know ledge- based econornies. are sesn to range from weak to non-existent (Castel 1s. 1 9%). 



for its rise and fall can only be established through tracing related developments 

in the labour process and the regime of accumulation, after they have 

demonstrated thek coherence as an ensemble of regdarizable institutions, n o m  

and practices in a new mode of regulation. 

For a varie& of reasons explored further in later chapters, social movements and 

organized sections of the working dass face a ciifficuit but necessary c Wenge  of 

realizing counterhegemonic projects outside the traditional state arena. With the 

weakening of social democracy, related in part to the changing relationship 

between state power and class power, sections of the organized working class 

cm be observed to be moving away from traditionai electoral and legal 

strategies.3 These strategies challenge conventional notions of the institutiond 

materialitv of the state26, and are also played out in the changing relationship 

between 'public', ' private' and 'Third' sectors associated with the restnicturing of 

social welfare and labour market policy. 

Conclusion 

The post-Fordist social mode of economic regulation involves new forms of the 

social wage and new forms of state intervention. Post-Fordism means more than 

an "interrelated series of changes in the labour process and the overall dpamic 

oi macroeconomic growth" - it also requires a series of changes in state 

structures. These changes are based on a shift from Keynesian weïlare state 

:' For éxarnpie. this is seen in the renewed emphasis of some made unions on .intemal' organizing 
srracgies aimed at increasing union representation. participation, dernocracy and interna1 mength. This 
trend is also ekident in 'extemai' strategies of institution-building within an increasingly active civil 
s o c i e ~ :  in the deveiopment of labour-cornmunity alliances. international solidarity network. and funding 
of public- and mutual-interest projects. 



(KWS) structures appropriate to Fordist growth to Schwnpeterian workfare state 

(SWS) structures appropnate to post-Fordist growth. Changes in labour market 

and social welfare policy, changing structures of representation, and in the statefs 

role in the reproduction/regulation of work and poverty al1 reflect the drive for 

flexible accumulation characteristic of the SWS. 

The re-spatiaiization of state structures that provide this new social mode of 

econornic regulation is principally characterized by the 'hollowing-out' of the 

national state, "with state capacities, new and old dike, king reorganized on 

supranational, national, regional or local, and translocal levels" (Jessop, 1994: 

752). The spatialization effects of state restmcturing induced by hollowing-out 

aiso lead to differences in condition across localities and regions within and 

outside particular national states. The changes in federal eligibility for 

Emplovment Insurance (EI), and the different levels of applicants and claimants 

bv region, which is varied across the regions and metropolitan areas in Canada, 

is an example (Canadian Labour Congres, 1998). This issue is taken up further 

below. 

Can workfare be made to function as part of a sustainable and successful state 

sbategy at the local Ievel? This question requires unpacking, and many factors 

must be taken into account in attempting to answer it. Within the political 

settings associated with econornic globalization for capital, workfare must meet 

certain political-econornic requirements. Workfare is part of the broader policv 

frarnework of a neo-liberal 'post-Fordistf state strategy. Its 'success' or 'failure' is 

itseli related to this broader framework, 

:' The concept of the institutional materiality of the state is frorn Poulanaas (1969). who was quite critical 
of rheories of the state that -reduce the state apparatus to staie powei. This institutional materiality of the 
staie has the relations of production and the social division of labour as iu basis. This theop c o n m u  with 
the insmimentalist theop of the stare as the direct bearer of the interests of specific class-based elites 
(Miliband. 1970). As noted below. both die social and spatial divisions of labour. and both panicular and 
genenl relations of production matter in esrablishing the institutional materiality of the state. 



Welfare and workfare in practice must be understood through the observed 

interaction of developments in the legislation, local state policy irnplementation, 

structures of state representation and in the broader political discourse. The 

dominance of the 'employability' paradigrn in socid assistance and labour 

market policv as practiced by provincial and local bureaucraties cannot and does 

not retlect the simple, 'common sense' view of interventions espoused by 

goveming provincial political elites. Bot.  the 'employabilitv' and the 

' workfarist' paradigms together form part of the 'super-structure' of hegemonic 

domination. This domination is hegemonic precisely because of the mix of 

consent and coercion in the re-invention of the 'welfnre recipient' as the 'rt~or@re 

participant'. 

Workfare is a short-terrn strategic response to the crisis of welfare, one that is 

haught with contradictions and prone to both short- and long-term failure. At 

present, workfare in the narrow sense of 'mandatory work for weifare' emerges 

on the margins oi other major transformations in the social relations of 

production and reproduction/ regdation contained within many different 

national states. Workfare rernains, however, an important qualitative shift in an 

environment that has placed social policy under greater scrutiny across al1 of the 

'worids of w e k e  capitdism'. 

In the case of the Ontario govemment's workfare program, which is but one 

small part oi the establishment of a broader regirne subordinating social policy to 

labour market imperatives, it is too early to make any defi t ive  conclusions 

about its sustainability. The small nurnber of participants in workfare to date is 

also a factor khind the reluctance to overstate the importance of mandatory 

work-for-welfare for the actual, existing population on w e k e .  Crises in 

housin3 heaith, childcare, and real emplopent challenges far outweigh 



workfare in the stniggle against day- tday  poverty. Finally, the introduction of 

workfare in Ontario has occuned while the economy and labour market 

conditions have in general improved. Workfare does mark a qualitative shift in 

social policv, however, which will have a more pronounced impact over time. 

Conjunctural class and labour market dvnamics intersect in framuig the political 

and econornic support base for workfare. In Canada and in Ontario in the 1990~~ 

workers are increasinglv divided in tenns of the distribution of benefits of long- 

term growth, while overall labour market conditions are strong. Local research 

on Ottawa-Carleton confirms this picture (Social Planning Council of Ottawa- 

Carleton, 1999). Employment income is bv far the largest source of overall 

individual and f a d y  income, despite its slight decline over the 1980s and 1990s. 

This is due to factors such as the aging of the population and a fluctuating 

balance in the division of the social product between wages/salaries and 

savings/ investments. It is also due to much more flexible labour markets, and a 

weakening of the stabilitv of the emplovment contract. 

LL'here labour markets are in a stage of expansion and welfare recipients are able 

to re-enter the workforce, the punitive impact of workfare and neo-liberal social 

policr reform, while significant, is confined to a rdatively small population. 

Workers are generally able to find emplovment within a shorter time penodE 

and the unemployed may have better access to training and employability 

programs and services. When labour markets contract, social investments in this 

area are reduced even as demand increases for these services. More workers are 

unemploved. for longer spells of time. Where there are barriers to paid 

emplovment aaoss the working-age population as a whole, unemploved 

workers seek income maintenance. An increasing proportion of these 

unemploved workers receive welfare, tvpically at below haLf of the povertv line 

. - 
- In labour market teminologu, rhis is alw rekrred to as 'unemployrnent speil' 



without a paid wage, and others corne to rely on a rnix of social and market 

incornes, either during or between, intermittent employment spells. Because 

social assistance is dependent on a maximum level of savings and assets, many 

persons without social insurance coverage live on their own reserve income. 

Does workfare displace paid work and o t h e d s e  worsen the conditions of work 

w i t h  the technical and social division of labour? This question cannot yet be 

answered in the case of Ottawa-Carleton, as the program has been impiemented 

in a context of econornic recovery and labour market expansion. Workfare has 

the potential to do this, dependent on labour market conditions and the 

c haracteriçtics of workers on the 'supply-side'. When productivity growth is 

hgh and macroeconomic conditions baianced, labour market demand increases 

and weakens the lure of workfare to employers. Social assistance recipients tend 

to be less emplovable, often facing many barriers to employment which are 

generaily independent of the labour market (although worker injuries should be 

considered to be at least partly labour market participation-related). In periods 

of recession and labour market contraction, unemployed worken who end up on 

social assistance have either held employment or have been unable to secure a 

job due to lowered employer demand. 

Both theoretical and empincal questions have been raised agahst the claim that 

work-for-welfare programs (as distinct from welfare-to-work progarns) 

constitute a sustainable public policy. If workfare is to be considered as part of a 

prospective model of development, it should also be regarded in terms of its 

basis in crisis and associated responses to this crisis. Workfare should be 

examined not onlv from the standpoint of the requirements of a post-Fordist 

model. \'hile exploring how workfare might play a stabilizing role in the 

resolution of the crisis oi  Fordism is potentially useful, equal time must be given 

to the opposing argument that workfare will exacerbate the preewisting crisis, or 



contribute to the development of new crises and contradictions. This requires an 

investigation of workfare as a destabilizing force in either or both the spheres of 

economic and social regulation. Should the evidence for this be compelling, the 

consideration of workfare is necessarily incomplete if the conditions for 

opposition, resistance, and the crea tion of space for alternative policies are not 

assessed. 



Chapter Three 

The Origins and Evolution of Workfare and Ontario Works 

Introduction 

This chap ter locates the institutional contradictions of an emerging local 

workfare state in Ottawa-Carleton in the late 1990s in the context of the general 

shift from welfare to workfare. Welfare reform under the Mike Harris 

oovernment in Ontario, while representing a clear ideological SM O 

('workfarisrn'), was embedded in a longer-term process of state restmcturing in 

Canada and intemationaiiy. In the following two chapters, the Canadian context 

as well as original empiricai research on workfare at the local level is examined 

in the context of these broader 'state shifts'. 

This chapter traces the evolution of workfare and Ontario Works in historical 

and comparative perspective. Legislative changes in the 1990s are examined, 

with a focus on changes following the election of the Harris government in 1995. 

In addition to its relationship to the historical Canadian weifare state, a brkf 

survey of workfare-welfare regimes in other jurisdictions is necessary in order to 

situate the Ontario mode1 in its proper context. Both similarities and differences 

exist in the emerging form of the workfare state at a variety of geopolitical sales: 

within the Anglo- American and European political economies, between Ontario 

and other Canadian provinces, and Ottawa-Carleton in relation to other Ontario 

municipdities. Provincial level data on program implementation is desçribed 

and analvzed in this chapter, demonstrating both widelg v a ~ i n g  local 

circurnstances and the nature of 'cenhalized imperative coordination' in social 

weuare policy . 



Key principles of program design in Ontario Works are the sarne as for many 

welfare-workfare models in other jurisdictions. Like most weifare-workfare 

models, Ontario Works contains a mix of different program components and 

'service pathwavs' for clients similar to those in other jurisdictions where 

workfare has been legislated by national, provincial and state-level governments. 

Based upon historicai and comparative contexts, the particular approach of the 

Harris Conservative govemment can be described and evaluated as a 

contradictorv and crisis-prone program saved only by the favourable labour 

market conditions that have coincided with its implementation to date. 

The particular form of workfare that has been irnplemented in Ontario localities 

is a set of experimental practices which have increased hardship for many while 

living up to few of the stated electoral promises of the provincial govemment. I t  

has also failed to meet the conditions as a successful policy even within the 'full 

emplovabilitv' paradigm. Ontario Works, and other related social policy reforms 

in the 1990s, have actudy instituted further obstacles for many recipients 

seeking work, bv impeding the ability of individuals and families to secure 

sufficient food, clothing and shelter. The absolute poverty barrier faced by many 

threatens the phvsical and mental health of these would-be workers, with a 

consequent direct impact on 'employability', a problematic term in that it 

overlooks that a certain level of unemplopent and subemplo yment is necessary 

in order to 'grease the wheels' of capitalism. A well-known example of this is low 

d a t i o n  policies that condition worker expectations in order to keep the ratio of 

wages incorne to capital income low. 

The shift irom 'full e m p l o ~ e n t '  to 'full employability' within the dominant 

policy p a r a d i p  associated with the decline of the KWS and rise of the SWS 

present sorne basic contradictions in practice. If macroeconomic policy leads to a 

level of non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment, full employment is no 



longer possible. Full employabiiity is a means of strengthening the reserve army 

of labour in order to reduce the overall social carrying costs of the surplus 

population, and as a disciplinary whip keeping certain groups of employed 

workers and social assistance recipients dike 'in line'. 

On the labour market side, there are a number of potential problem with 

workfare. Employment subsidies received for workfare placements may induce 

take-up, but actual paid positions that may have been created in the place of 

workfare are neglected because of the availability of subsidv. In Quebec, 

evaluation of the Programme d'Aide a 1'Intégration en Emploie (PAIE) program 

found that 30 percent of participating employers would have created paid 

positions even without the subsidy. Job displacement, in which employers 

substitute workfare workers for regular paid workers, leading to a "zero net 

emplovment gain" (Clark, 1995: 24), is often a side effect of workfare programs. 

As noted bu Christopher Clark, "(i)n jobs that require littie training or specific 

skills, the savings would be enhanced because of the smaller investment required 

in hiring a new worker" (Clark, 1995: 24). 

Access to training and education for those most marginalized has been hit by 

iunding cuts in a number of critical areas. In spite of this, programs such as 

workfare often are wrapped in the hope for a better future. Yet without 

siognificant redistribution through social invesûnent in resources for day care, 

education, training etc. towards social assistance recipients to improve their 

emplovability, little prospect exists for meaningful reform increasing 

emplovment. The renlpolitik of the policy dixouse about 'bamers' and 

'disincentives' to labour market participation is predicated on coercion into 

increasingly marginal f o m  of employment This is often the case with 

'workfare on the cheap', such as practiced in Ontario in the 1990s. 



The approach used to demonstrate how workfare has emerged as a 

contradictorv, crisisridden state project is based on the observed interaction of 

legislation local implementation, structures of state representation, and broad 

political discourses. The story of workfare and Ontario Works outiines the 

dilernmas of a sirnplistic 'common sense' approach to labour market integration, 

O pening of terrain for resistance. 

The Institutional Contradictions of the Case for Workfare 

"(Self-sufficiency) is supposed to be good for recipientç. Their self- 
esteem apparentlv grows as they experience the joy of buying tuna 
with their own e&nhgs." (To rjman, 1996: 13) 

Workfare acts as a disincentive to social assistance, by raising the prospect of 

unpaid work as a condition of receiving welfare benefits. The tightening of 

eligibiiih for social assistance achieved through rneasures such as reducing 

maximum allowable assets, age-based restrictions, 'obligations'', mandated 

activities for dependent children and addts in the benefit unit, and through the 

introduction of new xreening technologies such as c d  centres. The net effect of 

this deterrence is to increase the amount of paperwork for detefinination of 

social assistance eligibility, and to reduce the proportion of successful 

applications. 

The conditions for the t e d a t i o n  of welfare benefits are a factor in how 

workfare reduces the cost of maintainhg the weifare state, as seen in many 

jurisdictions in the 1990s. This is one of the few (but not insigruficant) w q s  in 

which workfare has proiten itself to be a successfd state strategy to reduce 

'dependence' on social assistance, i-e. reducing caseloads. At the same tirne, the 

' Evans I 1993: 57) includes four dimensions relating to the structure of obligation in workfare progms: 
tvho is required to panicipate. what activities are required. how is compliance monitored and what 
sanctions result fiom non-cornpliance. 



administrative and social costs of increased monitoring and policing and 

associated staffing costs (hiring and training) for local w e h e  offices offset this. 

As noted bv Evans (1993), "the monitoring and sanctionhg component of any 

workfare program entails costs which must be offset by benefits to people who 

would otherwise not participate, and savings from the deterrence or detection of 

welfare abuse" (Evans, 1993: 62). 

There are also contradictions inherent to workfare as a labour exploitation 

stra tegv. Without adequate regdatory protections, workfare could undermine 

the health of local labour markets. Lower cos& for employers are not necessarily 

achieved through taking on new workfare workers, although the threat of 

replacement and redundancy doubtless has a strong conditioning role in keeping 

replar workers in line. Factors relating to individual worker productivity, such 

as the leaming cunre, the amount of time required to hain on the job, limited 

existing skills, social and cultural barriers and physical health may also play a 

role on the supplv-side. Conxripted and 'voluntary' labour generally reduces 

the econornic risks of taking on workfare workers, as these workers receive no 

return from the employer's use of their labour-power. 

On the other hand, underemployment2 may also occur where work is 

mismatched to the qualifications and/or real training needs of the participants. 

As noted by Andy Mitchell of the Mehopolitan Toronto Community %cial 

Planning Council, it is hard to imagine shovelling snow, clearing brush or other 

traditional 'relief work' as leading to a job. Unpaid work activities that have 

been promoted bv the govemment include "perfectlv worthwhile things to do" 

such as clearing brush, tree planting, or garbage clean-up in parks, although not 

verv many valuable or marketable skiils wiU be developed for most people 

- 'LJnderemployment' is used in the sense of Livingstone (1998). who considers this situation as one in 
H hich rt particular job makes use of limited on-the-job skills on the p a n  of workers. 



through the performance of these tasks. Mandatory participation in these 

activities mav also impede or block "genuine efforts to fid employment". There 

is thus a contradiction between ends (getting or keeping people off welfare) and 

means in the new provincial welfare system. As Sherri Torjman (1999:l) puts it, 

Govemment programs typicallv operate on the basis of various 
rules whose purpose is to restrkt eligibility and therebv reduce the 
nurnber of potential beneficiaries. The irony is that the rules 
thernselves can end up trapping people in these programs or, 
conversely, excluding them when eligibiiity actuaily would 
promote their self-reliance. 

.As shoivn more extensively further below, workfare is also completely 

insufficient to the challenge of human capital development in the 215' c e n t q .  

Some of the contradictory aspects of the prograrn as an employment strategy in 

ths  regard are: 

mismatches of placements to positions as a resdts of the introduction of 
mandaton; volunteer labour at levels in excess of previous patterns of 
volunteerism among welfare recipients; 

'creaming' of the welfare population in access to additional financial and 
social/emplovment supports, in order to boost performance statistics (see 
Yalnizyan and Wolfe, 1989) 

Iack of financial support for day care and other necessarv social supports with 
increasing requirements on parents with children to p&cipate in mandated 
ac tivi ties; and 

increasing ineligibility for social assistance creating additional barriers to 
emplovment on the part of the excluded population; 

Mitchell (1 996) identifies f ive arguments made by advocates of workfare, 

examining the logical consequences of pro-workfare arguments, their possible 

contradictions, and research evidence against the following propositions: 



Workfare will improve the work ethic and teach good work habits. 

Workfare will provide people with valuable new skills, which in turn will 
help them get jobs. 

Workfare will lower welfare costs by improving employability and earnings, 
lowering welfare payments, uncovering fraud such as unreported earnings 
and deterring welfare applications in the first place. 

WorWare establishes a 'reciprocal obligation', in making a contribution to the 
community in exchange for welfare benefits uistead of 'sitting at home and 
doing nothing'. 

Workfare will allow valuable work to be perfomed in the cornmunity that 
othenvise wouldn't be done. 

Manv of these arguments possess a 'seductive apped', Mitchell notes, but often 

have consequences that are in conflict with each other. For example, if a person 

iç doing 'valuable work' to use hiç or her skills for the best interests of the 

cornmunit\., then workfare cannot be a training program attempting to address 

the skills deficit of that person. According to Mitchell, "You can't have it both 

wavs, (but) advocates of workfare will giadly use these two arguments in the 

same breath". Successive cabinet rninisters responsible for Ontario Works 

(David Tsubouchi, Janet Ecker and John Baird) have aIl made these contradictory 

daims. 

Since 1995, the provincial govemment has used the term 'workfare' to connote a 

mandaton program when describing its approach to weifare refonn, and this 

has been an important featue of its electoral message in the last two electoral 

campaip.  Contradictions are rampant in this polis, dixourse, especiallv at the 

point of intersection of pro-workfare rhetoric and the realities of program 

administration. Images of the 'la- welfare bum' are used to prop up the 

dominant public policv paradigm and ideological state apparatus in support of 

workfare and workfarkm. This occurs in both popular and intellectual menas. 



For exarnple, income security programs have often been understood in 

neoc lassical labour rnarke t theory as cultural contaminants, creating a preference 

for leisure over work, introducing 'moral hazard' and having a "corrosive effect 

on individual initiative" (Mitchell, 1996). 

Workfare is the final admission that the govemment is not responsible for M l  

employment at a decent wage for people who desperately want it. Workfare 

indicates a lack of state strategies to address structural issues that cause poverty 

and unemployment. Al1 available research, inciuding that from the C.D. Howe 

Institute, accepts that unemployment is the single largest factor in determining 

the size of welfare caseloads. The emphasis on the 'work ethic' cannot address 

the deeper problem of which welfare is a result - the lack of appropriate 

employment opportunities and sufficient labour market incomes for the 

unernployed and subemployed, which is a result of the increasing flexibilization 

of the labour market. There are also significant skills deficits (e.g. high school 

incompletion) on the part of some of the long-term and special needs caseload 

population. 

Given that welfare beneficiaries in Ontario number in the hundreds of 

thousands, there will always be welfare cheats and people who fit the 

"stereotvpe" in a complex and bureaucratie system As put by Mitchell (1996), 

"vou don? frame public policy around these few exceptional cases". The basis 

for this kind of public poky making, while Iess abrasive in some respects, was 

found in the preceding NDP govemment, and its eventual use of the language of 

'tough love', 'weeding out welfare cheats', etc. Use of the system siowly started 

to be seen as abuse of the system, even bv a norninaiiy social democratic 

govemment. This aiso was an attempt to shore up electoral support for the ailing 

government, given the public bias aJainst welfare spending and electoral 

imperatires. 



When considered as a training program, Ontario Works should be assessed in 

terms of the various approaches in public policy to training. The first is the 

'human capital' approach, which is based on improving the income-earning 

skills potential of unemployed workers, providing better jobs and wages for 

people on social assistance and greater economic stability over the long tem.  

Ontario Works is in another category of approach, which Mitchell (19%) terms 

"fast labour market entry". This approach is predicated on getting SARs back 

into the labour market "as quickly and cheaplv as possible". 

The distribution oi benefits varies depending on the structuring of welfare-to- 

work policies. In the 'human capital' approach, the individual participant 

benefits more than the rest of society, which is a net payer, given the social cost 

over time. Basic skills development and rapid job entry, when labour market 

and social constraints do not block these, generdy exchange low-wage work for 

welfare without significantly augmenting long-term independence and a better 

standard of living for welfare recipients. The public is a beneficiary in these 

program as the cost of welfare is lowered because of shorter (re-)entry to work, 

and program costs denease. 

Workfare as social policy assumes that people need to be forced to accept work 

or training. The mandatom nature of workfare notwithstanding, politicians, 

workfare employers and other workfare advocates are engaged in a 

contradictory dixourse with respect to this argument. "Workfare advocates are 

alwavs at great pains to (demonsbate that) thev believe that people want to work 

. . . making the mandatory aspect of workfare problematic" (Mitchell, 1996). 

.Arguments and public policies that promote the application of existing skills on a 

work-for-welfare placement contradict those that are in favour of developing 



skills. Social assistance recipients often aiready have skills and work expenence 

and are looking for emplovment. There are people who do need basic skills 

upgrading, but most SARs do not benefit from the available education and 

training options with Ontario Works. General training funding was cut in order 

to finance Ontario Works, which affects ail groups of welfare recipients. Al1 

existing training programs for SARs are king folded into Ontario Works, 

although the only part that still remotely resembles a training program is the 

Emplovment Supports stream, which offers basic skills. such as literacy and 

numeracv upgrading and job search assistance. The need to fund the community 

participation and brokered emplovment components of Ontario Works crowds 

out the funding for employment supports. 

In order to be successhil, workfare programs must actually succeed in either 

increasing the Ievel of emplopent or in inc~easing the stock of social capital, 

and reducing the cost of community and social services. Ontario Works and the 

CP program to do both, with mked results. Workfare advocates argue that 

welfare recipients should "give back to their communities" by performing 

valuable, needed work in caring for children and the elderly, cleaning streets and 

buildings, and canvassing for charitable organizatiow. The anti-workfare 

position maintains that if work is indeed valuable, then the community should 

palr for that work, as that is how the value of the work of others in the 

comur t i tv  is recognized. 

Workfare in Ontario in Comparative Perspective 

Both the Iast government and the present New Labour one have 
not explicitly endorsed the 'workfare' concept. That is, the? don? 
use the word. But in practice, the schemes thev have introduced are 
Little diiferent than the modd we are al1 f~niliar with from the New 
York case. Going back as far as 1979, both govemrnents introduced 
make-work xhemes, some of which became compulson~ for the 



voung unemployed, to take this group off the figures. This was 
indeed work-for-dole, but was seen as less of a threat to existing 
jobs and wages than the more recent initiatives.3 

There is an international learning cuve going on right now about 
what strategies work the k t .  We're al l  learning from each other? 

International data for the G-7 countries shows a lagged effect of the crisis of the 

KWS on social spending, as seen in the relative composition of state expenditure 

to total expenditure. While social expenditures grew by 2.6 percent (the G-7 

average) in the earlv 1980s due to the recession, this rate of growth was sIower 

than both the 1973-1980 penod (at 4.2 percent), and the period up to 1977 (at 6.5 

percent). Social spending stabilized in the mid-1980s, but according to 

Armstrong, Glyn and Harrison (1991: 310-Il), "the decline of two percentage 

points in the unemploment rate helped, but much more sigmficant was the 

tendencv for the real value of benefits to be curtaiied". 

Social welfare policv and workfare programs in part idar in Ontario bear a 

strong degree of resemblance to the regimes king implemented by governments 

of various stripes. In the 1980s and 1990s, many different governments 

introduced workfare programs as part of a broad process of state and social 

policv restmcturing intemationaliy. Both the program design and experience in 

Ontario can reasonably be expected to share similarities with other places. 

Work-fur- Welfnre in the U S .  

1995 was a verv significant vear in the politicd economy of social weffare policv 

in North America. The introduction of a block-gant system in the United States 

' Notes From communications with BABC activin fiom Brighton. U.K.. August 1998. 
Communip and Social Services Winister Janet Ecker. 1996 Speech to Ontario Comrnunip 

Social Worken (?). 



removed the requirement that state govemments would have to seek, and 

receive a waiver from Congress. Wisconsin received 227 such rvaivers in order 

to implement its welfare-workfare reforms (Thompson, 1996). According to 

Govemor Tommy Thompson, "the block-grant system means we will be able to 

irnplement the most ambitious change in the welfare system that this country has 

ever seen" (Thompson, 1996: 21). 

Workfarist programs and policies go back to the 1970s and 1980s, in the U.S. as in 

the case of Canada. In 1981, the Reagan administration approved the Omnibus 

and Budget Reconciliation Act, which stipulated that "ail able-bodied recipients 

register for job training and employment, except mothers with chiidren under six 

vears old" (Ontario Network of Employment Skills Training Projects, 1996: 15). 

In 1991, the State of Michigan terrninated its Home Relief Program, causing 

82,000 people to lose their benefits. While a few found work, most were 

unsuccessful in this regard. Social costs were also displaced upward and 

downward, in te- of both increased federd disability benefits and Social 

Securitv, as well as increased costs to municipalities, counties and communities 

in emergency shelters and food banks. Real barriers to employment, such as low 

educational attainment and poor health, continued to exist. Local data showed 

that onlv 30 percent were high xhool graduates, and that 70 percent had chronic 

ilInesses (Ontario Network of Employment Skills Training Projects, 1996; 

Pumick, 1995). 

Two programs which have been developed in the advent of block funding by the 

U.S. iederal govemment include the W-2 program found in the State of 

\Visconsin and the Work Experience Program (WEP) workers in New York Ciw. 

Both the Wisconsin and W C  models have a relationship with workfare policies 

pursued in Ontario. Both models have been pursued by Republican regimes that 

share manv affinities r\lth the Harris govemment in Ontario. Wisconsin and 



NYC have both experimented with different workfare models over the past 13-20 

years. The W-2 model is one Uiat has been studied and discussed intensively by 

policy-makers and commentators in the U.K. and Australia. Conversely, the 

W C  model, perhaps because it represents one of the most regressive workfare 

models, has been Iess subject to mauistream international interest. 

The NYC model is perhaps a sign of things to corne in urban cenhees such as 

Toronto. '\YC rnayor Rudy Giuliani, a social and fixai corservative, launched 

one oi the most devastating workfare programs in North America. The Giuliani 

model demonseates the threat of a 'successfui' workfare program which slashes 

welfare and other social costs, while undennuiing labour rights including "the 

most basic tenets of unionism: equal pay for qua1 work, a safe working 

environment, and the right to organize" (Fuentes, 1996). 

The New York Citv workfare expenence under Mayor Giuliani is perhaps the 

most notorious of al1 existing workfare programs. The Work Experience 

Program (WEP) enroiled more individuals in municipal cleaning and clencal 

work than were ever administered under Wisconsin's W-2 program (Deparle, 

1998). Following the 1995 expansion of workfare in NYC, the welfare rolls have 

M e n  bu 37 percent in generai, and by over 50 percent in the case of Home Relief 

clients. 

The W C  mode1 has the reputation of k ing  one of the more punitive workfare 

models in North America, as well as the largest In 1997'69 percent of the Home 

Relief caseload in the workfare program were sanctioned off the rolls for not 

meeting their requirements. Reasons in some instances included infractions as 

minor as rnissing one hour's work at a municipal workfare placement (DePade, 

1998). Most oi these sanctioned recipients re-applv for welfare in the next month 

or two, a phenornenon referred to as 'chuming'. 



The NYC experience proved somewhat different than what had occurred in the 

past. In Westchester County, the "Pride in Work program initiated in 1988 to 

reduce welfare roUs had managed to reduce its Home Relief caseload by over 

15,000, for a savings of $50 million over the 1989-1994 period. 60 percent of these 

did not reapply for relief over the course of the period, although it is unknown 

what became of most of them. Oniy 2,500 a year participated in the workfare 

program, keeping costs low. Single parents were excluded due to the prohibitive 

costs of child care. On the other hand, the work performed by welfare recipients 

in the case of NYC suggests that the workfare program is about the conversion to 

social cost to social capital. One of Gidiani's former aides, Gerald Schwartz, 

estimated the value of workfare labour - cleaning streets and parks, doing 

municipal papenvork, etc. - at $00 million a year (DePa.de, 1998). 

Ontario Works bears a strong resemblance to the Wisconsin Works (W-2) 

program. Both systems are "rapid labour market (re) entry", oriented to the 

shortest route to work. In November 1999, Premier Mike Harris met with 

Wisconsin Govemor Tommy Thompson, in a media stunt geared towards 

promoting the 'success' of W-2 in Wisconsin and the 'positive' message of 

welfare reform in Ontario. This philosophy was succinctly expressed in a 1996 

article bv the Republican govemor of the state of Wisconsin: 

W-2 is based on the philosophy that for those who can work, onlv 
work should pav. We assume that evervbody is abte to work - or 
at least is able to contribute to society &ough some work activity 
within their abilities. The onlv way to escape welfare or to escape 
poverty is to work. There is ho other way. (Thompson, 1996) 

Wisconsin Works (W-2) ended AFDC and transferred the responsibility for 

welfare from the Department of Health and Human Services to the Department 

of Industrv, Labor and Human Relations. Welfare entitlement in Wisconsin was 



replaced bv a svstem encompassing "work options, job training, health-care and 

child-care services, and even financial planning" (Thompson, 1996: 21). Over 

1987-1995, AFDC caseloads in Wisconsin feu by 30 percent. Given that everyone 

is obligated to perform "some level of work under W-2, labour market 

segmentation of workfare workers is organized on a 'four-mg employment 

ladder'. The top mng is unsubsidized paid employment, in which job-ready 

participants are matched to the " k t  available job". W-2 coverage for the 

working poor confers eligibility for means-tested entitlements including food 

stamps, health car@, childcare and tax credits, where applicable. The second 

rung is subsidized employment, in which employers receive a wage subsidy for 

training and taking on additional workers on a trial basis of three to six months. 

W-7 participants may remain on wage subsidy for a maximum of 24 months and 

retain the same entitlements as the first m g  for that period of time. 

The third rung involves comrnunity service work at 75 percent of the minimum 

wage and has limited employment supports. The third mng is "meant for 

people who need to practice the work habits and s l d s  to be hired by a private 

business" (Thompson, 19%: 21). The maximum duration of this period, before 

being required to move up to another rung, is nine months, and there is a 

lîfetime lirnit of 24 months of community service work. The bottom rung is 

reserved for those unable to work in community service or other forms of 

emplovrnent. Those on the fourth mg, known as W-2 Transitions, are required 

to perform work activities commemurate with their abiiities, at 70 percent of the 

minimum wage. The Transitions worker is entitled to some employment 

supports and, while there is also a 24 month limit to participation, extensions are 

allowed "on a case-bvcase basis" (Thompson, 1996: 22). W-2 also includes 

measures designed to mandate options for teen parents who, if they are not able 

\V-2 benefits are desiyed on a sliding s a l e  b a i s  such that the? do not offer any disincentive to work 
according to Thompson (1996). State healrh care coverage is also extended to low-income working 



to live with their parents or legd guardian, are required to iive in a foster home, 

a group home, or a supervised independent setting. This measure is explicitly 

intended to "break the cycle" of "welfare dependency". 

From September 1997 to December 1999, welfare expenditures were cut by 77 

percent in Wisconsin. At the same time, the circumstances of former recipients 

have been quite bleak, in spite of the booming economy. In a foliow-up survev 

by the state, 47 percent had problems paying basic bills and 37 percent had 

problems payhg for housing. 32 percent had problems paying for food, and the 

proportion of families leaving welfare who experienced this problem had grown 

by 50 percent.6 The privatization of 87 percent of the administration of W-2 has 

made it difficult for welfare recipients to receive benefits to which they are 

entitled. 

A review of studies on community work experience programs in the U.S. by 

Mitchell (1996) showed that wehre-to-work programs only rnarginaliy 

ameliorate job and employment income prospects, and only where signihcant 

resources were invested and unemployment low. Only one out of every five 

programs examined was found to have had any positive impact on the 

participants' chances of k ing employed after 18 months. In these cases, this 

impact was small and based on local and regional variance in unemployment. 

The evduation found that both workfare participants and non-participants 

tended to remain on welfare for the same duration. Three out of five workfare 

programs marginally worsened job prospects. No prograns reduced the 

probabilihr of being on weliare for more than 18 months. Only one out of five 

programs was found to increase participants' eamings, although the average 

families. who have the option to buy into plans available to W-2 participants. 
' Ontario Coalition for Social Justice. "Woe is Wisconsin: Welfare Rolls Down - Homelessness Up-. 2 
Decem ber 1999. 



arnount by which it did so was less than $30 a month, this king generally a 

result of lower unemployment in the region or locality in question. 

Independentlv of these shortcornings in t e m  of outcome, workfare is also an 

expensive and bureaucratic program to run. Monitoring and policing are 

expensive, estimated in 1998 as costing an average of $27 an hour. Most 

workfare prograrns in the U.S. have been of a pilot project nature, mainly 

because of these prohibitive costs, and are aimed at specific populations. Targets 

of 300,000 more employable people, based on a budget of several miUion, do not 

reflect the fiscal realities of the U.S. experience. 

The establishment of Private Industry Councils in the US. was also the model for 

the Thatcher government's Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs), brought 

under the Job Training Partnership Act in the late 1980s (Peck, 1996). This model 

aimed to provide both local-level and private enterprise control over the 

allocation of training funds within a workfarist regime. This regime made 

participation in the Youth Training Scheme compulsory for teenagers seeking 

eligibility for housing benefits (Ontario Network of Employment SkiUs Training 

Projects, 1996). The Comrnunity Benefit Programme proposed bv the 

Consenrative govemment in the early 1990s required recipients to do 21 hours a 

week of work in exchange for bendits. 

In 1998, the Blair govemment in the U.K. enacted a Welfare Reform Bill, which 

forces a11 social assistance claimants (income support, housing benefit, council 

tax benefit, widow's benefit and disability ailowance) to attend rnandatorv, 

replar 'back-to-work' interviews with Social Securihi officials. 'Regular' 

attendance mav mean once every three years, in the case oi a severely disabled 



person, or much more frequently for able-bodied single youth. Failure to attend 

such meetings will result in the temûnation of social assistance. The Labour 

Secretam of State, Alistair Darling, describes his govement's reform measures 

as 'harsh but necessary', and will be applied with different frequency of targeting 

based on the 'deserving' or 'undeserving' charaber of the recipient group in 

question. 'Project Work' schemes, a precursor to New Labour's 'New Deal', were 

also introduced throughout the U.K. in August 1997 by the Cornervative 

oovemment. 'Project Work' participants received a small top-up of £20 on their 0 

dole for performing work in the comrnunity agency sector. In Edinburgh, work 

being done under this scheme "was that which people would normally expect a 

wage for";. 

Unlike countries such as the U.K. where income maintenance benefits for the 

unemploved are delivered under one program, Canadian provincial and federal 

programs need to be exarnined relationalIy. This also applies to labour market 

policv, in which the federid governrnent plays a signhcant (if decluiing) role. 

Provincial responsibiiihr for social assistance, while critical to social policy, 

intersects with labour market policy which is also the domain of federal 

ac tiv i ties . 

Work-for-wehe is a trend across the advanced capitalist nation-states, 

particularlv in the Anglo-Arnerican countries, despite their inadequacy as a 

means of promoting long-term paid emplovrnent. Workfare does not address 

the macroeconornic and structural factors that underlie long-term 

unemplovment. Lowiost wellare-to-work programs in the U.S. have been 

found to have had only a marginal effect at best, in ternis of pertapita welfare 

cost savings, caseload reduction and especially poverty reduction (Ciark, 1995; 

Comrnents by John Dntry. Brighton Againsr Benefit Cuts (BABC) activih workfare-discuss listsewer. 18 
May 1998. 



MulIaly, 1994; Evans, 1993). High-cost welfare-to-work program have had 

greater success, but this weakens the ability of the state to restructure itself dong 

the lines of spending austerity, which is the primary impetus for workfare within 

the neo-liberal SWS. 

Although it constitutes an important broader research agenda, a more 

comprehensive comparative treatment of the 'worlds of workfare capitaiism' is 

bevond the scope of this work. The point is simply to show that the processes 

dexribed in the particular locality under examination here share important 

similarities to programs elsewhere, suggesting a generic tendency in SWStype 

processes of state restnicturing of social policy to meet labour market objectives. 

Permeable Fordism and Social Policy in the Post-War Canadian Mode1 of 

Development 

The post-rvar Canadian economy followed a distinct trajectory within Atlantic 

Fordism, whch Jenson (1987) refers to as 'permeable Fordism'. The Canadian 

Fordist model of development has its own special characteristics, based on high 

Ievels of direct foreign investment, resource dependency, and regional factors in 

economic developrnent. Since the earliest vears of its economic history, Canada 

has been a small, open economy. Exchange rate policy and the particularities of 

Kevnesian macroeconomic management principles in a smd,  open economy 

senred to increase the 'c ycle-sensitivity' of the pos t-war Canadian economy in its 

paths of resource development and dependent industriakation (Macintosh, 

196-4; Williams, 1994; Shields and Russell, 1994). The roles played by actoa in the 

workplace, pam; and state settings in the design of the weliare state in Canada 

predicated their post-war model of development upon "increased continental 

inregration based on exporthg resources and importing capital" (Jewon, 1993: 

153). 



The institutional configuration of the welfare state with the Canadian post-war 

industrialization model was established through a number of n o m ,  including 

the prevalence of full-time, Ml-year work and the 'famiiy wage', with low levels 

of female labour force participation. The employment contract of the post-war 

reconstruction did not only refled full (male) employment principles, but also 

the right to a better standard of living. This standard of living was established 

through the 'famil. wage' and the return to the home on the part of the female 

labour force that had developed over the war years. Trade unionism in the 

Fordist model of development in Canada was a male domain, based on the 

protection of goods-production workers (agriculture, miring, manufacturing, 

fores?, pulp and paper, the fisheries), support for seasonal work and regionai 

developrnent. Income maintenance supported a 'family wage'. Fixa1 and 

monetanT levers were also important in the maintenance of high levels of 

employment and income. 

The replation ot' emplovment undenvrote welfare policy, based on manageable 

levels of unernployment that would not threaten social welfare, particularlv 

principles of sustainable 'social insurance'. The Marsh Report (1913) and the 

White Paper on Employment and Income (1941) proposed a system which 

provided a certain amount of economic securïty for workers through the 

integration of Canada as a small, open economy into the orbit of American post- 

war prosperitv. In Canada, the post-war commitment of the federal state " to 

maintain a high and stable level of employment and income" was supported bv a 

cornmitment to a 'reconstruction' welfare state. Elements of this included a 

national emplovment program and the creation of welfare state measures such as 

the Na tionai Housing Act, the Famih Wowance benefits, unempioyment 

insurance, pensions and health insurance. These measures provided both social 

inlestment and social consurnption, and involved greater state intervention in 



the economv (Shields, 1994: 328). Post-war progress in the developrnent of a 

national social policv regime peaked with the introduction of the Medical Care 

Act (Medicare) and the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) in 1966 and in the 197î 

amendments to the Unemployment Insurance Act. 

Enacted bu the federal govenunent in 1912, the Unmployment Inst~rance Act 

established a system based on a social insurance principle, presurning that 

unemplovment relief was an emergenw or short-term measure. As noted in the 

Marsh Report (1913: IO), "a great number of people may be liable to a certain 

risk, but onlv a lew of them at any one time". The apogee of the unemployment 

insurance svstem was reached in 1971, when UI benefits were substantiallv 

increased. Over 1971-1999, unemplo yment insurance legislation was reformed 

nine times, four times in the 1990s alone (Canadian Labour Congres, 19%). 

With the exception of 1971, eight of these reforms involved cutbacks of one form 

or another. Post-1971 cuts to UI compromised the income security of workers, 

with the greatest impact on those most disadvantaged in the labour market. 

In 1911, provincial and municipal relief for the 'able-bodied unemployed' was 

discontinued, except for widows and single mothe~s. Beginning in 1942, the 

establishment of federal social insurance for the unemployed absorbed most of 

the costs for this population. With the rapidly-expanding economy of the 1940s 

and 1950s, when unemplovment feIl on average to below 3 percent, the UI 

program was seen as a residual part of the post-war regime, and failed to 

command much attention. The Unemploqment Assistance Act was enacted in 

1956, restoring federal cost-sharing for the welfare costs of individuals who 

either were ineligible or had exhausted their UI benefits (Stmthers, 1996: 43) .  

Wth the advent of the 1938-1%2 recession, unemploçment rose to over 7 

percent, while welfare caseloads grew by 150 percent. The higher-than-expected 



costs of social assistance, which were estimated by the federal govemment to 

amount to no more than $13 million a year, eventually reaching over $200 million 

bv the earlv 1960s, renewed interest in workfare at the provincial and municipal 

levels (Struthers, 1996: 56). Eiy 1959, many Ontario municipalities re-introduced 

workfare. As noted by Struthers (1996), 

In Chippewa, just south of Niagara Falls, women on welfare were 
put to work washing the windows and cleaning the floors of the 
town hall for 16 hours each month. Scarborough divided the 
rnonthly welfare papen t s  of its employable recipients by an 
hourlv rate of S1.55, and dernanded they work it out h o &  eight- 
hour daYs 'clearing . brush from undeveloped township land.' 
London's Mavor told Premier John Robarts that men in his ci& 
liked to workout theV assistance because 'it took the stigma o k  of 
welfare and helped them to retain their self-respect.' The Ontario 
Welfare Officers Association argued that 'the threat of work 
stimulates people to find other support than weüare'. (Struthers, 
1996: 184) 

At the same time, efforts to extend workfare province-wide on the part of 

Ontario Depub Welfare Mulister James Band encountered a good deal of 

resistance tiom the federal govemment as well as withui Canadian and Ontario 

society. Shuthers (1996) describes the changing politicai climate as follows: 

L'nlike the 1930s, Ontario bv 1960 has a strong trade union 
movernent which after tw8 decades of high ernployment and 
Kevnesian econornic thinking viewed unemployment as a national 
economic problern, not a test of moral &tracter for the jobless. 
Ontario's unions demanded extended Unernployment Insurance 
benefits and job creation projects with real wages in order to 
combat the recession, not the retum of punitive practices which, as 
the National Union of Public Employees argued would 'create 
unernplovment for reguIar municipal employees.' (Struthers, 1996: 
6)  

FederaI govemment officiais echoed this perspective. The federal Auditor 

General came out strongly against municipal workfare projects, singling them 



out as examples of 'gross fixai mismanagement' within the administration of the 

Unemployment Assistance Act Federal officiais with National Heaith and 

Welfare followed by denving the Robarts govemment any federal costs to fund 

assistance for local communities with workfare schemes. Officiais criticized this 

approach bv condemning the lack of skills provided, the punitive approach to 

relief, and the psychologicai effects on recipients (Struthers, 1996: 7). By 1961, 

workfare programs ceased to exist, and by 1966, the Canadian Assistance Plan 

(CAP), which enshrined the principle of entitlement based on demonstrated 

need, made the implementation of such programs much more difficult. 

The two major programs of the post-war welfare state's social insurance 

framework were UI and the CAP. Federal-provincial mangements for financing 

and program delivenr were the converse of each other. In the case of UI, taxes 

and premiums were collected and programming delivered by Uie federal 

govemment, while in the case of the CAP, funds were given to the provinces 

from the federal govemment for provincial programs. These arrangements 

proved difiicult to maintain for but a short period of tirne. 



Canadian Unemployment Rate, Selected Periods 

:hart 3.1 Soct rce: Jackson et. al. (2000) 

Changes in the iabour market since the mid-1970s undermined the dominant 

wage relation predicated on full-tirne, full-year (male) work and the mode1 of 

'full emplovment' which fomed the comerstone of the Keynesian welfare state 

(Shields and Russell, 1994). Increasing long-term and structural unemplovment, 

increasinglv precarious employment, and changes in the gender division of 

labour have destabilized n o m  of KWS labour regulation. The shift from 

Fordism to post-Fordism also involves a shift from 'Ml employment' to 'full 

employa bilitv' . 

The shift in focus horn full employment to pnce stability as a central concem of 

rnacroeconomic governance in the 1970s had important implications for social 

iwurance and social assistance for un- and non-employed workers. By 1975, full 

ernplovment had effectively been abandoned by the federal govemrnent as an 

econornic policv objective in the face of stagflation (Campbell, 1991). An 

important result oi this was the upward pressure on Ln expenditures, 

particularly in the wake of the 1973-1973 and 1981-1983 recessions. Coupled 

with ths policl- was a new policy dixourse explaining increasing 



unemployment as a product of work-leisure preferences of workers in the face of 

generous unemployment benefits. This was heralded in the rise of the 'UI 

cheater' as a constitutive part of both popular and policv dixourses. 

The restoration of productivity and profit through the erosion of workers' wage 

gains was a more pragmatic goal of the new monetarism in maaoeconomic 

management in the 1970s and 1980s. One important effect of this climate is that 

labour market policy has become kcreasingly supply-side in orientation, and 

much less geared to demand-side protections or active measures such as job 

creation. Instead, placing workers into anv available job by any means necessarv 

characterizes most of both the federai and provincial reforms of the 1980s and 

1990s. 

The changing structure of employment and access to gainful ernployment is not a 

recent theme in Canadian public policy. Changing labour markets were also an 

important part of the policy dixourses surroundhg post-war regional 

development strategies and policies promoting employment (Coffey, 1996). The 

transition to a predorninantly post-industrial, service-producing econorny from a 

goods-producing economy has been continuous over the post-war decades, 

especiallv with the overall decline in staples-based production and export. 

Unlike Fordism, which was based on the compact between male workers, 

industrial capital and the institutions of welfare Keynesianisrn, post-Fordisrn 

dirides the interests of men and women in the labour market in such a way that 

both sexes-at least in the majority of the population-lose out (McDowell, 1991). 

That is, under post-Fordism, there has been a widening of class divisions and a 

narrowing of gender divisions ui the labour market (McDoweil, 1991). Recent 

national and local studies c o n f i i  a trend towards rvidening dass and narrowing 

oender divisions in the labour market. In Canada, Yalnizyan (1998) notes that 3 



the major income gap is between those under the age of 35 and those 35 and 

older, and that the major reason for the closhg income gap between men and 

women has been the decline in male incomes. 

The social failout of ths  shift in the power dynarnics structuring labour markets 

in the Canadian context were extensively documented in a 1998 report by 

Armine Yalnizyan of the Centre for Social Justice, The Gron~ing Gnp. Examinhg a 

varie& of available measurements of individual and family income, as well as 

wealth and poverty data, Yalnizyan (1998) shows that unprecedented 

polarization in the 1980s and 1990s occurred due to a combination of state and 

market effects associated with the rïse of neo-IiberaI policies since the late 1970s. 

Cuts to social assistance and unernployment insurance have had a deep impact 

on the situation of the lowest income groups. 

Changes in the corporate and persond tax regirne since that t h e  have shifted 

awav from the taxation of capital and profit, towards across-the-board cuts and 

exemptions (Bakker, 1994). Groiving incomes for CEOs at one end of the value 

scale and falling wage income for the bottom tiers of the labour market are 

important and interco~ected trends. In 1984, the top decile of families held 

about 30 percent of total wealth in Canada and new data is pending in 2000 that 

\\*il1 likelv show an even greater concentration at the top. 

Inaeasinglv, Canada is becoming an 'hourglass society', as reflected in Statistics 

Canada data over the 1973-1996 period. If the threshold for the average market 

income oi the bottom tenth of the population of parents in 1973 is expressed in 

1996 terms, the population of the bottom has grown by 67 percent, and the 

proportion of those in the top 'tenth' has grown by 81 percent. The number of 

those in the iourth lowest and Hth highest thresholds falls by 37 percent, the 

fifth lowest threshold bv 33 percent. Greater reliance on the market as a source 



for economic distribution will lead to further polarization In real ternis, the 

market incomes of the bottom fifkh of families with chiidren under 18 feu by 

55,676 (48.1 percent) over 1980-19%, while the market incomes of the top fifth 

grerv by S10,138 (10.1 percent) (Yalnizyan, 1998: 123). Note that the bottom fifth 

of the population of economic f d e s  realize incomes from both market and 

state sources, while the bottom tenth (see further below) tend to subsist outside 

of the paid labour market. 

The poorest 10 percent of Canadian parents with chikiren under 18 vears of age 

saw their average rnnrket income fail from $5,2M in 1973 to $235 in 1996 while, for 

the wealthiest 10 percent, it increased from $107,253 to $136,737. If left entirely to 

the market, the share of average income for the poorest relative to the wealthiest 

shrank irom 1/21 to 1/314. In 1996, then, the wealthiest 10 percent of parents 

eamed on average 314 times that of the average parent in the poorest deciie 

(Y alnizvan, 1998: 127). 

The federal and provincial tax system provided an important corrective to the 

rising inequditv in the distribution of market incomes over the 1973-19% period. 

The average totnl income of the poorest deciie of parents achieved a modest 

grorvth over the 1973-1996 period (from $12,913 to $1 3,322), but has been in 

continuous decline since 1993. The poorest 10 percent of parents have thus corne 

to relv increasingly on govemment transfers in order to maintain their incomes, 

shonng up declining market incomes. Average total income for the wealthiest 

oroup was relativelv unaffected by govenunent transfers, although the wealthy 0 

benefited slightlv. In 1973, their average total incorne was $109,260, growing to 

5138,137 in 1996. The ratio of &ter-tax incomes of the poorest relative to the 

wealthiest o d v  grew slightly, from a factor of 6.77 in 1973 to 7.72 in 1996. 

Federal and provincial taxation had a relatively mild impact on the bottom 10 



percent, showing consistently slightly lower averages over the entire period. In 

1973, average after-tax incomes for this group were $12,913 and $13,453 in 1996. 

Conversely, average nfter-tu income was drarnatically different for the 

wealthiest group, an income that has grown fairly steadily over the past few 

decades. In 1973, average afer-tnr income for this group was $û6,196, growing to 

597,372 bv 1996. The peak year for aII income data over the 1973-1996 penod 

was 1989. The poorest 10 percent of parents had %,O49 in market income, 

515,973 in totai income, and Sl5,779 in after-tax incorne in 1989. The weaithiest 

10 percent of parents had an average of $10,012 in market incorne, $143,336 in 

total income, and 5106,003 in after-tax income in 1989. 

PvIuch has been made about the importance of 'human capital formation' as part 

of the promotion of employability. While higher levels of educational 

attainment are positivelv related to job prospects, 0 t h  factors such as gender, 

f a d v  structure, and age al1 have a sbonger bearing on labour market outcomes 

(Burke and Shields, 1999). Labour market casualization and the growing 

precariousness of work is the existing legacy of 'full employability'. In both its 

relationship to reductions in the social wage and inequality in the paid labour 

market, 'full emplovabilitf and 'just-in-tirne' workers has Ied to both social and 

economic exclusion. In a 1999 report, The Job-Poor Recovew: Socin2 Çohesion and 

the Cnnndinn kibonr Market, Mike Burke and John Shields of the Ryerson Social 

Reporting Network note the foIlowing about the Canadian labour market: 

- over 52 percent of Canadian workers earn less than $15 per h o u  
- 3.2 million Canadians, or one-fifth of the workforce, are either unemployed or 

subemploved 
- 45 perceni of workers aged 25 to 79 are not full-time tenured workers 
- Part-tirne, contract and full-time non-tenured fonns of emplovment tend to 

pay between SS and 88 an hour l e s  than ftiU-time tenured work 



- 6.7 million Canadians, over hall of the workforce, "are in vulnerable 
employment situations because they lack employment stability and/or 
market incorne sufficiency" 

The s tud y examined 'sustainable emplo yment', comprised of three dimensions: 

labour market exclusion, wage polarization, and employment vulnerability. The 

exclusion component measures "the number and condition of people who want 

work or who want more work but are unable to find it". For May 1998, the 

labour market exclusion rate was 20.3 percent (the unemployment rate for the 

same month was 8.4 percent). The wage polarization component looks at 

polarization of earnings of the core workforce (aged 25 to 59) in terms of the full- 

time tenured group and others. In May 1998, the proportion of workers in the 

non- Ml-time tenured group was 37.1 percent. Median income for full-time 

tenured workers was S17.44 an hou, compared to $12.73 for the non- full-time 

tenured workers. The employment vuinerability component also is based on 

data for the core workforce, examining both instability of ernployment and 

emplovment income. 

The iact that the market gap has grown much faster than the income gap is 

critical to understanding the political economy of income tax cuts. An increasing 

market gap is of real concem, as the gaps in market income threaten the stabilitv 

of the redistributive principle. Put another way, the politics of redistribution in 

production have corne to matter as much, if not more, than the politics of 

redistribution through state income maintenance systerns. A sociallysquitable 

and sustainable post-Fordism approach to resolving this crisis must address the 

related issues of the redistribution of training and working tirne, as weU as 

income, as a means of creating a more harmonious 'virtud cide'  of lifelong 

learning, continuous innovation, and increasing leisure tirne. Access to such 

patterns of career development is uicreasingly limited in the age of the 'growing 

gap' . 



Market supremacy unfailingly leads towards greater and greater social and 

econornic polarization. Different forms of intervention and regdation have k e n  

deploved as a way to atternpt to incorporate greater inequalitv within a new 

mode1 of development. Attempts to mediate the decline of 'full employment' 

and the rise of 'hl1 employability' can be traced to iederd and provincial poliq- 

developments in the 1980s and 1990s. Both labour market and social poIicy were 

gradually changed from a way of meeting social needs to meeting the 

imperatives of a globalI y-cornpetitive economy. 

'Full Employability' and the Crisis of the Canadian KWS 

The first wave of 'employability enhancement' r e f o m  foliowed the 1981-83 

recession. The Canadian Jobs Strategy (CJS) was the result of a policy process 

initiated shortly after the election of the federai Conservatives in 1981. A 

December 19û4 Employment and Immigration Canada (EIC) consultation paper 

kvas released on training, which called for employers to play a more prominent 

role in priority-setting for public institutions involved in service delivem. 

Federal consultation with labour market stakeholders, particularly employers, 

mav have reflected difficulties in federai-provincial process (McFadyen, 1997: 

60). Folio wing on the heels of another round of federal-provinciai discussions, 

the Regina First Ministers' Conference on the Economy (February 1985) and the 

Nielsen Task Force (May 1985), federai-provincial agreement emerged on the 

principles "emphasizing a greater economic policy orientation for active labour 

market policv" (McFadyen, 1997: 61). 

.A large part of the impetus for 'employability enhancement' origuiated from a 

rising proportion of emplovable social assistance recipients, beginning in then 

mid-1970s with successive erosiom of federal unemplovment insurance. 



Federal-provincial negotiations on increasing the availability of employment 

programming to social assistance recipients in the post-recessionarv 1980s led to 

the 1983 'Four-Comered Agreement' between the federal govemment (the 

Departments of Health and Welfare and Employment and Immigration) and 

their counterpart provincial ministxies. By 1988-1989, a total of %O0 million had 

been spent on over 3,000 provincial employment initiatives (Evans, 1993: 53). 

There were three elements to the 1985 and subsequent 'emplovability 

enhancement' agreements negotiated between the federal and provinciai 

govemments. Funds were provided for pilot projects, targets of between 20-30 

percent of social assistance recipients for participation in components of the 

Canadian Jobs Strategy (CJS) were set, and the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) 

replations were amended to allow for transitional benefits to newly-employed 

social assistance recipients (Evans, 1993: 62). 

Employabilitv initiatives for unemployed workers had also become an important 

part of the federal governmentfs strategy. Policy developments in the 1980s and 

1990s' including the Canadian Jobs Strategy (CJS), the establishment of the 

Canadian Labour Force Development Board (CLFDB), the establishment of the 

Canadian Labour Market Productivity Centre ( W C ) ,  the De Grandpre report, 

and the Labour Force Development Shategy (LFDS) indicate the rise of 'full 

emplovabilitv' and decline of 'W employment'. In 1983, the federal government 

embarked on a new federal funding framework for employability programming 

t'or unernp 1 oved persons and social assistance recipients. The Tories' early 

labour market policy initiatives were an important push for 'employability 

enhancement' as part oi a corporatist mode1 involving joint federd-provincial 

policc and hnding framework for service de i ive~ .  New principles of federal- 

provincial cooperation were also based on a reduced roie for both Ievels of the 

Canadian state. As put by Arthur Kroeger, former deputv minister of EIC, "in 



the view of a number of officiais, including myseif, the solution to federal 

provincial disputes was not to increase the powers of either level of government, 

but rather to give greater power to their customers" (Kroeger, 19%: 231). 

The Canadian Jobs Strategv (CJS) represented a shift £rom both the demand-side 

and supply-side programs of the 1970s and 1980s in that it combined 

institutional and workplace-based training and employability programs, wage 

subsidies, operating gants, etc., across both the public and private sectors. The 

sMt towards workplace-based training was also seen as a means of avoiding the 

costs of job creation programs initiated in the 1970s. As noted by Colin 

McFadven, "It was hoped that with the CJS the federal governent could curb 

expenditures on the demand side (job creation) programs that had evolved in the 

1970s, in favour of supply-side programs that combined work expenence with 

formal training" (McFadyen, 1997: 61). 

The stmctural and cvclical changes in the Canadian political economy associated 

with industriai restructu~g from the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) and post- 

Kevnesian macroeconomic policy constraints tended in equal measure to weaken 

the efiectiveness of supplv-side, 'full employability' policies. Macroeconomic 

performance is a factor that overshadows the impact of emplovability initiatives 

and active labour market policies on emplovment levels, as seen in the case of the 

earlv-rnid 1990s (Fortin, 1995; Fortin and Osberg, 1995). Put another wav, 

despite its virtud disappearance £rom official policy discourse, 'full employment' 

matters just as much as 'Ml  employability'. This is so even if the latter had 

become the odv  garne in town for policy-makers, the dernand-side programs 

having fallen out of favour with the decline of KWS regdation. 

Active labour market policies are an important means of distinguishing between 

work-welfare regimes. For example, 'welfarist' solutions to problems of povertv 



as traditionallv pursued in North Amenca are radically different from Sweden, 

which haç equally high expenditures on active labour market prograrnming and 

income maintenance. In Sweden in the 1980s, benefits may have had 

participation requirements, but full ernployment meant that active labour market 

policies had real results (Evans, 1993: 63). Data from the OECD's 1996 

Ernployent Outlook showed that Sweden spent 3.0 percent of GDP on active 

programs and 2.5 percent on passive programs, with a total of 11.6 percent of 

labour force participating. In Canada, the corresponding figures were 0.56 

percent, 1.32 percent and 2.9 percent respectively; in the U.S., they were 0.2 

percent, 0.33 percent and 2.7 percent. The cornmitment to full ernployment 

policies and a generous income maintenance system in countnes such as Sweden 

means that welfare-to-work and related programs occur in a context defined by 

real opportunities. 

An important difierence between employability enhancement in the 1980s and in 

the 1990s is that the federaily sponsored programs in the 1980s were voluntarv. 

Indeed, manv pilot projects were oversubscribed, some attracting three times the 

anticipating demand (Yalnizyan and Wolfe, 1989). 'This raises the question of 

whv mandaton: programs are needed. One answer rnay be that voluntarv 

emplovment programming, if extended to ail who wanted it, would dramaticallv 

increase the costs for the welfare state of such programs. Requirements may also 

be used to arbitrarily reduce eligibility for social assistance, however, making 

them desirable from the point of view of a state aiming to reduce social 

expenditures. 

The proportion of EIC/HRDC spending on human resource development as a 

share of federal expenditures declined continuouslv throughout the 1980s. In 

1984/85, such program expenditures accounted for 1.66 percent of federal 

oovernment spending, declining to a Ievel of 1.16 percent in 1989/90. When 3 



viewed in terms of the share of such expenditures to the GDF, the dedine was 

from a level of 0.4 percent to 0.25 percent (McBride, 1997). This was in spite of 

the accelerated Pace of industriai restnicturing in the 1980s and the adjustment 

pressures that fell particularly hard on older workers in older industries. 

Active and Passive Labour Market Pmgnm Expenditure as 
Percentage of GDP, Canada, 19864996 

-- - 
Passive 1.87 4.06 1.64 1.57 1.51 1.91 228 2.24 1 .  1 .  1.32 
---- - -- -.- 

Active 0.63 0.62 0.55 0.5 0.51 0.53 0.61 0.64 O .  0.6 0.56 - --- 
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Chart 3.2 Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 

In june 1989, the federal govemment introduced BU-21, which specîfied that 13 

percent of the unemployment insurance hind could be diverted from income 

maintenance to Developmental Uses (UIDU). Along with other measures to 

follow, including the Labour Force Development Sbategy (LFDS). the lederd 

initiative to reduce passive supports and promote labour market activation was 

expressed in the "Success in the Works" report of Employment and Immigration 

Canada (EIC) to reduce "work disincentives" (Employment and Immigration 

Cana da, 1989: 5) .  



In 1993, the Liberals announced a cornmitment to the employability paradigm in 

the Red Book. Tme to form, the Liberals came to power on a campaign based on 

increasing employment, while the form of the federd social security review 

under HRDC Minister Uovd Axworthy was based on its subordination to 

Finance Minister Paul Martin's war on the deficit. These political dvnamics were 

important, in that the victory of the right in the Chretien cabinet provided M e r  

irnpetus to processes of 'hollowing out'. The introduction of the CHÇT, which 

reduced transfers while increasing provincial scope in program delivery, was a 

classic example of the fiscal bai s  for decentralkation. Federal programs were 

also reduced in scope, and restructured to enable to federal government to 

eliminate its own deficit, further increasing the difficuities of the provinces as 

welfare caseloads climbed as UI eligibility dropped. 

UI coverage and expenditures are the result of a number of structural factors 

established bv federal legislation, induding premium levels, benefit rates, scope, 

and mâuimum eligibility periods. UI expenditures are further conditioned by 

labour market factors such as unemployment rates, average length of 

unemployment, and labour force adjustment (e-g. downsizing and layoff of older 

workers). UI reforms in 1977 and 1990 emphasized the importance of training 

and active labour market programming as part of the adjustment of workers to 

the new economic realities (Canadian Labour Congress, 1998). The 

establishment of a large surplus in the EI fund through successive cutbacks and 

reforms reducing the scope of coverage was crucial in the development of a 

federal budget surplus in the late 1990s (Hayes, 1998). 

Cuts in expenditures and massive UI/EI fund surpluses were critical to restoring 

the fiscal position of the federal govemment. The 1994 budget reduced Ln 

expenditures bu S2.4 billion. In the 1995 budget, a target of 10 percent reductions 



in UI program expenditures was established as a key objective of social sec-ty 

review. Expenditure reduction in the late 1990s had also become possible due to 

an improving labour market, although the structural reforms reducing eligibility 

and pavouts were fundamental to expenditure reduction. 

Despite the prevalence of 'full employabilitf in policy dixourse and the 

redirection of 'passive' incorne maintenance funds into the Unemployment 

Insurance Developmental Uses (UIDU) fund, Canadian spending on active 

labour market policy actually declined from a Ievel of 0.63 percent of GDP in 

l985/ 86 to 0.56 in 1995/96, I P  of 20 OECD countries (Organization for 

Economic Coopera tion and Development, 1996). 

Active Em ployability Enhancement Measures, Canada, 1986-1 996, 
Expenditutes as % of GDP 
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C ha rt 3.3 Sort ~ce:  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 
1996 

\t'hile the drop in 'passive' (incorne maintenance) rneasures is more pronounced, 

the shift in state policv emphasis in the direction of 'active' measures did not 

involve increased state expenditures over this period. Because active labour 



market policv in Canada had shifted away from demand-side job creation 

programs, the impact of even the remaining supply-side policies were minimal 

in the context oi the recession and slow labour market growth throughout much 

of the 1990s. The viability of supply-side measures has also been questioned in a 

variety of different national and subnational studies. Both 'deadweight' (persons 

who would have found jobs on their own in the same amount of time or less) and 

'substitution' (no new net employment) effects need to be dixounted when 

evaluating the impact of any employability measures (Sharpe and Haddow, 

1997: 46). 

Changes in the scope of income maintenance have been more pronounced and 

successful in meeting neo-liberal goals of deficit reduction and reducing the size 

and scope of govemment. It has fared less well when the needs of workers are 

considered. In a 1998 brief presented to the Standing Cornmittee on Human 

Resources Development on Bill CO%, Bill C-111, and Bill C-112, the Canadian 

Labour Congress noted that 

Prior to the recent cuts to the program, UI sewed its prirnary 
purpose vent effectively. By replacing the eamings of unemployed 
workers, it stabilized the incornes of workers and limited the risk 
that unemplovment would result in reduced living standards - a 
major risk fa&d by workers at ail Ievels of eamings. But, UI not 
onlv served the needs of individual workers as thev became 
un&loved, it stabilized overail levels of incorne A d  
ernplov&ent, and contributed to the efficient matchhg of the skills 
of unekployed people with the jobs that were available. (Canadian 
Labour Congress, 1998) 

Reiorms in the late 1990s have continued to reduce EI premiums in the face of 

declining expenditures, which the UI Reform Business Coalition and HRDC 

oificials once cited as a basis for job creation (Ln Reform Business Coalition, 

1994). The first measure of this kind was introduced in the 1992 budget for s m d  



businesses with Little direct job creation impact (Canadian Labour Congress, 

1998). Even as an incentive system, this policy was out of step. Premium 

reduction, while relevant for small businesses with employees, was less an issue 

than insurance cmerage for self-employed persons, whose numbers grew 

s ie icant ly  over the 1990s. 

In 1996, unemplovment insurance was reformed to account for eligibilitv based 

on hours, not weeks, worked. In theory, this was supposed to increase the 

eligibilitv of part-time workers and those working for more than one employer 

over the vear, previously excluded from UI coverage. The federai govemrnent 

based this policv on changes in the labour market for increasing numbers of 

Canadians. Theoretically, however, the shift from the standard workweek also 

supports an extensive use of overtirne and other forms of just-in-time labour 

allocation patterns by employers (Canadian Labour Congress, 1998). 

Ironicallv, sanctions against those receiving repeat layoffs within the year were 

also introduced in spite of the changing nature of the labour market, i.e. 

increasing temporary and contract work. The reduction in the maximum 

duration of benefits also did not reflect the serious adjustment costs for older 

workers in older indushies in the restnicturing of the broader labour market. 

The re-emplovment penod for laid-off older workers is typically longer than 

average; in periods of rapid industrial restructuring and adjustment, the 

numbers of such workers have grown. This group was partidarly adversely 

affected bv reductions in the maximum duration of benefits. 

Nationallv, research chaired by NDP bfP Yvon Godin found that there were 

manv reasons why people were denied UI (New Democratic Party of Canada, 

1998). ljnemploved individuals have found it increasingly diffi.cult to collect 

unemplovment benefits, due to increasingly restrictive eligibility requirements. 



A major effect of the restnicturing of the UI/EI system over the period since the 

19705, in the form of decreasing eligibility and other changes aimed at providing 

net savings for the social surplus in the 1990s, has been to heighten the 

vulnerability of the unemployed by forcing them onto social assistance or 

informal systems of social support. This is often the case for precarious workers 

who work an insufficient total nurnber of hours as weU as those who have 

exhausted their UI/ EI payout period. 

One of the cornmon principles in reforrns to both social assistance and 

unemployment insurance in Canada by both federal and provincial govemments 

has been the promotion of the principle of 'mutual responsibility'. The 1991 

federal discussion paper on social security reform, Irnprming Socin1 Seairity in 

Cnnnh, established five principles for reform: creating opportunity, investing in 

people, mutual responsibility, preventing future problems, and putting people 

first. Of particular interest in the case of workfare are the principles of 'mutual 

responsibilitv' and 'putting people first'. Human Resources Development 

Canada (1994) defines the principle of 'mutual responsibilitv' as follows: 

Societv definitelv has a responsibiiity to provide support for people 
who aie in need'and who cannot work. But individuals also have a 
responsibility to help thernselves. And business, labour and 
communities must play their part. 

Since 1994, the dixourse of 'mutual responsibilitf has rneant increasing 

obligations for unemployed workers and employable SARs. The p ~ c i p l e  of 

mutualism has been markedly one-sided and the social obligation to support 

those in need has been greatiy diminished.8 The definition of those who "cannot 

work" has aiso been increasinglv restricted with the development of 

' The reiated idea of the -social contract' can be m e d  in the design of some welfan-to-work proaams in 
the US. (Evans. 199;j. ïhis concept. which stresses the reciprocal obligation benveen socie'y and the 
individual. also corresponds to the concept of mumal responsibili~. 



'workfansm', as demonstrated in reduced eligibility for social assistance. The 

discourse of 'responsibility' is also a discourse of 'obligation', which reflects the 

close relationship between 'mutual responsibility' and social policy as 

' hegemonv armoured in coercion'. 

The reduction in the scope of unemployment insurance coverage by the federal 

government in the 1990s will lead to greater provincial and local social assistance 

caseloads during the next recession, placing a higher proportion in work-for- 

welfare assignments. New labour market conditions and characteristics increase 

the challenges for local and supra-local state strategies that aim to promote 

emplovment. There are many barriers to emplopent and the effects of 

structural reforms of social assistance on actual employment opportunities for 

welfare caseload populations have been negligible at best, often creating 

additional bamers. 

The End of CAP and the Return of Workfare 

The dismantling of CAP and introduction of block funding under the CHST is a 

significant signpost in the decline of the post-war Canadian weuare state and the 

end of fiscal federalism. The 1995 Budget significantly reduced regional 

equalization payments - a founding policy of 'permeable Fordisrnt that 

distributed the benefits of dependent industrialization to regions facing high 

unemplovment, such as Atlantic Canada. 

hlassive changes in benefit levels were in evidence al1 across Canada over the 

1995-96 period. Every province and t e m t o ~  reduced benefits in this period, 

from a low of 1.3 percent in Nova Scotia to a high of 17.9 percent in Ontario (in 

adjusted 1996 dollars). With the exception of Newfoundland, which reduced 

welfare benefits for single employables by a whopping 43.1 percent, Ontario saw 



the most ciramatic changes in the value of welfare benefits over this period. This 

process of income erosion is now accompanied by 'mandatory work-for-weUaref 

in manv different social welfare systems at the provincial level. Also notable 

were the relatively small deches in Alberta over 1995-%, at a relatively low -1.6 

percent. This stood in marked contrast to the -42.5 percent decline over 1986- 

1996. In spite of the similar neo-conservative hue of the Klein and Hams 

governments, the differences in the Alberta and Ontario contexû are particularlv 

notable, as also seen in the difference in debt and deficit to GDP ratios in the 

With the erosion of fiscal federalism since the introduction of the Established 

Percentage Change in Annual Welfare Benefits for Single Employables, 1986-1996 

Programs Financing Act in 19ï7, and the infiuence of the new federal 

Jurisdiction 

, Canada 
1 Ontario 
British Columbia 

Saskatchewan 
Quebec 

Newfoundland 
I PEI 
1 NovaScotia 
j New Brunswick 

initiatives, several provinces began to implement workiare- 

initiatives and other rneasures that made receipt of social assistance contingent 

1986 

S 6,040.91 
S 6,955.00 
S 5.871.00 
S 5.777.00 
S 3.254.00 
S 4.595.00 
S 8,535.00 
S 6.273.00 ' 

S 5,092.00 

1995 

S 6,401.25 
S 8,024.00 
S 6,743.00 
S 5,852.00 
S 6,096.00 
S 4,395.00 
S 5,725.00 
S 5.998.00 
S 3,146.00 

Manitoba 1 S 6.901.00 1 Alberta 1 S 8.220.00 

Development and Statistics Canada. Note: In constant 1996 dollars. 

f 6,562.00 
S 1.804.00 
f 8,021.00 
S 1 1,485.00 

International 

Yukon 
No~hwes t  
Territories 
Average 

ProvJïer. 
Change 

S 6,977.00 
- 

1996 

S 5,933.17 
S 6,584.00 
S 6.131.00 
S 5.760.00 
S 6,000.00 
S 3502.00 
S 5.245.00 
S 5.922.00 
S 3,132.00 

Table 3.1 Source: Centre for 

Rate Change 
1 986- 1996: 
Single 

Employable 
-1.8V0 
-53./0 
4.496 
-0.39'0 
84.4% 
45.5% 
-383% 
-5.6% 
1 .X%O 

S 6,070.00 
S 4.728.00 
S 7.895.00 
S 1 1.339.00 

Statistics. 

Rate Change 
1986- 1995: 
Single 

Empioyable 
6.00% 
15.30% 
14.90% 
1.30% 
87.30% 
-4.40% 
-32.90% 
-4.40% 
1.70% 

- 12.0Y0 
-42.5% 
13 -2% 
- 

4.1 % 

Canadian Council 

Rate Cut 
1995- 1 996: 

Single 
Employable 

-7.40% 
-1 7.90% 
-9. IO0? 
- 1.60% 
- 1.60% 
33.10% 
-8.40% 
-1.30% ' 

-0.40% 
-4.90% 
-4 1 -60% 
1 5 -00% 
- 

130% 

on Social 

-7.50% 
- 1.60% 
- 1.60% 
-2.20% 

-8.00% ' 



on a combination of means-testing and obligations to seek and accept work. 

CAP made provincial transfers for social assistance costs contingent on the 

establishment of financial need as the sole determination for eligibility. Work 

requirements could be used in the determination of need, but once a 

determination of financial need has been reached, there could be no additional 

r equir ement to maintain eligibility (Lightman, 19%). 

At the same t h e ,  CAP did not explicitly prohibit workfare, which was why one 

of SARC's recornmendations was to amend the legislation in order to prohibit 

any cost-sharing of compulsory work-for-welfare at the local level (Evans, 1993: 

62). The abandonment of CAP indicated that decentralization and devolution 

would permit the provinces more Leeway in social welfare program design and 

expenditure. To date, workfare-type programs have been implemented in British 

Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Quebec and New Brunswick, as well as Ontario. 

' Workfare' ref ers to both ' welfare-to-work' and 'work-for-weifare' policies, 

which must be distinguished from one another based on how they subjectify 

rvelfare recipients. Welfare-to-work policies include a broad range of primarily 

voluntan: emplovability and training programs for social assistance recipients 

(SARs) and unemployed workers. Based on a survey of provincial and territorial 

work-for-welfare programs in Canada, Gorlîck and Brethour (1999) found a 

consensus that work-for-welfare policies are defined bv a mandatory 

participation requirement and additional conditions, including: 

- emplovable SARs are required to accept any available employment and to 
engage in active job search; 

- there are sanctions for not workuig, whether or not work is available; 
- there is Iittle support for ski11 deveiopment, except for basic skills that are a 

requirement for dl forms of emplopent; 
- there is Little choice on the part of the emplovable SAR in choosing between 

jobs; and 



- 'jobsf created through work-for-welfare schemes are not part of the 
cornpetitive labour market and created solely for the recipient (Gorlick and 
Brethour, 1999: 6). 

New Brunswick Works was a voluntary four-year labour market integration 

program for social assistance recipients. Case management for NB Works was 

also fairlv intensive - with a two-week pre-employment orientation and case 

plan management phase. Other costs included 20 weeks at a fint work 

placement at a rate of S6.5 an hour (with a babysitting allowance of 52.50 an 

hour and a trançportation ailowance of S.ll/ km). UI contributions are made 

orer this period, with the intent of moving social assistance caseioads into UI 

caseloads, through eligibility for the UI training allowance. 

Quebec has been a 'social policy laboratory' for the rest of Canada? Quebec's 

approach to welfare-workfare reform has not been based on cutting people off 

welfare through non-cornpliance, but by siphcantly reducing papents  for 

'non-compliance'. The extension of workfare in Quebec has targeted youth of 18- 

2-1 vears. The last set of changes reduced weifare bendits to a level of $350 a 

month; 5730 for those with shared accommodations. There is a $150 penalty for 

anvbodv who has refused work, or k e n  fired. A 1986 change, whidi went into 

effect in 1989, established two categories of social assistance recipients (SARs) - 
emplovable and unemployable - with two benefit rates. 'Ernployablef benefits 

are on a scale based upon factors such as participation, age, presence of children 

and other factors. This group received a cut of SI50 when this change was 

irnplemented. The govenunent's argument was that this was a solution to 

"social exclusion" in which people on welfare were "integrated" and given a 

"hand up". m e r  1989-1995, the 'employables' caseload grew by JO percent. The 

%e materials about Quebec are drawn h m  notes from an interview aith Bill Clennen of Action de 
Defence des Droits Sociales (XDDS). 13 Januap 2000. 



previous penalty of $150 was generalized to all 'employables'. If youth did not 

participate, the' lost another $150. 

The intent of the Quebec government is to extend these new temis to al l  

employable adults, including those with children over two years old. 

Traditionally, sanctions were never applied to those with children under four 

vears old. The social fight-back has prevented the govemment from moving 

further on this agenda at this t h e .  As of September 2000, however, the new 

penalty cornes into effect for youth. Over the past 11 years, there have been two 

major rounds of welfare reform; this is the second one. 

Quebec's Employment Enhancement Programme was recently declared by the 

UN to violate the Quebec Charter of Rights, on the grounds that it contravened 

warantees of equality in employment and the right to just and faix employment 0 

conditions. The program was found to discriminate on the grounds of social 

condition, as participants in the training through placement programs had littie 

or no training with which to perform regular work at the mandated employment 

sites (Clemett, 2000). 

Quebec's subsidized employment program, Programme d'Aide a l'Intégration en 

Emploie (PAIE), placed welfare recipients in public or private sector jobs for a 

period of six months, upon a cornmitment from the employer that the- would 

hire the recipients for at least 18 weekç. the Quebec govemment provided dental 

care, dmg card, and other health benefits for the duration. At the end of this 

period, recipients became UI-eiigible, becoming a responsibility of the federal 

program (Ontario Network of Ernployment Skills Training kojects, 1996: 15; 

Revnolds, 1995). 



It is telling that all the major political parties in power throughout Canada, 

including social democratic parties, engage in little to no dixussion about the 

increases in both povertv and attacks on the poor except in terms of work. 

Universal entitlements of the welfare state that do have a support base in the 

middie class strata enjoy the highest degree of support for public spending - 
namelv education and health. Public opinion polls on work-for-welfare, and the 

relative support of different areas of government spending show this allocation 

of priorities, both bolstering the popular support for workfare. In a 1994 Gallup 

Poll, 86 percent of Canadians indicated that they were in favour of making 

people on welfare go to work (Evans, 1993: 6). This proportion has remained at 

that more or less the same level with the implementation of workfare.10 

Weifare-Workfare in Ontario: The Historical Context for Ontario Works 

The term 'workfare' is also often confiated with welfare-to-work programs, 

including anv varie- of training upgrading and job search activities, although 

should be kept analvtically separate in discussions about public policv (To jman, 

19%; Mitchell, 1996). Such 'activation' programs have their policy antecedents in 

NDP-era programs that are consolidated into the overall policy deiivery 

hamework at the local level, programs such as Supports to Training and 

Emplovment Program (STEP) and Opportunity Planning. In its most narrow 

sense, ' workfare' refers to the final obligation to paticipate in unpaid work 

activities as a condition for receiving state income benefits for all eligible 

recipients unable to secure paid employment in the cornpetitive labour market. 

Ontario Works remains a program in fiux, subject to continuous reinvention bv 

the provincial government. This raises the necessitv of distinguishing between 

Il Recent polling information which supports rhis q u m e n t  interestingly also noles that a majorip of the 
sams public report that the> are concerned about risins povercy. 



workfare as a broader state strategy, and Ontario Works, the provincial 

government program. Also, workfare is a specific discursive referent, deployed 

and not deploved bv social agents to describe different things in different ways. 

Depending upon whether one is speaking in a 'broad' or 'narrow' sense about 

workfare, an understanding of the requirements of the program and the 

circumstances in which workfare as a social relation is actual. In the narrowest 

sense, workfare practices occur within the Comrnunity Participation component 

of Ontario Works, which covers only a small percentage of the Ontario Works 

caseload. In a broader sense, Ontario Works is part of a broader 'workfaristf 

program based on cuts to social assistance and social supports that reduce 

taxpayer costs. This dimension cwxists in an uneasy tension with the 'full 

employability' dimension, and a dynamic relationship between consent and 

coercion in practice. 

The abandonment of the 30-vear old Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) in 1995 is 

often associated with the emergence of workfare in Ontario. The Harris 

govemment scheduled to begin its pilot workfare program in 1996 after the 

CHST had corne into effect. While the 1995 federal budget and the introduction 

of the CHST was an indicator of the loss of rights under CAP, 'workfarisrn' has a 

historv in Ontario that clearly predates the CHST and the Harris govemment's 

rise to power later that sarne vear. The roots of workfare in the province run 

deeper, as elsewhere, back to the older paradigms of the 19h century and pre- 

KWS period of the 20th century. The 'workhouse test' has a long history in 

Anglo-American societies, dating back to the Elizabethan Poor Laws. In the 20" 

century, the re-establishment of the 'rvork testf as a rneans of separating the 

'desen-hg' and 'undeserving' poor "runs like a continuous thread linking 

Elizabethan England to Mike H d  Ontario" (Struthers, 1996: 1). James 

Struthers argues that there are many parallels between workfare in Ontario in 

the 1990s and 'work for relief' in the 1930s. 



Workfare, which Stmthers (19%) defines as "the demand for compulsory labour 

or service from the poor as a condition of their relief", is predicated on the age- 

old concept of the 'deserving' and 'undeserving' poor. Stmthers (1996) traces the 

long-term continuities in the rationale for workfare in the 1990s and that of the 

authors of the original Poor Laws. The first is the assumption that sufficient 

work is available for 'those who want it', and the second is the assumption that 

prirnan. cause of povertv is dependence on the availability of relief. In order to 

ensure that a 'culture of dependency' wodd not happen as a result of relief 

provision, the govemments of the day introduced the work 'test'. 

M e n  sufficient work cannot be found for al1 who want it, how can 
distinctions be made between the lazv as opposed to the merely 
unluckv? In the earlv 19th cenhiry, t6e rnost influentid answer ever 
devised to this dil-a emerged within the English Poor Law 
Report of 1834. 

The Poor Law Report originated the idea of the 'workhouse test' - a 
kind of self-adrninistered psychological screening process - to 
separate the desewing from the undeserving poor. Bv compeliing 
al1 those who sought relief to prove their need by voiuntady 
committing themselves and their families into central workhouses 
as a condition of receiving assistance, the authon of the Poor Law 
Report believed they had discovered the simplest and cheapest 
way to reduce societal spending on the poor to the absolute 
minimum necessary. (Struthers, 1996: 2) 

Until recently, it have been accepted that dislocation and unemployment are 

generally associated with economic cycles, urbanization, technological change 

and other structural factors in the labour market, and cannot be reduced to a 

sudden omet oi 'shiftIessnessr on the part of the poor. Whde the latter argument 

is sometirnes deployed in order to build popular support for workfare and other 

strategies that airn at promoting 'hll employability', it cannot hope to solve the 

more complex questions of labour market integration todav. 



The lessons of historv are important in hindsight, if societies are to learn from 

their rnistakes. In the Iate 19th century, workfare was introduced in order to 

maintain the dignity of the social order, and to address problems of lawlessness 

and moral irnpurity. This discourse still carries great weight in the public sphere 

of over one hundred years later, in spite of progress in the knowledge of social 

policy comrnunities. Since those ürnes, the institutional compromise brokered 

through the KWS displaced this conception of unemployment. Most (if not quite 

all) living social policy analysts have corne to accept that povertv is prirnariiy 

related to the labour market and not to a 'culture of dependency' in society. 

Work tests dso hformed the moral panic surroundhg the rise of 
'tramps' in Iate 19fi century Ontario. In hindsight, we know that 
the steam revolution in transportation and indushialization 
fractured local labour markets, accelerated the dependency of the 
population on wage labour and provoked a vast upsurge in labour 
mobility and cvclical fluctuations in labour demand, a phenornenon 
we now cal1 '&employment'. (Stnithers, 19%: 2) 

The govemment of Upper Canada never implemented a poor law, but the 

upsurge in the marginal population of 'tramps and vagranis' in the 1880s and 

1890s led to provincial legislation requuing municipalities to create 'Houses of 

Refuge' or 'County Homes' for the indigent or itinerant workers. Here on the 

oeographical fringes of t o m  and cities, the homeless and destitute were both 4 

housed and put to work doing menial tasks. Antecedents to workfare in the 

contemporary 'ïhird Sectorf, particularly in religious charities, c m  also be found 

in the Ontario of the 1880s and 1890s. 

Led bv the Associated Charities movement, the middle-class 
carnpaign against the tramp menace succeeded, during the 1880s 
and 1890s, in having requirernents for breaking stone or swing 
cords of wood imposed upon all single men seeking aid from the 
city's charities or its House of IndusW. In exchange for three or 



four hours work in the woodyard or on the stonepile, tramps were 
entitled in the 1880s and 1890s to a bowl of soup, six ounces of 
bread and shelter for the night (Struthers, 1996: 3) 

In 1935,60 years prior to the introduction of Ontario Works, the Ontario 

oovernrnent of Mitchell Hepbuni legislated work-for-relief. As noted by the b 

Ontario Network of Employnent Skills Training Projects (ONESTeP), 

The government's actions incited an upheaval among the 
unernploved. People receiving social assistance resented cutbacks 
in allowances, having their homes inspected bv govemment 
officiais and king required to shovel now, cut wood and rake 
leaves for their cheques. During the winter and summer of 1933 
there were relief strikeç in Markham, Crowland, Windsor and 
London Township. The strikers demanded either higher pavments 
for their work or an end to the work requirernent altogetherIl' 

As noted previously, workfare remained in favour with the provincial 

government and various municipalities into the 1940s and 1930~~  but was 

proscribed by the federal government under cost-sharing arrangements in the 

earlv 1960s. Throughout the latter 1960s, 1970s and 1980s - the heyday of CAP - 
social assistance fared somewhat better, but this was perhaps more attributable 

to federal leadership than provincial developments. After 40 vears of moderate 

Consenrative rule, the election of a minority Liberal government in 1985, with 

NDP support, led to the articulation of a different h d  of state project in Ontario 

than at the federal level, one with a distinctively more progressive cast (Wolfe, 

1997: 156). 

BI. the mid-1980~~ sû-uctural unemployment was dreadv seen to lead to 

discrimination in benefits levels that unfairlv hurt the emplovable SAR 

' ' Ontario Ketwork of Employnent Skills Training Projects. Singino for Our Supper: A Review of 
ivorkfare Prograrns (Julq 1995), p.2; see also James Scruthers. The Limits of Affluence: Welfare in 
Ontario. 1920- 1970 (Toronto: University of Toronto Ress 1994). p.93-94. 



population. As noted by the Social Planning Council of OttawaCarleton (1986), 

"The legislation governing social assistance is outdated and punitive. Higher 

benefit levels have persisted for those considered 'unemployable', while those 

considered 'employable' have been financidy dixriminated against during 

times of high unemployment." By the late 1980s in Ontario, welfare reform 

appeared to be a question of bringing individuals and families at least closer to, if 

not at or above, the poverty line. In 1989, Ontario's programs for seniors, the 

disabled, and sole-support parents were consolidated into the Famiiy Benefits 

Act. The philosophy of the Peterson govemment reflected closely that guided 

the welfare reform inquiry of the Ontario Social Assistance Reform Commission 

(SARC) : 

Ail people in Ontario are entitled to an equal assurance of life 
opportunities in a society that is based on fairness, shared 
responsibility, and personal dignity for all. The objective of social 
assistance, therefore, must be to ensure that individuals are able to 
make the transition from dependence to autonomy, and from 
exclusion on the margins of society to integration within the 
mainsheam of community life.I2 

The Trnnsitions report also sought a new 'social contract' as a blueprint for 

welfare reform, establishing 'mutual responsibilities and shared obligations 

between the state and the citizenry'. Recognizing the fact that siguficant 

program investments and income maintenance improvements needed to be met 

by the state in order for there to be a basis for participation in an ethic of social 

solidarik, Trnnsitions noted that 

If the state iulfils its responsibility, it is Iegitimate and reasonable to 
insist that some recipients also have responsibilities that they must 
hiIfil. It is not legitimate to require recipients to meet those 
conditions if the state does not Mil its part of the bargain, 
however. The almost symbiotic nature of this relationship mav 

" 1988 Report of the Social Assistance Review Cornmittee - Transitions - Principles for Reform. 



have the added advantage of encouraging the govemment to 
ensure that adequate resources are made available to provide real 
opportunities for self-reliance. Failure to do so will effectively 
release recipients from any obligations they otherwise may have 
had. (Ontario Social Assistance Review Committee, 1988: 231) 

The originç of the Opportunity Planning program were based on this 'social 

contract' philosophy. The creation of an Opportunity Planner caseworker would 

co-design an action plan with employable social assistance recipients. This 

action plan was to be designed such that it "builds on the recipient's existing 

skills and strengths and is in keeping with the resources and opportunities in the 

communitv" (Ontario Social Assistance Review Committee, 1988: 206). 

As noted bv Evans (1993), this mode1 is notable for "the combination of 

'contracting' around detailed and individualized emplopent plans, the linkage 

of these to benefit entitlement, and the attempt to specify state responsibiiities in 

the provision of service" (Evans, 1993: 61). Also of concem was the fact that in 

the context of welfare cutbacks, contractarian dixourses of 'mutual 

responsibilitv' could prove to be empty rhetonc, leaving a markedly one-sided 

set of obligations. As put by Evans, "limited funding imposes serious constraints 

on the type and quality of service and it is in these c i rmtances  that the welfare 

'bargain' is likelv to become more coercive and punitive" (Evans, 1993: 64). 

The central recommendations of SARC affected areas of income maintenance. 

The Transitions report c m  be seen to reproduce the regdation of the poor and 

also contained certain elements of workfare, or 'mandatory opportunity 

planning' for certain non-designated groups. 13 SARC provided an important 

contribution to the progressive reform struggle of the 1980~~  even if its 1990s 

legacv has proven quite dismal (Rebick, 1999). The Trtznsitions report \vas a 

1 f ' - See Transitions recommendations R 1 13 and =9 1. 



product of its times. By 1989, the provincial government's budget statement 

noted proudly that: 

Ontario now provides arnong the highest levels of social assistance 
benefits in Canada. For example, Ontario provides the highest 
level of benefits for single parents and disabled individuals. The 
government is committed to helping recipients attain greater 
econornic self-sufficiency and, therefore, has decided to strengthen 
social assistance. (1989 Ontario Budget, cited in Bourdeau, 1999) 

Improvements to social weifare in Ontario in the laie 1980s and early 1990s had 

made the province a leader across the nation. The Transifions report of 1988 

provided much of the impetus for reform measures taken by the Peterson and 

Rae governments in 1989 and 1991 respectively. The provincial govemment 

ignored most of the recomrnendations of its Advisory Group on New Social 

Assistance Legislation's 1992 report, Tirnefor Acfion.1' Already reeling from the 

1991-92 recession, the Iast gasp of progressive policy measures by the Rae 

oovemment were modest increases in welfare rates (2 percent increase in the 0 

basic amount, and 6 percent for shelter costs) impiemented in January and July of 

that vear (National Council of Welfare, 1997: 5.1). 

Policv discourse of the variety associated with the Trmrsifions era is unheard of 

ten vears later in Ontario and elsewhere in the new industrial world of late 

hventieth centurv capitalism. Changes in the aftermath of the 19904993 

recession f h d y  estabiished fiscal austerity as a necessary principle of social 

reform. In 1991-1992, social welfare expenditures in Ontario, Alberta and B.C. 

were badlv hit bv massive reductions in federal tramfer payments resulting from 

the "cap on CAP". 

'' This report called for an end to mandatory job search nquirements. benefit rate improvements 
tied to market basket costs. less local discretion in special benefits. and Sll4 million in 
employment supports in housing. education. child care. counsel h g  and training (National 
Council of Welfare. 1997: 54). 



In Mav 1993 the Minister of Community and Social Services announced the 

hiring of an additional 450 welfare workers to reduce caseloads per worker, save 

money through redirecting eligible applicants to appropriate federal programs 

such as unemployment insurance and Canada Pension Man (CPP) benefits. New 

hirings were deemed necessary in order to realize program savings, of which 

half ( 9 5 0  million) was to corne from diversion of applicants to federal programs 

and half (SI 50 million) was to come hom reducing eligibility and fighting 

welfare fraud. 

In August 1992, the government brought in a measure referred to as the STEP 

"notch", which required new social assistance recipients to remain on the system 

for three months More the? were eligible for employment supports. As noted 

bv the National Council of WeUare, 

The rule change caused financial hardship for thousands of new 
weltare households, single people and families, which saw their 
rvelfare cheques chop by a dollar for each dollar of work income 
during the* first three months on welfare-'5 

-4s eark as mid-1992, it became clear that social assistance policy was under 

attack bv the pincer effects of a severe recession, over S1 billion in welfare-related 

costs resulting from the federal cap on CAP, and a governrnent seeking to 

disentangle itself from its social and electoral base in order to better govem in the 

'provincial interest'. In a February 3 d ,  1993 speech to Ontario Institute for 

Studies in Education, Ontario Premier Bob Rae "vowed to fix weifare so it would 

no longer pal; people to sit at home", and indicated that he shared Bill CIintonts 

ooal to "end welfare as we know it" (National Cound of Welfare, 1997: 53-56). b 



Evidence of the provincial govement's capitulation to neo-liberal and 

workfarist pressures in social policy was found in the Ministry's July 1993 

Tzrrning Point report. The only concrete result of this report was the introduction 

of the JobLink prograrn for training and employment supports, joint federal- 

provincial ideas didn't survive the first meeting (National Council on Welfare, 

1998: 57).  This shift was related to the culmMtion of intemal factors as weil as 

external pressures. Byron Sheldnck examines the narrowing of state 

representation of actors, including social assistance recipients and anti-poverty 

activists (and their associated policy communities) that resuited frorn the 'post- 

Kevnesian' or 'neo-socialist' turn in social policy formation under the NDP 

government in Ontario (Sheldrick, 1998: 38). 

Provincial research conducted by the Institute for Social Research at York 

Universitv for the NDP government in the early 1990s found that social 

assistance recipients experienced serious economic hardship. To the surprise of 

no one in the advocacy comrnunitv, social assistance recipients were found to be 

in desperate circurnstances and doing evewthing they codd to get out of that 

situation. An appreciation of this point was built into the SARC Transitions 

report in 1989. As noted by the Ontario Federation of Labour in a 1998 statement 

to the provincial hearings on Bill 22: 

Dunng the (SARC) public hearings we heard overwhelrning 
evidence that the vast majority of social assistance recipients wodd 
be willing to take advantage of anv opportunities provided them to 
help achieve self-reliance, without king compelled to do so. 

Contranr to the 'welfare bum' myth, the York study indicated that welfare 

recipients are engaged in active job search, training, volunteer work, working 

part-time and occasionallp working fulI tinte. Lengthy histories of dependence 

on social assistance are another myth. The majority of SARs have recent work 



histories and marketable skills. The average length of time spent on social 

assistance is about 3 - 4 months when labour markets are good. Many welfare 

recipients had lost their jobs in the last round of economic restructuring. The 

research iound no basis for the myth of intergenerational welfare dependency. 

Employable SA&, including many single parents, were also doing whatever 

thev could to get off social assistance. 

This remains the case in the current hard times faced by the welfare-poor 

underclass. Comparative research consistentiy shows that the vast majoritv of 

emplovable welfare recipients desperatelv want and need work and, when 

labour market conditions are good, eventually find it through their own means. 

This is an important theme of the regional and provincial qualitative research on 

exFeriences of social assistance recipients within Ontario Works, one which runs 

counter to the central 'welfare myth' deployed throughout the ideological state 

apparatus in order to legitimate spending cuts. 

In spite of this research, the A p d  23,1993 expenditure control plan announced 

by the Finance Minister made signihcant cuts to welfare spending. The 1993 

Expenditure Control Plan of the M i n i s e  of Finance put into place a number of 

measures over 1993-94 aimed at cost reduction and cost containment in the 

welfare svstem. Some of the f o m  were a reduction in the amount of exempted 

income from employment, the denial of assistance to immigrations whose 

relationships and sponsorships had broken d o m ,  and the indusion of new asset 

exemptions (Me insurance policies and accumulated home equitv) (Shddrick, 

1998: 15). 

Bi- considering previously exempted financial assets such as life insurance 

policies, interest eamed on liquid assets, and increased market value of homes, 

the govemment further curtiiled effective program eligibilitv. At a tirne when 



record numbers were on welfare due to a lack of employment opportunities, this 

measure conhibuted to deepening poverty. Further to this, the govemment 

sought to remedy the 'injustice' of welfare incomes to the working poor, who 

received less from working than they would under the SEP monthiy eamings 

exemption. In spite of the fact that the S E P  notch had created the problem for 

the non-social assistance working poor in the first place, the exemption was cut 

bv SSO to $55 a rnonth. 

Early into its mandate, the NDP govemrnent replaced existing structures of 

representation in social poiicy design, based on anti-poverty and other 

communitv groups at the local and provincial Ievels, bringing it under the 

control of the Premier's Office and the Ministry of Finance. The processes of 

consultation for h/ICCS's Timing Point document were limited in both their scope 

and the opportunity for community input. As noted by Sheldrick, "social 

assistance was envisioned as a mechanisrn for achieving labour market 

adjustrnent and increased competitiveness" (Sheldrick, 1998: 37). In and of itseif, 

the siOpificance the dernise of the CAP and its replacement by the CHST for 

workfare policies in Ontario was perhaps overstated. Equally important to the 

development of workfare in Ontario was the Oppomuiity Planning program 

initiated bv the NDP during Bob Rae's tenure as premier. Opportunity Manning 

represented part of the shift in social poiicy towards meeting new labour market 

policv objectives in response to the challenges of globalization in Ontario. 

The Social Assistance Reform Project, headed by Nancy Naylor of the Ministry of 

Communiix and Social Services, spearheaded the legitimation effort for the 

T~inring Point proposals. An 'informational session' held in September 1993 irt 

Toronto, providing one of a few oppomuùties to welfare groups for 'public 

comment' in response to the government's vague proposals, was structured so as 

not to address questions on the details of proposed welfare reformç. Instead, 



Naylor onlv was prepared to note comments in the form of 'statements' about 

what different groups would like to see (Sheldrick, 199850). As a process of 

legitimation, the process was ultimately wuccessful, alienating the social base 

of the governing party in the anti-poverty and trade union movements. As noted 

by Sheldrick (1998), following an earlier argument by Mahon (1977) on the 

'unequal structures of representation', 

Consultation exercises employed by bureaucrats c m  produce long- 
lasting representational patterns. Such exercises do more than 
simplv provide empirical data for policy matters, but rather they 
are also an important rnechanism for integrating oppositional 
c~oups into a particular hegemonic balance. Social groups become b 

organized around a particu1a.r policy framervork while, at the same 
time, they are provided a mechanism for advancing their claims 
against the state and against other groups. (Sheidnck, 1998: 31) 

Caseloads continued to climb in 1993, eventually surpassing 12 percent of the 

province's population, the highest Ievel out of all the provinces in that year 

(National Council of Welfare, 1998: 57). In March 1994, the province announced 

an 'enhanced verification' -stem aimed at further rooting out weifare fraud, 

hiring 270 investigators. The government estirnated Uiat this initiative would 

result in savings of $60 million in the first year (MCSS 1994; cited in Sheldrick, 

1998: 16). In June 1994, welfare rates were cut for al1 two-adult households bv 

527. The province aiso spent more efforts in fraud investigations and other cost- 

containing measures were actively pursued. Fortunatelv, the job picture had also 

begun to brighten, with unemployment falling by 60,000 in 1991. 

The 'opportunity planning' mode1 first proposed in Trnnsitions provided the 

basis for 'ernplovabilitv enhancement' programs with a similar design princîple, 

but in a political and economic dimate characterized by welfare state 

rebenchment P o l i s  proposais such as 'opportunity planning' were eschewed 

bu manv groups throughout the Time for Action report consultation, in favour of 



meeting material needs based on a "market basket" of basic goods and services 

and the extension of the decommodified sphere in public welfare provision 

(Sheldrick, 1998: 33). In spite of these pressures from anti-poverty groups and 

social policv comrnunities, the NDP government proceeded to intemally 

restructure the Ministq of Communiy and Social Services (MCSS) in order to 

integrate social policv with economic policy objectives. 

An important example of this was the change in the narne of the "Family Services 

and Income Maintenance Divisionf' to the "Social Assistance and Emplovment 

Opportunities Division" in 1994. Divisional responsibilities were also 

sigmficantlv aitered. The mandate of the Family Services and Income 

Maintenance Division was the "development of programmes and policies with 

respect to income maintenance, farnily support and child care". The mandate of 

the Social Assistance and Opportunities Division added the review of 

"emplovment programs . to ensure that social assistance recipients are 

provided with opportunities for training, skills development and employrnent. 

The division is also responsible for policy development related to employabilitv 

issues for social assistance recipients and persons with disabilities" (Sheldrick, 

1998: 56). 

Due to labour market improvements associated with economic recovery, 

unemployment dropped from 604,000, to 517,000, to 501,000 over 1993-95. Yet 

the public pressure for reducing dependence on welfare continued unabated. Ln 

October 1994, the provincial govenunent released a report, M~nngzng Socid 

Assistnnce in Oninrio: Finding the Problems nnd Fixing nzern, docurnenting cost- 

controI measures taken to date. The fiavour of the report was certainlv not that 

of the previous Time for Action or Transitions view of social assistance and its 

view of welfare recipients were characterized by the focus on problems of 

' fraud', 'work disincentives' and the importance of a 'tough love' approach. 



The 1995 federal budget froze al! transfer payments to the provinces for 1993/% 

and reduced h d i n g  beginning in 1996/97 under the Canada Health and Social 

Transier (CHST). The federal govemment also ended its 50/N cost-sharing of 

social pr ograms, thereb y ehnina ting the entitlement to social welf are based on 

need (CCHRCOC, 1999). Additional cuts in transfer payments under the CHST, 

whch in 1995 reduced transfers in Ontario to a level of $14 billion, proved 

difficul t for the province containing Canada's industrial heartiand. 

Welfare-to-work reforms were initiated by the Rae govemment in the earlv 

1990s, prior to the introduction of Ontario Works by the Harris government. In 

the context of recession and the cap on CAP, the Rae govemment's 'third wayf 

version of workfare associated with Opportunity Planning (Sheldrick) provided 

much of the model of the "broad" (social assistance) and "nanow" (Communitv 

Participation) reforms of the Harris government. In many ways, the Opportunity 

Planning program launched by the Rae govemment in the second half of its 

mandate was a worldare program fully in line with an emergent regime of 'full 

employabilityf . 

These changes were notable, and happened in the shadow of recession and the 

fiscal crisis of the provincial govemment, beginning the process of reversing the 

oains of the 1980s and early 1990s. The Peterson govemment's review of social 0 

assistance, associated with progressive liberal refonns of social assistance, 

relative economic prosperity, and rising social assistance caseloads in the 1980s 

had suggested a more effective and humane system as the best way forward. 

Given the choice between a neo-liberalized socid democratic partv and a 

consistentlv conservative and pro-tax cut alternative, the citizens of Ontario 

voted in a majority govemment on July 8,1995 that campaigned on a ticket of 

'putting welfare recipients to work' and 'mandato~ work-for-welfare'. 



Ontario Works: Welfare Reform under the Harris Government 

While the NDP govermnent did reduce benefit rates and tighten eligibility, and 

further integrated social policy making with economic policy objectives, the 

Harris govemment introduced massive and unprecedented cuts to social 

services, beginning shortly d e r  corning into power in 1995. The appeal to 

workfare, or 'making welfare recipients work for the cheque' without king paid 

bv an emplover, was a central part of its electoral appeal. In its 1995 election 

carnpaign material, the Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario stated that: 

"The Harris program is mandatory workfare (that wouid) require 
able-bodied recipients to enrol in work or training programs in 
retum for benefits. (Social assistance recipients will be) getting 
up in the morning with their peers and going off to work." 

The single most sigmficant attack in the post-war era on welfare recipients by the 

provincial govemment occurred when the Harris govemment announced cuts to 

social assistance benefits by 21.6 percent in July 1995, to take effect in October. 

The government's Minister of Community and Social Services, David Tsubouchi, 

held a press conference to, among other things, issue a 'welfare diet' of $90 a 

month, or S3 a day for single persons on welfare. Other changes that were 

brought in showed the seamy underside of Tory family policy: the reinstatement 

of the 'spouse-in-the-house' d e  cutting single mothers off of FBA if they are 

alleged to be living with a man (even though not a spouse or common law 

partner), and in the case of women separated from their husbands where 

caseworkers determined that there was a 'possibility' of reconciliation.16 

I b See Ontario Federation of Labour. T h e  Common Sense Revolution: 449 Days of Desmction". p. 6 .  

Single mothers have been an especially targeted group of welfare recipients. The impact of *consolidated 
verification' (the transfer of pre-existing FBA beneficiaries to Ontario Works) on single rnothen and their 
children \vas panicularly pronounced. as this was the single larpt group affected bu the eiimination of the 
Famil? Benefits Act. .kcording to the Ontario Social Safety NetWork (1998: 7). %e Ministp seems to be 
cutting off as man? women as possible before nacsfemng the rest to Ontario Works-'. 



Upon coming to power, the govemment announced an irnmediate reduction in 

public spending of $1.9 billion for 1995/96, of which S469 million were to be 

taken out of the pockets of welfare recipients, excepting seniors and the disabled. 

Special relief to municipalities with high welfare caseloads and the JobsOntarîo 

program were discontinued. Social service agencies funded by the province 

were hit bv a 2.3 percent cut in 1993/% with a five percent cut slated for 1996/97 

(National Council of Welfare, 1997: 59). New eligibility restrictions were also 

introduced. Persons aged 16 and 17 were tcirgeted, as were employable workers 

who quit or were fired from their job. The latter were disqualified from applving 

for welfare for a period of three months (previously this was one month), and the 

former required to be in school and have special reasons for living apart from 

their parents. 

In the September 1995 Throne Speech, the emphasis was on two items: a 30 

percent provincial income t a  cut and workfare, which was to be introduced in 

the spnng of 1996. Earnings exemptions for welfare recipients were dso raised 

to a level equal to welfare rates prior to the 21.6 percent cut. For families on 

welfare, lost welfare income could not be eamed back to the same level as the 

new exemptions did not take family size into account. As a result of criticism in 

the media from welfaxe groups the government introduced retroactive 

exemption adjustments for family size two months later (National Council of 

Welfare, 1997: 60-61). 

In October 1995, the govemment announced that it would cut 5772 million in 

additional government spending. MCSS had its budget reduced by $127 miilion, 

JobLink funding was cut by 546 million, and social services agencies lost S3.5  

million in provincial gants. An additional $2.6 million cut to battered women's 



shelters, and the elimination of funding for the Ontario Association of Interval 

and Transition Houses on the first day of Wife Assault Prevention mont. 

signalled the government's willingness to put some of the most vulnerable 

citizens in the province at risk. 

The province also introduced a w e h e  fraud hotline (or 'snitch liner in the 

language of the anti-poverty groups), implemented in order to Save taxpayers an 

estimated $25 million a vear in w e k e  'fraud' (mainly overpayments). After 

logging 18,655 c d s  aileging welfare 'abuse', the government reduced payments 

or sanctioned off the rolls only 1,267 cases, for an estirnated savings of only S . 6  

million (National Council of Welfare, 1997: 61). 

There were also massive cuts in funding to municipalities, xhools, hospitals, 

universities and colleges, estimated in the Finance Minister's 1995 Fiscal and 

Economic Stntement to reduce provincial government spending by S5.5 billion by 

the end of the 1996-97 fiscal year. This offioading of costs ont0 local institutions 

and municipal governments would further increase costs to local taxpayers 

and/ or users of these public services. 

In its Welfnre lncomes 1996 report, the National Council of Welfare noted that dl 

of the improvements in income and benefits achieved in 1989 and 1990 had been 

lost, with real welfare incomes peaking in 1992. By 1996, welfare incomes were 

at the level oi about 10 vears previous (National Councii of Welfare, 1997b: 59). 

Bv mid-2000 people on welfare receive 27.5 percent less than they did in 1995, 

when adjusted for inflation and subsequent cutbacks (Ontario Coalition for 

Social Justice, 2000). Reductions in social weifare payments for aIl persons and 

househnlds receiving GWA in October 1995 meant that non-subsidized tenants 

were compensated for the unprecedented increase in their income spent on 

housing. 



Since that time, the provincial govemment has extended its "tough love" 

approach by eliminating the pregnant mother's allowance and other such minor 

financial benefits and Christmas bonuses for families, and introducing a wide 

range of mandatorv programming for beneficiaries and their dependents. This 

list in Ontario now includes mandatory basic skills training in high school level 

reading, writing and mathematics; mandatory parenting courses for teenage 

parents on welfare; mandatory dmg testing and treatment for weifare recipients 

with addictions; and a 'zero-tolerance' policv for welfare fraud. 

The Socin1 Assistnnce Refom Act (Bill 142) established two new streams for social 

assistance, replacing the Genernl We@e Assistnnce Act, the Fnmily Benefits Act, 

and the Vocntionnl Relznbilitntion Senlices Act. These are the Ontario Works Act and 

the Disnbility Support Progrnrn Act. AU these acts had become law by Januarv 

1998 and a hirther piece of legislation, an Act to Prez~ent Unionization a i th  respect 

to Commztnity Participation under the Ontnrio Worki Act, 1997 (Bill Z), was brought 

into force in Mav 1998, passing on its third reading in October 1998. The new 

legislative structure of social assistance and workfare required a complex set of 

replations which were in effect on May 1,1998, over six months after the Social 

Assistnnce Refonn Act had received Royal Assent. 

The Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, in its Presentation on Bill 112 to 

the Standing Cornmittee on Social Development, noted the following regarding 

alterations in rights of citizemhip sanctioned by the provincial govemment: 

We are concemed that the underlying message communicated 
through the legisislation is that rvelfare recipients are less than 
citizens. The legislation increases the protections to government, to 
taxpayers, to landlords, and others, while it reduces protections to 
individuals on assistance (e-g. increased information requirements, 
finger-printing, and reduced rights to appeds, etc.) This approach 



appears to be based on the beiief that recipients of social assistance 
give up certain rights of citizenship when they tum to social 
assistance. (Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1997) 

One of the new powers established by Bill 142 was that social workers 

responsible for determining eligibüity and cornpliance with weIfare regulations 

are now "deemed to be engaged in law enforcement for the purposes of the 

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act". The rationale for these 

increased policing powers of social services officiais to enter homes with search 

warrants, and to investigate personal employment and banking records, was the 

prevention of welfare fraud. Bill 142 also authorized the fingerprinting of 

welfare recipients, eliminated avenues of appeal of welfare decisions, and liens 

against the properiy of welfare recipients, including housing and automobiles. 

Both Ontario Works and the Ontario Disability Support Program reduce 

eligibilitv - .  bv reducing the allowable assets of applicants and the existing 

caseloads. Participation requirements in Ontario Works have been extended to 

include parents of school-age children and persons aged 60 to 64. The new 

regulations aiso barred entire groups of persons from entitiexnent to social 

assistance, such as parents with young children and post-secondary students 

during summer months. 

In the words of the Ministry for Comrnunity and Social Services, Ontario Works 

" eliminates the province's costly two-tiered delivem system by creating one 

svstem for d e h e ~ g  weifare at the municipal level. In addition, the (Ontario 

Works) Act requires dl abIe-bodied people on welfare, including single parents 

with children in school, to participate in Ontario Works, the govemment's 

mandaton. ivork-for-welfare program"? 



Ontario Works covers income maintenance and programmhg for ail the social 

assistance recipients who were formerly classified under 'employable' General 

Welfare Assistance (GWA) and those who are consolidated into Ontario Works 

due to reduced eligibility for the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP)? 

There are three components to the Ontario Works program: Employment 

Supports, Employrnent Placements and Community Placements. The focus of 

the original research in Chapter Four is on Community Placements, the most 

advanced deparhire irom the old incorne maintenance mode1 of social assistance 

within the KWS. 

'Activation' principles behind the creation of the identity of the welfare recipient 

as 'participant', and the new approach of the "hand up, not a hand out" (a slogan 

of the Conservatives' Common Sense Revolution campaign) frarned much more 

ambiguous changes to the welfare system in Ontario. For example, the changes 

made in provincial social assistance legislation post-1964, prior to the Ontario 

Works Act, included an active job search requirement for 'employable' welfare 

recipients. Some of the basic ideas behind the newer workfare r e f o m  are, 

however, in contradiction to pre-existing social policy realities.19 

The 'deterrence' principle is not new to the system under Ontario Works, but it is 

sornewhat more pronounced. Individuals have also b e n  cut off from social 

assistance for various reasons pnor to Ontario Works. The active requirernent 

for 'participation' in unpaid activities, activities that generate potential benefits 

-- 

!- CICSS 1998-99 Business Plan, pg.7. 
I s mis also inciudes those previousiy receiving benefits under the Farnily Benefits or Occupational 

Rehabilitation programs. At the tirne of this writins. the sovernment continues to administer some 
programs rhat provide more substantial resources to participants, such as Supports to Employment (STEP) 
and Communil Stan-Up monies. 
10 In Ottawa-Carleton. the JobLin k and Opportunin. Planning progms. sornewhat more voluntap 
rvorkfare propms  established in the NDP govemment's mandate. were akady proven to experience 
significant welfare saving while being oversubsmid by employable welfare recipients. with supply 
unable to keep up with drmand. in  such a light. the mandatory requirernent for workfare becornes 
questionable. 



for organizations and not only the recipient, entails an important shift in the 

social policv framework for what constitutes grounds for disentitlement. This 

coercire aspect runs the gamut fr0m 'commmity participation activities'within 

Ontario Works to the broader 'workfarist' framework, 

I t should be apparent that when this research refers to the workfare progrnm in 

Ontario in the post-OWA period, the reference is to the mandatory requirement 

for Cornmunitv Participation within Ontario Works (i.e. workfare in the narrow 

sense). The particular mixture of consent and coercion for irtdividud cases 

within the delive- of this program is an important dynamic in workfare as a 

sonrd relntio~r. This social relation is framed by contùigency and specific 

experiences. Ontario Works has ken  implemented at a particular the, 

characterized by a progressively irnproving job market. Contradictions in 

workfare and the link between social policv and emplo~ment/emplovabilitv will 

likelv be much more evident in the next economic downturn. 

The lower costs of social reproduction through reduced government transfers 

and the reduction of the overall welfare caseioad (even if per participant cos& are 

growing) are a fundamental part of the governrnent's justification for Ontario 

Works, as with workfare policies elsewhere.3 Workfare policies generdly airn to 

reduce the scope of income maintenance and employability enhancernent,a 

promoting work as the nomative foundation of social policv. Workfare, as it is 

presentlv implemented in Ontario, has both 'broad' and 'narrow' cornponents. 

This 'broad' component is found in the 'rapid labour market entry' role of 

Ontario Works, relving on a mixture of disincentives to social assistance and 

mandaton- job development (Mitchell, 19%). 

-n 
-" This is paniculariy the case with U.S. workfàre schemes. such as WZ (Wisconsin). Work Experience 
Program O e w  York Cip). and man? ohers. See Piven and Cloward ( 1  993). 



The policv emphasis in Ontario Works is on the promotion of the "shortest route 

to paid employment", and "accountability to the taxpayer". The original 

campaign statement by the Consematives was that a Mike Harris government 

would require "al1 able-bodied welfare recipients - with the exception of single 

parents with Young children - either to work or to be re-trained for their 

benefits" ." Workfare is not a continuous requirement, involving six month 

placements up to a maximum of eleven months at a particuiar placement, and 

onlv when the training is for a specific job. Single parents with children are a 

large part of the new Ontario Works caseloads, and a major budget. 

consideration is the cost of daycare to pay for programs for the largest 

component of the long-term caseloads. Once brought in, the new system 

(Ontario Works) stipulated a number of new and pre-existing activities as part of 

an 'activitv plan' for the individual recipient to choose between or be processed 

into. For most social assistance recipients in Ottawa-Carleton, the new svstem 

was remarkablv similar to the old one, expect that it was more restrictive, 

coercive, onerous and bureaucratie. 

The 1997 Ontario Works Business Plan for the Region of Ottawa-Carleton 

specified a number of 'service pathways' within Ontario Works. These included 

the Assured Support Pathway and the Employment Pathway. The Assured 

Support Pathwav was established for sole support parents, people in residential 

care, people with disabilities, the aged, and clients with multiple barriers to 

emplovment, who are not required to participate in Ontario Works. This 

pathwav also was to cover the costs of supplementq and special benefits, 

homemaking services, and a d  care needs for these groups. The Employment 

:' That is. (il to reduce public expendinires by Iimiting outlavs on nate-subsidized education and training. 
thild care. and other employment supports: (ii) to reduce welfare elizibil i~: and (iii)  to reduce welfare 
rates. These measures cannot increase smployabili~, but can reduce welfare caseloads. 
- 7  

-- Amdur. Reuel S.. "U'hy the workfare pro- is failing.". Otraaw-Corferon Citizen. 6 h u a -  2000. 



Pathwav was established to require regular job search for the first four months ,~  

while providing voluntary access to employment support services, or education 

and training activities that were self-initiated (Ottawa-Carleton Ontario Works 

Business Plan, 1997: 12). 

After four months in this pathway, the Employment Supports component 

established cornpulsorv participation in soft skills development programs, 

resume writing groups, daycare supports, and limited basic training investrnents 

(e.g. ESL/FSL programs). Employment placements were an additional option, 

requiring regîstration with an employment agency or support to self- 

employment for some workfare participants. Upon successfdly placing an 

individual on welfare into a paid job, these employment brokers were to be paid 

br the municipality's allocation under the Ontario Works business plan. 

In the Mav 1,1998 regdations for Ontario Works, mandatory participation 

requirements were brought into effect for new and pre-existing social assistance 

beneficiaries. New applicants were required to sign a 'participation agreement' 

with the caseworker as a condition for receiving income assistance. (The old 

process, as defined in the original Ontario Works business plan, was that this 

would only occur after four months of independent job search.) The new 

process, as described by MCSS, is as follows: 

U'hen 'ou apply for welfare, vou will be asked to develop a 
Participation Agreement with vour caseworker showing what steps 
!ou w i U  take to find a paid job ... For the first four months after you 
start receiving weifare, the Ontario Works program expects vou to 
look for a job on your own, to look for a job with the help of- 
Ontario Works or to get some basic education such as English or 
French language training. This wdl be outlined in o u r  

It is notable that this regulation already applied to welfitre caseloads pnor to the introduction of the new 
sFstém. Given the high turnover in welfare caseloads dunng periods of employment growth. the impact of 
the initial regdations on the overail existing caseloads was minimal. 



Participation Agreement . . . If, after four months of looking for a 
job, vou don't find one, your caseworker may refer you to a job- 
findiding program, to a community placement, to an agency that will 
trv to place you in a job or help you start your own business or to a 
basic education or training program. You wilI have the opportunity 
to discuss which of these options will best help you get back to 
work. (MCSS Website, February 2000) 

The replations introduced unprecedented change in provincial and regionai 

weifare svstems, turther increasing the already-existing program oi inefficient 

technologies, increasing caseloads per worker, and onerous case management 

prac tices. The processing time for new applicants to social assistance increased, 

and the complex administration required for the range of new program 

components, such as Cornmunity Placements, raised the per capita costs of 

program administration. 

The government has enthusiastically promoted the benefits of work-for-weifare 

in i s  communications strategy. In 1998, politicians from the goveming party 

took credit for reducing the welfare rolls by 337,000 since coming into power. 

The numerical reduction of welfare caseloads was achieved owing to a variety of 

circumstance and with differing outcomes, but very few (if any) of the positive 

outcomes for social assistance recipients were creditable to the government's 

workiare initiatives. In combination with a generay improving labour market, 

the coercive aspect of the government's wehre  reforms were clearly meant to 

discourage applications for social assistance and reliance on income and social 

supports. As the economy improved, beginning in 1994, the provincial 

oovemment pointed to a number of studies showing that around 60 percent of 
D 

persons leaving social assistance had found paid employment. Given economic 

conditions, concerns about outcomes for the other 40 percent of the population 

removed from the welfare rolls without h d h g  paid work have b e n  

emphasized bv opponents of the Harris government. 



While the provincial govemment sometimes seeks to establish the promotion of 

emplovability as the ideal goal of Ontario Works, it is more frequently portrayed 

as a strategy to promote employment. Program 'success' could mean reduced 

numbers of people on welfare, increased employment, increased employability, 

or al1 of the above. Whether through deterrence, red tape, sanctions, arbitrary 

treahnent, or gaining a paid job in an improving labour market, the govemment 

claimed credit for the fiscal payoff. 

Between 1995, when the govemment began its fundamental reform 
of the welfare svstem and March 31,1999, more than 374,000 
people stopped relying on welfare. Last year done, the Ontario 
Works caseload dropped by 11 per cent. In the last three fixa1 vears 
(1 996-l997,l997-l998 and 19%-1999) welfare reform saved 
taxpayers a total of approxirnately $5 billion. (MCSS 1998-99 
Business Plan, p.7) 

Bv the end of the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  it was clear that the government was making some 

inroads in its workfare agenda, although still considerably short of its originai 

stated goals to make every able-bodied person do unpaid work in retum for their 

welfare cheques. The new social assistance delivery framework had many ways 

of defining 'participation' in Ontario Works, induding most of the pre-existing 

acti~ities used by social assistance recipients and their dependents offered prior 

to the Hams government's 1995- reforms. 

New discourses of workfare often make reference to program 'success'. 3 At the 

heart oi the matter of workfare, in both theon; and practice, is that what is 

considered to be 'success'. If 'success' is defined in terms of reducing welfare 

caseloads, workfare ma? or may not be successfd. Paradoxicaily, the 

requirement for a large and whoUy arbitrarv proportion of Ontario Works 



participants to be active in the C o ~ ~ ~ n u n i v  Participation component, when 

counted as part of the welfare caseload, rnay actudy increase the average time 

spent on social assistance. This is partidarly so if no suitable jobs are available, 

relevant training and other employrnent supports cannot be accessed, or if 

mandated activities impede a real job search. 

John Ibbitson, a columnist for the Ottnziuz Citizen, in an article on the 

implementation of workfare in Ontario opined that the Harris govenunent had 

discovered that it is rnuch easier to eliminate old programs and services than to 

build new ones. The uneven and partial implementation of workfare in 

municipalities across Ontario suggests that the program has met with little 

success .vhen measured against govemment performance targets vastly 

exceeding realities. The provincial govemment, through business plans 

negotiated with local govemments, set local performance targets for 

participation in Ontario Works. In the first Ontario Works Business Plan for 

Ottawa-Carleton these targets resemble a bad five-year plan, with unredistic 

expectations set from above by the new workfare commissars. 

The following quotes from provincial and municipal officiais highlight some of 

the challenges and tensions involved in actual policy implementation: 3 

Ali Spencer'? "If vou put someone in a placement where they don? want to 
be, I don? know how that could be successfui. 1 don? know how it could be 
successful for the client and 1 don't know how you'd keep employers, 
w-hether for-profit or not-for-profit, interested." 

'' In Chapter Four. existing qualitative research on Ottawa-Carleton-Carleton and the Province of Ontario 
is combined and an estended analysis of qualitative data conducted. 
- <  -- Kotes on this section are From John Ibbitson. "Whatever happened to workfare? Mike Harris promised to 
make people work for welfare. But almost no one does. Vhat went wrong? in the Ottma Ciken. August 
10. 1998. The article is based on interviews with welfare managers and recipients in Ottawa, Toronto. 
Hamilton. Kitchener-Waterloo and North Bay, and presents some important statistics on tarsets and 
achieved levets of participation in cornrnunity placements from regions across the province. 
'" Al f Spencer is a senior welfare manager in Hamilton-Wentworth Region. 



Phil Johnston? "The rhetoric around Ontario Works is that you are on 
Ontario Works from Day One. (In fact) most of our caseload turns around 
before the four months business kicks in. ïhey're tecechnically in Ontario 
Works, but they're operating independently." 

Don McCarthy? "These prograrns only work if the client wants to 
participate and the placement will help the client obtain skills and experience 
that will lead to a job." 

Dick Stewart? "1 would be the first to say that in many circumstances it is a 
paper exercise." 

In stark contrast were the comments by provincial officiais: 

Bob Richardson? "The intent was, clearlv, that people should be working for 
welfare. The intent was clear and the me&age was clear, and quite hankly it 
was very successful at that time with the Ontario electorate." 

Janet Ecker: "It's a major, fundamental shift from a system that was womed 
more about handing out a cheque, quite frankly, than in saying 'how do 1 get 
this person a job'." 

Janet Ecker: "We talked about a whole range of thuigs, that included literacv, 
nurnrracv, counselling, personal presentation, marketable skills training, dl0 
kinds of ;tuif that had to be part of it." 

Janet Ecker: "(Welfare is) a transitional program of last resort." 

Janet Ecker: "(Ontario Works is) tougher and more detailed in terms of 'is 
this person eligible' ." 

There is nothing more powerful than a good anecdote for public relations and 

social marketing efforts. In its reports and communications on the Ontario Works 

program, the govemment presents a two-sided approach to the implementation 

and legitimation of its welfare reform agenda. These different arguments 

represent, in some wavs, communications strategies that end up continuailv 

1- 

- '  Phi1 Johnston is Commissioner of Social Services in Waterloo Region. 
'' Don McCanh? is the Placement Co-ordinator for Ontario W o r k  for the regional ~0vernrnent.s social 
services department. 
?'l - Dic k Stewart is the Comm issioner of SociaI Services in Ottawa-Carleton. 



redefining 'workfare'. When the Progressive Consewatives ran on a mandatory 

work-for-welfare and tax cuts electoral campaign in 1995, they targeted welfare 

recipients as scapegoats for the fiscal crisis and have continued to do so when 

convenient (using ternis such as 'beer money', 'dependent' and 'weifare 

rnother'). Coercive forrns of social regulation were maintained and expanded, 

although the governrnentts own information (echoing the results of the earlier 

York studv commissioned by the predecessor NDP govemment) suggests that 

the vast majoritv of employable social assistance recipients want nothing more 

than a paving job. Welfare reform remained an important objective of the Harris 

govemment in the early part of its second mandate. Apart from the electorate in 

oeneral, the provincial govemment is also engaged in a battle for the 'hearts and a 

rninds' of workfare-eligible social assistance recipients. The Consent to Promote 

f orm, signed bv many participants, is one of the tactical tools at the disposal of 

the govemment, in the legitimation of its program. 

This battle for the 'hearts and muids', however, does not extend to allowing 

workfare workers to organize industriall y or collective1 y, as alread y noted in the 

review of post-1995 policy changes. In a May 14,1998 press release, Communi~, 

and Social Services Minister Janet Ecker, in commenthg on the proposed 

Prevention of Unionization Act, stated that 

We've listened to people on welfare who want to get back to work 
and thev've told us Ontario Works is benefiting them and their 
comrnunitv. Wetre not going to let those union representatives 
prevent US from helping people on w e k e  get badc to work. We're 
on the right track and we are d e t e d e d  to move forward. 
(Govemment of Ontario, 1998a) 

The Pm~enhon of Unionizntion Act (OntnTio Works), 1998 amended the Ontario 

L,Vorks Act to eliminate the applicability of the Lnbour Relations Act, 1995 to 

'" A provincial oificial with MCSS. 



"cornrnunitv participation activity" (New Section 73.1 (l), O WA). This provision 

became effective Mav 1,1998, dthough the Act did not receive Royal Assent 

until later in 1998. In addition to repealing the hbour Relntions Act for welfare 

recipients engaged in workfare activities, the Preuenrion of Unionizntion Act 

explicitly prohibits the following on the part of any person "with respect to his or 

her participation in a cornmunity participation activity" (New Section 73.1 (2), 

OWA): (i) join a trade union; (Li) have the terms and conditions under which he 

or she participates determined through collective bargainkg; or (iii) strike.31 

'Workfare' is a contested tem, often involving contradictory conceptions of 

social reality and frequentiy distanced from the lived experience of 

weifare/workfare. Certainly, the rhetoric associated with the populist argument 

in favour of workfare is 'againstt someone - namely the 'lazv' or 'shiltless' 

welfare recipient and their farnily dependants. In other, more developed 

conceptions, there is occasional agreement as to what constitutes the reality of 

Me on social assistance on the part of some workfare advocates. A positive 

message is more likely to have hegemonic appeal. The rhetoric of the more 

nuanced argument in favour of workfare is dso at great pains to establish itseif 

as for paid emplovrnent, skills development, the work ethic, the farnily ethic, etc. 

(Richards, 1993). 

The dominant policv narrative of welfare/ workfarel work foregrounds getting 

people 'jobs' is aIso due to the fact that most people in receipt of social assistance 

desperatelv want jobs, independently of the question of how badly they and their 

I I  Incursions on the rights of workers to organize or bargain collectively becarne evident early on in the 
then-new governrnent's lrgislative agenda firstly with Bill 7 and later. with Bill 136. Bill 22 cm be read 
as pan of this agenda The provincial governrnent's remedial legisiation. Bill 22 (The Revention of 
Cnionization Act"). was the result of a Conservative party oversight in comminee hearing on Bill 1 JO 
iSociai -4ssisrance R2form -4cf. 1993. Employment-related protections. including the appiicability of the 
industrial Relations Act to communiry placements. were included due to a proposed amendment proposed 
by an XDP mernber that passed in comminee while a Conservative MPP was sleeping The idea that 



families are remunerated by welfare. Participation in workfare programs is 

indeed often voluntary, and related to the individuai needs of participants. This 

is so because, even without a mandatory requirement, people on social assistance 

have tvpicallv sought to participate in programs that they felt would improve 

their employability. This becornes particularly the case in periods of increasing 

employment opportunities, such as that which happened to follow the 

introduction of workfare in Ontario and in Ottawa. In such an environment, 

programs are less likely to be oversubscribed due to Iower w e h e  caseloads, 

and more suited to particular needs, interests, and goals. 

It thus became essential for the govemment to shift discourse away from 

'punishrnent' towards 'help', in line with the lived realities and new identities of 

social assistance recipients. This can be seen in the announcements and press 

releases from Community and Social Services Ministers Janet Ecker and John 

Baird post-1996. The discourse of help ("a h n d  up ,  not a hand out") that the 

govemment employs in dexribing Ontario Works clairns to involve the 

promotion of the mtonomy and self-reliance of people dependent on welfare. Who 

could be opposed to increased autonomy and self-reliance for persons on social 

assistance? Yet the very project of neo-liberal weifare state reform threatens the 

autonomv and self-reliance of the individuais and families affected, while these 

properties help constitute the discursive strategy used in legitimating welfare 

s ta te restructuring. 

Over the course of its first mandate (1995-99), the Harris government shifted its 

discursive tactics in support of the 'workfare' agenda, moving away from 

victimizing and scape-goating welfare recipients to press releases supporting 

indiridual iveifare recipients' initiatives in finding work. This change involved 

tvorkfare workers rnight be involved in anything other than a 'community participation activip' was 
anathema ro the governmenr. 



fostering divisions among the govemment's opponents by accusing unions of 

meddling in its plan to help social assistance recipients find gainful employment. 

As a part of this broader strategy, the govemment sought the testirnoniais of 

'reformed' social assistance recipients. 

This communications sbategy was aimed not only at the generai public, but also 

at the specific identities of 'taxpayers', 'workers' and 'weifare recipients' among 

that public, and clearlv evinces a 'divide and mle' tactic, as well as the 

construction of a new hegemony around work, employment and home 

relationships. While the dixourse is indicative of regressive changes in social 

citizenship, it is also engaged in the challenge to construct a viable active labour 

market policv for social assistance recipients. This state project requires the 

mobilization of manv components of civil society in support of a new 'order of 

t hings' . 

This presentation of the 'kinder and gentler' face of workfare represents an 

important change in the govement's communications strategy around Ontario 

Works, which actually goes quite a bit further than the 'tough love' 

communication strategy of the govemment in its election campa ip .  A major 

part of the provincial govemment's strategy in promoting Ontario Works has 

been achieved bv stressing the 'kinder and gentler' side of workfare, i.e. 

volunteerism. Although these particular stories within the 'voluntq- 

mandaton.' continuum ma- be clustered around the voluntary end, they are SM 

rvorth examining in terms of their strategic implications for workfare as actual 

policv. 

The collection of individuai workfare success stories is mandated in the Ontario 

Ilrorks regulations for municipalities. The bureaucratie mobilization of bias in 

the gathering of 'success stories' malces it imperative that social movement 



oganizations expose workfare practices that threaten the digniv and even the 

lives of perçons on w e h e  through 'reai life stories'. The need to look at d l  sides 

of the story is essential to gainuig a tndy critical perspective. 

The folloiving are some examples of the provincial governrnent's Ontario Works 

'success stories', which are evaiuated according to how the? contribute to social 

and economic problems and solutions with respect to matters of poverty and 

In southern Ontario, a man was offered an opportunity to 
participate in a community placement with CO-op housing doing 
maintenance work. The manager of the c o q  was verv impressed 
with his çkills. After three months, the Board of ~ir&ors at the co- 
op made an attempt to find monev in its budget to hire a person for 
their maintenance staff. The CO-op manager recommended the 
Ontario Works participant. The participant is now employed full- 
time at the CO-op and receiving a full benefits package. 

In ths example, the organization expanded i û  employment through its 

valorization of the up-front labour contribution of the community placement 

rvorker. The fact that scenarios used to promote the Comrnunity Participation 

program are ven- infrequent, such as those rare occasions where communitv 

placements are eventualiy taken on as full-the workers with benefits, matters 

little to their deplonnent bv the provincial and municipal govemments.32 

In Southem Ontario, a business fdure and medical setback 
resulted in an individual turning to welfare. While on Ontario 
MTorks, the participant was rnatched to a position requiring 
excellent communications skills, knowledge of computers, e-mail, 
Internet and web page design. Once in this position, the participant 
wote  proposals to agencies for funding to create a paid position. 
Successful in this effort, the Ontario Works participant was hired 

- It is imponant to recognize thar this particular placement -success stov' suppans the govemmmt.~ 
objmii c of promoting paid employnent It should also be recognized that paid employrnent strategies are 
also a possible component of a broader counter-hegemonic stategy. This position has been taken by local 
i+ elfare defense organizations that have anempted to organize unions for workfare worken. 



full-hme three months after joining the agency . The agency 
subsequentlv created a new Community Participation placement 
within the organization - an assistant to the original participant. 

This strateg-y atternpts to demonstrate how workfare placements are used to 

increase employment and to help bridge the community organization funcihg gap 

for participahg agencies. Through proposai writuig, the agency was able to get 

a g a n t  and, through the community placements program, was able to get 

another workfare placement. There are other important aspects of this story, 

however, relating to the economic nature of this employmentireation 

framework. The first is that the state assumes ail of the risk that the productivity 

of the workfare worker, a nsk guaranteed in the employment contract (or the 

non-ernplovment contract established by Bill 22) is assumed by the workfare 

worker. The second is that workfare is used as a recmitment strategy, increasing 

the precariousness of non-standard work by creating a penod of pre- 

employment contracting at zero cost to the employment. Where the original 

participant becomes employed by the organization, the labour market realitv 

quickly cornes to resemble a pyrarnid scheme. 

An Ontario Works participant in southern Ontario was matched 
with a cornmunitv placement in a local church. As Property 
Manager, the p&cipant completed maintenance and cleaning 
activities in the church under the supervision of a member of the 
board. The board member was verv impressed by this participant's 
dedication and work ethic and wai willing to a d  as a reference for 
him. Using this reference the participant was able to secure full- 
tirne employment in the private sector in a distribution centre. 

One of the important rationales for workfare used by the govemrnent refers to 

this strategv of increasing employnbility. The importance of job references and 

work expenence, as part of a strategy of inaeasing employability, is an 

important trend in reasons for volunteering, according to local and national-level 

studies. h o t h e r  of the examples cited rdects the strategy of increasing 



emplovability, but also underlines one of the important failings of this strategy in 

terms of the faimess of employabüity within i n f o d  labour market institutions, 

i.e. 'networks' and 'contacts': 

A father of eight on welfare in Northem Ontario started out as a 
labourer doing general tasks around the Minor Ball Park. He 
networked with others at the park and solicited suppliers for 
donations to assist with his various projects, demonstrating a great 
deal of initiative, cornmitment and dedication. At his urging, his 
placement was extended so that he could take on the role of crew 
foreman. During this time he also voluntarily coached a team. 
Through contacts he made at the ballpark, the participant leamed 
of and applied for a job in his community. He was successfd and is 
now employed hil-time in the minhg indusm. 

The faci that the work experience gained by the participant through working for 

the Minor Ball Park had nothing to do with the kind of employment eventually 

secured raises the question of whether the placement was a factor at all. Pre- 

existing statistics on turnover in general welfare caseloads demonstrate that a 

large proportion of welfare recipients aheady leave welfare for work after o d v  a 

'Self-directed' cornmunity placements are a crucial element in the marketing of 

the provincial govemment's workfare stratem. Above all, a 'self-directed' 

placement cannot be considered coercive in the general sense of the term. This 

'success stow' shows a combination of the 'network' insertion strategy and the 

'job experience' insertion strategy at work: 

A self-initiated placement in a xhool in Eastern Ontario has led to 
full-time emplovment for an Ontario Works participant. Helping 
the teacher in a classroom setting, the participant not only gained 
expenence but, more importantly, established valuable contacts. 
She leamed of a position as a Teacher's Aide with another school 
~vlthin their community. With the experience gained through her 
placement and references in hand, she applied for full-time work 



and eventually accepted W-time paid employment with the xhool 
board. 

There is also a 'training', or 'learnfare' component to certain 'self-directed' 

placement 'success stories'. A nurnber of agencies that are involved in training 

and education programming exist in the non-profit sector, which creates other, 

more structured agency-participant matches, a problem which is taken up below. 

Often, 'success stories' may happen independentl y of the workfare framework. 

Workiare requirements may delay or even prevent successfui independent job 

searches that the vast majority of employable social assistance recipients would 

otherwise be engaged in. The following 'success story' is an example of this kind 

of: scenario. 

After many vears working in a seasonal position in the food 
services field, an Ontario Works participant wished to pursue a 
new career direction that would allow her to be emploved year 
round. She detemiined she would like to work in the field of fitness 
and recreation. Since no placement existed that met the 
participant's career goals, she took the initiative and set up her own 
placement with a non-profit fitness organization, where she became 
involved in many of the training activities available to full-tirne 
staff and gained knowledge of potential employment 
opportunities. After a short tirne with the placement, the 
participant left to accept paid employment in her career area. The 
agencv has since agreed to sponsor additional community 
placements. 

Workfare is also called upon to mil1 social/health intervention work in the area 

of 'building self-esteem'. Yet, even here, social policy is reduced to the objective 

of removing "barriers to emplovment". 

An Ontario Works participant who initially had a number of 
barriers to employment, including low self-esteem and lirnited 
work experience, identified an area of interest and was piaced as a 



cook's assistant at a local facility. The placement provided her the 
opportunihi to build her confidence and skills as well as to develop 
employment networks which helped her secure a position at a local 
donut shop. 

Workfare at the Crossroads: 1999-20 

In 1999, the Ontario Workç administration \vas consolidated, and a second 

attempt to reinvigorate the workfare program was launched by the provincial 

govemment. 

Ontario Works is now up and r u k g  across Ontario. This 
program gives people on welfare the opportunity to develop skills, 
make contacts with potentiai employers and give something back 
to their communities. Participation rates increased from 30 per cent 
to 85 per cent by December 1998. As of March 31,1999, more than 
590,000 people participated in one or more of the program's 
activities designed to help them get back to work. (MCSS Website, 
30 November 1999) 

Contradictions emerge in the ongoing efforts of the govemment to shore up 

'workfare' and the Ontario Works program. The small proportion of welfare 

recipients that have participated in comrnunity placements and job placements to 

date implies that the workfare targets established by the province in negotiation 

with the municipalities are already subject to 'implementation failure'. The 

provincial government announced in late 1999 that municipalities who did not 

meet their 15 percent Cornmunity Participation target would be penalized 

through reduced Ontario Works funds while those who exceeded it would 

receive additional funding. The government also stated that it would be raising 

this target to 30 percent by 2003 

The stmcturing of workfare policies in Ontario at the Iocal level is based not onlv 

on agreements signed between local govemments and the province, but also on 



the particular history of local social policy delivery and advocacy. That means 

that local labour markets, as well as community agencies serving more of a 

private welfare function, are a part of the institutional fabric that makes the 

implementation of workfare possible. Reforms within the federal-provincial 

social securihr state also cannot be isolated from their effects on the community- 

based, informal and voluntary social support systems. Local politics, not only at 

the level of local structures of representation, but ai the level the community- 

based social services sector, other community agencies and other non-profit 

organizations, matter in determinhg the 'governability' of workfare. Indeed, 

these community agencies c m  potentially be viewed as part of the extended local 

workfare state. 

Manv social policv observers have found the Hmis  government's workfare 

program a failure, succeeding only in redefining the previous weifare regime, 

and making it more punitive. In July 1998, CSS Minister Ecker chimed that 

378,000 people have participated in Ontario Works, but according to municipal 

statistics, odv a small fraction of these were doing unpaid community work or 

approved training ('leamfare').33 The vast majority of 'participants' were in the 

'independent job search' stream of OW. Independent job search is not a new 

requirement for empioyable SA&, predating welfare reform under the Harris 

govemment In June 1998, there were only 182 training placements and 153 

community workfare placements out of an OW-eIigible pool of 7,627 SARs in the 

Waterloo region. In Ottawa-Carleton, only 240 of a population of about 24,000 

OW-eligible SARs, or about one percent, were in community placements. 

-- . 

" The ignorance of many Conservative MPPs and even cabinet rninisten about the realities of Ontario 
Works pro-- administration was ppified by the new Minister for Cornmuni- and Social Services. John 
Baird (Nepean-Carleton). In his fint major press conference. he could not sa? how many of Ontario Works 
active caseloitds participated in unpaid work in the community in order to receive their welfare cheque. 
which was widely reported as about 5 percent of the welfare caseload across Ontario. 



.4dministrators. November 1999 

Community Placements Caseloads and Targets, Selected Ontario Municipalities, 
1999-2002 

The realities of Community Placement program administration are remarkablv 

varied across the province, raising new questions about basic flaws in the 

program design. New investments by the provincial govemment in the 

expansion of municipal workfare, such as through the C o m u n i t y  Placements 

Investment Fund, have generally meant more emarked dollars for social 

sentices - retraining costs, technology upgrades, job development and marketing 

staff, etc. This has been especially pronounced relative to dollars supporting 

actual workfare placements in te- of requirements for child care, educational 

materials, costs for job equipment and clothing, etc. 

Municipal Delivery 
Agent 

Hamilton- 
Wentworth 
Kingston 
London 
Niagara 
Ottawa-Carleton 
Peel 
Sudbury 
Toronto 
Windsor 
Total - Ontario 

The government has experienced many different kinds of 'irnplementation 

failure' ~ 6 t h  its workfare program. Eight native bands in Northem Ontario 

refused to participate in Ontario Works, and Iaunched a million-dollar lawsuit 

agaainst the province charging that the provincial govemment lacks the sovereign 

authoriiv to impose workfare, based on their 1963 treaty with the federal and 

provincial govemmenb. Implemeritation fdure is also reff ected in the fact that 

Table 3.2 Source: Compiled fkom MCSS, Ontario Works Bulletin for Ontario Works 

Caseload 
Mandato y 
Requirements Avg. 
Oct-Dec 98 

9,483 

3,552 
10,640 
6.0 1 1 
33,732 
6,65 1 
5,065 
67,696 
5,047 

. - 200,923 

1999/2000 
(Targets at 
15%) 

1 .122 

533 
f .596 
902 

3,410 
998 
760 

10,154 
757 

30,138 

2ûûûf2001 
(Tnrgets at 
22.5%) 

(2001/2002 
Targets at 

,30%) 

2,134 

799 
2,394 
1,352 
5,115 
1,496 
1,140 
15,232 
1,136 

- 45,208 

2,845 

1,066 
3.192 
1.803 
6,820 
1.995 
1.520 
20,309 
1.514 

. 60,277 



training and employment opportunities are located hundreds of miles away in 

places Like Timmins and Kapuskasing, far away from native reserves. 

A number of northem municipalities have also becorne quite dependent on 

provincial workfare monev. In Timiskaming, with an average monthly OWA 

caseload of 534 over October to December 1998,468 were in the Community 

Placements program, a placement rate that was 548 percent over target. Given 

Iower employment opportunities in these regions, the promotion of workfare is 

most likely a strategy to maximize revenues from the province tied with the 

Ontario Works hindïng formula. 

CP Targets and Achieved Levels, Selected 
Municipal Delivery 
Agent 
Harnil ton- 
Wentworth 
Kingston 
London 
Niagara 

Ontario Municipalities, 1999/2000 
1999f2000 Targets 
at 15% 

1,422 

533 
1.596 

902 

1999 Achieved 
Levels 

L I 

Achieved'ïarget 

O ttawa-Carleton 
Pee 1 
Sudbury 
Toronto 

According to Community and Social Services Minister John Baird, community 

Windsor 
TOTALS 

placements have not been a high priori@ for municipaiities because "we give 

3 4  1 O 
998 
760 

10,154 

them the monec anywayW.Q 

Table 3.3 Sozirce: MCSS Website, December 1999 

757 
20,532 

Cities and towns are currently expected to find work for 13 percent of their 

507 
1369 
635 

7501 

inhabitants on welfare. Only Sirncoe County has consistenth operated above that 

15% 
137% 
84% 
74?6 

208 
1 1,984 

level. The govemment is aiming to raise the target level to 30 percent. 

27% 
58.4% 

Municipalities that continue to fail to meet their workfare targets are to receive 



less Ontario Works funding. Municipaüties that exceed this target will get more 

monev; others will get les. Municipalities in cornpliance (the ones that reach 

their targets) will be rewarded and non-complving municipalities are penalized. 

Municipalities are likely to do everything possible to keep costs down while 

meeting provincial targets. This results in 'creaming'- selecting people who are 

willing and interested in employability and training who are most employable - 
and dwing up the resources for those who need them the most. 

Ostensiblv, Ontario Works participants have a range of options to choose from, 

onlv one of which is the CP program. A good example showing how the 

implementation of workfare has acted to constrain individual choice under 

Ontario Works is found in the system of quotas set by the province. The 

provincial govemment set an increasing percentage workfare target for its 'local 

service deliverv agents', rishg from 15 percent in 1998-99 to 30 percent for 2001- 

02. Whde individual participants have some 'choice' in their 'employability 

pathwars', this choice is increasingiy constrained as local quotas are enforced by 

provincial funding differentials, and the targets - the required percentage of 

Ontario Works caseloads in Comrnunity Placements - are increased. Local 

welfare bureaucracies are forced to fit more and more people who are not best 

suited to Cornmunitv Placements as a route to employment into the program, 

weakening the position of the recipient in negotiating a desired 'pathway'. 

Both core and performance bonus fin;uicing of local welfare offices from 

provincial govemment source is tied to the ability of the 'municipal delive. 

agent' to meet performance targets. While politicians and bureaucrats in 

Ottawa-Carleton have chdenged the government's interpretation of 8 

program targets as being good performance indicators for employability, they 

stilI must implement the Ontario Works program or keep Iosing their relative 

- I 

" CBC Radio News. 'iovernber 17. 1999.3:OOpm 



Ievel of funding. This means that pressures corne to bear on individual welfare 

recipients administered through local welfare offices. 

Prior to the introduction of Ontario Works, there also were obligations on social 

assistance recipients to look for work or participate in employability programs. 

Available employment support programs were often oversukibed when they 

were deemed to be useful to meeting the employment objectives of social 

assistance recipients. Manv social assistance recipients also volunteered for 

community agencies that they were involved with as clients. Given these pre- 

existing conditions, the punitive concept of mandatory work-for-welfare 

emphasized bv the HKns government in both of its electoral carnpaigns was out- 

of-s tep with the actual redities of social assistance recipients and thus eventual 

program implementation. The reaiities of the government's 'workfare' program 

were modified through negotiations with the municipalities to include greater 

choice for social assistance recipients in the Ontario Works Stream in which they 

would participate, in negotiation with local weîfare oïficers, in order to meet 

their emplovment goals. 

In a mass public information mailout bv the Government of Ontario in June ZOO0 

("Making Welfare Work), the govemment released figures showing that the 

number of cumulative CP placements more doubled from 13,464 in June 1999 to 

30,198 in M a c h  2000. More recently (May 2000), the provincial govemment has 

quietly loosened monitoring of social assistance recipients under the 8 program 

to further boost their participation statistics. Other restrictions, such as the 

length of time spent in a parücular 'placement activity', have b e n  eliminated. 

To some, this has meant that the 8 program no longer even slightlv resembles 

mandaton work-for-welfare, but a grab bag of a varietv of activities engaged in 

bv social assistance recipients weIl before the introduction of the program. To 

others, including the k w  active anti-workfare organizations, the stniggle against 



the CP program continues in the anticipation of worse labour market conditions 

and higher caseloads. In any event, the numbers game is also used to bolster the 

credibility of the govemment's workfare program. 

Conclusion 

The impossibility of 'Ml employment' within the existing macroeconomic 

framework provides the basis in crisis of the 'fuii employability' paradigm. The 

argument made by Mitchell (1996) of workfare as a 'fast labour market (re- 

)entrpU program is viewed as in fundamental contradiction to enhanced 

emplovabiliiy through the human capitai deveiopment approach that is a 

requirement for anv sustainable 'full  employability' paradigrn congruent with 

post-Fordism. 

The contradictions of workfare in Ontario have now been explored in general, 

comparative and historical terms. In comparative perspective, the U.S. and U.K. 

experiences with workfare were considered, dong with the global turn to 

'workfarisrn'. The U.S. subsection considered the experiences of the States of 

Wisconsin and New York, where particular contradictions and lessons learned 

through experience are also noted, providing evidence for crisis tendencies of 

workfare in theory. 

The historical origins of the institutions of the post-war social order, in relation to 

the Canadian mode1 of developrnent ('permeable Fordism') were then examined. 

A discussion of the KUrS and Fordism underlined that full-time/full-year 

emplovment regïme and the importance of the 'family wage'. Fiscal policy used 

as a lever to balance out employment and income. The origins of Unemplovment 

Insurance (Marsh Report, White Paper on Incorne and Ernployment) in the 

'reconstruction' welfare state aiming to balance social investment and 



consumption are discussed. Institutions of the KWç. particularly Ui, were based 

on social insurance p ~ c i p l e s  tied to the concept of full employment. This 

provides an important example for consideration of the impact changing 

conditions within existing structures, with reference to several histoncal 

examples. One was the brief reintroduction of workfare in Ontario following the 

'Diefenbaker recession' of 1958f but the national hegemonic consensus was 

stronglv anti-workfare, and the Department of Health and Welfare shut d o m  

the province's initiative. 

UI and the Canadian Assistance Plan (CAP) were critical components of the 

'permeable Fordist' KWS. The Canadian unemployment rate has tended to 

climb higher and higher over successive business cycles since the early post-war 

period, a phenornenon of ratcheting-up sometimes referred to as the 

'unemplovment staircase'. tncreasing unemployment aeated pressure on the UI 

system, leading to a Ning proportion of employable social assistance recipients. 

Resolution of the shift from Fordist KWS to post-Fordist SWS as involving a 

related shift from 'full employment' to 'full employabilitv' was based on the 

emerguig contradiction between full employment and pnce stability experienced 

during the 1970s. The existing macroeconornic framework at that time led to 

rising unemplovrnent and increasing UI expendihires. The possibility of hil 

emplovabilitv solving the problern of assurance of labour force productivity bv 

encouraging the adoption any available job at  any or no job rate bv everv means 

necessarv is put forward. 

Changes in the labour market are considered dong with the polarization of (state 

and market) incomes from the 1970s to 1990s in Canada. Research indicating 

how the market gap minimized by the redistributive role of the KWS, a role now 

under attack, is presented. Polarization of the labour market and increasing 

contingent and precarious employnent is seen to plav a strong role in increasing 



social as well as economic polarization. The conclusion is that market 

supremacy, or neo-liberal dominance of wage regulation, wiU Iead to hrther 

income polarkition and social w e s t .  

The story of the decline of full employment and rise of full employability in 

Canada was told in the chapter, with particular reference to the Canadian Jobs 

Strategv in the 1980s and a discussion of active labour market policy. These 

developments represented the beginnings of more of an economic policv 

orientation for social and labour market polio;. Aspects of this story, including 

the 'four-comered' agreements on training for ernployable S.&; federal- 

provincial restructuring; and interjurisdictionai conflict as a spur M e r  

commercialization and devolution to stakeholders are covered. The 

contradictions of 'full employability' in the 1980s and 1990s in attempting to 

address aspects of the crisis of the KWS are also noted and partlv elaborated. 

Comparative differences regarding active labour market policies in the OECD 

are noted, contrasting the case of Sweden and Canada. Active and passive 

labour market policy funding and hplementation trends were surveyed, with 

the finding that in spite of increasing rhetoric around 'participation' and labour 

market 'activation', other fiscal priorities prevailing over both active and passive 

labour market measures. 

This chapter noted that employability enhancement in the 1980s was voluntq,  

characterized by a high uptake of clients on various pilot programs and 

initiatives for emplo yable social assistance recipients. The doctrine of ' mutual 

responsibilitv' is introduced in relation to developments in the 1990s. The 

introduction of reforms to Unempioyment Insurance, and its renamhg to 

'Ernplo!ment Insurance', as weIi as the introduction of block gants in Canada 

through the Social Securit-y Review and the CHST are noted here. The dedining 

ratio of beneficiaries to unemployed and ongoing experiences of denial of service 



for increasing numbers of unemployed Canadians briefly acknowledged. In this 

institutional setting, reforms to social insurance in the 1990s are also surveyed, 

having a strong b e a ~ g  on the context for Ontario Works and of the mandatory 

and punitive aspect of 'workfarism'. 

The problems of the return to workfare in Ontario must be examined in terms of 

developments at the provincial level in the 1980s and 1990s. The massive 

changes in benefit rates aaoss the provinces are documented and briefIy 

discussed. Canadian variants of workfare, including the cases of New 

Bmnswick and Quebec, are briefly surveyed. The differentiation between 

welfare-to-work and work-for-weifare programs in the Ontario setting is 

clarified in this chapter. The discursive aspect of 'workfare' is also discussed 

here, and the use of 'broad' and 'narrow' workfare in the Ontario context within 

the thesis is clarified. The historical context of workfare in Ontario is traced from 

its roots in the 'workhouse test' through to the experiments and neo-liberal 

strategies of the NDP government of Bob Rae, setting the stage for Ontario 

Works under the Harris Conservatives. Notable in this broad discussion is the 

context of the SARC Transitions report, the emergence of the Opportunity 

Planning model, and subsequent changes in the broad policy framework for 

social welfare program deiivery. 

The politics of the 'success' of work-for-welfare in Ontario, as interpreted and 

socially-marketed by the Harris government, is deconstructed in terms of 

individual success stories and the normative framework of a putatively 

hegemonic regime partiaily elaborated. Definitions of program 'success' are 

problerna tized, and the paradoxes and challenges for local policv 

implementation are surveyed. The focus of much the remainder of the section is 

on the communications strate= of the provincial govenunent in promoting its 

'success' to the electorate. The battle for the 'hearts and minds' of both the 



electorate and oi workfare-eligible social assistance recipients is contrasted, 

especially in light of the restrictions of organizing on-the-job with the passage of 

the Prevention of Unionization Act. 

The ongoing attempt at expanding the 8 component on the part of the 

provincial govemment, and ongoing disparities in the ability to meet or exceed 

targets are manifest across the province has both ended up redefining what is 

and is not workfare. The involvement of participahg organizations as part of a 

nascent extended local workfare state is related to these developments. Data on 

increasing quotas and targets for workfare by municipality are analyzed, and the 

performance/expectation gap examined in the case of Ottawa-Carleton and 

selected municipalities for comparative purposes. Examples of local 

'irnplementation failure' on the part of the provincial govemment are varied, 

including the successful appeal of native bands to their constitutional right to 

self-government in the courts, the redefinition of community placements 

activities to include unmonitored and self-directed placements, and the 

resistance of municipalities such as Ottawa-Carleton, which had the lowest 

placement rate as a share of its performance targets in 1998-99. 



Chapter Four 

The Implementation of Ontario Works in the 
Ottawa Labour Market 

Introduction 

Both the implementation of Ontario Works and resistance at the local level are 

uneveniy developed across local jurisdictions, based on both labour market 

structures and conditions and the realities of local employability prograrnming. 

Empirical data in this chapter is drawn from a number of access to information 

requests, including one done by the Ottawa and District Labour Council (ODLC) 

and one done by a membersrganizer of Welfare Recipients for Fair Emplovment 

(WRFE). These data set the context for a discussion and analysis of what did and 

did not happen in Ottawa-Carleton as a result of the introduction of Ontario 

Works and the Community Placement prograrn. This second section considers 

the relationship between Ottawa-Carleton and Ontario in the context of the 

'hollowing out' of the Canadian federal state system, concluding that local 

autonomv in welfare policy has been undennined with the extension of 

provincial control. 

This chapter describes processes of policy negotiation and implementation in 

Ottawa-Carleton, and provides a statistical profile of workfare targets and 

historical caseload data for the region. The various dilemmas and contradictions 

of the Ontario Works and particularly the Comrnunity Participation (CP) 

program component in OttawaSarleton are d e d b e d  and evaluated. The 

' institu tional contradictions' of the program as currentlv implemented and 

interpreted by various actors follorvs a profile of the occupational and social 

structure of workfare and of emplovers showing the degree and nature of 



cornrnunity sector involvement. Projects of resistance in Ottawa-Carleton need 

to draw on comparative lessons leamed elsewhere, considering some generd 

questions about social relationships and their theorization, as applicable to the 

political analysis of workfare and of modes of resistance. 

A more detailed examination of a slowly emerging and evolving local worldare 

state in Ottawa-Carleton r e m a h  necessq. Differences in local conditions in 

which the CP program has been implernented suggests that certain strategies and 

participation schemes may be more successful in some places and tirnes rather 

than others. Some local programming will end up costing the local and 

provincial govemments more money and may also have detrimental results for 

workfare emplovers. It should also be noted that despite the diversity of 20 pilot 

projects around the province in 1996-97, the Ontario goverment has taken a 

stronglv prescriptive role in defining the ternis and conditions of policy delivery 

at the local level with the passage of the Ontario Works Act. L o d  strategies of 

implementation are increasingly related to local labour market characteristics 

and conditions. Local strategies of resistance are also relevant to the 'local 

conditions' for workfare implementation, as the program is dependent on local 

non-profit organization participation. There is thus a dynarnic between 

implementation and resistance strategies. 

When labour market conditions are characterized by low unemplovment rates 

and medium- to long-term social assistance caseloads are shruiking, resistance 

projects based on collective self-organization of welfare recipients and/ or 

workldre workers are l e s  likeIy to constitute a threat to the prevailing policy 

regime and forms of interest representation in the state. Under conditions of 

expanded u n e m p l o ~ e n t  and greater socid assistance caseloads, this situation 

could change as larger numbers experience the deprivations of present-day 

social assistance and are integrated into workfare based on percentage quotas to 



be filled under the Ontario Works system. The challenges for the 

implementation of workfare in Ottawa, based on an orientation to local 

emplovment oppomuiities, are the pronounced knowledge gaps, lower than 

average and declining levels of EI coverage, and mandated activities for 

individuals who often receive Iess than subsistence incomes. The latter fact is 

particularly glaring in light of the overd prosperous economic conditions, and 

requires both resistance and community mobilization independently of the 

present scope of the problem. 

Situating Welfare-Workfare in the Ottawa Labour Market 

Unemployrnent Rate - Ottawa CMA, Ontario and Canada, 1987-1999 

12% , 

1 

Chart 4.1 Source: Human Resources Development Canada, Eastern Ontario Area 
Economist's Office, unpublished data 

Ontario is an undeniably wealthy province, and Ottawa-Carleton an undeniably 

wealthv Localitv. According to the 1996 Census, average household income in 

Ontario was S34,291, as cornpared to the national average of 98,532 in the 

middle of the decade. In OttawaCarleton, incomes were even higher, at !359,462. 

Nonethelesç, Ottawa-Carleton has a high levei of economic and social 

polarization relative to Ontario and the rest of Canada. Data on unemployment, 



part-time work, and labour force participation show that the 1990s have been a 

period of sigruficant change in Ottawa-Carleton. 

Income in Ottawa-Carleton, Ontario and Canada, 1995 

1 
. - . - - - . - 

C I 

j Average Individual Income $30,993.00 1 $27.309.00 / $25,196.00 
Table 4.1 Source: 1996 Census 

Income Measure 
' Average Census Farnily Income 

Average Household lncome 

While unemployment has generdy declined in the 1990s, this masks important 

labour market trends, including a declining participation rate, and manv more 

individuals involved in precarious work and self-employment. There are many 

forms of hidden employment, which local studies have documented in the case 

of Ottawa-Carleton (Ottawa Economic Development Corporation, 1998). An 

important indicator of speciai relevance to the context for workfare in Ottawa- 

Carleton is the fact that the number of unemployed individuals volunteering 

increased to 38 percent of prospective volunteers registered with the Volunteer 

Centre of Ottawa-Carleton in the first seven months of 1998 (Social Planning 

Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1999b). 

Capitdist economies have penods of labour market contraction, characterized by 

inaeasing unemployment, precarious work and income insecuritv, and labour 

market expnnsion, characterized by increasing employment opportunities and 

higher incornes. Not al1 benefit equally through increasing employment 

opportunities. New labour market entrants and other disadvantaged labour 

market goups have had conünuous difficulties in the 1990s, with conditions 

o d v  beginning to improve significantlv for most workers in 1998-99. The 

Canadian economy rnay or may not sustain its current momentum, raising the 

spectre of an increasingly pronounced and volatile business cvcle in Ottawa. 

Ottawa-Carleton 
$67,87 1 .O0 
$59.462.00 

Ontario 
$59,830.00 

Canada 
$54,583.00 ' 

$54.29 1 .OO i $48.552.00 



Those affected by job loss and deskiiling over the coune of economic downtums 

and periods of industrial restructuring do not immediately reintegrate into the 

expanding labour market. 

In 1996, the average part-tirne/ part-year employee earned $16,000 while the 

average full-time/full-year employee earned 93,887, a gap that is more 

pronounced in Ottawa-Carleton than in Ontario or Canada.' Local studies on the 

distribution of income by quintile have found that the gap between the rich and 

poor has grown, even while average incomes have also shown growth (Social 

Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1999). Recent data at the national level has 

shown an even more pronounced trend to polarization, with lower average 

familv income quintiles experience both absolute and relative loss in the 1990s 

(Sta tistics Canada, 2000). 

Ernployment Income, Ottawa-Carleton, 1995 

1 Average h p l o y m e o t  1 Ottawa-Carleton 1 Ontario i Canada 

Part-time job growth, as well as growth in self-employment, is an important part 

ot' the regional employment pichue. The single largest source of new part-the 

jobs in Ottawa in the 1990s was in the retail hade sub-sector, typically a source of 

Income I 
Total $3 1,563 .O0 

l Full-timeiFul1-year , $43,887.00 
ParbtimePan-year $16,000.00 

low wage jobs for youth. In the business services industrial component, the 

$28.838.00 1 $26,474.00 
1 

$101281 .O0 j $37.556.00 ' 
% 15,883.00 1 $15.538.00 ' 

dominant trend is in si@cant full time job creation. Secular and qclicd trends 

Table 1.2 Soime: 1996 Census 

in the number and rate of part-tirne employment growth quahfy the officia1 

count of the involuntaw part-time workforce. Pattidarly robust job growth in 

' See Ottawa-Carleton Training Board. 1999 Environmental Scan. Conclusion =8. 



the region in recent p r s  appears to have actually begun to reduce the numbers 

of part-time workers as weil as the self-employed. 

More than half of new jobs created over 1991-96 (34,528) were in the high 

technology sector, predominantly in managerial and professional positions 

(Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, 1997a). 78 percent of the jobs over 

this period were part-tirne, equated with lower eamings and greater job 

insecurity . Approximately haif of those engaged in part-time work since 1981 

were seeking full t h e  work (ibid.). The high levels of educational attainment in 

the region are seen in Census statistics which show the proportion of the 

population with a university degree was twice as high as the average for Ontario 

(Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 1999a). Conversely, almost half of 

new social assistance recipients in the 1990s did not complete high school. 

Overall labour market conditions in Ottawa-Carleton in the late 1990s are strong, 

even while new inequalities are developing within existing labour market 

structures. Employment and income are unevenly distributed and becoming 

increasingly segmented among groups and classes of worker. The impact of 

workfare and the subordination of the s i a l  welfare system to the labour market 

affects individuals and fandies in the future, as in the present. As labour market 

conditions deteriorate in the next economic downturn, present structures may be 

undermined by dramaticdy worsened conditions. Labour market conditions 

and econornic expectations affect the popular support base (or lack thereof) for a 

social d e -  net, because of the ongoing importance of employment income in 

the division of the social product. This has important repercussions for workfare 

in its relationship to the labour market in Ontario and in Ottawa-Carleton. 

In its Ottnrtu Metropolitnn Outlook (1999), the Conference Board of Canada 

forecasted strong g~owth in the gross domestic product (GDP) of the regional 



economy through to 2003. The 2000 Outlook for Ottawa projects the highest GDP 

growth rate in the country at over 6 percent, compared to 4.3 percent for its 

nearest cornpetitor, Toronto. Metropolitan Ottawa's economic performance will 

likelv show one of the highest rates of GDP and employment growth in Canada 

in the next few years, projected to grow above an annual average of 3 percent 

over 1999-2001 in the 1999 Owtlwk. The consumer price index (CPI) also showed 

moderate growth throughout the 1990s, indicating regional and national price 

stability. These are good times for many, even if  'hard times' for others. 

The impact of market-based strategies is manifested in an increase in labour 

market ~e~gmentation and greater polarization both across and within localities. 

Labour market demand for the working-age population in Ottawa-Carleton will 

eventuallv peak, and the next downîum may well precipitate unprecedented 

leveis of unemplovment in the region. Depending on how this downturn is 

rnanaged by federal, provincial and local govemments, workfare as presentlv 

designed wii1 reinforce crisis tendencies and potentially undennine incomes in 

components of the local labour market. This becomes partimlarly so in 

workfare-participating organizations, such as withùi the community and social 

services sector, that have been hit by significant losses in funding. Here 

struggling ernploven may attempt to 'do more with less' by dramaticdy 

increasing their intake of unpaid workfare placements, replacing Iaid-off paid 

empIovees.' 

- - 

- B i  the laner 1990s. the community apncy sector in Onawa-Carleton. a relatively prosperiy locality in 
Onmio. had been severely hit by provincial fimding losses (Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 
1 99Sc). 



Social Assistance and Labour Market Rogrunming in Ottawa-Carleton 

Welfare Caseload and 1 otrl Employabk SARs, 
January 1986 - July 1997 (All Districts) 

1 
Chart 41 Source: Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, unpublished data 

Welfare caseloads grew rapidly in Ottawa-Carleton as elsewhere in Ontario in 

the earlv 1990s. Not all of this growth was due to increasing unemployment, 

al though labour market conditions are a primary factor. Demographic change 

and an increasing number of unemployable weuare recipients are also 

important, especially throughout the early part of the 1990s. 

Changes in the number of monthly caseioads over the 1986-97 period shows 

increases in the total population of employable SARs, although proportional 

orowth in the number of unemployables is also important. An important long- 0 

term trend, seen over the 1981-83 and 1990-92 recessions, is a shift from a 

population that was mostly unemployable to the converse, dipping slightly in 

1981 and again over the 1991-93 period. Histoncd caseload data from 1986-1998 

shows that roughlv onequarter of the total unemployables caseload are families. 



Employabk and Unemployable SARs in Ottrwa4aikton, 1976-1997 

1976 197'7 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1963 1984 1385 1- 1987 1988 1989 1W 19% 1992 1- 1- 1 M  19% 1997 

-:- % Ernployable +I+ % Unemployabie 
i 

Chart 4.3 Soiirce: Social Planning Councii of Ottawa-Carleton, 1986; Social 
Planning CounciI of Ottawa-Carleton, unpublished data. 

There was a marked increase in the proportion of the employable population in 

the social assistance caseload in Ottawa-Carleton over the 1976-1997 penod. 

From a low of 23.7 percent in 1976 to a mid 1980s peak of 69.9 percent in 1986, 

the proportion of employables dipped slightiy to 65.5 percent in 1991 before 

rising to a new peak of 74.2 percent in 1997. Unemployment insurance trends 

over this period provide an important reason for why a program of last resort 

became a more prevalent form of income maintenance for employable workers. 



Beneficiaries to Unemployed (BIU) Ratio. Ottawa CMA. 
1987-1 997 

Chart 4.4 Sozlrce: Human Resources Development Canada, Eastern Ontario 
Regional Office, unpublished data @enefici&es); Statistics Canada, kibour Force 
Sumey, unpublished data. Note: The geographies used in this calculation are not 
periectly comparable across a l I  years. 

Even given the orientation of federal labour market prograrruning, less and less 

unemployed persons were able to access these programs and services. The 

proportion of unemployed persons receiving LTI/ EI benefits has fallen 

dramaticallv in the 1990s, reflecting the declinuig eligibility and dianging forms 

of the emplovment contract. According to HRDC, a declining ratio of 

beneficiaries to unemployed (B/U ratio) can &O be the result of upturns in 

economic cvcles and flexible labour markets (Human Resources Development 

Canada, 1997). A 1999 study by HRDC found that womenfs EI daims dropped 

bv 20 percent compared to 16 percent for men, while youth claims le11 by 27 

percent compared to only 8 percent for workers aged 45-54 over the 1997-98 

period . 



Monthly Regular Active El Claimants, Five Major Occupatianal Groups 
with Largest Number of Claimants, July 1996 - August 1999 

B U S t N E S S .  FINANCE. AOMINISïRATM AND CERICAL OCCUPATIONS 
- SALES AM3 SERVICE OCCUPATlONS - - fRfiDES. ÏRANSPORT AND EQUIPhîENT OPERATORS AND REL4TED OCCUPATIONS - - - SOCIAL SCIENCE E D U W O N ,  GOVERNMENTAND REUGION OCCUPATIONS 

-PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS IN NANRAL AND APPLlED SCIENCES 

C hart 4.3 So luce: Human Resources Development Canada, Eastern Ontario Area, 
unpublished data 

National data and local data on the B/U ratio show similar trends, but different 

ratios. Locally, both A Tale of T7170 Cities and Plain Speakzng: Hope and Realify of the 

Social Planning Council support the national research on a declining trend in the 

proportion of beneficiaries to unemployed. According to the Labour Force 

Development Strategv for Ottawa-Carleton report by the Caledon Institute of 

Social Policy (1998), there has been a drarnatic drop in the percentage of 

unemployed individuals in Ottawa-Carleton who received UI in 1989 (87.3 

percent), compared to those who received EI in 1997 (41.7 percent). In another 

studv . bv - the RMOC, Pnrtnen jbr lobs - Task Force on Employment Final Report, the 

B/ U raie was estimated to be even lower. In 1997, odv about 19 percent of 

unemployed persons received EI in the Ottawa CMA, down from 27 percent in 



1996. The study also noted an average duration of unemployment of six months. 

In March 1999, there were 10,690 EI beneficiaries in the Ottawa CMA. 

Decreasing eligibiiity for EI, increasing precariousness in the labour market, the 

growing importance of knowledge-based work, and low incomes for part-time 

and part-year workers are important components of the local context for welfare- 

workfare. The 'knowledge-intensive' character of production in Ottawa has ied 

to rapidly-growing dernand for education and skills-intensive professional, 

çcienhfic and managerial staff, and provided a strong base for regional 

development. At the same time, those marginalized by the draconian shifts in 

federal and provincial govenunent policy are finding the gap between their own 

situation and that of the cream of the local labour market moving completely 

beyond sight. Many of this former group are also 'invisibilizedr through the 

prac tices of marginalization. 

Govemment policies may aduaily worsen the knowledge and skills gap in 

particular localities such as Ottawa-Carleton. During 1997/ 98 to lW8/ 99, 

Otta wa-Carleton ( Area Six) experienced MET/ MTCU funding cutbacks, while 

there was a slight overd increase province-wide. Most pronounced were 

cutbacks of over 50 percent in planned 1998/99 service Ievels for Literacv and 

Basic Skills (LB&S) in Ottawa-Carleton? In 1998-99, MTCU cut the L&BS service 

target in the Ottawa-Carleton area to a level of half that of the previous fiscal 

vear. In part this was attributable to one-time restruchuing costs, but was also 

due to the targeting of services towards employabiiity and M T C U r s  assessrnent 

of Ottawa-Carleton as an over-serviced area.4 

' Sze OCTB 1999 Environmental Scan - Conclusion fi9. 
' See OCTB 1999 Environmental Scan - Conclusion R 5. 



In 1998, HRDC was restmctured into four "core business lines": (1) employment 

insurance, (2) human resources investment (HRIF), (3) income security 

prograrm, and (1) labour pr0grif11is.j Some of the most important of HRDC's 

'performance indicators' are related to the EI program. Human Resources 

Invesment (Hm) performance indicators indude a target of 55,714 for "EI 

Clients returned to Employment" and a target of S254,430,000 in "Unpaid 

Benefits" for the 199899 fiscal year in the Ontario Region. Targeting selection 

and planning for existing EI claimants within the overd "jobs and savings" 

strategy has reduced claimant numbers, shrunk services, and displayed 

discrimination in access to services based on ease of labour market integration. 

HRDC also modified some of its monitoring activities under the guise of fighting 

'EI fraüd': 

The focus on savings may also direct Our targeting and selection 
activities towards EI recipients in high dernand occupations and EI 
abusers, 

While claimants will be eligible for employment benefits, those 
who are earlv in their daim may be targeted in order to reduce the 
draw on ~ a *  11 h d s .  

Along the same lines, while assisted services are avaiiable to 
unemploved persons, the need to demonstrate savings to the EI 
account k a y  influence the selection within the targeted groups for 
assisted services towards active clairnants. 

We move from sewicing 'most in need' to heiping as many clients 
as we can with the least amount of investment and the highest 
Iikelihood of success.6 

' See Human Resources Development Canada Business PIan 1998-99 - Ontario Region (Appendix A - Key 
Perfomance Indicators). Ottawa: Human Resources Development Canada 1998. 
"btd. 



Part 1, Section 5 of the Canadimi Humm Rights Act, on proscribed disaiminatory 

practices, States that: "it is a discrimina . . .  
tory practice in the provision of goods, 

services, facilities or accommodation customarily available to the general public 

(a) to deny, or deny access to, any such good, service, facility or accommodation 

to anv individual, or @) to differentiate adversely in relation to any individual" 

(453). Section 5(b) was cited by the Unemployed Workers Council of Toronto as 

being violated by the changes in Employment Insurance administration. 

Implementation of Ontario Works in Ottawa-Carleton 
- - 

OWA Participation Agreements, Octokr 1997 July 1999 

I 
Chart 4.6 Source: Department of Social Services, RMOC, unpublished data 

The redity is that the actual employment programming part of 
Ontario Works bear almost no resemblance to the simple-mided 
rhetoric of the 'Conunon Sense' revolution - but it does look an 
awful lot like what was happening More the Harris govemment 
was elected. 'Workfare' itseIf - in the sense that most members of 
the public understand it - is only a token part of Ontario Works 
employment prograrnming, and this is not likely to change. 



Ontario Works is about 80 percent or more old programs and old 
ideas, with a name name, a new funding formula and fewer le@ 
rights and protections. (Ian Morrison, 20 Dec 1998, OW-WATCH 
listserv). 

"Of course 1 don? have plans to keep track of people. I'd be king 
Big Brother." - Rudy Gidiani, on his resistance to tracking persons 
diverted from the welfare roils (quoted in Deparle, 1999: 35) 

It has been remarked that early into its mandate, the Harris govemment 

discovered that it is much easier to elirninate old programs and services than to 

build new ones. The uneven and partial implementation of workfare in 

municipalities across Ontario suggests that the program has met with little 

success when measured against unrealistic govemment performance targets, in a 

manner akin to a faulty five-year plan. The provincial governrnent, through 

business plans negotiated with local govements, sets local targets for 

participation in Ontario Works. In the first Ontario Works Business Plan for 

Ottawa-Carleton, performance targets and eventual achieved levels offer ample 

proof of the unrealistic expectations and wideiy varying local realities that 

confronted the tvorkfare commissars. 

The develo p ment of directive/ irnplementation gaps between regional politicians 

and bureaucrats and the provincial govenunent and welfare bureauaacy over 

tinte, and the eventual assertion of central control through a combination of 

funding power and quiet redefinition of the 8 program is notable. The onginal 

Business Plan for Ontario Works in Ottawa-Carleton was initidy rejected by the 

provincial government due to the targets for CP and Employment Placement 

participants, although higher targets were never met. In 1998, almost 95 percent 

oi dl welfare recipients with a participation requirement in Ontario Works were 

in the EP program, which replicated most of the pre-existing services and 

conditions under the pre-OW welfare delivery frarnework. 



A regional shdy found that slightly more than one percent of all OWA 

participants in Ottawa-Carleton were actively part of the direct employment 

programmirtg associated with workfare (i.e. community placements, seif- 

employment, and ernployment placement components of Ontario Works) in 1998 

(Ottawa-Carleton Training Board, 1999). Another regional study found that of 

the estirnated 24,000 with a requirement to participate in one of the three 

components of Ontario Works, about 18,894 were in Ernployment Supports 

(structured job search, resume writing help, etc.), and only 246 were in a 

Cornrnunity Placement (Monitoring Ontario Works in OttawaCarleton, 1998). 

- -  - 

1 Salary and Benefits $ 3,337,014.00 $2,486.503 .O0 $ 850.51 1.00 
1 Program Costs 852,462.00 $ 648.953.00 $ 203.509.00 
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Table 4.3 Sorrrce: Adapted from p.47, Ontnrio Works Business Plan (Ottmiw- 

Dec 1997) 
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Program costs associated with Ontario Works funding were higher than under 

the previouslv existing employment programs for social assistance recipients. In 

Ottawa-Carleton, the transition from the pre-OW funding framework for 

employment progams (MEP, WAP, JobLink, and Opportunity Planning) in the 

first t h e e  quarters of 1997 to the new funding framework under Ontario Works 

in the las t quarter ended up costing one-third (33.0 percent) of the entire y ear's 

budget (Table 4.3). 

Increasing municipal administration of provincially controlled funds for social 

assistance provided a major whip by which municipalities have ken forced into 

cornpliance with the provincial govemment's workfare policies. Direct program 

expenditure for Ontario Works (excluding social services administration costs) 

rose bv 74.3 percent in the last quarter of 1997 over the entire three quarters 

preceding, reflecting the increasing role of MCSS funding within the RMOC 

funding envelope (Table 4.4). 



A Changing Provincial Funding Framework: Avera Le Monthly Cc 
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The original Ontario Works Business Plan anticipated that there would be higher 

costs asçociated with the start-up of the new welfare-workfare delivery system. 

Both regional and provincial funding would increase. The anticipated increase 

in provincial spending for Ottawa-Carleton, from just under %27,500 to about 

S658.000, arnounted to a JI percent increase. In recognition of the principle that 

greater equality is a value worth paying for, it should also be pointed out that ail 

this not-insignificant arnount of public revenue codd support reai retraining or 

a t least alternative reform proposais such as 'living wage' subsidies. Even within 

the welfare-to-work orientation of the SWS, clearly more funds codd be saved 
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through better welfare-to-work strategies not predicated on "rapid labour 

market re- en^" and greater intensification of labour exploitation. As it turns 

out, actual participation in direct employment programmirtg was relatively 

lower in Ottawa-Carleton than elsewhere in the province, reflecting sorne of 

these prograrn realities. 

Organizational Participation in the CP Program 

Appendix 2A contains an alphabetized listing of al1 organizations that are active 

or formerlv active in the Ontario Works prograrn, gleaned from the CP prograrn 

data maintained bv the RMOC over the course of the various attempts at 

gathering &ta.: The chart below shows the top ten organizationd types that 

have tended to participate. 

Top 1 en Types of Organizations that Have Participatecl in the 
CP Program, 1998-2000 

Chart 4.7 Soiirce: Consolidated MFIPPA requests (CLCR, ODLC, WRFE), 1998- 
ZOO0 (See Appendix 2.A). 

Xppendis c shows the organizations that had withdrawn fkom the CP program afier previously 
participating. as of Januac 1999. 



The MFIPPA request made on March 23,1998 identified 87 participating 

organizations. A minority (41) signed the consent to release information f o m  

with the region (see Appendix 3). Many comrnunity and labour anti-workfare 

activists with whom this information was shared conduded that it was possible 

that the remaining agencies did not want the community to know about their 

participation in Ontario Works. Agencies tend to be concemed about a negative 

image in the community, particularly where they are dependent on local 

fundraising and volunteer efforts. 

The generalizations made by statistical data can mask differences. Not all 

organizations listed as 'participating' are necessarily w e n t  workfare 

employers. Those listed have indicated a willingness to take on communitv 

placements and have provided specific information on the number of 

occupational positions that they are interested in. From September 1997 to 

March 1998, seven of the original 87 organizations had either ceased to 

participate, or had yet to commence operations as a Community Placements 

employer. Thev have dl, however, expressed a willingness to employ workfare 

workers at some point in tirne. One such organization, Laudemus Corporation, 

withdrew from the program ovex the first period of cornparison (1998) in the 

workfare employer data, although this does not appear to be due to actual 

employment of workfare workers. Appendix 2B shows the organizations that 

had withdrawn from the 8 program after previously participating, as of 

Januarv 1999. 

Data collected hj orgnnizntion for d those participating in Ontario Works as of 23 

hlarch 1998 are included in the List in Appendix 2 4 . 8  The extent of organizational 

3 Because Community Placements applies to a very broad class of organizations, the ~Iassification of 
organizations bu type is difficult and somewhat arbitrary. Kind of senpice or clientele is used as a guiding 
principle for the typology.presented. but overlap on the part of organizations. particularly those that offer a 
varie- of programs or services. was unavoidable. For example. the Aboriginal Nurses Association of 



participation in the 8 program by type of organization was evident from the 

first access to information request. Obviously, the organizations participahg in 

the program are extremely diverse, spanning a wide range of services and types. 

The Unk>iozivz category is relatively high because not ail workfare ernployers 

could be sufficiently investigated and identified in the course of this research. 

Religious organizations, including churches and religious affinity groups, figure 

prominently in the data. This is interesting, in light of the statements and 

positions against workfare expressed by local inter-faith social movement 

organizations (Interfaith Coalition of OttawaCarleton, 19%). Participation in 

workfare is not lirnited to religious creeds, as humanist organizations are also 

taking part. Two Cornrnunity Health and Resource Centres9 (CHRCs) are 

noteworthv for their involvement in workfare, which was signihcant both in 

t e m  of the degree of participation and their unwilhgness to sign the consent to 

disclose or promote form. n i e  participation of these organizations was 

especially interesting for the reason that other area CHRG had expressed serious 

concems about workfare, at least as Iate as 1996. An important reason for this 

was the coercive funding environment faced by these agencies, some of whom 

began to participate extensively in the Ontario Works and CP hnded initiatives. 

Community agency participation is not confined to any particular sectors. 

Reasons for community agency involvement vary. The stmcturing of workfare 

labour also varies by organization, which suggests different reasons for 

organizationd involvement For example, the Ottawa Boys and Girls Qub hired 

Canada is catcsorized as a Professional Association, and the RoberisiSmart Centre. which provides services 
ro disabled children. is categorized as Disabled Services. Both orgmiraOon name and type infornation is 
included in the listing in Appendix 1. The ciassification of organizations by bv has proven difficulr 
based on a primap key based on type of service and a second- key baxd on group representatio~. I t is 
also incomplete as it is based on three 'snapshots*. 
' CHRCs are genenlly multi-service oganizations that provide a range of health and other services to the 
community. including for low-income and special needs goups. They typieaily have voiunteer boards 
d r a w  from the cornmuni.. and thus can be considered part of the community-based social services sector. 



eight full-time workfare equivalent janitors at its four area sites. In this instance, 

it is a wav of obtaining cheap labour, as this organization has one of the soundest 

private funding bases in the region. 

In the Januarv 1999 data, 125 organizations were found to have had active 

ivorkfare placements. There was sigruficant variation in the degree of 

participation by workfare employers, as measured by both the number of 

positions and hours worked, ranging from a low of 12 to a high of 2,800 hours a 

month. 63 organizational participants had no achiai hours placed, but had 

positions on offer. The amount of workfare labour-power that organizations 

seek and how much they actudly receive is an important indicator of the degree 

to which comnunity placements are an autonomous, individual participant 

directed or initiated activity. Often, host orgMzations and the government (Le. 

the local workfare state) claims that participants want Community Placements. 

To the extent that more hours are on offer than are active placements, the greater 

this principle becomes contradicted in practice, and that the development of 

placements becomes driven by host employer labour-power requirements. 

The current workfare employer list shows that, although many voluntary sectorlo 

organizations are participating in CommIlIUty Placements, workfare is by no 

meam confined to this area. Many non-profit private sector organizations, such 

as the Canadian Association of Fish Exporters and the Canadian Advanced 

Technology Association, as w d  as non-governmental organizations, such as the 

United Nations Association in Canada, are also participants. Charitable 

organizations and foundations outside of the voluntary sector include the 

1 13 For the purposes of this research, the Ottawa-Carleton voluntary sector contains those organizations 
represented in the Community lnfonnation Centre's Blue Book of Community Services. and or_ aan izat ions 
registered with the Volunteer Centre of Ottawa-Carleton. Of course. voluntap work is by no means 
confined to funded orpizations. but is a constitutive element of everyday Iife for many people. 



Worldwide AIDS Foundation or the Children's Hospital Foundation. Some of 

these are willing to promote their involvement, others less so.11 

The involvement of virtually all of the non-voluntary sector workfare employea 

(and at least some voluntary and community-based social services sector 

emplovers) in the CP program is probably derived from the basic expectation 

that it will lower their fixed and variable wage costs ( i n d u h g  in supervision, 

administration and training). That they have had some success in doing this is 

reflected bv their participation in Ontario Works over tirne. This was the case 

with previous employment subsidy programs that were based on cost-savings 

incentives. Whether the point of the exercise is to maintain or increase levels of 

service, reduce the costs to users, or increase the revenues available for other 

purposes, cannot readiiy be determùied at this point, but some combination of al1 

these factors is certain to exist. As well, the situation of workfare workers outside 

the voluntarv sector is likely to correspond much more closely to the traditional 

worker-employer relationship, in which labour-power is bought and sold. This 

remains an issue for future researd+ 

The list of CP employers includes both well-funded organizations (e-g. Boys and 

Girls Club of Ottawa-Carleton) and those that are minimaliy-funded (e.g. Action 

Centre for Social Justice, West End Interdenominational Social Action Group). 

Funding cornes from both the regional and provincial govemments, especially in 

the case of community-based social services. Other funding for more private- 

sector organizations is obtained by service charges to clients, membership fees 

for aifiliates, and pnvate fundraising or cornmunit): donations campaip. 
- 

" Even the Progressive Consemative Party of Canada is a workfare employer. althou&. intemingly. t h e ~  
did not sign a 'consent to promote Ontario Works to the citizens of Ontario' form. 
': The scenario of man' of these employers becoming involved in a -revolving-door' arrangement in which 
e v e q  six months. new workfxe workers join the workforce-who receive minimal work-related training 
leadinp to regular (if contingent) employment within the paid labour market-is actively being monitored. It 



Despite definite divisions in the community, the extent of participation in the CP 

program on the part of organizations in the local voluntary and community- 

based social services sector is quite wide, which has broader repercussions 

throughout the sector(s) as a whole. For instance, it has been suggested in the 

past that the provincial and regional governments may look io workfare as a 

form of funding-in-kind (socialized variable capital) for community 

organizations, meaning that participation or non-participation does have de facto 

funding implications.13 Organizations that do not take on workfare placements 

will be forced to offer reduced levels of service unless they can find other ways to 

make up their revenue shortfall, and, in the long mn, wili not be able to 

'compete' with similar organizations that do.14 

Individual Participation in the CP Program 

When compared with the 300 active community placements that the RMOC set 

as the Business Plan target from Oaober 1997 to December 1997, the a m a l  rate 

of participation of placements (which numbered only 74 by March 1998) was 

significantly smaller. The gap between supply and demand across most 

occupational categories is fairly wide; the problem being, apparently, not the lack 

of placements, but the lack of applicable 'fits' in the skill sets of social assistance 

recipients to the occupational types in demand with both workfare and non- 

workfare employers. 

should also be noted that. from the organizarion or qency perspective, this may entai1 increased 
supemisory and training costs (see SPC/Le Patro. 1996). . - 
'' See The Hem of the Maner 1s: 'Where 4re the Jobs?'? SPC-Le Parro. September 1996; Eiizabeth 
Kwan. "kVorkfare in Our Communitf'. Sandy Hill Community Resource Centre. 1996; and Toronto's Job 
Incentive Pro-oram (JIP) in the early 1990s for examples, 
i 4 For more on the funding crisis of the cornmunity-based social services sector in Ottawa-Carleton and 
more on the implications of workfare. see the April 1998 SPC R e p o ~  "Doinc Less with Less': Repon on 
the 1 99-  Cornrnunim .-lgen- Sumer. 



Participation data provided by the RMOC in response to request for a summary 

of community participation listings from the Ottawa-Carleton District Labour 

Council (for 12 January 1999) appea. to contradict claims made by regionai 

officials about the voluntary nature of comrnunity participation. While 

community placements form only a srnall part of the overall OWA caseload, it 

appears that a sigruficant proportion (76.5 percent) of these placement-track 

individuals have a mandatom participation requirement. When considering 

actual matched placements, only onequarter (23.3 percent) were voluntq (Le. 

without requirement). Sorne 'voluntary' participants may be in 'self-directed' 

placements and others - 10 percent of the original community placements 

targets/quotas were originally reserved in the provincial regdations - may be 

ODSP recipients that voluntarfiy participate in the Community Placements 

program (e-g. thev are interes ted in gaining work experience, voIunteering in 

their community, etc.). 

Where participants stood in the placement process also varied based on whether 

thev did or did not have a participation requirement. 34.2 percent of the active 

population with requirements were pre-placement (yet to be placed in a position 

rvith a participating organization) or had been referred for an interview with a 

placement officer. A much smailer proportion of 19.7 percent was found for pre- 

placements and refends in the voluntary population. Thus, regional officials 

and/or social services workers seem to have a preference for providing the 

voiuntarv population with placements. On the other hand, the vast majority of 

wor kf are placements have been for those " with requirement" . 

Based on findings in Ottawa-Carleton, the occupationai structure of the 8 

program, as seen in both supply- and demand-side data, is surprisingly diverse 

and invites m e r  studv. Occupational data are also of compelling interest to 

trade union partners of anti-poverty groups. Within the schema of labour 



regdation, unionized environrnents and forms of work have a clearly defined 

interest and role to play in relation to the various occupations. Yet, on an 

industrial basis, workfare has untii recently been premised on its deployment in 

non-unionized workplaces. The ongoing regdatory stniggles in the constitution 

of workfare in Ontario has been primarily based in the non-profit and non- 

governmental organization sectors, although over the 1999-2000 period the 

government has endeavored to develop placements in the provincial and 

municipal public sectors, which are more unionized. This diversity is notable, as 

there is no kind of work 'S.picaIiyf done by people on welfare, as assumed in the 

City of Kingston decision. 

The ODLC data were aggregated by both occupation title and by major 

occupational group.lj The eight major groups and the 51 occupational types 

found in the data are s h o w  in Table 3.6. As can be seen, there is a great 

diversitv of positions both filled and offered within the 8 program in Ottawa- 

Carleton. 

15 Cnfomnately. these major groups do not conforrn to ygre~ated units in the Standard and National 
occupational classifications used by Statinics Canada and other national naristical agencia. They were 
developed through an inductive process used in reading the data, based on a conception of knowledge and 
skills as a means of distinguishing between different types of work. ûrdinally ranked from greater to lesser 
ski1 1 contenr based on existing labour market analysis of educational anainment (OCIB 1999 
Environmental Scan). thae groups are: Professional, ManyedSupervisor. Skilled Trades. Social Work 
and P r i m q  Care. CIerk'SecretaryiRecepti3nist Food Services. and Unskilled Trades. 



CP Program - Occupations by Major Croup 
[ Major Group 1 Occupation Tities 
/ ClerklSecretarylReceptio ' Accounting Clerk, Administrative Assistant, Cashier, 

nist 1 Cornputer Operator, Customer Service Clerk, Data 
I Entry Clerk, lnventory Clerk. Mail Clerk, 

I 
1 
I 

I 

Food Services 

' Managerfsupervisor 
I 
i OtherNnknown 

Table 4.6 Sottrce: Compiled from data in ODLC Municipal Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act Request, Januw 1999. 

ReoaptionistlSwitchboatd Operator, Sales Consultant, 
Secretary, Shipping and Receiving Clerk, Word 
Processor 
Cook , Food Counter Attendant. HosUHostess, 
Kitchen Help 
Advertising Manager , Cleaning Supervisor, Manager, 
Marketing Manager, Offce Manager 
Other, Unknown 

1 Professional 

1 Skilled Trades 
I 

1 
j Social Work and Primary 
a Care 

Unskilled Trades 

The 'Otherl Unknown' group was the second largest in terms of both 

standardized (placements per month, at 70 hours) and non-standardized 

(placement hours) placements. Tellingly, this (non-occupational) group was the 

onlv one with a greater nurnber placed than 'on offer'. In December 1998, there 

were 5,310 such placement hours, representing about one-third of the entire 

active workt'are workforce. This may be indicative of a significant number of 

self-initiated placements and/or Iack of monitoring by social services, a possible 

result oi high caseloads and not enough in-house capacity. 

AccountantiBookkeeper, Cornputer Programmer, 
Financial Analyst, High School Teacher, Mechanical 
Eng ineer, System Analyst 
Appliance Servicing, Carpenter, Cornputer Servicing , 
Desktop Publisher, Electrician, Landscaper, Nurse's 
Aide, Plumber, Teachef s Aide, Truck Driver 
Child Care Attendant. Counsellor. HealthlEducation 
Worker, Home Support Worker, Social Worker 
Cleaner, Construction Labourer, Courier, Painter, 
Warehouse Worker 

The 'Clerk/ Secret~y/ Receptionist' group, while including a wider breadth of 

occupations than other classifications, clearly stands out as the most sigruficant 

kind of tvorkfare work. These are for which there is both sigrufxcant emplover 



demand (at about 12,100 hours per month) and a relatively high supply of 

participants (a total of about 3,700 placement hours per month)'" This group is 

associated with a wide variety of organization types, and is relatively lower 

skilled. In terrns of employer demand, the next Iargest groups are 'Unskilled 

Trades' (5,350 hours a month), 'Skilled Trades' (4,400 hours a month) and 'Social 

Work and Primary Care' (3,950 hours a month). (Hours placed for these groups 

were 2,000,1,500, and 1,100 respectively.) 

The gap in the expectations of the program is partly reflected in the gap between 

supply and demand for various positions. Chart 1.8 shows aggregate hours per 

month rvorked by occupational type, both in ternis of the overail demand on the 

part of al1 organizations, together with the actual hours of labour-time worked 

bv workfare workers, as provided in the Freedom of Information request of the 

ODLC for 1999. 

13 Endless othenvise noted. data are rounded ;a the nearest 50. 
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n 

i 
Chart 4.8 Source: Compiied from data in ODLC request. 

The top ten known" occupational types that were placedl8 were Accounting 

Clerk (61.1 %), Financid And yst (53.8%), Computer Servicing (52.5 %), Food 

Counter Attendant (JO%), Computer hogrammer (XI%), High School Teacher 

(50°6), Home Support Worker (50%), Mechanical Engineer (50%), System Anaiyst 

(50%), and Kitchen Help (47.3%). By arnount of used labour the ,  the top 

occupationai types were Administrative Assistant (1,878 hours per month), 

Painter (980 j, Ki tchen Help (649), CounseiIor (M), Cleaner (554), Office Clerk 

(534, Nurse's Aide (182), Financial Analyst (372), Child Care Attendant (%O), 

Carpenter (BO), and Constniction Labourer (280). 

I - Escluding the 'Other' and 'Unknown' groups, 
'' This is based on the proportion of filled hours to al1 houn (filled and unfilled) of CP labour tirne per 
month per iisted occupational title. 



Absolute unfilled employer demand for workfare labour-power (the first part of 

the suppIy/demand gap) was fond  aaoss a diversity of occupationai groups. 

The top ten groups were Administrative Assistant (4,023 hours per month), 

Office Clerk ($303), Counsellor (2,263), Receptionist/Switdiboard Operator 

7 777) Painter (2,170), Cleaner (1,917), Nurse's Aide (1,235)' Social Worker (-,- ' 

&Mû), Secretary (994, and Warehouse Worker (822). The top ten occupational 

types that were unplacedl9 in absolute were Administrative Assistant (2,145 

hours per month), Receptionist/Switchboard Operator (2,012), Office Clerk 

(1,969)' Counsellor (1,621), Ueaner (1,363), Painter (1,190), Social Worker (983), 

Secretan (801)' Nurse's Aide (753)' and Warehouse Worker (660). 

The 'supplv-gap' in the community placements data is a very sigruhcant finding, 

as it indicates which workfare employers are actually active and which are 

merely interested and willing to take on workfare placements. When the 

'Other/ Unknown' group is excluded, it is dear that employer demand outstrips 

the placement population, due to a combination of supply-side factors and case 

management practices. The overall 'fil1 rate' (placements to positions) was only 

32.4 percent in Januarv 1999. 

There appears to be no basic relationship between 'fil1 rates' and the irnputed 

skil1 content of the identified major groups, as seen in Table below. One 

exception to the general d e  is the case of the 'Professional' group. Although 

comprising relatively few positions, the 'Professional' group had by far the 

highest rate oi placements to avaiIabIe positions, at 41.9 percent. The lowest rate, 

22.1 percent, was in the 'Social Work and Primm Care' group, for which 

caseworkers placed relativelv few people. 

lu  This is based on the differenr benveen monthly hours avaiiable minus rnonthly houn piaced by 
occupational title. 
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Table 4.7 Source: November 1998 ODLC Municipal Freedorn of Informational 
Request (RMOC). Data on number of placement per month are rounded to the 
nearest whole number. 

CP Progam - Placements and Fil1 Rates by Major Group 

In a number of respects, these findings appear to support the argument that 

'creaming' of social assistance recipients for participation in the CP program 

occurs, with higher levels of participation for those with relatively higher skill 

qualifications. Participants within the CP program may face a varie@ of barriers 

to paid emplovment, including lack of recent experience, lack of Canadian 

experience, and lack oi networking skills. It might also reflect the interest of a 

number of CF participants in relatively higher-skiil placements in updating or 

maintain their previous work experience, and thus have relatively lower overall 

barriers to emplovment. To the extent that this is the case, the draw on 

Emplovment Supports resources (such as day care subsidies) may k e n  seen to 

sWt hrther awav from a basis in need to labour market requirements. This has 

distributional consequences in that there is a shift in the docation of resources to 

the fraction oi the caseload with the lowest requirement for support. 

: Major Group 
1 

Conclusion 

This presentation and analvsis of the Ottawa-Carleton labour market and data on 

implementation oi the CP program provide important insights as to conditions 

Placements (per 70 
hrJMonth) 

Fill Rate 

41 -9% 
28.8% 
25.8% 
22.1% 
23-4% 
35.7% 
27.0% 
32.4% 

j Professional 113 
1 Manager/Supen.isor 
1 Skilled Tmdes 
' Social Work and Prim- Care 

C lerk/SecretarylReceptionist 
: Food Services 
Unskilled Trades 
G R W D  TOTAL 

7 
22 
16 
51 
10 
28 
223 



that mitigate against successful resistance and bansformation. The favourable 

economic and labour market conditions are notable, but so are patterns of 

increasing casualization, decreasing EI coverage for unemployed workers, and 

an increasing knowledge gap between labour market ' m e r s '  and 'losers'. Also 

notable is the wide diversity in participating organizations, and in occupational 

types. The lack of a close fit between occupational types in the CP program and 

kinds of jobs that are increasingly available in the local labour market suggest a 

fundamental weakness in the likelihood of the CF program to increase labour 

market integration. instead, the 'warehousing of the poor' appears to be a better 

generalization. ïhese generalization mask more complicated realities, which 

will require hrther research to draw out. 

This research raises additional questions. What did and did not happen in 

Ottawa-Carleton as a result of the introduction of Ontario Works and the CP 

program? The politics of resistance have their own intemal dynamic, largelv a 

product of the present and histoncal interactions among and between labour and 

cornmunity forces at the local and provincial xales. How and why have 

cornrnunity agencies, unions, and anti-poverty groups in Ottawa and Ontario 

responded to Ontario Works in the manner that thev have, and what are the 

present and future prospects of their stniggles? These questions are taken up in 

the next chapter. 



Chapter Five 

An Emerging Local Workfare State in Ottawa-Carleton 

Introduction: Workfare and the Politics of Resistance 

Peck (1996) and other regulation theorists have emphasized the importance of 

" indeterminate political and social stniggles" in the formation of modes of social 

regulation and forms of the state.' In the question of the transition to post- 

Fordism, a 'strategic-relations approach c m  be extended to consider the critical 

missing element in the account so f a :  the agency and activity of the labour and 

popular-democratic forces. A consideration of alternative strategies that have 

been expressed by labour and popular-democratic movement organizations is 

also necessarv. 

The wav in which a workfare/welfare program like Ontario Works operates is a 

product of stxuctures and conditions, space and place, ideological and material 

factors, and the strategic-relational aspects of the state, capital and labour. To the 

extent that we live in a world of differences, specific strategies have conjunctural 

applicabilitv, in that problems in specific places are also a product of similar-but- 

unique historical contexts. Strategies of policy irnplementation and resistance to 

workfare that are proven effective in one place can never simply be assumed to 

work in another. This general point applies to both strategies of the state and 

those of other actors, including those engaged in resistance projects. The 

ambiguous status of w o r h e  as an actual social relationship in practice means 

that a multi-layered approach is essential to a successful strategy of resistance. 

! The *stratesjc-relational' theory of the naie is infonned by the following: the nate is not a 'subject', the 
state is a sociaI relation. This theop of the state is neither society-centred nor state-centred- in Poulantzas' 
Iater theop. the state came to be understood as an institutional condensation of the balance of class forces. 
Both the contradictions within the state and the mobilization of ciass forces matter in deterrnining the 
strategic selectivity of the state (Jessop, 199 1: 84) 



Discussion and debate is essential for the development of strategic directions that 

c m  potentially increase the capacity for counterhegemony and social 

transformation. 

It is important to consider both aspects of this question - state stniggles to 

implement workfare (and the employability paradigm more generally) and the 

struggle of groups and alliances against workfare. These bvo levels can also be 

seen as the 'open' (contestation is possible) and 'ciosed' (contestation is 

impossible) aspects of strategic action Many approaches to organizing against 

workfare, both community- and industrially-based, attempt to address the need 

for 'offensive' çtruggles against the state and workfare employers. Examples of 

this are found in the strategies of organizations like the Ontario Coalition 

Against Poverty (OCAP) in Toronto or the Kingston Direct Action Working 

Group (KD AWG) in their picketing of workfare agencies and challenguig the 

municipal and provincial governments. 

An example of 'defensive' stniggles aimed weakening or undoing state 

offensives by hghlighting the erosion of citizenship rights, such as the Ontario 

anti-poverty groups' presentations to the U.N. Cornmittee on Social and 

Economic Rights. Groups that have pursued these strategies include Low 

Income Families Together (LIF'ï), the Centre for Equality Rights in 

Accommodation (CERA), and LIFE"SPIN, groups which also have a basis in 

client advocacy and direct action casework (used to reverse bad decisions and to 

cut through red tape through placing added pressure on government 

bureaucracies). 

Despite the fact that the government has repeatedlv pushed mandatory work- 

for-welfare to the forefront of its electoral campaigns, inconsistencies between 

discourse and practice continue to characterize the govemment's workfare 



stratep. There are also inconsistencies in official clairns about the Ontario Works 

program and an increase in the seiective use, omission and lack of dixlosure of 

information on the part of the state. Mandatory participation in Ontario Works 

activities has been the rule, with a 'forced choice' between options such as 

Cornmunity Participation ('community' work-for-welfare), Employment 

Placements ('triangular' work-for-welfare), and Employment Supports (self- 

emplovment start-ups, resume-writing skills, structured job search, related 

supports such as child care, etc.). 

The anti-workfare fightback shategy described in this research highlights the 

role of alliances between the community sector and labour. In carnpaigns such as 

those in opposition to workfare and in general political activity, unions have 

often achieved gains in concert with social action groups and community-based 

organizations, and at times through state adors at the local and provincial levels. 

The labour movement also draws strength from the successful alignment of its 

social and economic struggles with the general interests of the comrnunity. 

However, labourtommunity alliances on the anti-worklare front in Ontario have 

proven difficult to sustain. Over the 1990~~ it became clear that effective intra- 

class alliances between unions, welfare workers, service providers and recipients 

were difficult to initiate, let dong sustain, partiy because of the lack of weiI- 

organized opposition to the Hams government's intentions in scxial services 

r estructuring. 

This Chapter surveys the prospects of resistance and implementation of Ontario 

Works and the CP program. The first section tells outlines the problematic of 

strategies of resistance. The second section tells the story of the shft  from 

resistance to accommodation in Ottawa-Carleton, and outlining some Iessons to 

be leamed from this experience. The second section outlines the general strategic 

direction of the trade union movement, as well as idenwing agents of class- 



based resistance. Several reasons for 'institutionai contradiction' and weakness 

are identified, challenges evaiuated, and alternative approaches explored. 

Strategies of Resistance 

Strategies of resistance must be grounded not only in theory but also in the iived 

reali ties of social weüare practices. The prospect of resistance strategy cannot be 

reduced to a single form of the economic conditions in which stniggle is 

pursued, but must incorporate the analysis of how possibilities are alternately 

constrained or enabled by a range of interactions between their economic, 

political, social, cultural, and historical contexts. The US. weüare rights 

movement of the 1960s and 1970s fought for the expansion of the welfare system, 

through state-level and local struggies, as a way to force the federal government 

to institute a guaranteed annual income. Ultimately, this struggle was 

unsuccessful for a variety of reasons, not least of which was what Myles (1995) 

refened to as the begllining of the 'leaden age' in the early-mid 1970s and what 

Piven and Cloward (1993) c d  the retum of the 'dramahirgy of work'.? 

Successful strategies of resistance to punitive weifare-workfare regimes can be 

undertaken in a variety of different circumstances, such as periods of lori? or high 

unemplovrnent. The conditions for successful strategies m e r  bv context, while 

teaching important lessow for ail conjunctures. In this sense, there is a quality of 

similaritv or equivalence to the social relations of workfare across t h e  and 

space. 

4 s  a set of social relationships between weifare recipients, volunteers, paid 

workers, communits~ agencies, private sector employas and the state at a given 

- Iü roots were found in a connete set of historical circumstances - the mi-gation of blacks to the industrial 
nonhem cities. the growino economic prosperity of the pst-war era, and a growing sense of empowerment 
and mass mobilization against racial discrimination (p&cularly in the labour market) and urban poverry. 



conjuncture, the social relations of workfare are articulated across a number of 

class positions in the relations of production and dimensions of subjective 

experience. Below are a Iist of some of the dimensions (dichotomies and 

continuums) of an intra-class character that are relevant to the politics of both 

implementation and resistance in the development of workfare regimes: 

(1) Unpaid and paid workers 

(2) Clients and service providers 

(3) Mandatory and voluntary workers 

(4) Exclusion and inclusion 

Workfare Participants as Unpaid Workers 

There are several categories of unpaid workers, including volunteers, 

homemakers, those looking for a job, and many others. While labour market 

statistics are sornewhat heipful in describing the conditions of paid workers in 

the secondary labour market, there are few available sources of data on unpaid 

workers and unpaid work in tertiary labour markets. While it is clear that 

unpaid workers scist in a variety of class locations - domestic workers such as 

housewives, unencumbered volunteers, the unemployed seeking paid work, etc. 

- there has been a lack of systematic research identifving the kind of work 

performed and the productive contribution of this labour-power. 

Unpaid workers are often involved in socially necessarv labour, that is, essential 

for social reproduction, and in resourcing the social economy.3 As a subset of this 

This welfcire rights stniggle was of its time, providing many examples of how a strategy of resistance can 
be pursued in a variery of contexts (u%an/ruraL north/south, etc.) (Piven and C1owa.d. 19933. 

The relationship of workfare CO capitalist production requirements within the schema used in this research 
is based on an extension of the analyses of Marx (Capital) and Sweeq  (The îheorv of Capitalkt 
Accumulation). which theorized the various 'depaments' of capitalist production, In this schema of 
extended capitalist economic reproduction consumption goods and goods used in production. or 



group, workfare workers subsist on a social wage weU below the prevailing 

standard of living. Those in the tertiary workfare workforced are living in the 

modem social and economic forms of indentured servitude. If not through 

participation in workfare programs, or those of employability enhancement more 

generally, the onlv other form of subsistence available is through the paid labour 

market or informal economy. For many, labour market integration is not 

possible and thev become further marginalized. 

The CP program capitalizes on the ambiguous yet socially conhibutive nature of 

unpaid work as a means of Iabour market integration. At the same the ,  it is 

clear that the government's agenda is to reduce the w e k e  rolls, creating 

mandatory requirements which. if not foilowed, WU lead to the termination of 

social assistance. In organizing unpaid workers, two strategic aspects that 

emerge here are organizing for fair (i.e. paid) work for those who seek it, and 

organizing for a decomrnodified 'Third Sector'. 

Workfare Participants as Ciients of Service Providers 

The transformations of the client/recipient identity of social assistance recipients 

which prefigured the modem workfare 'participant' has also meant 

disorientation on the part of social and community service providers. Frontline 

workers in both the social and comrnunity sectors of the welfare-workfare state 

are both challenged and threatened by new provincial requirements. Frequently, 

the coercive arm that is used it the threat of withdrawal of funding and 

workplace reshcturing in the community and social services respective@. 
- -- 

Department I and 11.  are supplemented by IWO other departments essential to both social and economic 
regulation. Department I I I  are luvury goods designed to absorb surplus value. and Department IV are social 
capital and the Third Sector. Production in ail four domains is the result of the frarneworks established by 
particular state forms and social suuctures of accumulation. 



Cornpliance with Ontario Works as a source of h d i n g  was seen as an important 

part of the reason for community agency involvement in program deliverv. 

The power relations in the community and social services sector are cornplex; 

retlecting competing imperatives and value-systems. Forces transforming the 

sector have also led to increasing professionalization as weU as opening the door 

to a more activist unionism. Further job control by management, performance- 

based funding, and a myriad of other issues confront workers in this sector, as a 

result of many of the same forces that have degraded and jeopardized the 

conditions of their clients. Thus, opportunities may exist for alliance-building 

around a common set of demands behireen labour and comrnunity partnes on 

issues of workplace rights and the right to unionized and paid ernployment. 

Workfare Participants as Mandatorv Volunteers 

"If it's not mandatorv, it's not workfare. And 1 acknowledge we 
want to bring in workare, training-fare, to d l  those able-bodied 
people in exchange for benefits." - Mike Harris 

The importance of disentangling the discourse of workfare and weüare reform is 

cenkal to the process of understanding the politics of workfare. This became 

apparent in interviews and discussions with various actors, from regional 

officials to actual comrnunity participants, in the course of local research on the 

CP program. Siopificantly, different state actors involved in the design and 

implementation oi social assistance policies express conflicting interpretatiom 

over whether or not the? are implementuig a 'workfare' policy. It is notable that 

regional govemment officids do not refer to the comrnunity participation 

.As has already been noted. this workforce is m e d  out of state coercion and conscription through the 
prison and iveifare systems. a continuou thread from 1 9 ~  cennvy poor houses and social puri'y 
rnovements as foms of legal and mord regutation (cf. Hunt and Wickharn). 



component as 'workfare', wMe the provincial governments sends out mass 

mailouts tnirnpeting the success of its mandatory work-for-welfare program. 

A central question for anti-workfare organizers is in leamuig how participants 

@oth organizational and individual) interpret the meaning of 'mandatory' and 

'voluntary' in their experience with unemployed Ontario Works 'volunteers'. 

For example, is an unemployed person who volunteers as a way of meeting 

ernployment goals r e d y  a volunteer, in the sense of 'voluntary' meaning 'a gift 

freelv given'? This is not likely to be the case, whether the situation is due to a 

workfare program or not, when one is obviously hoping for a job. 

Workfare requires that a worker is both unpaid and coerced into participating in 

work or emplovment activities as a condition of receiving minimal social 

assistance benefits. It is a matter of some controversy as to whether or not 

Communitv Placements are in fact workfare in this narrowest definition, 

especiallv as manv of the stringent constraints have, for the time being, been 

relaxed. 

Previousl y, we considered the question of mandatory versus voluntary 

extraction of labour-power from labouc a question upon which the distinction 

between   seconda^' and 'tertiarv' labour markets rests. This is complicated bv 

the reality of actual, existing social relations of workfare, which inevitably leads 

to the conclusion that the mandatory-voluntary distinction is perhaps best 

viewed not so much as a dichotomy than as a continuum. The mandated activity 

is invariablv the product of negotiations and social relations at a variety of nested 

scales or locales such as provincial and local governments, social service 

departments and regional offices, supervisors and case workers, and case 

workers and social assistance recipients. Actual social relations may vary 



somewhat across t h e  and space, based on both historical continuities and 

discontinuities. 

The irnplernentation of Ontario Works since 1997 has been caught in a maelstrom 

of contradictory claims made by different parties that workfare \vas mandatory, 

while others maintained that workfare was a voluntan. program. In Ottawa- 

Carleton, as elsewhere in the province of Ontario, program participants are 

ostensibly allowed to choose between three options under Ontario Works. Given 

the forced nature of the choice faced by social assistance recipients, many 

describe Ontario Works as a mandatory program. Issues of cornpliance and non- 

cornpliance need to be examined more closely. What statistics camot show is the 

structuring of outcomes based upon the relationship between caseworker and 

recipient. Much frustration has been experienced and documented in regional 

and provincial research. 

The expectations and experiences of workfare workers over time - how they 

ex perience their em pl0 yment status, labour process, exit op portunities, etc. - 
serves to anchor this 'strategic-relational' analysis of workfare. For many of the 

more direct-action oriented groups that are considered by rnany activists to be at 

the forefront of the anti-poverty and anti-workfare stniggles in the province, this 

p ~ c i p l e  provides the basis for collective organization of resistance and 

counterhegemonic struggle. ïhese questions have important implications for the 

strategies of activist social assistance recipients fighting poverty and workfare in 

Ontario, such as members of groups Like Ontario Coalition Against Povertv 

(OC.-), Thunder Bay Coalition Against Poverty (TCAP), Hamilton-Wentworth 

Against Poverty (HWW), Kuigston Direct Action Working Group (KDAWG), 

and Weliare Recipients for Fair Employment (WRFE). 



The research found that workfare participants may have a positive outlook on 

the5 community placement activities, at least initiaily. Most of the existing 

workfare participants are semi-voluntary in Ottawa-Carleton, where placement 

rates are low in cornparison to both the province and the existing provincial 

target of 13 percent. This was especially so at the t h e  of this study. Thus, the 

small number of actud participants could be expected to report their experience 

in a more positive light. This proved to be the case when participants found 

employment or meaningful education or training activities at the completion of 

their placement, as seen in both province-wide and local independent studies, as 

well as in the provincial govemment's own communiques about the 'success 

stories' of workfare. The authors of the MOWOC report noted that 

Participants felt very strongly about having the chance or 
opportunity to improve their lives, which mns counter to public 
and media portrayai of welfare recipients as lacking initiative. 
(MOWOC, 1999: 23) 

At the outset, new participants in Ontario Works have been hopeful that the new 

programs and services delivery hamework would help them secure 

emplovment. Comrnents made by study participants in Ottawa-Carleton noted 

the foliowing: "1 hope that it (Ontario Works) wiU lead to a foot in the door." "If 

it gets me some employment, then it will have been a success. Otherwise, it will 

have been a bust." New participants also noted that "(Ontario Works) codd be 

an opportunity . . - 1  have nothing to lose, it has possibüities." Another 

participant noted problems at the outset. "1 need some help but it's not enough. 

1 need direct contact with employers." (MOWOC, 1999: 20) 

In spite of the somewhat hopefuI, 'participatoryt orientation on the part of 

Ontario Works participants reported the Ottawa-Carleton studv, signihcant crisis 

effects were also noted at the time of the six-month follow-up to the first phase of 



the research.5 At the tirne of the six-month follow-up, sorne participantst views 

on Ontario Works had soured sornewhat. "1 wanted to learn a ski11 to get a job. 1 

thought I'd leam more about using a cornputer." "1 felt rny chance would be 

much better to get a job - when you are out there you c m  see people, connect 

with people." "1 want, need, and would like job experience. 1 never got i t  1 

work 10 hours a week on placement. (But) 1 have not lost hope." Other 

examples noted in the final report included: "1 did not feel that the time spent on 

placement was usefui for me. 1 hoped/expected something good but it was not." 

" M e r  six months, it was like getting fired, that was how it felt." "You lose self- 

esteern every tirne vou finish something yet it doesn't lead to a job." 

Other participants in the study appear to have adopted the popular view about 

increasing 'emplovability ', not increasing 'emplo y ment': "If 1 do not have the 

experience, I would not get hired." "It's a start . . . an opportunity to get skfils 

and training, achievement to reach a goal." Improving self-esteem, another 

popular pro-workfare viewpoint, also has some support. "1 feel better about 

mvself going out every day. It makes me feel important." "Have to get up and 

do something, not just sitting around worrying." 

Another bamer to organization has included the lack of knowledge about the 

new system on the part of welfare workers and clients. As noted by the authors 

of the MOWOC report, 

The extent to which individuais were aware of their supports and 
services available to them appeared to reflect their relationship 
with their worker(s), and their contact with other people in the 
Ontario Works Program. (MOWOC, 1999: 21) 

The quoted comments below are primaniy h m  Community Placement participants. The mdy also 
inc luded non-C. P. participants. 



This aspect of Ontario Works in Ottawa-Carleton remained the case at the t h e  of 

the six month follow-up. Other instances of 'implementation failure' were also 

noted: "One (of two welfare workers) tells me 1 will get sornething, the other 

says no." "1 had to fight for extra dollars that I'm entitled to (for work boots, bus 

passes, etc.)." "They pull you out in six months, out too early - working there for 

nothing, you have to go through it again." 

There were also impacts on pre-existing voluntary work at community agencies. 

As noted by the authon of the MOWOC study, 

Some individuals found that changing their regular v o l u n t e e ~ g  
into an Ontario Works placement had some negative consequences, 
including the loss of privileges and responsibilities previously held. 
Other felt that their skiils were undeniüiized, and still others felt 
vulnerable knowing that receipt of their cheque was tied to doing 
well in their placement. (MOWOC, 1999: 22) 

Some comments by participants speak to other contradictions at the heart of 

workfare, which is of speciai significance to the question of spaces for resistance. 

"A participant could have a placement looking after children - yet cannot stay 

home and look after their own families." "Placements are a way of keeping 

people on the system instead of helping them to h d  jobs." Some workfare 

participants showed a greater sense of working-dass consciousness and of 

solidarih- than many union workers. Perhaps most telling was the statement by 

one study participant that "if a placement works out, the person should be paid 

to stay on . . . however, we have to be careful not to take jobs away hom a union 

worker . . . the poor will get hit again in this case and won? be happy with us. It 

sets people against each otlter." This sentiment was expressed by another 

participant: "Mer  a six month placement, they should have people hire you." 

One respondent indicated the conbadiction of community agency non- 

participation. "Some agencies just don? agree with the program, therefore i fs  



difficult to get placements where you'd like." This dilemma for self-directed 

placements for agencies has also emerged as problem of organizing against 

workfare and for meaningfd work. 

Most persons receiving income benefits under the Ontario Works Act (OWA) in 

Ottawa-Carleton - weli over 90 percent - were participants in the Ernployrnent 

Supports Stream at the time of the study. In many instances, nontornmunity 

placement participants within Ontario Works were of the same nature as many 

activities taking place in OttawaCarleton prior to the introduction of the 

program. Some enhancernents within Ontario Works, such as the increased 

capacities of the Employment Resource Centres (ERCs), was viewed as a positive 

development by many study participants. At the same tirne, contradictions in 

the training regirne were also noted. "The ERC sent me to this Company to work 

on rnv resume and teach interview skills. They register you and then you meet 

with them every two weeks. 1 know how to do resumes. It may be okay for 

vounger workers but not for people who've done it lots of times." Another 

respondent noted one of the fiscal contradictions of the program: "The 

governrnent pays a lot of money to put people in these programs so they should 

help people get the jobs at the end. The cycle must be completed or the money is 

lost." Study respondents who uidicated positive experiences with Employrnent 

Supports indicated that thev received appropriate training and supports, and 

that their emplovability was improved. Those who reported negative 

experiences universally did not feel that their employability had improved as a 

result of their participation in Ontario Works. 

The near-hegemonic status of the 'MI employability' paradigm is borne out in 

the support of the electorate for a renewed labour market orientation for welfare. 

Support for reduced social assistance entitlements and workfare in the 'received 

comrnon sense' of the workforce occurs despite the fact that any worker could 



lose their job in the future, fd to be eligible for federal employment insurance or 

early retirement, have insufficient independent means of support, and end up on 

welfare. At such a point, the worker thus required to participate in weifare- 

workfare achieves a measure of 'experiential common sense', unmasking the 

contradictions of welfare-workfare as labour market policy, at least for that 

particular individual. 

The process of 'experiential common sense' is different for those who expenence 

long-term unemployment but who may still believe the governmentts rhetoric 

about giving them a "hand up, not a hand out." This is especially so for people 

who are recent community placements and who see workfare as leading to a job. 

Here too, 'experiential common sense', in contradiction to hegemonic 'comrnon 

sense', also develops over time. This is evident in the existing qualitative 

research on participant experiences. Without real opportunities for meanin@ 

work and skilis development, especially once the maximum period with a 

particular workfare employer has passed, 6 work-for-welfare tended to lose 

support arnong participants (Monitoring Ontario Works in Ottawa-Carleton, 

1999). 

Social Cohesion: Exclusion, Inclusion and Workfare Participation 

While workfare can be evaluated by iooking at the degree to which it promotes 

individual and social inclusion (which strengthen strategies of implementation), 

whch manv official studies have attempted to show, it can also be examined in 

terms of exclusion (which strengthen strategies of resistance). A certain 

proportion of exclusion among the working age population and theV dependents 

is necessq within capitaiism (as seen variously, in housing and labour 

markets). While labour market conditions have improved for many unemployed 



workers improved in the latter 1990s, there remains a core 'reserve army' of 

precariously waged and often unpaid workers. Workfare is part of the 

development of this class strata of excluded workers who are often unable to 

ob tain remuneration for their labour-power. 

The social relations of workfare structure both the tertiary labour market and 

forms of citizenship and state representation. The community agency (or 'thud') 

sector is the main ernployment sector for workfare, and the proper analysis of the 

emplovment relationship between 8 participants and host organizations is 

critical to properly reading the social relations of workfare in Ontario and 

Ottawa-Carleton. This new ' r e s e ~ e  army' of labour is deployed in ways which 

iacilitate social reproduction, while involving the reconstruction of pre-existing 

historical identities ('welfare recipient', ' income maintenance', etc.). 

The attempt to reinvent the welfare recipient into workfare participant, within 

the generaI context of the influence of neo-liberal policy prescriptions for al1 

programs of the residual 'post-welfanst' state sector, also involves mobüizing 

new identities of social citizenship. F o m  of citizenship and state representation 

are important in tenns of both their 'exclusion' and 'inclusion' of persons, 

citizens and subjects. Al1 of these relationships shape the more concrete 

relationship of inclusion and exclusion experienced by different social groups 

and individual su bjects. 

Worsening blth each successive econornic cycle, the citizenship rights of social 

assistance recipients and others dependent on state income maintenance 

proprams have been under continuous attack by successive federal and 

provincial governments in the 1980s and 1990s in Canada. There are two modes 

of this attack, state practices of exclusion and those of inclusion Strategies of 

' ln 1998. this was a six-month penod. occasionaily extendable to eleven months in circumstances. 



exclusion and inclusion are an important contradiction at the heart of the matter 

of workfare, as both appear to operate simultaneously in the regdation of 

'deserving' versus 'undesewing' subjects. 

This is seen in the case of workfare and Ontario Works under the Harris 

oovernment, where roelfnre recipients are first demonized and humiliated by the b 

govemmen t (" beer mone y", " welfare cheats", etc.) and n~rkfare  parficipan ts  

celebrated in success stones of individual rehabilitation through "honest work" 

and "giving back to the community". The idea that is promoted in the second 

instance is that workfare can somehow provide "a fair day's pay for a fair day's 

work" and that "participation" is necessas, for the self-improvement and 

employabilitv of weifare recipients. 

Workfare cm be thus seen both as something new (mandatory work-for-weïlare) 

and as an adjushnent to a pre-existing social relationship between 

client/ recipient and service provider established over the course of the 

development of the Canadian ' permeable Fordist' weifare state? People on 

welfare in Ontario have become 'participants', as govenunent policy reconstructs 

their identitv I .  bevond the image of dependency associated with the 'recipient'. 

This new identity is 'active' rather than 'passive'; the individuai is to be regarded 

as responsible for improving her or his situation in the labour market or 

improving her or his degree of social participation. 

The various forms of exdusion experienced bv workfare-eligible weifare 

recipients can be juxtaposed against- the dixourse of 'inclusion' claimed by 

present-da. advocates of workfare. Both sides of the inclusion-exclusion 

- - -  - -  

Ln the esperience of at least one of the local groups in Onawa (WRFE), some of these individual social 
assistance recipient and caseworker relationships are good fiom the perspective of recipients. Many. 
however. are quite the opposite. particularly when one is a special needs recipient with multiple barriers to 
ernplo>rnent. 



dichotomy need to be considered if we are to understand the possibilities for 

workfare to promote or dismpt both economk and socid regdation. Workfare 

policies such as the Community Participation program component are often 

marketed as being about 'inclusion' and 'participation', as part of a stepping 

stone to personal success, autonomy and self-reliance. In reality, workfare 

practices are more likely to produce exclusion, lack of self-reliance, lack of 

empowennent, and increased personal and farnily deprivation and desperation. 

In the currently fashionable language, workfare can be assessed in terrns of its 

contribution or disruption of social cohesion, community capacity-building and 

social capital formation. Models of political struggle that attempt to foster social 

cohesion have generally been predicated on the consent and support of both the 

mling and the ruled. The intellectual origuis of this approach are found in 

conservative sociological traditions, such as Exnile Durkheim (Jenson, 1998). 

Social cohesion projects promote a broad-based social solidarity, based on 

appeals to the middle-class strata, as well as sections of the bourgeoisie. Models 

of political struggle that are based upon the organization of class interest stand in 

marked contrast to this approach. As seen in the work of a variety of anti- 

poverty/anti-workfare organizations, this latter form of s b g g l e  tends to be 

predicated on the collective organization of those marpinalized and excluded 

through the operation of the law of value within capitalism. 

While social cohesion is incorporated in the discoune of governing politicians, 

social poIicv networks and communities, it is rarely promoted in public policy 

itself. Thus, social cohesion is king erocied through the actions of governing 

parties and the institutions of present-day capitalism, such as globalization and 

technological change. Undeniably, nediberal economic policies tend to 

dominate social policy in SWS regimes and constrain the options for those 

govemmenb engaged in the discourse of social cohesion. The use of the 



discourse of social cohesion on the part of federal, provincial and local political 

elites in an attempt at legitimating overarching policies of structural 

competitiveness and labour market flexibility is an important twist in the 

Canadian state context- 

Political parties in Canada and elsewhere are generdy of the view that income 

maintenance systems are a residual form of govemment expenditure, one to be 

rninimized in order to enhance structural and fiscal competitiveness. Manv 

governments have used the message that working people shoddn't have to 

support those 'living off their tax dollars' in order to promote social assistance 

reform in line with a neo-iiberal approach to cornpetitiveness. This is the case on 

the part of national and provincial governments from the Prime Minister of 

Canadas to NDP B.C.9 to Conservative Ontario. 

Wherever policy options are explored and debated, whether by social democrats 

or neo-liberals, there appears to be an accepted comrnon ground: the imperative 

to move people from weifare to work and to reduce govemment debt and 

taxation. This in itself necessarily reduces the 'success' or 'failure' of workfare to 

employment outcornes. The 'full employability' paradigm secured the political 

space for a more punitive welfare-workfare state project, as seen in the transition 

from op port uni^ Planning to Ontario Works. As a way of organizing the 

universe of political discourse, the 'fuli employabiiity' paradigm closes off the 

discursive space for a more transfomative politicai project within a social 

democratic movement. An alternative project of social solidarity between labour 

market entrants and existing workers under a wide variety of employment 

contracts is thus needed outside of the established state and partv systerns. 

s Jean Chretien: -'ln my judgement it is better to have then at 50 percent productivity than Sitting at home. 

dnnking beer. at zero percent productivity." Cited in Rebick (1999: 2). 
" Mike Harcourt: -'Vie wartt to clean the cheau and deadbeats off the welfare rolls . we're not going to 
allow people who could and should be in t!!e work force to sit there and do nothing." ibid 



Until such time as a political recomposition becomes possible, successful 

collective efforts at the local level are very much subject to a variety of general 

and special conditions. 

MThether resistance strategies against w-orkfare in Ontario wilI be successfd in 

overcorning these challenges remains to be seen. What workfare resistance 

strategies are available to render it ungovernable in practice? There is evidence in 

support of the impact of anti-workfare campaigns in encouraging non- 

participation and withdrawal of organirational participation. Especially in light 

of the provincial governmentfs changing legitimation tactics, any movement of 

resistance and opposition needs to develop alternative strategies that enable the 

unemployed and other people on social assistance to meet their needs. For most 

social assistance recipients, this means advocacy and direct action to demand fair 

treatment hom welfare oificials, and other f o m  of welfare defence work For 

those specifically involved in workfare, this means advocacy and direct action to 

demand employment under fair conditions, for a real wage. 

In or der to move from resistance to transformation, counterhegemonic strategies 

must also show themselves of value in replacing workfare and weuare with a 

decent guaranteed minimum incorne and in creating valued empiovment that 

meets the needs of individuals, families, and communities. The appropriate 

strategy seems surprisingly familiar - unionization - but under conditions 

similar to those faced in the pre-KWS period, in a condition where unions were 

illegal. The lessons of the unemployed workers' movements of the 1930s as wel1 

as those of state restructuring in the 1990s need to be synthesized into a strategy 

that can achieve backing from allied collective actors. 

Speculating on the future for social actors, induding those both within and 

outside the industrial relations framework, is dways problematic. The 



development of union strategies occurs within a complex rnairk of decision- 

rnaking processes in relation to limited time and resources. Histow and theory 

do, however, provide a number of important lessons for unionists and anti- 

povertv activists. Predicting the future is a risky exercise but future conditions 

within the emerging structures of workfare have dishirbing implications for the 

broader working class, especially when h i s t o ~  and comparative developments 

are considered. 

From Resistance to Implementation of Workfare in Ottawa-Carleton 

Man! individu& - trade union activists, anti-poverty activists, communitv 

agency staff and volunteers, local politicians and bureaucrats, and social 

assistance recipients alike - inhabit a different ideoIogical universe than that of 

the ' Common Sense Revolution' . Organized groups and interests, induding 

social assistance recipients andjor workfare workers (when they have some 

voice or representation), are sometimes accommodated within the institutional 

configuration set out by the regional govemment, in cornpliance with the 

province. 

Regional bureaucrats have suggested that a 'successful' workfare program is one 

in which social assistance recipients manage to find employment supports and 

independence through the paid labour market. Despite the renewed emphasis 

on social marketing, it is weil known arnong welfare recipients and those 

involved in policv dehery that there is nothing new about promoting success in 

the paid labour market for social assistance recipients in the pre-existing weifare 

system. Local social services bureaucrats operating within a regional political 

authoritz- have k e n  able in some instances, such as in Ottawa-Carleton, to came 

out a certain amount of autonomy within the Ontario Works delive- 

framervork, and have even, in some instances, capitalized on errors made bv the 



province and won compromises. It is important to note that there is a general 

lack of support for mandatory work-for-wellare among leadership in the 

bureaucracv (Dick Stewart) and on regional cornmittees (Aiex Munter), despite 

the im plementa tion role of the RMOC's Social Services Department. Similady, 

manv active in the broader voluntary and community-based social services 

sector are similarlv opposed to 'workfare', while playing a critical role in the 

administration of welfare/ workfare. 

A number of municipal governments, such as the Regional Municipdity of 

Ottawa-Carleton (RMOC), have expressed xepticism about the chances of the 

Ontario Works model's ability to meet the needs of many social assistance 

recipients ready and able to enter the local labour market. This is an important 

point relating to the social stmggle against workfare, in that capture of local state 

structures as part of strategies of resistance may be possible at different times 

and for different reasons. 

It is important to point out that there is a general lack of support for mandntoy 

work-for-welfare at the level of the Community Services Cornmittee of the 

regional council, at senior levels of the social service bureaucracy, and aiso 

within the broader voluntary and community-based social services sector. 

Support for zalrtntnnj work-for-welfare (as a 'welfare-to-work' strategy) exists, 

however, on the part of all these actoa. At the same time, one of the more 

startling facis uncovered by this research was that some organizations that had 

in the past taken positions agaiwt workfare in OttawaCarleton had quietly 

become participants. This preliminary finding raises important questions for 

further research. Of related interest are studies analyzing the program's impact 

on social assistance recipients' employability and actual emplovment, and on the 

prospects of the program as a way of addressing problems faced bv the non- 

profit sector and cornmunity agencies in particdar. Cornmunity agency staff and 



board members sometimes take the position that the Ontario Works money a& 

to subsidize the placement, who may have a genuine need or desire for 

voluntarv work experience. 

The 'institutional fabric' king woven in support of workfare in Ottawa-CarIeton 

brings into focus a number of unpleasant potential contradictions in the local 

voluntarv sector. Many of the non-profit organizations that are involved have a 

cornnuni& service mandate. Others are mostly dependent on funding from the 

provincial and regional governments. This 'institutional fabric' for can be seen as 

part of the extended local SWS through the new structures of policy 

implementation. This institutional fabric also indudes other sectors among 

participating non-profit organizations - two of the top ten categories include 

industrial, professional and employer lobbying and other membership-based 

organizations. 

At an earlv stage in this research it became clear that 'workfare' itself was a 

contested concept as applied to cornmunity placements. First, those opposed to 

the naming of Community Placements as 'workfare' maintained that these 

placements were 'voluntary' in character, and presented opportunities for 

welfare recipients to leam new skills and to strengthen their sense of 

participation in community and civic Iife. Sometimes, however, contradictions in 

organizations' motivations were apparent, as the foilowing observation of 

management at one organization (now inactive) demonstrates: 

"It was on a v o l u n t q  basis; three months of free work, and they 
were under the understanding that this was juçt to give them a 
liltle bit of work experience. ïhev weren't paid for it bv the 
(organization) themselves, it w& hee and voluntay l&our, 
although the? said that it was quite a bit of work in the training and 
time involved . . . they felf like thgr nvre ach idy  giziing more t h n  they 
rrrre getting (emphasis mine)." 



The contradictions inherent in the organizational participation in workfare in 

Ottawa-Carleton c m  be iuustrated by examining particdar interadions within 

the existing institutional framework. A key contradiction is that many 

communitv agencies, which are often chronicaily underfunded, and providing 

valuable and needed services to the socially and economically rnarginalized, 

claim that thev are being coerced into taking on workfare placements as an 

adjustment çtrategy.10 A related contradiction that has emerged with sorne 

community agencies is summed up in a previous report on a community work 

program in Toronto cailed the Job Incentive Program (JIP): "Agencies are getting 

desperateh needed workers that they don't have to pay"? 

In effect, different 'reasons' for workfare are deployed as part of the provincial 

and regional govemments' communications and social marketing strategies. 

Ultimatelv, as this quote tellingly illustrates, the program will not be successful 

unless the employing organization benefits from the new labour-power in excess 

oi the costs it presents. This equation is no different than that of any employer 

within a competitive market stnicture. Workfare workers, however, do not 

retain the same rights as other workers, and may in fact erode existing paid 

employment to the detriment of al1 classes of worker. That is, if the financial 

capacities of the organization in which they work are good or improving, some 

camot hope to improve their situation through established institutions of 

collective bargaining, which threatens the rights of dl who do. The stniggle to 

gain equitable entn. into the regular labour market and to fight to improve 

economic conditions must also be encouraged and protected by both kinds of 

13 See "Doinp. Less with Less": Report on the 1997 Communiw Aoencv Survex. Social Planning Council 
of Ottawa-Carleton-Carleton, April 1998 for more on the challenges and adjustment stratesies facing these 
organizations. 
': 1993 Final Repon on the Metro Torontc JoS Incentive Proyam. 



rvorkers. Organizing the unorganized is an important union principle that needs 

to be maintained and applied in these situations. 

Different community agencies have indicated a diverse range of concems about 

workfare. These concerns can be divided into two types: concerns for the welfare 

of the communitv agency and concems for the w e k e  of social assistance 

recipients. Workfare in Our Communitv, a January 1996 report prepared for the 

Sandv Hill Comrnunity Health Centre by Elizabeth Kwan, identified both these 

tvpes of concerns, as did the September 1996 report of the Community 

Information Forum on Workfare. 

A series of events held in Ottawa in 1996-97 by community agencies on the 

subject of workfare, including a cornmunity agency conference on the issue 

organized bv three groups operating out of the Community Health and Resource 

Centres (CHRCs) : the Centretown Social Workers, the Volunteer Coordinators 

and the Ad Hoc Cornmitee on Workfare. While d l  groups, if given a choice, 

would not support workfare, the fear of repeicussions following the Centres' 

non-cornpliance was an immediate concern. They also s h e d  considerable fears 

that workfare placements would be tied to the hnding of CHRCs. The general 

consensus among these groups (at least in 1996) was that mandatory workfare 

would not work in ûttawaCarleton because of the already high unemployment, 

inadequate govemment inveshnent in the program, regional labour market 

adjustments, and the la& of good and affordable child care. 'Mandatory 

volunteerism' was seen as like to create problems for host organizations. 

In this sector, there dso are varying perspectives on the participation in workfare 

activities among those who remain opposed to the Harris govemment's attacks 

on the poor. One reason for this, which reinforces the notion of the 'extended 

local workfare state', is that the threat of the withdrawal of provincial or 



municipal funding is seen by some community organizations as warranthg a 

' positive attitude' towards participation in the community placements program 

in order to defend (or not threaten) future funding arrangements (Kwan, 1996). 

The Community Information Forum on Workfare, held at Le Patro in September 

1996, was sponsored by the Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, the 

Volunteer Centre for Ottawa-Carleton, Labour Commun. Services, Ottawa and 

District Labour Council, and the Social Assistance Recipienb Council (now 

defunct). The panelists included the RMOC Commissioner of Social Services, 

Dick Stewart, and representatives of the Ontario Ministry of Community and 

Social Services (MCSS), the Social Assistance Recipients Council," Entraide 

Budgetaire, the Volunteer Centre of Ottawa-Carleton, the Canadian Union of 

Public Emplovees (CUPE), and the Kanata Chamber of Commerce. This was an 

important forum in which 105 organizations and agencies participated, as weii as 

170 individuals. The Forum was directly relevant to the question of workfare 

strategies, as it was based on "the need to bring communitv members together to 

discuss workfare and to prepare for upcoming regional govemment 

consultations of Ontario Works" (Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 

1996b). 

In Ottawa-Carleton, a workshop called "Implications of Workfare for the 

Voluntan; Sector" was organized by the SPC and partner organizationsl3 in 1996. 

Andrew Mitchell14 and Ian Morrison of the Metro Toronto SPC discussed 

" The representative currently does advocacy work with The Anti-Poverty Roject (TAPP). 
" P m e r  organizations included Labour Community Services, the Volunteer Cenm of Ottawa-Carleton. 
the ODLC. PSAC. CUPE District Council, and Lowertown Community Resource Centre. 
!' And' Mitchell has been a program director at the Merro Toronto SPC since 1987. and works on sociaI 
and sconomic policy anafysis. with a focus on poverty, income maintenance and taxation issues. He is the 
author of Guide for Famiiy Budgetmg (1991). Unequal Futures: The Legacv of Child Povertv in Canada. 
.A Look at Povem Lines. The impact of the New Federal Child Benefit on Families in Toronto. Welfare 
Refom in Ontano: Turnine Point or Turning Back?? The Outsiders: The Prospects for Families in 
htetropolitan Toronto. and Young Workers in Toronto's Triple-Digit Recession. He is also the editor and 
writer for It'orkfare IC'arch. a project of the OSSN and Toronto SPC. The purpose of W o r m e  tVarch is to 



workfare for an audience of community agency staff and board members. 

Around 70 comunity  agency staff attended an additional workshop the next 

morning. A response sheet that was handed out to attendees contained questions 

about their planned involvement in workfare activities, including the following: 

What decision, if any, has your organization taken in respect to 
workfare and what are vour plans in the future? What activities 
would you like to see & Ottawa-Carleton? 

Workshop organizers and speakers encouraged community agencies to take a 

position on workfare based on ail avdable information. ï he  SPC indicated its 

opposition to mandatory work for welfare (or 'travail obligatoire'). In a motion 

passed at a board meeting the following week, the SPC affirmed its opposition to 

" mandaton; work-for-welfare". The motion also indicated that the SPC would 

maintain communications with RMOC but wouid not participate in the 

development of a local Ontario Works service model. Further, it committed the 

SPC to corne up with "activities which provide clear alternatives to workfare". 

Reasons for the SPC's opposition to workfare included the following: 

- it is a violation of the human right to freely chosen work as established in the 
Universal Declara tion of Human Rights; 

- it places the onus of responsibility for unemployment on individuals, not 
labour market conditions; 

- it reinforces the idea that only through participation in the labour force are 
individuals engaged in meaningful work, or that work is the only way in 
which " individuals gain their dignity and self-worth; 

- it devalues comrnunity-based work by having it performed under mandatory 
conditions bv individuals without experience or training; 

- it devalues & voluntarv sector and voluntarv work, "which is something 
that individuals do by choice and without p;"; 

- it falsel- promotes the idea that "~omrnuni~~~lacements  will lead to a paid 
job"; 

"monitor and report on developments on workfare in Ontario and stimulate debate about alternatives to 
workfare" (SPC. 1996). 



- it puts downward pressure on wages and displaces curent workers in the 
(paid) labour market; 

- it creates a bias in the allocation of program access and support from 
categories of social assistance recipients who are not the most readily 
employable; and creates a bias in the allocation of programming awav from 
existing emplo yment and employability services. 

One 'whereas' stated that mandatos, work-for-welfare "assumes that 

individuals are responsible for their lack of work and thus allows govemment to 

withdraw from its responsibility in dealing with the larger problem of 

unemplovment and sufficient number of jobs". Another aspect of workfare as 

labour market policy is that it "exdudes and denies access and support to certain 

categories of social assistance recipients fackg signihcant barriers to 

emplovment by focusing on recipients who are the easiest to place". That is, 

people who want and need access to active labour market progamming are 

denied it, while mandatory programming takes on a punitive cast for those 'with 

requirernent'. The Iast point took on greater importance with the passage of tirne, 

reflecting a shift in thinking away from 'full employment' towards 'full 

emplovabilitv'. The cost-driven trend towards directing resoumes to persons 

most able to benefit from employment and training prograrns is also 

characteristic of the post-Juiy 19% federal EI system. 

The period of 1996-1999 saw a readjustment in the local mode of governance, 

demonstrated in the shift away from advocacy and social activism (Jenson and 

Phiilips, 1996). The reinterpreted frame for commu~ty-based organized has 

been to SM irom a focus on the 'problems' of government cutbacks, towards 

comunity-based 'solutionsl.~j One resdt of this changing regime of 

representation and govemance is that a sigruficant number of cornmunity 

or~anizatiorts are participants in workfare programming. 



Organizations involved in activities 'on workfare' in Ottawa-Carleton have, in 

general, adjusted their strategies and discourses since the early part of the first 

mandate of the Hams government. In 19%, Social Planning Cowils  across the 

province held sessions for the staff of cornrnunity agencies, briefing them on the 

new legislation, and several community forums on workfare were conducted. In 

Ottawa-Carleton, the WC's community cornmittee on workfare was somewhat 

ambiguous in its mandate, being open to al1 orgMzations and agencies who 

would provide expertise or any resources pertaining to "organizing any future 

activities relating to workfare" (Social Planning Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 

1996). ïh is  group came to indude workfare-participating organizations, 

compromising the SPC structure of representation by tying it more closely to 

municipal, provincial, and community agency sector funders. 

There is a significant degree of intevation across a number of regional initiatives 

and through the strategic-relational intersections between the state and 

communitv sectors. The Regional Task Force on Poverty, which drew on the 

work of the earlier People's Hearings group, is linked to the Regional Task Force 

on Employment, the Caledon institute and The Ottawa Partnership in its 

perspective on poverty. All of these developrnents are indicative of the 

emergence of a ' made-in-Ottawa' local workfare state. 

Based on the Ontario Social Safety NetWork's 'Neighbour-to-Neighbouf 

carnpaigns, the People's Hearings on Poverty in Ottawa-Carleton led to a series 

of recommendations for the regional govenunent in helping people living in 

povertv. This mode1 of community-based poverty reduction is based on four 

principies: (1) poor persons are not defined as clients; (2) disadvantaged 

populations and neighbourhoods are empowered in governance practices; (3) 

economic and social goals are integrated; and (4) existing skills are recognized 

" See also Jenson and Phillips. 1996. for a discussion of this at the lederal. provincial and municipal level. 



and new skills are developed (Task Force on Poverty, 1999: 9-10). Interventions 

bv state and non-state agents of change are aimed at (1) meeting basic needs, (2) 

removing barriers, (3) building skills, and and (4) promoting economic 

development. 

Manv recomrnendations from the Interim Report of the Regional Task Force on 

Poverb were based on recommendations from the People First report from the 

earlier People's Hearing inqujr into the lives of Iow-income people in Ottawa- 

Carleton. Two aspects of these reports were notable; fist, how the watered- 

down recornrnendations were very rninor with the exception of new regional 

gants for the community sector in some instances; and second, how the essential 

thmst of the approach fit quite neatly within the contours of 'full employabüity'. 

This local mode of governance may involve attempting to invest the Ontario 

Works 8 envelope in projects that can best provide meaningful opporhinities 

and meet the social needs of social assistance recipients. Even if this scenario is 

momentaril y accepted, there still are new contradictions associated with the 

emergent workfare state, which require the redefinition and transformation of 

community agencies in order to operate. 

The dominant 'community-based' solutions to poverty reduction have been 

criticized for facilitating broader neo-liberal solutions, replacing the role of the 

state in providing income support and shifting the focus of govemment 

prograrns towards support for communi~based emplopent (Gorlick and 

Brethour, 1999; Shields and Evans, 1998,1996; Leduc-Browne, 19%). The 

integration of 'social and econornicf policy objectives should be taken to mean 

preciselv this. As noted by the Task Force on Povertv in its Inter i .  Report of 

Julv 1999, "commmity approaches have a direct econornic purpose, and 

incorporate methods employed by the private sector" (Regional Task Force on 

Poverh-, 1999: 9). The assumption that solving poverty is based on integration 



with the private sector is not problematized in the report of the Task Force on 

The Task Force also noted that "(a)ny group or organization providing social 

senTices, neighbourhood or peer support c m  become the base for ski11 training 

emplovment brokering; assistance with job search; or worker co-ops" (Regional 

Task Force on Poverty, 1999: 9-10). Many communitv organizations receive funds 

through the Ontario Works programs and the regional social services 

department for providing these functions withùi the Community Participation 

and under the Employment Supports component of Ontario Works. Community- 

based solutions to poverty are not intrinsically neo-liberal and do not need to be 

formulated in these t e m .  At the s m e  tirne, some ot' the recent conclusions and 

recornrnendations in regionai reports reflect the 'lowered political horizons' since 

the implementation of Ontario Works in Ottawa-Carleton. This situation c m  be 

likened to making 'lemonade' from a 'lemon'; that is, accommodation, not 

resistance, becomes a Ieading characteristics of local anti-poverty skategies to the 

extent that 'anti-poverty' work becomes dominated by the extended state 

representa tion oi low-income earners and social assistance recipients. 

A 1999 report bv the Coalition of Comrnunity Health and Resource Centres, 

Great Expectations, whiie noting the challenges faced by the underprivileged in 

Ottawa-Carleton, also made a number of conclusions with respect to needed 

improvements in the social infrasmcture. These included increased funding by 

"a minimum of 20 percent" for community agencies in order to support staffing 

and progamming. The report called upon "govemment, business people, 

volunteers, comrnuni--senices staff, social assistance recipients and local 

residences" to " help extend cornmunity participation and volunteer support", by 

investing "in programs that create opportunities for people as well as those that 

maximize volunteer contributions" (South-East Ottawa Centre for a Healthv 



Cornmunity, 1999: 8). In the next regional budget, they eventually received the 

request for funding. through the savings in the social services envelope due to 

declining welfare rolls. 

To what extent can welfare recipient participation in the CP program be 

considered voluntary? The implementation of Ontario Works in 1996-1999 took 

place ivithin a maelstrom of contradidory daims made by many different parties 

that workfare was a mandatory, and not a voluntKy progrm. In Ottawa- 

Carle ton, as elsewhere in the province of Ontario, program participants are 

ostensiblv 'allowed' to choose between three options under Ontario Works, 

Given that this 'choice' is negotiated between the 'participant' and the 

caseworker, much depends on the caseworker's approach to case management 

and the departmental requirements for participation levels. In this light, mant. 

advocates, workers, and administrators alike regard Ontario Works as a 

mandatory program. The measurement and evduation of 'cornpliance' and 

'non-compliance' need to be examineci more dosely. What no statistic can show, 

however, is the struchiring of outcornes that stems from the relationships 

between caseworker and recipient, between caseworker and supervisor, or 

between regional and provincial officials. 

One of the most important aspects about Ontario Works prior to May 1998 was 

the confusion created by the fa& that workfare, Le. Ontario Works, was 

described as 'mandatory' and that comrnunity placements were deemed 

 volu un tan^'. This perception held as well for a number of actual Cornmunity 

Placement emplovers. in Aprii 1998, the manager responsible for Communi~  

Placements indicated that the Region was not involved in 'workfare', but in 

'voluntan- work expenence in the comrnunity'. 



Regional policy officiais maintain that participation in the program is indeed 

voluntaw. A community placement program coordinator in Ottawa-Carleton 

described her job in the following way: "1 take great satisfaction in creating a 

win/ win situation where both the volunteers and the agencies are getting their 

needs met"'" One of the weaknesses of the voluntarv/mandatory dichotomy is 

tha t often an individual social assistance recipient is given choices but, as thev 

proceed through the system, the range of choices is whittied d o m  until they are 

CU t off from the system entirely. 

To a large extent, it also appears that much of the question of choice and cwrcion 

is predicated on the partidatities of individual client-worker relationships. It is 

reasonable to conclude that a social assistance tecipieni presented with a range of 

choices as to which community organizations he or she could volunteer for is 

no t, in i tself, the basis of workfare. The specific relationship between consent 

and coercion behind participation in the Cornmunity Placements program in 

Ottawa-Carleton leads to the conclusion that there is a continuum of mandatory 

voluntary activi ties. The specific circumstances of each participant, and the 

social structures behind these circumstances, matter a great deal in the 

dcterrnination of where and how Ontario Works and the Cornmuni. 

Participation program are experienced as mandatory, coercive and oppressive. 

Class Politics and Workfare: Strategic Directions and Divergences 

An important development brought about by the massive changes to social 

welfare and labour market policy since the election of the Harris govemment in 

1993 is the return of class-based resistance movements. Social action and defence 

organizations of the unemploved and non-employed have initiated shategies 

'" Region of Onawa-Carleton-Carleton. The Phoenix. Year End 1998 issue. Xathy Manin uses marketing 
skills and innovation to help her clients". p. 7. 



that mark an important step away from strategies of state representation. Shut 

out by first the Rae and then Harris governments, this has k e n  necessarv, 

although it has yet tu provide gains beyond specific, limited outcornes (e.g. the 

reversa1 of individual welfare eiigibility decisions). But the marshalling of forces 

for the Days of Action strikes targeüng the provincial governmentf s policy 

programme writ large, was an important development, culminating in one of the 

largest dernonstrations in the history of Queen's Park. Since that üme, however, 

labour and comrnunity forces have become somewhat disoriented, and the 

Harris govemment returned to a majority govemment and a second electoral 

manda te. 

In Ontario, labour is still debating the merits and pitfaîls of two different paths - 
the parliamentary strategy of electing the NDP and the direct approach of 

general stnke action aimed at both employers and the existing government. 

These strategies are not necessarily mutudy exclusive, but unless sigmficant 

coordination and resources are put into organizing outside of the state, in an 

extra-pnrliczmentnry way, the effective choice becornes the electoral route to 

change. It should also be noted here that extra-parliamentq action is not 

confined to mass general shikes and other forms of industriai action, but also 

alternative projects of community building through support of anti-poverty and 

anti-workfare organizations. 

1 t is important to recognize differences within the union movement and between 

individual unions in Ontario. Some unions have k e n  more active in the 

iightback than others. The Ontario Federation of Labour (OR) has fought the 

provincial goremment on its workfare agenda and continues to develop 

activities around this project Unions such as the Canadian Autoworkers (CAW), 

the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CWE), and rhe Ontario Public Service 

Emplovees Union (OPSEU) have also fought active campaigns against the 



introduction of workfare in their workplaces and communities. At the same 

tirne, many unions are not active in the fightbadc, and some individual unions 

(e.g. CIPP in Ottawa-Carleton, a Company union, but also CUPE in Hamilton) 

have viewed workfare as a benign program. 

Shortlc &er the government announced its legislative intentions in social policy 

reform, sections of the hade union movement, already engaged in a nuuring 

'war of position' with the Harris government, quickly announced their intention 

to fight the government on its workfare agenda. Such was, and is, most clearly 

the case with the union leadership of both CUPE and CAW at the provincial 

level. One of the ways in which labour attempted to exercise its power in 

preventing irnplementation of the program was by applying pressure on local 

United Wac not to fund organizations participating in the workfare program. 

Sid Rvan, the president of CUPE Ontario, cailing for a boycott of dl participating 

agencies, emphasized the point that organizations providing valuable 

comrnunity services must still respect labour rights. Similarly, Buzz Hargrove, 

president of the CAW, in a letter to Ontario locals, noted that 

Bv conscripting tens of thousands of poor people into v h ~ a l l y  
forced labour, it undermines the bargaining power and working 
conditions of all workers Ki Ontario -especiaily those in the public 
and non-profit sectors, many of whom will now have to directly 
compete -&th workfare to keep their jobs. Workfare workers will 
not even be covered by most basic labour law protections (such as 
the right to organize) . Workfare will divide communities, and 
nowhere is this more clear than with the United Wav carnpaigns 
which we have supported so energeticallv over the &us. Some 
United Wav agencies rnay decide to acceët workfare workers - the 
lure of Che& labour blinding them to the social pain caused by this 
program. Others mav be forced by the govemment into taking on 
rvorkfare workers; s&e the gove&ment is anxious to make 



workfare a 'success', it will pressure govemment-funded charities 
into participating." 

The United Way held a 'neutral' view on worldare, and was unprepared to take 

an activist stance. As a result, anti-workfare initiatives on the part of union 

activists involve in United Way campaign work involved other means of 

achieving these goals within a less combative framework. In the 1997 United 

Wav workplace hindraising campaign in Ontario and Ottawa-Carleton, trade 

union activistç' strategv regarding the United Way invoived promoting the use 

of an 'exclusion check-off' on donations, through which resources are directed 

awav from workfare certain organizations. In order to provide a 'no workfare' 

option to workplace donors, both the trade unions and the United Way required 

lists of participating organizations, as United Way representatives claimed to 

have no wav of knowing who was and who wasn't participating in workfare. 

Local research on participating organizations suggests that as well-meaning as 

labour's campaign against United Way participation in workfare may have ken ,  

the number of pazticipating UW-funded organizations has been small, exceeded 

bv the number of unionized workplaces that were workfare hosts. W-funded 

organiza tions in the ODLC data on participating organizations included the Boys 

and Girls Club of Ottawa-Carleton, the Canadian Hearing Society, the Good 

Cornpanions and the YMCA/YWCA. Unionized workplaces in the ODLC data 

included the City of Kanata (CUPE), the Hurnane Society of Ottawa-Carleton 

(CUPE), OC Transpo (ATU/CUPE), Ottawa-Carleton Catholic School Board 

(CLTPE), the Roberts/ Smart Centre (CUPE), Rogers Comrnunitv TV (UBT), the 

Roval Ottawa Hospital (CUPE) and the Youth Services Bureau of Ottawa- 

Carle ton (CUPE). 

. - 
See "Re: Workfare and the United Way". Lener to Ontario Presidents and Recording Secretaries from 

S u n  Hasrove. CAW Presidenr (August 29, 1996). 



Four organizations were members of the United Way. This is of some 

sigruficance, as representatives of the local United Way and other concerned 

organizations have maintained that they are unable to collect data on which of 

their member organizations are currently participahg in workfare. In 1991,71 

percent of al1 money raised by the United Way came from employees, who 

tvpicallv donate through joint labour-management workplace-based funciraishg 

campaigns.ls Unions, including CUPE and CAW, have taken strong stands in a 

number of ways against the participation of United Way agencies in workfare for 

various reasons. 

Similarly, the Ottawa-CarIeton Women's Credit Union, which also had a 

workfare placement, came under pressure from the community to withdraw 

from the prograrn. A notable contribution to this pressure came in the form of a 

letter written bv the president of the CUPE District Council to the credit union, 

indicating that the Council would withdraw its account unless the OWCU ceased 

to participate. Eventudy, the board of the cxedit union terminated involvement 

with its placement, with board members being informed upon questioning that 

"the (placement) didn't work out".lg 

This points to what may be a signihcant weakness in the existing capacities of the 

labour movement on the workfare question. Investment of resources in interna1 

education and steward training, incorporating anti-workfare training, could have 

reduced workfare participation. As seen from the above, the maximal impact of 

a concerted and politicdy-risky campaign against the United Way - in terms of 

reduced participation - was signihcantly Iess than what could be done intemally. 

Because CUPE has an official policy in opposition to workfare in the workplace, 

'' "Unions and Their blembers Support United WayiCentraideo'. Onawa and Dismct Labour Council. 
September 1995. 
'' Comrnenn reponed fiom an anonymous member of the Board of Directon of the Ottawa-Carleton 
Women's Credit Union. January 2000. 



with most area locals having collective agreement language on the matter 

requiring union officids to 'sign off' on community placements in particular 

workplaces,~0 this is an important contradiction- A related contradiction is Uiat 

the number of organizations with CUPE-organized workplaces that had 

placements actually exceeded the number of United Way-hded organizations 

uith placements during the period covered by this research. 

Moreover, there are potential contradictions in labour structures that need to be 

addressed. While provincial union leadership may take a hard position against 

workfare, as happened over 19%-97 in CUPE, individual affiiiates may not 

always comply with these positions, especially in decentralized union structures. 

An important example was seen in the case of CUPE-Ontario, when CUPE social 

services workers in Hamilton came out in support of their 'made-in-Hamilton' 

workfare program - support later echoed by Ontario Division President Sid 

Rvan in the local newspaper. 

Organized labour historically, through the involvement of its membership and 

leadership in 'welfare wor2c' in the community, may be partly implicated in the 

emergence of the new local workfare states. The linkages between individuals 

within the 'house of labour' at the levei of local labour councils and unions, on 

the boards of community and non-profit agencies, can lead to contradictions at 

the level of class interests, in which social assistance recipients and workfare 

placements become the subaltem or 'othef cdass. There have b e n  cases in 

Ottawa-Carleton where union representatives on the boards of comrnuni~ 

agencies claimed to be unaware of the existence of workfare placements in these 

organizations. There are other cases where unionized workplaces are worldare 

host sites. Here, workfare is often no longe. or never was seen as an issue. 

'O Notes from conversation with Ken Clavette af Ottawa-Carleton District Labour Council, June 1999. 



The question of alliances and the general problematic of representation on the 

part of unions and social action groups has been a subject of heated debate in the 

past and the issue of workfare has proved to be no different. Yet, strategic- 

relational intersections in a variety of different f o m  exist between labour and 

the community sector. Unequal alliances between labour and community 

groups c m  delegitimize and weaken the overall resistance to workfare. Such an 

alliance WU always tend to be somewhat lopsided, because of the imbalance in 

resources the two groups cornmand. Unions have a more sizeable membership 

base, but specialized community groups will probably have more knowledge of 

the specific issues at hand at the local level. The role of the community sector 

increases the more local the stmggle in question becomes, as the social base of 

this sector is locdly-bound, while unions are the only class-based institutions 

that operate at the national, provinaal and local levels. Both groups, however, 

still need each other in order to fight effectively. 

An important rallving point for some resistance groups, partidarly those with a 

pro-labour perspective, has been the issue of job substitution. In Brighton, U.K., 

an activist with Brighton Against Benefit Cuts (BAK) noted that, in the case of 

the employment placement component of the Blair government's New Deal, 

wage subsidies for short-term private sector positions at the 'going rate' was 

accused of having such an effect: 

Earlv indications from my own area (Brighton) are that, rather than 
creating new posts, employers may weU be offerhg existing 
vacancies to these 'New Deal' daimants and then pocketing the 
subsidv. 

One notable difference in the class base of resistance stmggles is seen in the fact 

that there has been little success to date wlth traditionai unionization strategies 

intemationallr, with notable exceptions in New York City (WEP workers) and 



San Francisco (POWER). In Australia, an anti-workfare activist with the 

Unemployed Workers Union noted that 

Unionizing the participants was problematic. It was only a 12- 
week course and most just wanted to get it over with. But the final 
two weeks was xhedded to be 'work experience', at various 
private employers. We found out who the employers were and 
rang hem, told them we were the Unemployed Workers Union 
and asked them if they were aware that many of these 'work 
experience' students they had agreed to host were unwilling 
conscripts. I t  tumed out they had no idea, they thought it was the 
usual school work experience, they didn't know these were 
unemployed people working for their dole? 

Another problem with the unionization strategy is that there is high turnover in 

both individual and organizational participation in workfare programs. The vast 

sanctioning power of local welfare offices, and past practices of mistreatment of 

organizers and activists on weüare have also created a dimate where many are 

fearful of voicing public criticism of the program. Thus, autonomous 

organization of the unemployed in the workfare-weüare system is difficult to 

es tablish, let alone sustain. 

Tactics targeüng actual and potential participating organizations have been more 

effective in fighting the irnplementation of work-for-welfare than direct 

organizing among individual participants. Leafletting strategies conducted at 

workfare sites have had a mixed result, leading to little recruitment of 

participants into organizing work. While many participants in Brighton, where 

such strategies were pursued from a relatively early date in the Project 

WorklNew Deal period, manv participants would express their negative 

7 ,  

- '  Bill Baiden Lrnemployed Workers Union activist (Bracknell. Australia). workfare-discuss listserver. 9 
May 1993. 



feelings about 

resistance to a 

the program; but "our problem has been to go from this individual 

collective response" .= 

Strategic-relationai intersections also exist between labour and particular 

structures of representation within the state. Both unions and local governments 

have seen workfare as having the potential to erode job security and income 

protection through downsizing and contracting-out. Negotiation between 

unions and the state may provide a means to deflect this threat, either in 

collective agreement language, or by legal prohibitions agauiçt workfare in 

organizations that have laid-off staff in the previous two years. 

The existence of such alliances can do little to promote social solidarity in itself 

and ma y not even stave off incursions against labour. They do not necesçazily 

reflect the interests of those on the margins of the labour market, with whom the 

unions also need to build an alliance. Workfare placements are often seen by 

labour as threatening the employment security of union members, leading to an 

outlook that sets organized workers against the excluded and unorganized. The 

unfortunate fact that manv working people and union memiws believe quite 

strongly in making 'welfare cheats' work for their social assistance also makes 

this difficult. Anti-workfare positions rnay interpret workfare-welfare differently, 

in ways which also ma. prove contradictory. Can the message of workfare as 

'attacks on Our jobs' for unionized workers, and as 'attacks on our dignity' for 

organized welfare recipients be reconciled? 

The challenge for anti-workfare unions and welfare defence organizations lies in 

educating other union members and the general public to regard workfare with 

the same misgivings as lavoffs. In 1996-97, CUPE used the story of the 'workfare 

- 9  

" John Drun. op. cit. 



cycle'" in its membership communications and mo biüzation materials. The 

workfare cycles makes it clear that the problem as more than an issue for the 

presentlv employed. The crux of the 'workfare cycle' is that any identity as an 

employed, unionized worker is not fixed; the one-the employed, unionized 

worker is now a non-union workfare worker. Many anti-workfare activists 

incorporate concerns about the Iink between workfare and threats to workers' 

wages. In the case of Hamilton-Wentworth, a member of a social  assistance 

recipients' group (Hamilton Against Poverty) desperate to gain the participation 

of local labour in their stniggle against workfare wrote to an anti-worklare 

listserver that "1 don? want to be a scab". 

In late 1999, the Harris governrnent began its second major offensive to expand 

workfare into the public sector in Ontario, having failed in its earlier atternpt to 

expand workfare to the private sector. Public sector emplopent sites with bath 

provincial and municipal employers are the playing field of this new offensive. 

In Februarv 2000, members of the Ontario Public Service Employees Union 

(OPSEU), who had failed to bargain collective agreement language on workfare 

in their last round of negotiations, were notified that management was going to 

introduce workfare placements. An activist with OPSEU Local 503, a union of 

workers in the main offices of MET/MTCU in Toronto, sought to gain 

information about other union struggles at the workplace level: 

(0)ur Local was formally notified by management that the 
emplover (which, in my case, ultimatelv means the Harris 
gover&ent) is going to introduce workare placements into MTCU 
. . . Local 303 took the position some t h e  ago - and told 
management - that we would not accept the introduction of 
workfare into our workplace. So, I'rn especidy interested in 
hearing from an- of my brothers and sisters whose unions have 
had to grapple with the introduction of workfare into their 

+ -  

- '  See the anti-workfare cartoon in the poster included in Appendix 5. 



workplaces - how did you mobilùe and respond? What works and 
w hat doesn' t seem so effective?'.' 

New workfare targets set out by the province have established the broader 

public sector as the new battleground for workfare in Ontario. The Ontario 

Coalition for Social Justice noted this and recommended to labour activists that: 

For anvone in unions - it's going to be much harder to negotiate 
'no-workfare' clauses than perhaps a few years ago. But now is the 
time. If !ou have not negotiated a clause or have weak language 
(i.e. wouid have to result in a lavoff) move now . . . have a 
rnernbership meeting and t&gn a memo to be attached to your 
(CO llective agreement) . Munici palities will be leaning on transfer 
partners - this group can include anyone whose funding cornes 
from the province or municipaiitv (including) universities, 
community heaith centres, child;are centres, etc. Do this now. Do 
not wait. The writing is on the wall.5 

The possibiiitv of an alliance between trade unions and organized welfare 

recipients, requires that anti-workfare positions are predicated on their cornmon 

interests in social solidarity around workfare and anti-poverty issues. Outcornes 

are verv much dependent on the strategies pursued and roles played by the 

various actors. Yet concrete efforts to organize social assistance recipients h to  

unionized paid employment has not occurzed anywhere in Ontario shce the 

introduction of Bill 22.3 No strategies involving the negotiated reduction of 

working time and the creation of new employment opportunities appear to be on 

the horizon. Even shategies that unions have a greater capacity to pursue, such 

as organizing and unionking workfare workers, are no longer in evidence since 

the passage of Bill 22. 

:' From lm Hendenon. vice-president of OPSEU Local 503. pon to OW-Wutch-L listserv. 16 Februaq 
2000. 
3:  

-- From Andrea Calver. chair of OCSJ. pon to OW-Wutch-L listserv, 17 Febmary 2000. 
'' One notable campai9 prior to the enacting of Bill 22 was the SEIU campai- in Thunder Bay. 
organizing tvorkfare placements. 



This leaves social assistance recipients and their advocates with recourse only to 

extra-legal tactics. One example is the 'direct action casework' approached used 

bv OCAP and other groups. 'Direct action casework' was successful in the 

defence of a 'conxientious objecter' on social assistance who refused to sign the 

Kingston Department of Social Services' workfare participation agreement. 

About two dozen anti-poverty activists occupied the office and refused to leave 

u n d  interin payments for the 'conscientious objectof were secured, pending his 

appeal. Manv individual situations can be addressed through these strategies, 

and their failure frequently means eviction, starvation, or other serious threats to 

individual and family weU-being. These are frequently 'actions of Iast resort', 

and while important, have yet to build to become a sustained and coordinated 

movernent. 

Strategies of direct action are sometimes developed by means of expanding 

resources through the nexus of direct labourtommunity alliances. The Mavday 

group of Irish unemployed workers, which includes trade unions and 

communitv activists from Dublin, Laois, Widdow and other localities, has been 

fighting workfare in a way that involves workers in the local state employment 

semice. In October 1998, Mayday announced a campaign " to demand that Local 

Employment Service and dole office workers throughout the country refuse to 

allow themselves to be used to coerce unemployed people into low paid workt'.zf 

Mavdav's . - national spokesperson, Joe Barrett, called for " workers Ki Social 

Welfare and Local Employment Services offices and all those concerned with the 

plight of the socid? excluded to rnake a stand with the unemployd to defeat 

Workiare" .B 

7-  - "Fighting Unemployment - Suppomng the Welfare State." Press Staternent October 3. 1998. 
" ibid. 



Intra- and Extra-Class Alliances and Resistance to Workfare: An Uncertain 

Future 

Because no strategy exists in a vacuum, strategic cohesion is contingent on social 

relations beyond the direct control of any particular strategic agent. Any attempt 

to outiine the interaction of sbategies and practices remains only that, an 

attempt, and as such is necessarily partial. niese strategies are both material and 

discursive, in forms of consciousness and understanding that can hansiate into 

meaningful collective action. The hope for a solution remains dependent on the 

dixovenr of reproducible or regularizable strategic interactions. In order to 

a pproach the question of workfare in terms of transfomative strategies, the 

content of both workfare and anti-workfare strategies must be examined in terms 

of their interaction. 

The abiliw to organize collectively against workfare depends upon successful 

strategic interactions among social assistance recipients, workfare workers, anti- 

workfare activists, community agency staff, and local and provincial govenunent 

officiais. Clearly, not al1 of these groups can be brought into alignment within 

anv particdar strategy, and some are necessarily excluded or face seeing their 

power reduced w i h  the parameters of vimidly ail strategies. (Political 

strategies are never Pareto optimal except in the discourses of brokerage 

politicians.) The organizing principle among potentiai ailiances must however 

address the unequal representational resources of those these different intra- and 

inter-class alliances. 

The dismantling of provincial and local mechanisms that provided opportunities 

for anv such strategic coordination (sudi as was arguably achieved with the 

Trnnsitions report of the M a l  Assistance Reform Conunission in the 1980s) has 

made this form difficult (see J e m n  and Phillips, 19%). This has had the effect of 



weakening the pre-existing forms that had the potential of providing 

coordinated resistance to state strategies. At the same t h e ,  of course, it also 

weakened social citizenship rights, such as the right to freely chosen labour. 

One of the cntical weaknesses preventing the formation of a counterhegemonic 

struggle is the gap between what is theoretically possible and the practical 

attempt to bring about social change through everyday struggle. The changing 

world of work, the breakdown of socid citizewhip, and the competing daims of 

actors vis-à-vis the state and each other, has led to a world of fractured subjects 

and identities. These identities are difficult to mobilize around a stable and 

coherent project. It is also important that workfare is a locally-implemented 

policy. The way in which local relations of power are organized, and the relation 

of local dialectics of structure and strategy to struggles in other localities, is 

fundamental to resisting workfare. 

Contradictions in the politics of implementation exist alongside contradictions in 

popular sector strategies, which as has been seen are not always based in 

resistance. Yet it is also notable that there is a broad-based anti-poverty 

resistance movement active in Canadian civil society, including in Ontario and 

Ottawa-Carleton, working sornetimes in coalition with more mainstream social 

forces and sometimes independentiy. There is thus both resistance to hegemonic 

domination and state coercion associated with present-day workfare schemes, 

and practical dav-to-day welfare worka on the part of social bloc opposed to the 

erosion of the welfare state and the rise of the workfare state. Differences and 

tensions within this social bloc need to be resolved More a broader anti- 

worldare fightback and progressive emplopent and welfare policies can begin 

-0 
- '  'U'elfare work' is an old tenn used to described the participation of social goups. including unions. in 
campai- work raising fun& for social and communip services (such as thou& the United Way or 
Community Chest) to help those in need. It is used here to inciude actual volunteer and paid work in the 
community scctor. 



to win cumulative victories, continuously mobilizing its forces for the next 

'fightback'. To do so would create the conditions for a counterhegemonic social 

bloc, based on organic labour-community alliances that advances the class 

struggle against the dominant social bloc. 

Another more salient factor that has weakened resistance to workfare is that 

manv anti-poverty activists in Ontario view mandatory work-for-welfare as a 

smokescreen. The 'real story' is the govenuneni's agenda of numerically 

reducing w e k e  caseloads by any means available. In this perspective, the 

strategic siphcance of workfare is its role as a disincentive to going, or staying, 

on welfare. According to most analysts of welfare-workfare in Ontario, it is the 

povertv-deepening aspect of the restmcturing of social services that directly 

affects people on welfare. The current structures and practices of mandatory 

work-for-welfare in future (possibly different) conditions may, however, reveal 

far more devastahg consequences. 

- Differences within and between segments of the community sector and the 

labour movement may eventually lead to the evolution of clearer positions and 

lines of involvement in Ontario Works. These differences, however, remain a 

barrier to progressive change. Some will continue to work for the reform of an 

unoriginal, expensive, and regressive policy, remaining sceptical of the 

desirabilitv of direct action unionkation strategies. Others may orient 

themselves towards indushial action against workfare and imrnediate 

improvements for workfare workers, depending on the degree to which social 

assistance recipients share a collectiz~e expenhce of labour exploitation under 

Ontario Works. Such strategies may or may not airn at the replacement of a 

mandaton? private-sector regime with a better-funded voluntary state and 

communitv sector employment system, but involve increasing the labour 

parment frorn the state and/or the employer. 



The importance of combining action strategies in relation to local, provincial, 

federal and supra-national structures of representation with strategies of 

participation in the development of a broad-based social justice movement 

cannot be overstated in breaking d o m  the 'inside' and 'outside' dichotomy that 

underlies state power. Many local anti-poverty groups and coalitions have been 

active in the 1990s throughout Ontario. Notable instances including the localities 

of Toronto and Kingston, which have taken a relatively successful direct action 

approach to fighting weifare-workfare. Whüe by no means are all direct action 

tactics successful (particulariy when they are essentiaily symbolic in character), 

their resurrection in the political Iandxape in Canada and Ontario is noteworthy. 

The Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (OCAP) has been one of the most militant 

and visible anti-poverty and anti-workfare organizations. Aiso active and 

closelv associated with the Ontario labour movement is the Ontario Coalition for 

Social Justice (OCSJ), which although based in Toronto has a more provincial 

mandate. 

In manv instances, the aims and interests of persons and groups fighting against 

the implementation of workfare have been unclear and somewhat ill-defined. A 

wide range of societal and policy alternatives are advocated, ranging from some 

f orm of mandatorv system (eliminating only the most pemicious of post-1995 

reiorms) to the establishment of a guaranteed incorne. Importantiy, a socialist 

perspective is also advocated within the front h e s  of the anti-poverty and most 

especiallv the anti-workfare movements. The use of extra-parliamentarv 

strategies and tactics has becorne especially important in their work. 

iLlany anti-poverty and anti-workfare activists can be found in the communitv 

agencv sector, including both clients and workers. But what of organizations 

involveci in the delive? of training and employability programming, now 



funded through Ontario Works dollars? Are they able to maintain their activisrn 

against the govemment's workfare program, and how do they choose to act? At 

thiç time, there exists no local labourcornmunity fonnal alliance in opposition to 

workfare, let alone one capable of articulahg a counterhegemonic project. Even 

reformist struggles are woefuliy inadequate to the enormity of the task (see Task 

Force on Poverty, 1999). Measures aimed at changing actuai social practices 

from 'workfare' to 'fair work' or 'rneaningful employment' face a daunhg 

challenge. Whether particular local labour and social movement actors are up to 

the challenge, or whether they become CO-opted by local and provincial state 

structures, is perhaps the ongoing central question of this unfinished process. 

Projects and strategies to fight unernployment, welfare cutbacks, poverty and 

workfare in Ontario by community groups and organizations at the local level 

are notable as pockets of resistance. The articulation of these projects overall is 

derived from the relationship between social action and the local and provincial 

state structures, conditioned by both ideoiogical and material factors. Social 

action includes individuals in a variety of social movements, including organized 

labour, as well as movements of the unemployed and people living in poverty, 

inrolved in challenging the power of the government, workfare employers and 

others. Local and provincial govemment and social services workers mav be 

also be participants in social activism, although often this is circumxribed by 

their role as state representatives (especially in Ottawa-Carleton in the 1990's) 

and, quite possibly, - bv - their role as trade union representatives. 

There are also varying degrees of cooperation and cornpetition between different 

organizations that claim to represent unemployed workers and the poor. These 

mav be based on ideological differences informing the interpretation of the 

causes and consequences of unemployment and poverty. There may also be 

programmatic differences between groups that mobilize for basic needs and 



material support in the here-and-now within the existing policy framework, and 

those that seek to destabilize the existing policy framework. Finally, there may 

be differences in goals based upon organization for group-specific rnaterial 

interests, such as the desire for meaningfui employment in the paid labour 

market or the recognition of the work involved in raising children. 

Apart from the N k  of ideological differences leading to cornpetition over the 

'cause' between organizations, another obstacle to class-based mobilization is the 

question of the degree of separation between leaders, representatives and 

participants. Divisions of this nature work against class-based mobilization 

based on a pluraiity of experiences, perspectives and voices. The material basis 

for the latter f o m  of mobilization is shared experience and awareness of poverw 

and unemplovment arnong participants, and the hope that collective action can 

create some change in everyday Me. 

A fundamental airn of social activism against welfare cutbacks and workfare is to 

empower and rnobilize cornmunities of interest; people who are living in poverty 

and the unemployed. The degree of mobilization is seen in the growth of 

organizational activity and the increase in the number of participants involved in 

organizational projects and strategies. Degrees of empowerment are shown in 

the role of participants in formulahg strategies, their satisfaction in working 

together to meet common goals, and irnprovement in their quality of life. 

The visibilitv of organizations that attempt to empower and mobiüze 

marginalized segments of the cornmunity tends to Vary. Differences across 

localities in te- of types of community organizations and their strategic 

orientations are, of necessity, interpreted keeping in rnind the problem of group 

visibilitv in cornmunity networks, engagement with local state consultative or 

other 'voice-giving' structures, and media coverage. More difficult to determine, 



although essential, is group visibility within the respective communities of 

interest. Given both the number and (in)visibility of perçons living in conditions 

of povertv and unemployment, and their lack of contact with one another, the 

role of anv cornmunity organization, no rnatter how 'grass-roots' and intemally 

participatory in structure, takes on a representationai character. 

Current research in Ottawa-Carleton on social assistance and workfare trends 

presents an important message about the daily conditions under which those 

hoping to find a job live and work. This research, which is based on the 

experiences of people on social assistance, contributes to the evidence of 

institutional contradictions in the dixourse and practice of 'jobless work', 

'mandatorv volunteerism', and a 'hand up, not a hand out'. Perhaps the most 

important contradictions here are encountered between discourse, policy 

advocacv, and social practice. These need to be concretely resolved in order for a 

solidaristic resistance-based project against workfare to be successful. 

Some fom of union of the unemployed, run by and for unemployed workers of 

aI1 kinds in solidarity with the rest of the labour movement, is sorely needed. At 

the same time, the depth and severity of welfare poverty in Ontario irnpedes the 

capacity and willingness of many of the long-term unemployed to resist. This 

can be a fundamentai barrîer to political or industrial action, at least on the part 

of this class fraction which is relatively small at the moment. As the industrial 

reserve army population grows, the risk to the maintenance of a civilized society 

tends to increase, and civil disorder becomes only a matter of time? 

' O  In times when the econorny and labour market are producing enough jobs for the employable working 
a- popularion. the tendency is for the indumial reserve army to decline. At the same time, increasing 
economic polarization associated with the dominant pst-Fordist models changes the industrial reserve 
a m ?  qualitatively and qumtitatively. 



labour tom muni^ alliances require an active leadership capacity from the 

ground up, from those directly affected by govemment policies. Until that dav, 

the CO-optation of community organizations by legislative fiat, threats of 

withdrawd of funding, alliances with the private &or, and appeals to self- 

interest will be an ever-present danger, weakening potential progressive 

alliances aimed at 'ending workfare as we know it'. Lessow learned elsewhere 

may prove useful here. One is that autonomy is necessary and desirable for 

these new organizations. Funded organizations and projects evince the 

possibility of similar kinds of institutional contradictions, based on the implicit 

or explicit cosptation of some actors by others. Bill Bartlett, of the Australian 

unemployed workers' movement, emphasizes the need to simultaneously 

organize against the state as weil as against careenst politicos in local labour and 

communiiy circles: 

In Melbourne (Australia's second largesi city), receipt of 
govemment funding split the unemployed workers union down 
the middle. The Iongest serving activists took their govemment 
funding and set up 'Job Watch', an organization dedicated to 
monitoring shadv employment and hiring practices. The majority 
of rernaining activists were now overwhelmingly of an anarchist 
bent and they began a series of energetic campaigns to snuff out the 
emerging seeds of workfare. These campaigns, a howling fury of 
propaganda, succeeded in alerting some of the traditional trade 
union officiais to oppose and stine these early pre-workfare 
initiatives. Other trade union bureaucrats, particularly those with a 
hankering to get their bums into a nice cornfortable leather seat in 
Parliament, became quite frustrated by the screarning banshees of 
the unemploved workers union. The Trade Union 
~ n e m ~ l o i m & t  centre was born. This was an exc1usively vidorian 
hade union initiative and its coordinator freely adrnitted 
(privatelv) that undermirhg the Unemployed Workers Union in 
union r& was its central objective. (Barrett, 1998b) 

Serious concems have been raised about the nistainability of workfare as a 

coherent state strategy, but much depends upon the ability of social actors 



engaged in resistance to workfare to organize and collectively formulate 

strategies. The possibility of a coherent and sustainable resistance must rest on 

the resolution of institutional contradictions that impede the self-organization of 

actual and potentid workfare workers. Both public and private sector unions 

need to buiid genuine and qua1 alliances based on principles of autonomy and 

social solidarity with the organizations of social assistance recipients and 

workfare workers. 

Unions need to work together with social action groups and workfare workers in 

a way that recognizes the latter's autonomy and agencv. Operational and 

organizational support for such autonomous bodies on the part of union activists 

is also required. The contours of a possible labouriommunity alliance aimed at 

subverting workfare policies in Ontario has yet to be elaborated and defended 

and, at the concIusion of this research, some recommendations for social and 

labour movement actors w-ili be presented, based on the preceding theory and 

evidence. 

The institutional contradictions of workfare have a bearing on possible resistance 

strategies. It is essential for cornmunity organizations to recognize union 

concems about contracting-out and the erosion of their membership's collective 

agreement rîghts. On the other hand, if organizing strategies involve social 

assistance recipients and workfare workers in mobilizing against workfare solely 

on the basis of trade union interests, there is littie chance that the situation of 

these 'tertiarv' worken will be improved. 



Chapter Sir 

Conclusion 

Summary: Contribution of Chapters to the Thesis 

The following sumrnary dernonstrates how the organization of this work 

addressed the thesis question and argument. 

Chapter Two, " Workfare and the Schunpeterian Workfare State" establishes the 

theoretical framework for the consideration of 'broad' workfare within the 

overdl discussion, focusing on the shift from the KWS to SWS, the decline of full 

emplovment and the rise of 'full employabiîity', and the question of the 

transition from Fordism to post-Fordism. The contradictions and challenges of 

the variants of the SWS are also elaborated upon. This chapter also establishes 

whr the research is of both theoretical and political interest - new research into 

the 'form and functioning' of local weifare-workfare, as well as ideologv, 

hegemonv, and dialectic of consent and c&on in workfare-related social 

practices. 

The elements of a regulation perspective on workfare are described and partiy 

problematized. A conceptual distinction between workfarism and full 

emplovability is put fonvard; suggesting that they be read as somewhat different 

but reiated paradigms (abstract). The concept of workfarism as a state seategy is 

considered in light of a t h e o ~  of how workfarist state projects mobilize consent 

(the ideologïcal state apparatus), and the associateci mode of regulation. There is 

a need to incorporate an approach sensitive to agency, long-run historical forces, 

and shiftuig political identities. Jenson's discussion introduces an important part 



of the framework for thinking about resistance movements, a topic pursued in 

oreater detail in Chapter Four. 6 

This chapter considers the variants of workfare, its periodization, and elements 

of the 'old' and the 'new' in contemporary workfare. An outline of the common 

characteristics of the SWS is provided, and the blending of 'ideal-types' in 

prac tice noted. The neo-corporatist, ne-statist, and then the dominant neo- 

liberal elemenh of workfare are all considered in this light. The dominant 

pattern of neo-liberal state restructuruig projects in Ontario and internationally is 

problematized in terms of the enhanced role of the private and voluntary sectors. 

The question of sustainability is fïrst posed here. Contradictions are noted with 

not oniy with neo-liberal approaches, but also neo-corporatist 'workfarism', and 

the existence of a punitive approach on the part of social democratic 

-ovemments as well as 'harder' neo-liberal ones. The role of the Fordist local b 

state is described, as weil as the impact of the crisis of Fordism on the local state 

policy and the rise of the ' entrepreneurid citv' . Examples of the 'blended' (neo- 

corporatist and neo-liberal) aspects of the SWS at the level of the local state are 

noted, and reasons for this explored. The increased importance of support for 

both accumulation and legitirnation by local states is also noted. 

This chapter contributes to the argument by: (1) establishing workfare as a new 

iorm of the social wage in a post-Fordist social mode of economic regdation; (2) 

recognizing the uneven development of hollowing-out processes; and (3) 

problematizing the sustainability of 'workfarist' projects. Utimately, workfare is 

recognized as a qualitative shift, as something new. The relationship between 

labour market conditions and hegemonic support base for workfare is noted. 

Serious questions about the potential contradictions of workfare are raised, 

however, which are explored in greater detail in successive chapters. 



Chapter Three, "The Origins and Evolution of Workfare and Ontario Works", 

demonstrates that workfare was a historically-embedded process at work within 

the provincial state well in advance of the election of a govemment ideologically 

supportive of 'mandatory work-for-welfare'. The 'institutional contradictions' of 

workfare are elaborated. Several contradictions are noted at the outset: the job 

substitution effect, where the line of the unemployed is merely shuMed and the 

creation of obstacles to finding and retainuig paid employment. The tendency 

for workfare to contribute to a aisis in 'underemployment' is also noted. Further 

contradictions noted and explored include deterrence through increased 

bureaucratie red tape and eligibility restrictions, thereby extemalizing social 

costs; and increasing per capita social costs for monitoring and policing. The 

contradictions of workfare as a labour exploitation strategy are briefiy surveyed. 

Other problems with workfare addressed throughout this chapter include 

limited access to meaningful employrnent supports and training as a result of 

creaming, or the seiection of most employment-ready candidates for 

participation in prograrns. At the opposite end is a phenornenon calied 

churning, or the disqualification and teapplication cycle for weifare recipients 

where thev carmot meet ongoing obligations. Also noted is the deadweight 

effect, where resources are spent on the monitoring and mandatory 

prograrnming for recipients/ participants who wodd have found employment in 

the same amount of tirne on their own recognizance. 

This chapter tells the story of welfare reform under the Harris govemment, 

beginning with the welfare rate mt of 21.6 percent in J d y  1995, bv situating 

developments with an historicd chronology of social poli. reforrn both in the 

1990s and throughout the century. The gender bias in provincial social policy, in 

the case of the reclassification of single mothers from FBA to Ontario Works, and 

the 'spouse in the house' rule is noted. The full extent of provincial govemment 



cutbacks on the community and social services sedor  is chronologically 

documented, as is the change in the income from social assistance earned by 

Ontario welfare recipients over tirne. The Social Assistance Reform Act (SARA), 

ûntario Disability Support Program (ODSP) and Ontario Works Act (OWA), as 

well as related welfare-workfare legislation is sweyed ,  and the Ontario Works 

program - as well as its program components - is outlined and explained. Both 

the 'activation' and 'deterrence' aspects of the Ontario Works model are put into 

context of workfare and Ontario Works considered as both a social relation and a 

program or 'service model'. The theoretical aspects of workfare as state strategv 

are integrated into this account. 

This chapter contributes to the argument through introducing processes of policv 

negotiation, implementation and resistance. Additional desaîp tions of concrete 

'institutional contradictions' of local workfare, including for various entities 

including the local state, cornmunity agencies, and trade unions are provided. 

Evidence in support of 'centralized imperative coordination' is cited. The 

argument made concerning existing labour market conditions as framing 

support for and lack of resistance to workfare introduced at the conclusion to 

Chapter Two is expanded upon. The limited scope of local resistance is also 

noted. 

Chapter Four, "The Implementation of Ontario Works in the Ottawa Labour 

Market", shows that existing labour market structures and conditions have 

helped to sideline workfare as an ongoing concem for low-income people, 

whether working or on social assistance. The growing challenges and social 

polarkation within the expanding labour market are seen as raising a 'red flag' 

for future sustainability, particularly in the event of a labour market downtum. 

Similarlv, existing data on participation is sweyed, Ieading to the conclusion 



that although workfare has been well below provinaal targets, there is a broad 

base of organizationd participation. 

Notable strategic aspects of the profile of organizations include the number of 

industrial and professional associations as participahg non-profits, who are 

located in Ottawa due to the presence of the federai govemment; sigruficant 

variation in the size and resources of participating organizations; and the 

presence of many local and provincidy funded organizations, United Way 

organizations and unionized workplaces. The variety of occupational types, and 

the existence of a supply-demand gap in cornmunity placements are dso noted. 

The implications ot' these findings for resistance projects are taken up in the 

following chapter. 

Chapter Five, "An Emerging Local Workfare State in Ottawa-Carleton", begins 

by recognizing the importance of analyzing the conditions for resistance, in light 

of the role of "indeterminate political and social stniggles". This chapter 

examines in detail developments across Ontario and in partidar at the local 

level relating to the emergence of a contradictory and crisis-prone workfare state. 

The strategic-relational engagement of the state, community agencies, anti- 

povertv groups, and the trade union movement is described and evaluated. 

Findings from existing regional qualitative research on the experiences of 

individual placements are incorporated into this account The failure of 

resistance thus far is then contextualized in light of local findings, while future 

avenues are identified and partiy evaluated. This chapter contributes to the 

argument through demonstrating the underdevelopment of resistance and the 

emergence of a local workfare state in spite of crisis tendencies of the 'workfare' 

mode1 in both its broad and nmow aspects. 



Conclusion: The Failure of Workfare; The Chaiienge of Resistance 

The contribution of this research to how we theorize the form and function of 

emergent local workfare states is found in the concept of the extended local 

workfare state. This local state is understood as extended to the extent that 

forms of policv delivery are broadened into the community and non-profit 

sectors, with concomitant sharpening of regdatory coercion of participating 

organizations. This is a key part of the concretization of the abstract notion of 

the 'subordination of social welfare policy to economic imperatives'. This theory 

of an emergent state forrn accounts for the shift from full emplowent to full 

employability, from social cost to social capital, while problematizing the 

putative Fordism to post-Fordism. 

The 'resurgence of the local state' is clairned to be part of our 'New Times' in 

some theories of post-Fordist local politics (Jessop, 1993; Mayer 1994). Jessop 

argues that the 'resurgence of the local state' is a result of the holiowing out 

process. Peck is more cautious, reminding us that cowtraints on the local state 

are also established in tenns of the external constraint of neo-liberdism. In this 

research, the evidence tends to support the view of P d ,  at least in the social 

policv domain. Consbaints on the local are noted, particularly in relation to the 

Ontario government. The 'resurgence of the local' story, then, can be contrasted 

with another: increasing social and econornic polarization both within cities and 

across regions. Power asymmetries within the local-global nexus are such that 

local policies are currentl~ highly consbained in the final instance by global neo- 

liberal hegemony. The Canadian and Ontario cases of 'hollowing out' are bnefly 

described. A pattern of 'central imperative coordination' on the part of the 

provincial government c m  be demonstrated, questioning the sustainability of 

'hollowing out' itself in the absence of meaningful international regdation of the 

social wage. 



As Lipietz (1986) and Mahon (1994) note, the breakdown of an old social order 

creates many possibilities for those coxxunitted to social transformation and a 

more democratic regime of accumulation. These possibilities await a set of 

challenges to the conventionai wisdom sufficient to win over popuiar 

consciousness. There is no guarantee of the realization of these possibilities, or 

the reaiization oi production and reproduction more generally. They are shongly 

condi tioned by the balance of class forces within the global-local continuum. A 

stable polity, however, is dependent upon much more than thiç - the 'chance' 

decisions of agents in the present aiso play a role in shaping the future. This is 

the case in the increasingly localized character of poiitical and social struggles. 

In their account of the process of capitalist regulation, Peck and Tickeii (1994) 

emphasize these conditions of social regulation, and note their potential 

ruphring. They quote at length from Leborgne and Lipietz (1992), who note that 

The present industrial divide is first and foremost a politicai divide. 
The search for social compromise . (is) mediated by the nature 
and degree of political mobilization (which) will decide the 
outcorne. The rnacroeconomics of the future may be based on a 
downward spiral of social and ecological competition, leading to 
recurrent financial, business and environmental crises, or an 
ecologicall y sustainable and rnacroeconornicaily stable model. 

The question whether a new social compromise between capital and labour is 

reallv necessarv arises. That is, is a social and political stniggle necessas, in 

order to secure a macroeconomicaIly and sociallv stable poliîy under neo-liberal 

conditions? Both shggle  and compromise presume that labour and capital are 

able collectivelv to address and resolve issues such as the division of the social 

product at a reproducible geographicd scale (e-g. the nation-state). In order for 

struggle and compromise to become possible, we must assume that an alignment 



of collective interests against the powers of a unitary actor at the relevant 

geopolitical scale is possible. 

This theoretical approach illuminates not only those paths that exacerbate the 

crisis of Fordism, but also paths that rnay provide possible alternatives. The 

argument that neo-liberalism is a possible solution to the crisis of Fordism and 

the KWS has been criticized by many regulation theorists.1 Jessop (1990) notes 

the operation of factors and forces ùevond the Iogic of the market in achieving 

market regdation and, like Polanyi, understands markets in terms of their 

'institutional penetration'. On the other hand, however, the logic of the market 

remains primary to al1 of his variants of the SWS (see critique by Peck, 19%). 

There also is general agreement among regdation theorists that revolutionary 

horizons are receding. New development options remain constrained in terms of 

a new (capitalist) compromise (Lipietz, 1994; Leborgne and Lipietz, 1992). Peck 

and TickelI (1994) recognize the need to move beyond neo-liberalisrn and the 

social crisis. Neo-liberalism also signals a retum to a reference point pnor to the 

nse of the interventionkt state, and thus is a revival of the past, not a signpost of 

a sustainable future (Polanyi, 1944). According to Peck and Tickell(1994) and 

Lipietz (1996; 1994; 1992; 1988), the purpose of regulation theory is not merely to 

catalogue existing progressive and regressive changes in the period ' d e r  

Fordism'. The advantage of the regulation approach is also derived from its 

ability to identify premature 'succes' stories within the capitalist mode of 

production. 

Regulation theory . . . has a positive role to play in this process, not 
in premahirelv defining a single, post-Fordist development . . . but 
in raising ma&olevel and critical questions about the sustainability 

' This limitation of iessop's theop of the SWS is coeed by Peck and TickeIl(1994) and Peck (1996). 



- social, ecologicd, economic - of different development options. 
(Peck and Tickell, 1994) 

Jessop's conception of the hoiIowed out SWS as the best political shelI for post- 

Fordism cm be questioned when we look at the hollowing-out of social policy 

vis-à-vis the sustainabilitv criterion. Labour market institutions at the 

subnational level appear to have been more-or-less ineffective instruments for 

advancing equity and the redistribution of access to training. The reduced role 

of the federal state is attributable to low and declining expenditures on labour 

market progams as a share of GDP. Relatively autonomous from the world of 

politics and ideology is that of the economy and the labour market, and their 

associated state institutions. Increasingly, post-industrial workers are finding 

thernselves ou tside the eligibility frarnework for unemplo yment benefits and 

other iorms of social insurance, which actually impedes their employability. 

For Jessop, a fundamental part of the political composition of post-Fordism 

depends on the subordination of social policy to economic policy objectives. It is 

apparent that there are indeed dixemable variants of the dixourse of 

integrating social and economic policy objectives; this is seen, variously, in the 

theory and practice of many community economic development (CED) 

initiatives as well as new forms of poücy delivery on the part of local states. 

Thus, a neo-corporatist and potentialiy even a neo-statist aspect c m  be seen to 

uneasilv CO-exist within local modes of regulation. At the same tirne, the 

prospects for the "resurgence of the local" are Limiteci by the external constraints 

of neo-liberalism. The constraints on the local level have also increased, both as a 

resul t of the increasing fiscal burdens, and in increasing 'cenkalized imperative 

coordination' from the provincial govemment in the case of social w e k e  and 

labour market poIicy. Decentrakation at the sub-national scale in the Canadian 

federal setting is essentially between the federal and provincial governments. 



Under international neo-liberal conditions, wages and govemment tramfer 

income are viewed as private and social production costs that must be 

minimized in order to meet criteria of competitiveness. Cornpetition is also 

increasingly localized and individualized, with knowledge-based workers and 

capital increasingly mobile. Jessop defines the workfare state as one in which 

social policy is also subordinated to, more concretely, labour market flexibility. 

Workfare is part of a dud competitive strategy that advances the bifurcation of 

labour markets. II is the 'low wage' counterpart to this 'high wage' 

competitiveness dixourse, within the 'full employability' framework of both 

' Iow wage' and 'high wage' competitiveness. 

As a 'low wage' competitive strategy, workfare aims to convert social cost to 

social capital. That is, socialiy necessary production, frequently involving 

services to the poor but also the full scope of the broader voluntary sector, 

becomes subject to an injection of unpaid labour-power. Frequently, this carrot 

is offset bv the stick of funding losses, and in the case of some publicly-funded 

service providers such as Community Health and Resource Centres (CHRCs), 

local and provincial funding partners have indicated that the expectation is that 

thev take on Cornmunitv Placements. This is often presented by workfare 

advocates as part of a project of 'indusion' and 'participation', aithough it 

remains ambiguous at best to what extent these practices are experienced in that 

wav . bv - actual participants. The better part of the rationale for workfare then 

becornes the sumival of community agencies, and their ability to offer programs 

and services to clients and the public. 

At  h s  ven- early date, the question of whether workfare in Ottawa-Carleton can 

or will be a sustainable ('successfd') policy rem- open, subject to the as yet 

unseen responses of local actors and strategic processes. Labour market 

conditions were an important factor in the public enthusiasm for mandatory 



work-for-welfare in Ontario in the laie 1990s, which weakened the opposition 

from those directly affected. Should these conditions change, the viability of 

current state practices that have shaped workfare as contemporary social and 

labour market policy may be caUed into question and the stniggle for 

alternatives gain renewed impetus.? Changing conditions and renewed struggle 

could lead to the failure of old structures and strategies to secure social and 

economic regulation. The support base for such a struggle must be maintained 

on an ongoing basis if popular support, once mobilized, is to be taken seriously 

by capital and the state. In spite of historical faituxe and &OUS institutional 

contradictions, Ontario Works as a mandatory work-for-welfare policy presents 

a major challenge to anti-poverty and labour activist.. 

Struggles of both implementation and resistance to workfare occur in the terrain 

of local labour markets and the broader frarnework of state ernployment/ 

employability programniing. The challenges for both labour market integration 

and organizing both paid and unpaid labour on a solidaristic, class basis are in 

some senses more profond in Ottawa. Investigations into the structure of the 

CP program in Ottawa-Carleton at the level of participation data, program 

implernentation, and political discourse open up the possibility for effective 

interventions. Some of these interventions may originate from social researchers 

and policy-makers; others, from advocacy groups and other forms of collective 

self-organization of marginalized groups. 

The nse of nediberal policies in the 1980s and 1990s represented in some ways a 

'default' response to the crisis of Canadian 'permeable Fordism' and fiscal 

federalism, occumit-tg in the vacuum created by the lack of an organized 

' This should not be taken to mean that the eumeni political condition of worlifare and its associated 
societalization imperative is based only or even primarily on an impermanent condition within the business 



counterhegemonic bloc. The neo-liberal global fraxnework for capitalist 

development is a result of the progressive establishment and the exercise of a 

shift in the (global) balance of dass power. Policy changes within the corporate 

and personai tax regime since the earlv 1970s have shifted awav from the 

taxation of capital and profit towards tax cuts and exemptions for capital and, 

more recently, personal income. The changing balance of fixd regulation of the 

state between deficit reduction, debt reduction, and tax cuis has been an 

important support for capital accumulation in curent times. 

Growing gaps between public and private investment and consumption are a 

chronic feature of national regimes within the process of econornic globalization 

for capital. The fiscal system of the Fordist KWS provided (for a tirne) a means to 

resolve this contradiction in a solidaristic way, in that free (or highly subsidized) 

education would recoup the investment through the greater revenues eamed 

due to higher t a  rates for those with higher incornes. Increasing prosperity and 

options for international mobility on the part of higher skilled and better paid 

' knowledge workers' in expanding occupations and industries have invoked the 

spectre of the 'brain drain'. The resdting c d  for tax cuts amid ongoing social 

cutbacks thus raises new contradictions for both the state and civil society in the 

domain of the social reproduction of labour market supply. This can be 

interpreted as a strctegic crisis for post-Fordist social regulation, to which any 

post-KWS must address itself. 

Supplv-side labour market policies that focus on basic skills training and 

mandatory community service as a route to employment are ill-suited to a labour 

market climate characterized by the polarization of skills and working time and 

the rise of a contingent workforce, as well as chronically high vouth 

unemplovment. Instead, it is more iikely that workfare, without concurrent 

p01icies that emphasize social and communi~ investment as part of real job 



creation on the demand side, will act to blodc initiatives prornoting 'good jobs' 

and reversing the growth in relative and absolute poverty. It is doubtfuI as well 

that workfare, at least in its present form, can play a part in any genuinely 

participant-based active labour market policy regirne, either based on training 

initiatives oriented to expanding industries in the sphere of private production 

or the labour market requirements of individual clients. 

Welfare and workfare in practice must be understood through the observed 

interaction of deveioprnents in the legislation, local state policy implementation, 

structures of state representation and in the broader political discourse. The 

dominance of the 'employabiiity' paradigm in social assistance and labour 

market policv as practiced by provincial and local bureaucraties cannot and does 

not reflect the simple, 'cornmon sense' view of interventions espoused by 

governing provincial political elites. Both the 'employability' and the 

'workfarist' paradigms together form part of the 'super-structure' of hegemonic 

domination. This domination is hegemonic preciseiy because of the mU< of 

consent and coercion in the re-invention of the 'rtalfare recipient' as the 'workfare 

participant'. 

Workfare is a short-tenn strategic response to the crisis of welfare, one that is 

haught with contradictions and prone to both short- and long-term failure. At 

present, workfare in the narrow sense of 'mandatory work for welfare' emerges 

on the margins of other major transformations in the social relations of 

production and reproduction/ regdation contained within many different 

na tiond sta tes. Workfare remains, however, an important qualitative shift in an 

environment that has placed social policy under greater scrutinv aaoss ail of the 

'worlds oi welfare capitalism'. 



In the case of the Ontario govemment's workfare program, which is but one 

small part of the establishment of a broader regime s u b o r h t i n g  social policy to 

labour market ùnperatives, it is too early to make any definitive conclusions 

about its sustainability. The srnail number of participants in workfare to date is 

also a factor behind the reluctance to overstate the importance of mandato. 

work-for-welfare for the actual, existing population on welfare. Crises in 

housing, health, childcare, and real employment challenges far outweigh 

workfare in the stmggle against day-to-day poverty. Finally, the introduction of 

workfare in Ontario has occurred whiie the economy and labour market 

conditions have in generai improved. Workfare does mark a qualitative shift in 

social policy, however, which will have a more pronounced impact over time. 

Conjunctural class and labour market dynamics intersect in framing the political 

and economic support base for workfare. In Canada and in Ontario in the 1990s' 

workers are increasingly divided in t m  of the distribution of benefits of long- 

term growth, while overd labour market conditions are strong. Local research 

on Ottawa-Carleton confimis this picture (Social Planning Council of Ottawa- 

Carleton, 1999). Employrnent income is by far the largest source of overd 

individual and family income, despite its slight decline over the 1980s and 1990s. 

This is due to factors such as the aging of the population and a fluctuating 

balance in the division of the social product between wages/salaries and 

savings/investments. It is also due to much more flexible labour markets, and a 

weakening of the stability of the employment contract. 

Where labour markets are in a stage of expansion and weifare recipients are able 

to re-enter the workforce, the punitive impact of workfare and neo-Iiberd social 

policv reform, while sigmficant, is confined to a relatively srnall population. 

Workers are generally able to find employment within a shorter time period and 

the unemployed may have better access to training and employability programs 



and services. When labour markets contract, social investments in this area are 

reduced even as demand increases for these services. More workers are 

unemployed, for longer speils of t h e .  Where there are b-s to paid 

employment across the working-age population as a whole, unernployed 

workers seek income maintenance. An increasing proportion of these 

unemployed workers receive welfare, typically at below half of the poverty line 

without a paid wage, and others corne to rely on a mix of social and market 

incornes, either during or between, intermittent employment s p e k  Because 

social assistance is dependent on a maximum level of savings and assets, many 

persons without social insurance coverage live on their own reserve income. 

Does workfare displace paid work and otherwise worsen the conditions of work 

within the technical and social division of labour? This question cannot yet be 

answered in the case of Ottawa-Carleton, as the program has been implernented 

in a context of economic recovery and labour market expansion. Workfare has 

the potential to do this, dependent on labour market conditions and the 

characteristics of workers on the 'supply-side'. When productivity growth is 

high and macroeconornic conditions balanced, labour market demand increases 

and rveakens the lure of workfare to employers. Soaal assistance recipients tend 

to be less employable, often facing many barriers to employment which are 

generally independent of the labour market (although worker injuries should be 

considered to be at least partly labour market participation-related). in periods 

of recession and labour market contraction, unemployed workers who end up on 

social assistance have either held emplopent or have been unable to secure a 

job due to lowered employer demand. 

Both theoretical and empiricai questions have been raised against the daim that 

work-for-welfare programs (as distinct from welfare-to-work progams) 

constitute a sustainable public policy. LE workfare is to be considered as part of a 



prospective model of development, it should also be regarded in ternis of its 

basis in crisis and associated responses to this crisis. Workfare should be 

examined not onlv from the standpoint of the requirements of a post-Fordist 

model. While exploring how workfare might play a stabilizing role in the 

resolution of the crisis of Fordism is potentially usefui, equal time must be given 

to the opposing argument that workfare will exacerbate the pre-existing crisis, or 

contribute to the development of new crises and contradictions. This requires an 

investigation of workfare as a destabilizing force in either or both the spheres of 

econornic and social regdation. Should the evidence for this be compelling, the 

consideration of workfare is necessady incomplete if the conditions for 

opposition, resistance, and the creation of space for alternative policies are not 

assessed. 

As noted b\- Peck (1996), many of the actual, concrete f o m  of the SWS stress 

'workfare' and downplay 'Schumpeter'. Under Werent political conditions 

organized at the appropriate geopolitical scale, codd there be a 'Schumpeterian' 

or 'flexible' weljare state? The neo-statist frarnework suggests that a flexible 

welfare state might be based on irnproving income maintenance and inçtihiting 

employment and training program coverage for increasing numbers of 

contingent part-vear, part-time workers, those hit by downsizing and the 

restructuring of the economy to smaller workplaces and new labour market 

entrants. Such a flexible welfare state would be predicated on the dignment of a 

diversib of federal, provinaal and regional government departments and 

program staff working more dosely together in order to meet increasingiv 

localized income maintenance, labour market and training requirements. In the 

absence oi the democratization of public administration, however, the dominant 

bureaucratic and policy-making structures governing both social welfare and 

econornic development impede the possibility of a more progressive post- 

Fordism (Albo, 1997; Fanitch, 1993). 



Different kinds of interventions by various actors are needed in order to resolve 

some of the contradictions of existing labour, managerial and state strategies 

with regards to the actual and potential costs and benefits of knowledge-based 

production. One of the themes of the counterhegemonic project has been the 

importance of building the 'social economy' (Jenson, 1998; Lipietz 1992). 

Progressive employment strategies that involve social and economic inclusion 

must be based on improving the quality and quantity of 'universally-accessible' 

employment, real equality of oppominity and the guarantee of an adequate 

emplovment (and/ or non-employment) income. These strategies have their 

basis in something other than neo-liberalism, and are pursued by some social 

democratic countries such as Sweden. As in the case of the ultimately unstable 

neo-li beral stra tegies, these stra tegies also must prove their coherence over time.3 

Sustainability is a necessary criterion for labour market inclusion. as it is likewise in the case of a 
coherent indumial p a r a d i 9  and reproducible macroeconomic fr;unework that can provide for social and 
institutional regulation (Lipietz. 1987). 
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Appendix 1 

Participatory Action Research in Ottawa-Carleton: 

Peds and PitfaUs 

The collection, use and disclosure of outcome data on welfare reform has been 

stmctured to advance 'workfarist' state projects, and to irnpede the efforts of 

opponents of these state projects. For both resistance projects such as campaigns 

against workfare, as weil as for program evaluation and design purposes, 

information is power. Intelligence gathering on the governrnent's workfare 

program, as implemented at the local level, has typically involved attempts on 

the part of social action groups and researchers to access data on participating 

organizations from local community and social services departments. Both local 

and provincial state structures have often ben loathe to release this data, fearing 

that its disclosure to the 'wrong parties' could have an impact on their ability to 

implement their program. 

The acquisition of skategic information around the implementation of workfare 

in Ottawa-Carleton and across Ontario has proven to be a political minefield.' 

Originally, only some of the requested data was voluntarilv released by 

Placement Services. This profile is thus primariiy based on data collected by 

means of three of four requests for data made locally under the Municipal 

Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA) adrninistered 

through the Regional Qerk's Office of the RMOC. Only one of four of these 

The stated reason for not entering into a second research agreement was that the researcher was deemed 
an unreliable source for temporarily maintaining data thah in the view of the RMOC. could potentially be 
used to identi. individuak participating in the Community Placements program. This may have been due 
to the involvement of the researcher in identifiable mi-workfae oganizing activities. The impossibility 
of cornplying with a request for two business days' pnor review of documents to be presented at the 1998 
Congress of Social Science and the Hurnanities under the 'Re-working Cornmunities' pane1 of the Centre 



requests was done on the basis of a Research Agreement as specified under 

h4FIPPA. This data collection strategy has ken used in rnany localities across 

the province, and has been a usefd tool in the context of organiPng straiegies on 

the part of unions and social action groups.2 Ottawa-Carleton has proven itseif 

to be most willing in sharing program data, perhaps due to the lack of overt 

picketing and other activities that followed the release of information in other 

localities. 

The collection of this information is neither frivoIous nor vexatious in the 

slightest. The abiliw to independently monitor stated policies such as the t w e  

vear moratorium on workfare placements at sites that have had layoffs in the 

past two years has been severely comprornised in the jurisprudence on access to 

information in Ontario. The restriction of independent monitoring of workfare 

placements in te- of hours worked, working conditions, and job displacement 

alike severely compromise this particular statute in the Ontario Works 

regulations. 

Tracking changes in these data over time through different 'event windows' 

related to policy hplementation (e.g. the transfer of single parents to the Ontario 

Works caseload through the Consolidated Verifkation project) can yield 

important insights about the impact of the program on employability and in 

terms of other outcomes indicators. As noted below, due to problems in the 

execution of the research agreement and decisions with respect to the release of 

for Labour and Community Research (CLCR) of Carleton University war the smed reason. although not 
enough notice of this requirement was given, and it was not explicitly stipulated in the research agreement. 
: At the Ontario Social Safety Network (OSSN) meeting on May 14. 1998. mategic research invoiving the 
use of municipal eeedom of information requests was presented as  a tool for local anti-workfare activists. 
-4 number of people in the OSSN organizing against woricfare locally and fightuig against legisIated 
poverry province-wide have requested training on how to do this, and information on how to do so has 
been distributed via the OSSN listserv. (Notes from Toronto OSSN Meeting 05114/98.) 



information on the 8 program, longitudinal analysis by organization and by 

participant has become impossible for the t h e  king. 

A major challenge faced by PAR researchers confronting the workfare program 

has been in accessing social services data and welfare recipient confidentiality 

rights, explicitly protected in clauses in the provincial legislation. The disregard 

for the privacv rights of welfare recipients through the Ontario Works program 

bv both the provincial and municipal governments provides an important 

backdrop to the strident defence of privacy rights when used to deny access to 

hiormation on the workfare program to public interest activists and social 

researchers. 

Denial of information is based on the proposition that the identification of 

participating organizations could lead to the identification of social assistance 

recipients doing placements. This begs the question as vet untested in the courts: 

does the Ontario Works Act and the 8 program as currently administered, by 

having a mandatory requirement involving placement of social assistance 

recipients into host organizations where they are liable to be identified as such3, 

violate the legislation and jurisprudence on privacv? 

Local govenunents, whether sympathetic (Ottawa-Carleton) or reactionary 

(Kingston) on questions concerning the rights of social assistance recipients and 

local citizens to fight the provincial govemrnent, have been forced to implement 

Ontario Works under the province's new funding framework for social welfare. 

Increasingly, they are denying local citizens updates to information that 

previously had been released under the regular access provisions of the 

At one of the placement host organizations in Ottawa-Carleton. the Canadian Languap Benchmarks 
Association. placements are identified by a nameplate with their name and the titlt "Community 
Placement" progmn. which clearly identifies people in terms of rheir eligibility for social assistance, 
possibly in contravention of Article 14.3(c) of MFIPPA). 



Municipal Freedom oi Information and Protection of kivacy Act (MFIPPA). The 

provincial govemment is concemed to be able to promote the 'success' of its 

workfare program, and has sought a varie. of ways to manipulate the collection 

and access to information on 'Community Participation' in order to do so. It has 

dso moved to include anythuig and everything as a CP 'activity', with the move 

to increasingly self-directed 'participation' activities and away from monitored 

'placement' ones. 

Rightly or wrongly, the jurisprudence surrounding Access to Information on 

matters pertinent to social assistance eligibüity (and the interpretation of 

MFIPPA bv mediators and adjudicators) has becorne more sûtngent and cautious 

in the time since the previously-presented local data on the CP program. 

Challenges and appeals to decisions surrounding the dixlosure and use of data 

on the CF program are ongoing at the time of this writing. The current situation 

in Ontario makes it impossible to provide new data updating those presented in 

the previous chapter, and over t h e ,  less and less information is king released to 

the public in Ottawa-Carleton as elsewhere. This fact has also increased the 

invisibility of a c t u a l 8  participants, which weakens the existing jurispmdence 

preventing disclosure of the names of participating organizations. 

On November 29,1999, an important decision was made by an adjudicator 

(Laurel Cropley) with the Information and Rivacy Commissioner of Ontario 

(IPCO) on an appeal of the City of Kingston's denial of access to the names of 

organizations. This request was for the narnes of organizations, as well of the 

name oi a contact person and phone number. According to the adjusticator's 

decision, the Ci& of Kingston, in adherence to Section 21 of MRFPA, inquùed of 

each of the ten participating organizations if they would consent to the 

didosure of their name as a host organization to the appellant Ody two 

consented to this, under conditions wpecified, but which the adjudicator 



determined "it is questionable whether they have, in fact, consented disclosure of 

the information as neither the City nor the Commissioner's otfice can guarantee 

the conditions they require" ( K O  Order MO-1254, p.1). Only three of ten 

organizations of the rejected the request, but all three presented briefs to IPCO 

on appeal by the appellant. Notice of Inquiry was sent to the appellant, the City 

of Kingston, and the 10 organizations. 

The decision upheld the ciffs argument conceming non-disdosure of 

information under Article 3(1) (records containhg the names of identifiable 

individuals) and Article 14(1) (where the disclosure is prohibited except under 

certain specified conditions). While the decision clarified that employees and 

other representatives of host organizations did not have the rights to have their 

names and contact information at their place of employment kept out of the 

public record, it was very conservative in preventing potential identification of 

workfare workers. As noted by the adjudicator, 

Two oi the participahg organizations are larger than the others 
and the numben of participants in each is aiso greater. On first 
blush it would not appear that the principles enunciated in Ordes 
P-230 and P-644 (small ce11 count) would apply. However, after 
considering the totality of the evidence, 1 find the City's arguments 
that the identities of individual recipients could still be revealed by 
disclosure of this information to be persuasive. (IPCO Order MO- 
1754, p.4). 

Notablv, the adjudicator accepted that there is a kind of work "typicallv 

performed br  individuals on workfare", although data for Ottawa-Carleton 

presented previously suggest that this is far from the case. This was one of the 

arguments accepted in support of the principle that there was a "reasonable 

expectation" that release of the data could lead to the identification of 

individuals. Sedion 14(1)(f) specifies that " personal information" c m  od y be 

disclosed if it "does not constitute an unjustifieci invasion of personal pnvacf"' 



Section 14(3) outlines the kinds of information, including data about any 

individual's eligibility for social assistance, that are precluded from disdosure 

for these reasons. Where Section 14(4) (kinds of information that do not 

constitute an unjustified invasion of personal privacy) does not apply, the onlv 

overriding condition is when there is a "cornpelling public interest" in 

disclosure, as defined under Section 16. The adjudicator detennined that this 

was not the case. 

It is curious that the pnvacy rights of workfare workers are ody an issue when 

the host organization deems this to be the case. Two of the organizations' data 

bras released to the appellant, dthough presumabiy this wodd mean as great a 

likelihood for workfare workers at that organization to be identified. It is also 

unknown how manv organizations had signed the Province's Consent to 

Promote form. used in the collection of 'success stones' bv the local and/or 

provincial governments. No evidence on this point was introduced by either the 

appellant or the Citv, although it is questionable as to whether the appellant 

would have been granted access to this information. 

In spite of the fact that individuals and groups shut out on the access side of the 

information question are clearly not interested in the identification of individual 

comrnunitv placements, but only the organizations which they are working for, 

these requests are routinely denied aaoss the province. This denial is made on 

the grounds that it could lead to the identification of individuals, violating their 

privacv rights under MRPPA. In practice, participation in a cornrnunity 

placement activitv has a significant higher risk of the identification of the person 

as a social assistance recipient, by other volunteers and paid staff in the 

workplace, as weU as customers and dients. By the same logic in the City of 

Kingston decision, the Community Placements program also wodd seem to be 

in violation of the privacv rights protected in the case of access to information 



requests. Notably, the groups attempting to access this information are typically 

composed of social assistance recipientç and their allies, making the lack of 

access even more problematic. It is unclear if individual workfare participants 

who have signed a 'consent to promote' fom have transferred their right to 

identification for uses determined exclusively to the region and/or to the 

province. For social researchers, community organizations, and social activists, 

it is evident that any possible N k  of identification of individuals is a sufficient 

reason to not disclose information as a matter of basic research ethics. What is 

and is not 'probable risk' at this the ,  however, is completely within the 

jurisdiction of the region to determine, subject to negotiation by means of a 

successful appeal to the province. 

There have been a number of requests for data on the CP program by regional 

researchers and organizations concemed about the introduction of workf are in 

Ottawa-Carleton, under the ternis of MFIPPA, both prior to (see Hollingsworth, 

SPC/ MOWOC, and ODLC) and after (see WRFE) the City of Kingston decision. 

Three of these requests - from 1998 (Hoilingsworth, CLCR). 1999 

(Clavette/ Alsadi, ODLC), and 2000 (Moore, WRFE) - are outlined below. 

In Februarv 1998, information was compiled from data voluntarily released from 

the Placement Services office of the Social Services Department on participating 

organizations. Data collected on Febmary 28,1998 provided some preliminary 

findings from the manager of community placements on types of work 

performed, as well as a list of participating organization that had signed a 

'consent to promote' form (see Appendix 3). In Mardi 1998, data was requested 

on participating organizations under the Municipal Freedom of Information and 

Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA). It was dear that the region was not going to 

prevent the disclosure of the names of any participating organizations. 



The third request bv the author of this thesis (the "Researcher") was originally 

initiated in an attempt to map the emerging stnicture of workfare in relation to 

the Ottawa-Carleton labour market. Part of this research was to be used in the 

preparation of a conference paper. There were several stages originally planned 

for the quantitative research on community placements. The first stage was 

intended to establish the badine data needed for longitudinal analysis of 

emergent trends in the development of a local 'workfare state'. In addition to 

trends in the kinds of organizations participating in workfare, the degree of their 

involvement (actuai and potential) and the occupational data, the attempt to 

track participants (anonymized by identifier codes) in the Ontario Works system 

was part of the original research model. This research project proved impossible. 

The third request for data involved a Research Agreement, which enabled access 

to additional data on placement and organization IDs relating positions to 

placements to organizations to the Researcher under special, time-limited 

conditions. The data demonstrated which particu1ar organizations emploved 

how man! hours of different kinds of work performed by the number of active 

individual placements. This data was requested in order to do a longitudinal 

analysis of participant data, enabling the tracking of the performance of the 

program over time. The Region agreed to do so under the conditions of a 

Research Agreement covenng the use, disclosure and disposd of the data. 

According to Leslie Braden, then-Information and Privacy Coordinator (IPC), 

this was only the third such Agreement entered into by the Region under the 

ternis of the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Rivaq  Act 

(MFIPPA) since legislated in the earlv 1990s. 

The request for a Research Agreement was granted on ApriI 7,1998. The 

Research Agreement entered into with the region contains many conditions on 

the use, disclosure and destruction of information and specifically prohibits the 



release of anv information that identifies, or codd lead to the identification of, 

particular individuals on social assistance. The Research Agreement itself went 

through a number of drafts, eventually deemed to warrant the inclusion of a new 

Article 9, a non-standard article not explicitly identified in MFIPPA. One 

condition of the Research Agreement required the approval of the Region prior 

to the release of anv information that codd breach privacy protections under 

MFIPPA. A decision was made by the Region to deny a request for a second 

Research Agreement, because of "problems encountered by the Region" with 

regards to the original research, prepared for a June 3rd presentation at the 1998 

Congress of Social Sciences and Humanities. Instead, this request for 

occupational and organizational data was processed under the general access 

provisions of MFIPPA, which led to the removal of a i l  ID codes on participants 

and organizations.) 

The release and disclosure of five tables of occupational and employer data 

proposed for use in the presentation was proscribed, and al1 personal identifiers 

contained in the data in the data have been destroyed, in cornpliance with the 

Research Agreement? Conditions of use and disclosure were also limited to the 

specific purpose listed on the Research Agreement; in this case, the presentation 

(without paper) ai a workshop session by the Centre for Labour and Comuni ty  

Research (CLCR) session at the Congres made on June 3,1998. For this reason, 

the results of this research are unavailable. AU data presented in this thesis for 

this reason are drawn from other MRPPA requests made by this researcher as 

well by the ODLC and WRFE, all of which were processed under the regular 

access provisions of the Act. 

Letter of 10 June 1998 fiom May JO Woollam, Regional Clerk RMOC 
Lmer of 26 June 1998 from Mary JO Woollam. Regional Clerk, RMOC 



Later requests for information, by the Ottawa-Carleton District Labour Council 

(ODLC) and Welfare Recipients for Fair Ernployment (WRFE), yielded new data 

on community placements in the region. A request was undertaken by the 

ODLC in order to gain information about the uptake of participation in the 

program in order to monitor developments of interest to organized labour. The 

final request was bv an organizer with a local weifare defence group (WRFE), 

seeking to gain information about workfare hosts/employers for campaign 

purposes. 

In the ODLC's access to information request (subrnitted December 17,1998; 

researcher met with ODLC on 20 November 1998 ODLC request), information 

reauested on Ontario Works included: 

the names of ail organizations with placements, waiting for a match, and 
those who had withdrawn from accepüng placements; 

the s tart-end dates of placements; 

occupational descriptions of placements; 

actual and desked hours pet month by each participating organization; 

the numbers of agencies and individuals that signed consent to promote 
i o m ;  and 

the numbers of individuals on waiting lis&, those on placements (and 
whether this was a 1st) P d ,  or 3rd or more placement), and those who have 
moved onto another stream of Ontario Works. 

The region indicated that it would not provide the names of organizations with 

placements requested bv the ODLC? including those waiting for a match. The 

region also responded by not providing data on the number of individuals who 

had signed a consent to promote form, were on waiting lists, on placement, or 

- -- 

' See the first sub-item under (i) in the above iist. 



had moved into another stream. On appeal to the Ontario Privacy and Access 

Comrnissioner, a settlement was mediated in which the number of closed CP 

caseloads, the number of matches between participating individuals and 

organizations, those in pre-placement açtivities, and those who had received a 

referral to the CP program was released. These data were also separated into 

both the mandatory and voluntary components. 

In WRFE's access to information request (submitted January 31,2000), data were 

requested on the number of individuals and organizations participating in the 

Comrnuniw Participation component to date. Organizations defined as 'active' 

included three distinct types: (i) those that previously had placements but 

currently do not, (ü) those that had previously agreed to participate but have 

since withdrawn, and (iii) those that had indicated willingness to participate in 

the future but currentlv had no placements. Obviously al1 three have different 

strate@ implications and uses. Nonetheless, a request for data segregahg these 

three groups was not provided by the Region, which cited the City of Kingston 

decision as the basis for denying access to the names of a majority of the 

participating organizations. This decision is under appeal at the time of this 

writing. The region also claimed that it no longer hadced statistics on 

organizations that signed a consent to promote form, and thus could not provide 

information on this point. 



Appendix 2A 

Organizations That Have Participated in the CP Program, 199û-2000 

Host Organization 
4boriginal Nurses Association of Canada 
4boriginal Women's Support Centre 
4ction Antid rogue 
4ction Centre for Social Justice 
4doption Council of Canada 
4frican Heritage Centre 
4lgonquin Lifelong Learning for Seniors 
4rladun Somali Canadian Society 
4rthritis Society 
9rtisanat Saint-Francois D'Assise 
4ssociation for Baha'l Studies 
4ssociation of Canadian Community Colleges 
ksociation of Professional Cornputer Consultants 
Banff Tenant Association 
Beacon Hill Charitable Fund 
Bereaved Families of Ontario 
Bilberry Creek Baptist Church 
Blair Court Cornmunity House 
Boys and Girls Club of Ottawa-Carleton 
Canada Work lnfo Net 
Canadian Advanced Technology Association 
Canadian Aeronautics and Space lnstitute 
Canadian African Solidarity 
Canadian Afncan Women's Organization 
Canadian Amateur Wrestling Association 
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police 
Ca nad ia n Association of Fish Exporters 
Canadian Association of Mutual Insu rance 
Canadian Association of Principals 
Canadian Association on Gerontology 
Canadian BIood Services 
Canadian Breast Cancer 
Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse 
Ca nad ia n Defence Prepared ness Association 
Canadia n Dental Assistants Association 
Canadian Gymnastics Federation 
Canadian Hearing Society 
Canadian Housing and Renewal Association 
Canadian Institute of Planners 
Canadian Language Benchmarks 

Classification 
Aboriginal Services 
Aboriginal Services 
Health/Disabled Services 
Advocacy Services 
Farnily Services 
Ethnocultural Services 
Seniors Services 
Ethnocuttural Services 
Health/Disabied Services 
Unknown 
Aninity Group 
l ndustrial Association 
Professional Association 
Tenant Association 
Charitable Fund 
Family Services 
Church 
Commun@ Services 
C hildrenNouth Services 
l nformation Services 
l ndustrial Association 
l ndustrial Association 
Ethnocultural Services 
Ethnocultural Services 
Sports Association 
Professional Association 
Industrial Association 
l ndustrial Association 
Professional Association 
Professional Association 
HealthfDisabled Services 
HeaIthDisabled Services 
Research Centre 
Pressure Group 
Professional Association 
Sports Association 
Health/Disa bled Semices 
l ndustrial Association 
Professional Association 
Language Services 



lost Organization 
:anad ian Li brary Association 
>anadian ~ u m  berman's Association 
>anadian Mothercraft of Ottawa-Carleton 
:anadian Onice of Human Rights 
>anadian Parapleg ic Association 
hnadian Parents for French 
zanadian Soccer Association 
hreer Station 
>arlington Community and Heaith Services 
Zatholic Immigration Centre 
;entre David Smith Centre 
:entre d'lntegration de Formation et de 
Ieveloppement 
: hild ren's Hospital Foundation 
: hristmas Exchange of Ottawa-Carleton 
3ty of Kanata 
halition Femin ine des AbFrancophones 
2onfederation Court Community House 
20-op d'Habitation Desloges 
>ooperative D'Habitation Cote-Est Inc. 
2ooperative Voisins Inc. 
2ouncil for the Arts in Ottawa 
3ar Assunatt of Canada 
3ayspring Church 
3ebra Dynes Family House 
Diffusart l nternational 
E.A.G. L.E. Education Advanced Guidance 
Leadership Excellence 
Eglise de Dieu Haitienne 
Eg lise Evang ilique Baptiste d'Ottawa 
Ellwood House (Ottawa) Inc. 
Ethiopian Community Association 
Fallingbrook Schoolage Program 
Foster Farrn Family House 
Friends in Sportfishing 
Friends of the Farm 
Gloucester Arts Council 
Gloucester Emergency Food Cupboard 
Habitat for Humanity 
Hawthorne Meadows Nursery School 
His Mercy Ministry 
Hope Services 
Horn of Africa Women's Association 
House of Hope 
Humane Society of Ottawa-Carleton 

2assification 
ndustrial Association 
nd ustrial Association 
=amily Services 
Mvocacy Services 
ieatth/Disabled Services 
-anguage Services 
Sports Association 
rraining Services 
ZHRC 
Immigrant Services 
HealthlDisabled Services 

Training Services 
HealthlDisabled Services 
Family Services 
Municipality 
Ethnocultural Services 
CommunQ Services 
Housing Services 
Housing Services 
Housing Services 
ArtsICultural 
Ethnocultural Services 
Church 
Family Services 
Unknown 

ChildrenNouth Services 
Church 
Church 
Housing Services 
Ethnocultural Services 
ChildrenNouth Services 
Family Services 
Sports Association 
Environmental Services 
ArtsICultural 
Food Services 
Housing Services 
ChildrenNouth Services 
Church 
Unknown 
Ethnocu Rural Services 
Comrnunw Services 
Animal Services 



iost Organization 
iumanist Association of Canada 
ndependent Child Caregiver's Association 
nvesting in Women's Worth 
slamic Information and Education Inc. 
talian Canadian Community Centre (of the National 
:apital) 
Jericho House 
Jewis h Community Centre 
Jewis h Family Services 
(anata-Hazeldean Lions Club Inc. 
-anguages of Life Inc. 
-'Association des AuxiliereslBenevoles de I'Hopitale 
Montfort 
-audernus Corporation 
 au fier-Carriere 
Maison Decision House 
bledallion Club of Ottawa Inc. 
Mount Zion Church of the Firstborn 
Vational Capital Freenet 
Vational Defence of Canada 
Vational Dental Examining Board 
National Research Council 
New Beginnings for Youth 
OC Transpo 
Odawa Friendship Centre 
Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation 
Ottawa Hull Blues Festival 
Ottawa Municipal Employees Credl Union Ltd. 
Ottawa Neig hborhood Services 
Ottawa School of Art 
Ottawa West End Community Chaplaincy 
Ottawa Women's Credit Union 
Ottawa-Carleton Cathohc School Board 
Ottawa-Carleton Housing 
Ottawa-Carleton Immigrant Services Organization 
Ottawa-Carleton Independent Living Centre 
Parent Finders 
Paroisse St.4 harles-Borromee 
Partage Vanier 
Pinecrest-Queensway Health and Community 
Sewices 
Pride Week Cornmittee Inc. 
Progressive Conservative Party of Canada 
Qualrty Fresh Food Club 
R.E.A.C.H. 

Classification 
9ffinity Group 
Professional Association 
Nomen's Sewices 
9ffinity Group 

Service Club 
HeakhlDisabled Semices 
Community Services 
Family Services 
Service Club 
Language Services 

Volunteer Association 
Unknown 
Unknown 
HealthIDisabled Services 
Service Club 
Church 
Information Services 
Credit Union 
Professional SenAces 
Federal Govemment 
ChildrentYouth Sewices 
Municipal Services 
Aboriginal Services 
Research Centre 
Arts/CuItural 
Credit Union 
Low lncome Services 
Educational Services 
Community Seiviœs 
Credit Union 
School Board 
Housing Services 
Immigrant Services 
HealthIDisabled Services 
F amily Services 
Church 
Unknown 

CHRC 
Advocacy Services 
Political Party 
Food Services 
HealthjDisabled Services 



Host Organization 
Radio Ottawa Inc. (CHU0 FM) 
Rainbow Women's Centre 
Richelieu International 
RMOC - Community Placement 
RobertsISrnart Centre 
Rogers Cornmunity TV 
Rotary Ottawa Bytown 
Royal Ottawa Hospital 
Russell Heig hts Community House 
Satdis 
Schizophrenia Society of Ottawa-Carleton 
Seniors Employment Bureau 
Service d'Entraide communautaire Pour Les. 
Shepherds of Good Hope 
Social Network for Youth Ottawa-Carleton 
Somali Badar Organization 
Somali Centre for Family Services 
Somali Centre for Youth, Wornen and Community 
SOS Children's Villages Canada 
St. Luke's Drop-ln Centre 
St. Tekle Haimanot Church 
St. Vincent de Paul Stores (Ottawa) Inc. 
T.A.P.P. The Anti-Poverty Project 
The Door 
The Food Bank 
The Good Companions 
The ME Association of Canada 
Transportation Association of Canada 
Trillium School Age Program 
United Nations Association in Canada 
Univirus Research of Canada 
Versa Care 
Volunteers of Hope 
West End Interdenominational Social Action Group 
Witdbird Care Centre 
Wildlife Habitat Canada 
Worldwide AlDS Foundation 
Y M CA-YWCA ofldlOttawa-Carleton 
Y outh Services Bureau of Ottawa-Carleton 
Sormes: Consolidated Data from MFIPPA Requests, I 
.;Usadi/ Clavette (1999), and Moore (2000). 

3 lass ification 
nformation Services 
Nomen's Services 
Service Club 
Municipality 
> hildrenff outh Services 
I nformation Services 
Service Club 
Healthl Disabled Services 
Housing Services 
Ethnocultural Services 
HeaithlDisabled Services 
Seniors Services 
Unknown 
Housing Services 
ChildrenNouth Sewices 
Ethnocultural Services 
Family Services 
Communrty Services 
Int'l Development 
Housing Services 
Church 
Low lncorne Senrices 
Advocacy Services 
ChildrenNouth Sewices 
Food Services 
Seniors Services 
HealthIDisabled Services 
f ndustrial Association 
Childrenffouth Services 
t ntJl Development 
Unknown 
HealthIDisabled Services 
Unknown 
Advocacy Services 
Animal Senrices 
Environmental Services 
HealthIDisabled Services 
Housing Services 
Childrenffouth Services 
)Ilingsworth (1998), 



Appendix 2B 

Organizations That Had Withdrawn from Accepting Placements, 
January 1999 

Organization 
Aboriginal Nurses Association of Canada 
Action Centre for Social Justice 
Attention Deficit Disorder Resource and Information 
Centre 
Bridgehead (1998) Inc. 

1 Canadian Librarv Association 1 Industrial Association 1 

- 

Type 
Advmacy/Professional Services 
Community Services 
Cornmunity Services 

Fair Trade Organization 
Canadian Advanced Technology Association 
Canadian Amateur Wrestling Association 
Canadian Association of Fish Exporten 
Canadian Centre on Substance Abuse 

i Canadian Dental Assistants Association 

1 Human Concem International 
1 

1 Unknown 1 

Industrial Association 
Sports Association 
Industrial Association 
AdvocacylResearch Services 
Professional Services 

( Kanata-Hazeldean Lions Club Inc. 1 Semice Club 1 
1 Laudernus Corporation 1 Unknown 1 
1 Literacy ~oundation for Africa (LIFA) 1 AdvocacvlFund-raisin Services 1 
1 0ttawa Municipal Ernplovees & d i  union Ltd. i Trade ~" i on l~ red i t  union 1 . - 
1 Ottawa  orne& Credit Union 

I 

1 AdvocacvlCredl Union 1 
I Ottawa-Carleton Housina I Housina Services I 
1 Rideau Canoe Club 1 Recreational Services I 

1 The ME Association of Canada 1 AdvocacvlCommunitv Services 1 

Seniors Employment Bureau 
St. Tekle Haimanot Church 

1 Univirus Research of Canada i ~nknown 1 

Advocacy/Community Services 
Church 

I Versa Care 1 Unknown 1 
Source: MFIPPA Request by Ken Clavette, ODLC. Data are from 12 January 
1999. 



Appendix 3 

Consent to Romote Organization Form 

Services sociaux 

Social Services Depariment 

PLACEMENT SERVICES 

C O M M M  PLACEMENT 
CONSENT TO PROMOTE AGENCY 

We ,asapMicipathgsgoriey,do~toallawnie 
Rcgional Municipality of Octawa-Carîcton to divulgc rnd -te our hvolvcmmt in the - .  

co&munity placement component of ûntaio W& CO tbc atizent of tbe Pmvincc of Ontario. 

Wc understand that our willingness ot u n w i i ~  to parkicipste in the promotion of the 
program has no impact on the d c c s  r &ve u a puticipatiq qiicy. 



Consent To Promote Individual Form 

Scrviccs sociaux 

Social Services Department 

PLACEMENT SERVICES 

COMMUNlTY PLACEMENT 
CONSENT TO PROMOTE PARTICIPANT 

PART B 

I , do rgree to aüow OntMo Works to promote my success 
in the program to the public of the Province, 

I t has been cxplained to me how my name andlor photograph wiîi be used to promote the 
Ontario Works program. 

1 understand chat my wilhgaess or wwillllign#s to patticipate in rhe promotion of the 
program has no impact on the services or hcncfi~ f httive un& the G«inal Welhh 
Assistance Act or Familv Benefits Act or any ot&r Social Askîamx kgislation. 

1 am over 18 ycars of agc. 

Signature: -. Date: 

Notice with Respect to the Collection of P d  hfbnnation 
(Frcedom of laformation and Protection of Ri- Act) 
(Municipal Fnedorn of Monnation and Pmdectioa of Rivacy AU) 

This information k colccted under rht kgl iud#ny OC ibe Fmily Btacfits Act, RS.0 1990. cF2 or the 
Gentral W e l k  Assistancc Act, RS.O.1990 c.G.6 a &eu saccemr swute. 



Appendix 5 



Appendix 6 

Situating Welfare-Workfare in the Ottawa Labour Market - 
Technical Notes 

The Local Econornv 

The 1990s were a period of significant hansformation and change in the Ottawa 

labour market and urban industrial structure. Significant job growth in the high- 

technology sector and job reduction in the federal govemrnent workforce was 

one often-cited instance of regional economic restruburing. At the same time, 

there was also serious disrupiion of existing dynamics of social reproduction, 

which came to be characterized, as with the rest of Canada, with strong 

intergenerational differences in employment circumstances. 

In its O f f m a  Mehopolitan Outlook (1999), the Conference Board of Canada 

forecasted strong growth in the gross domestic product (GDP) of the regional 

econorny through to 2003. The 2000 Outlwk for Ottawa projects the highest GDP 

growth rate in the country at over 6 percent, compared to 4.3 percent for its 

nearest cornpetitor, Toronto. Metropolitan Ottawa's economk performance will 

likely show one of the highest rates of GDP and employment growth in Canada 

in the next few years, projected to grow above an annual average of 3 percent 

over 1999-2001 in the 1999 Outlook. The consumer price index (CPI) also showed 

mode rate growth throughout the 1990s, indicating regional and national price 

stability . 

Shifts in the global and national urban systems as weU as local economic 

development patterns are in evidence in Ottawa. Techrtologicai change, the 

development of innovation networks and export-oriented economic growth all 

have had a profound impact on the local economy and the changing structure of 



the local labour market. The decreasing (though still important) role of the 

federal government as an engine of job growth has resulted in a more cycle- 

sensitive economy. Still, the pattern of GDP growth in the region was 

rernarkably different from other mehopolitan areas in Canada in the 1990s - 
showing surprising volatility in the early 1990s - although it is stabilizing at 

relatively high rates compared to the Canadian urban system as a whole. 

Rate of GDP Growth, Actual and Foiecasted, 1991 -2005, 
Ottawa-Hull CMA 

Chart A6.1 Source: Human Resources Development Canada, Eastern Ontario 
Area Economist'ç Office, unpublished data; Ottawa Metropolitan Outlook 1999. 

Technological change and global competition have had a profound impact on the 

regional economy of Ottawa, as elsewhere in Canada. Most signihcant in the 

regional economic picture is the fact of a powerfd and flourishing knowledge- 

based economy.1 The restructuring of traditional manufacturing industries in 

See Marc Lee and Geofiey Oliver, -Jobs and Growth in the Knowledge-Based Economy". lndustp 
Canada April 1998. They note the results of an Ekos Survey which "showed that 88 percent of Canadians 
agee that technology and information are the secton of the economy where we're going to see the mon 



Ontario in the late 1980s and early 1990s was less signuicant for the Ottawa 

region because of the magnitude of federal govenunent and service sector 

employment as part of the local economic base. 

Emplovment 

The long-term restmcturing of employment in the Gnadian urban system over 

the 1971-1991 period shows the impact of post-industrialism, and this trend has 

been reflected in the Ottawa' labour market Coffey (1996) provides an analysis 

examining employment growth by industry and occupation, as well as variables 

including place of residence data, showing a trend away fmm growth in 

manuf acturing over 1971-1981 to growth in business semices over 1981 -19%. 

Between 1971-1991, however, manufacturuig employment grew by a paltry 10 

percent, compared to 277.8 percent growth in business services. In the 1971-1981 

period, higher relative growth in business services cwxisted with higher 

absolute growth in manufacturing jobs within the Canadian urban system. In 

the 1980s, the growth rate for manufaduring overall was actudy slightly 

negative in 11 of 13 'rapid growth' municipalities. Within this general trend, 

there are intereshg diüerences at the level of partialar localities. The growth 

rates for business services tend to be less wide-ranging across localities than 

manufacturing (26.2 percent of total employment in Kitchener in the 1970s 

compared to 2.8 percent in Victoria) (Coffey, 1996: 21). 

growth: 87 percent agree that focusing on technology and innovation will mean that new companies and 
industries will develop: and 85 percent a-me that focusing on technology and innovation will help ensure 
that existing companies will prospern (p. 19). Should hi&-technolog continue to enjoy broad national 
support. indumiai snategies amund sectoral promotion by the federal government should bode well for the 
future of the rezion. 
= The 'Ottawa labour market' refers to thm different seographies, depending on data sources. The first 
and larsen is the Ottawa-Hull Census Metropditan Ares (CMA), covering the urban ag@omeration on 
both sides of the Ottawa river. The second larges is the Ottawa CMA, which takes in the Ottawa area on 
the Ontario side onIy. ïtte third geo-mphical area for labour market data is the Onawa-Carleton Census 
Division (CD), which aiso comsponds to the regional govemment's jurisdiction, until recently cornprisinp 
eleven municipalities now amalgamated into the new City of Ottawa 



industrial and occupational employment statistics in Ottawa also refiect broader 

trends within Canada and the OECD, with more pronounced long-term 

tendencies. Long-tem labour market trends show a marked growth in 

professional and managerial employment, which underpinned a signtfrcant 

growth in average household incornes over the 1985-1995 period (Social Planning 

Council of Ottawa-Carleton, 19%). In the 1981-1991, employment in Ottawa- 

Hull grew by 33 percent, or 116,600 workers, the tenth largest 'rapid growth' 

urban area (Coffey, 1996: 19). Shifts in the Ottawa-Huil employment base 

include the unique absolute and relative growth in business services in Ottawa- 

Hull beginning in 1980s and accelerating the 1990s. Ottawa-Huil was 38 percent 

more specialized than the average of the Canadian urban system over the 20 

years ending in 1991, based on an increase in its interna1 specialization of 47 

percent over this period (Coffey, 1996: 27). 

In Ottawa, the post-industrial employment structure has deeper roots than 

elsewhere in Canada, as seen in the historical role of public employment with the 

federal govemment in the local labour market. The local economy has 

diversified considerably in the 1990s, with signihcant layoffs of federal public 

sector workers as well as increasing numbers of workers in the high-teduiology 

sector. The post-industrial trajectory of Ottawa has changed quite dramaticaily 

over the past decade. Labour market restnicturuig in Ottawa has been more 

pronounced in recent years than in other Canadian cities. 



Labour Force Participation 

Labour Force Participation Rate (WAP), l99O-î 998, Ottawa CMA 
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Chart A6.2 Sozirce: Labour Force Sum y, Ottawa CMA. 

Growth in the active labour force has been stagnant throughout much of the 

1990s, but metropolitan Ottawa also had an employment recovery manifested in 

lower unemployment rates the latter part of the decade. The active labour force 

grew bv onlv 9.8 percent and the nurnber of employed persons grew by 8.7 

percent, while the working age population grew by 17.2 percent over 1990-1998.3 

Unemplovment in this period increased from 21,200 to 38,800 persons over 1990- 

1997, while falling dramatically to 27,600 in 1998. Unemplopent in the active 

labour force hit a record low for the 1990s at an annual average of 6.2 percent in 

1998 and continued to decline into 1999. Emplovment continues to show month- 

over-month growth in 1999, hom a level of 413,100 persons in January to 434,500 

Estended fiom analysis in Onawa-Carleton Training Board, 1998 Environmentai Scan. 



persons in August. Furthemore, the number of new part-time jobs actuaily 

shrank from 88,600 in January to 63,000 in August 1999, indicating that full-time 

jobs began to replace part-time and contingent ones previously on offer by 

employers. 

In 1998, the Ottawa metropolitan area had a working age population4 of 660,400 

persons. The active labour force averaged 44,200 in 1998, consisting of 116,700 

employed persons and 27,600 unemployed persons. 216,100 persons were 

classified as not in the labour force (NILF), including most students, 

homemakers, and the retired, as well as both dixouraged workersj and persons 

with 'non-economic' (i.e. personal, family or health) reasons for not participating 

in the labour market. The labour market participation of the regional workforce 

continues to be lower than the 1990s peak of 7î.8 percent in 1990, and averaged 

67.3 percent in 1998. 

The not in the labour force (NILF) population inaeased by 34 percent over 1990- 

976, and by 35.8 percent over 1990-98. After decreasing to a level of 211,600 in 

1997 from a high of 2î6,900 in 1996, the NILF population climbed once more to 

216,100 in 1998, before declining again in 1999. Rovince-wide, this popdation 

increased by 27 percent over 1990-97, while the increase was 33 percent for the 

Ottawa CMA.' For much of the 19%, growth in the working-age population, 

Labour force survey (LFS) cited in this section is for the Ottawa CMA. î h e  Regional of Ottawa-Carleton 
(ROC) comprises 94.7 percent of the popuIation of the Ottawa CMA. The working age population (WAP) 
includes al1 persons 15 years or older, with the exception of persons living in the temtories, aboriginal 
persons residing on reserves, fulI t h e  Armed Forces rnernben and residents of institutions. 

*Dixoura~ed worken'. a subset of the not in the labour force (MLF) population includes some but not 
al1 of previous El claimaints who have exceeded their El eiigibility period and social assistance recipients, 
because of the active job search requirements for much of this population. OED's Ottawa's Hidden 
Workforce report counted 94 percent of 26,600 job leavers over the 1991-97 period (25,000 persons) as 
'discouraged workers'. based on the difference in the participation rate in the two years and accounting for 
g o w h  in the labour force (assuming a constant 199 1 participation rate). 

ibid. 
- ibid. 



slow employment growth and the unemployment rate were signihcantly higher 

in Ottawa than across Ontario (Ottawa-Carleton Training Board, 1998). 

The NILF population increased by 34 percent over 199049978, and by 35.8 

percent over 1990-1998. After declining to a level of 311,600 in 1997 from a high 

of 216,900 in 1996, the NILF population rebounded to 2l6,100 in 1998, before 

again declining in 1999. Province-wide, the number of those not in the labour 

force increased by 27 percent over 1990-97, while the increase was 33 percent for 

the Ottawa CMA? 

Some of the most dramatic dedines over 1991-1997 were in the participation 

rates of youth and younger workers: 

- the participation rate of male and femaie labour force participants aged 15-19 
declined by 15 percentage points (from low 60s to high 40s) 

- post-secondary school age youth &O deched, which declined by 8.5 
percentage points for young women (78.5 to 80 percent) and by 3.9 
percentage points (from 82.1 to 78.2 percent). 

Despite the pronounced trend ammg youth, the decline in overall labour force 

participation rates in the 1990s is aaoss the board for ail age groups. To the 

extent that higher educational enrolment rates for youth is a factor in dedining 

participation rates, at least one component of this dedine might be a welcome 

thing, given increasing education, knowledge and skills required of newer labour 

market entrants. Because of the across-the-board declines in the labour force 

participation rate for all age groups, and increasing barriers for youth and 

oeneral population to affordable post-secondary education, this dedine signais 0 

increasing numbers of recent (1-5 year) high school graduates experiencing 

labour market exdusion. 



Unemployment 
-- 

Unemployment Rates by Age Cohort, 19904998, Ottawa CMA 
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Chart A6.3 Source: Human Resources Development Canada, Eastern Ontario 
Area Economist's Office, unpublished data. 

Unemployment statistics indicate the proportion of people seeking work who 

cannot find it. The measurement does not include discouraged workers and 

others not in the labour force. While perfonning w d  in relation to Ontario and 

Canada as a whole, particularly in the eady 1990s, the unemployment rate has 

vet failed to reach the lows of the peak of the 1980s. At 6.3 percent in 1999, 

unemplovment in Ottawa is at the provincial average. Unemployment is 

especially pronounced in terms of intergeneration efiects, refiecting national and 

internationd trends. in 1998, the unemployment rate for youth (15-24) was triple 

that of the older workers (55+). Conversely in 1992, unemployed workers aged 

58+ almost doubled over the year previous, outstripping the unemployment rate 

for workers aged 25-54. 



Part-tirne job growth, as well as growth in self-employment, is an important part 

of the regional employment picture. The single largest source of new part-time 

jobs in Ottawa in the 1990s was in the retail trade sub-sector, typically a source of 

low wage jobs for youth. In the business services industrial component, the 

dominant trend is in signihcant full time job creation. W a r  and cyclical trends 

in the number and rate of part-the employment growth quaMy the official 

count of the involuntary part-time workforce. Particularly robust job growth in 

the region in recent years appears to have actudy begun to reduce the numbers 

of part-tirne workers. Over the 1990-97 period, the number of part-time workers 

grew steadily fiom 61,000 to 79,100, but actually dedined slightly to 78,300 in 

1998. (This trend continued into 1999.) 

The growth in part-the work is partly attributable to the high proportion of 

services in the regional economy, or more accurately, the changing composition 

of services. Given the historicai importance of the federal government as a local 

employer, the prevalence of services is a longstanding characteristic, but the 

signhcance of part-tirne work in this sector has inaeased with the reductions in 

the federal workforce in the 1990s. Ernployment in the goods-producing sector 

g-rew from 43,400 in 1997 to a level of 47,800 in 1998. Still, employment in this 

sector is a small fraction of employment in the services-producing sector, which 

stood at 36û,900 in 1998.'0 

In 1998,20.2 percent of employment in the services-produchg sector was part- 

lime, compared to only 8.2 percent in the goods-producing sector." The 

la' Human Resources Development Canada Eastern Ontario Area Economis's Office. unpublished data for 
Ottawa C M .  

The goods-producing sector includes Agriculture; F o ~ m y ,  Fishing, Mining, OiI and Gas: Utilities; and 
Construction. The services-producing sector includes Trade: Transponation and Warehousing; Finance. 



proportion of part-time employment in the services-producing sector grew from 

16.8 percent in 1990 to 21 percent in 1997, while the proportion of part-tirne 

employment grew only slightly in the goods-producing sector over the same 

period (6.8 percent in 1990 to 8.3 percent in 1997). There are signihcant 

variations in the proportion of part-time work in particular industries within the 

services-producing sector. For example, 38.2 percent of accommodation and 

food services workea were part-time in 1998, compared to only 5.8 percent in 

public administration. 

In 1997, the average number of officiaüy unemployed was 39,000, for an average 

rate of unemployment of 8.8 percent. When dixouraged workers and the 

involuntary part-tirne workers identified as identified through the LFS are 

added, this figure increased to 11.7 percent. The increasing numbers of those not 

in the labour force is typicaliy seen as due to factors including personai, hedth or 

family reasons. At the same time, the trend in the population to jobs raises some 

important questions for local labour market adjustment and inclusion, and 

requires additional research and investigation. 

Insurance and Real Enate: Professional, Scientific and Technical Services: htanagemat Administrative 
and Other Support; Educational Services: Healrh Care and Social Assistance; Information, Culture and 
Recreation: Accommodation and Food Services; m e r  Services: and Public Administration. 



Workfare and Human 

"Everyone, as a member of society, has the 

Rights 

right to social security 
and is entitled to realization, through national effort and 
international cooperation and in accordance with the organisation 
and resources of each State, of the economic, sociai and cultural 
rights indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his 
persondie." - Article 22, Universal Dedaration of Human Rights, 
Adopted bv UN General Assembly, Resolution 217A (III), 10 
December i948. 

"Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to 
just and favorable conditions of work and to protection against 
unemployment." Artide 23.1 

"Evewone, without any dixrimination, has the right to equai pay 
for eqk l  work." Article 23.2 

"Evervone who works has the right to just and favorable 
remGeration ensuring for himseif and his family an existence 
worth of human dignity and supplemented, if necessary, by other 
means of social protection" Article 23.3 

"Evervone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the 
p t&t ion  of his interests." Artide 23.1 

"Evervone has the nght to a standard of living adequate for the 
health and well-being of hirnself and of his family, induding food, 
clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social semices, 
and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, 
disabilitv, widowhood, old age or other la& of livelihood in 
circums&mces beyond his control." Article 25.1 

The impact of social assistance refom and the introduction of workfare has 

resulted in significant violations of the folIowing economic, Maal and civil rights 

in Ontario, as defined by intemational bodies such as the United Nations: 



1. The hurnan right to subsistence and the maintenance of reasonable income 
security and freedom frorn poverty. 

2. The civil right to privacy, e.g. freedom from mandatory h g  teskg,  
supermarket fingerprinting practices, and the release of persond information. 

3. The indushiall right to organize coliectively. 

4. The economic right to fair and k l y  chosen employment. 

As can be seen from the above extracts from the International Covenant on 

Human Rights, workfare violates a wide range of employment rights, including 

the right of legislative protection to organize collectively. Workfare-related 

hurnan rights violations affect a wide variety of groups. The conditions of 

workfare participants are only part of the s t o ~  of workfare. Groups negatively 

affected included not only workfare participants, but ail social assistance 

recipients, as well as caseworkers, community agency staff, and unionized and 

un-unionized workers. Human rights are significant insofar as they provide a 

benchmark for social movements and dass actors in projects of social 

transformation, in both defensive and offensive struggles. 

In November 1998, hearings on Canadian cornpliance with the International 

Covenant on Human Rights were undertaken, with submissions from social 

action organizations and the Canadian Government? According to the United 

Nations Cornmittee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, "too many 

questions failed to receive detailed or specific answers" £rom the Government of 

Canada's panel of experts. While social weifare is a provinaal responsibility 

within Canadian federalism, the nation-state remains the accountable body. 

' The tem 'industrial'. used in recognition that mandat& work activities should be considered work within 
the context of industrial relations legislation, 

United Nations Cornmittee on Economic, Social and Cultuml Rights, Concluding obsenations of repons 
submined b- CANADA to the Cornmime on Econornic. Social and Culrurai Riehts. Hearing on the rights 
covered under articles 1 throu- 15 of the International Covenant (E'1994/1WlAdd.14) at the 46th to 48th 



In March 1999, Canada again came under the m t i n y  of the United Nations, this 

tirne, the Human Rights Comrnittee3, with regards to the United Nations 

Covenant of Civil and Political Rights and the submission of the Canadian 

delegation. The Cornmittee was concemed about the lack of remedies for the 

violations of articles 2,3 and 26 of the Covenant, and called for the amendment 

of existing human rights legislation to "guarantee access to a competent tribunal 

and to an effective remedy in all cases of discrimination" (Recommendation Cg). 

Gaps between the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedorns and the protections 

required under the Covenant on the one hand, and existing federal and 

provincial legislation on the other were also noted by the Committee. New 

measures were recomrnended "to ensure full implementation of Covenant 

rights" and "the establishment of a public body responsible for overseeing 

impiementation of the Covenant and reporting any deficiencies" 

(Reconunendation CIO). Considering the juisdictional dimension of the 

'hollowing out' of Canadian federalism, it is also the case that a gap exists 

between standards and effective rights between the national and provincial 

levels of governent and the Canadian charter. The U.N. appears to have a 

formal sav, but Iittie recourse for enforcement. State sovereignty remains 

important with 'hollowing-out' processes, in that provincial jurisdiction and the 

abrogation of federal responsibilities associated with devolution makes this 

likelihood even weaker. 

meetings of the Committee held November 26-27, 1998, and adopted at the 57th meeting held on 4 
December f 998. Geneva: United Nations. 
3 United Nations Human Rights Cornmittee, Concluding observations of the Human Ri&& Committee on 
the report submitted bv Canada under article 40 of the Covenant Tabled at the 65th session of the Human 
Righrs Cornmittee. The fourth period report of the Governrnent of Canada was considered at the 1737th 
and 1738th meetings of the Committee held 26 March 1999 and the concluding observations were adopted 
at the 1747th meeting held on 6 April 1999. Kew York: United Nations. 



Recommendation Cl2 noted that homelessness in Canada has led to possible 

violations of Article 6 the UNHRC, and that according measures should be taken 

by the State party, following Article 6, to address the health and mortaiity costs 

of homelessness. Recommendation Cl6 noted with concern that the State party 

was allowing "increasing intrusive measures affecting the right to privacy" 

(Article 17) of social assistance recipients based on identification techniques, 

including fingerprinting and retinal scaMing, and called for Canada to elirninate 

such practices. 

The high rate of poverty among women, especially single mothea, was also 

singled out by the Committee as a concem (Recommendation UO). Many 

children also are without protection, despite their Covenant rights. The UNHRC 

report also raised the issue that the current administration of the National Chiid 

Benefit (NCB) would lead to noncornpliance with Article 24 of the Covenant 

(Recommendation CM). Only Newfoundland and New Brunswick allow welfare 

recipients to retain both the new NCB and the provincial weifare benefit. In 

Ontario, the basic needs allowance for children as part of the family beneficiary 

unit was cut to S175.00 a month in October 1993. With the NCB "claw-back" in 

August 1998, it dropped by $50.00 to $1E.00 a month. 

In the report on human rights in Canada by the United Nation's Committee on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Bill 22 was also found to be in violation of 

Article VI11 of the Charter on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The 

provincial governrnent maintains that it is not in fact illegai for w e h e  recipients 

to be members of trade unions. In an exchange with NDP leader Howard 

Hampton, Social Services Minister Janet Ecker made the point that "there are 

people on welfare who have part-üme jobs in unionized workplaces". The 

govemrnent aiso emphasizes its commitment to getting people "off weUaref' and 

into " paid jobs". By this statement, however, they are admittedly consigning the 



unemployed on social assistance to inadequate incomes and devaluing the work 

that Comrnunity Placements workers perform within the voluntary and non- 

profit sectors. 

A question to the minister from MPP Peter Kormos about why the govemment 

was trving to deny community placement workers the right to unionize in order 

to irnprove their employment incomes, made the important (and rare) 

comection between the right to organize and the means to realize economic 

improvements: 

Minister, you shouldn't be denying workfare participants the right 
to organize; you should be t e h g  them how to do it, so that they 
don't move from socid assistance to working poverty but into an 
adequate standard of living in a unionized job. 

The rights of freedom of assembly and freedom of association are unjustly 

abrogated bv the Act to Prevent Unionization (Bill 22). As noted recently in the 

House of Commons by Ottawa-Carleton-Centre MP Richard Patten, Bill 22 is in 

violation of the United Nations International Covenant on Econornic, Social and 

Cultural Rights. The UN committee that oversees the implementation of the 

Covenant called upon the Ontario govemment to repeal the legislation, which it 

considered to be "a clear violation of Article 8 (of the Covenant)". 

Recomrnendation Cî7 of the UNHRC report on Canada found that Bill 22, the 

Act tu Prevent Unionzzntim with respect to Gmmunity Participation under the Ontario 

Works Act, which passed the Ontario legislatute in November 1998, violated the 

right of dl citizens to freedom of association as enshrined in Article 22 of the 

Covenant. The LN'S recommendation that workfare participants should not be 

denied the right to join a trade union and to bargain collectively raised the ire of 



Janet Ecker, who stated that "people on welfare should not be going on strike" 

while working ai non-profit agencied. 

The Social Assistance BU of Rights of RECAP, an Atlantic anti-poverty coalition, 

sets out seven basic rights for social assistance recipients. They include: 

1. A universal and equitable social security system 
-7 . An adequate income 
3. Freedom frorn enforced poverty 
4 . A secure income 
5 .  To refuse employment or training for valid reasons 
6. To be treated with dignity and respect 
7. A just and speedy appeal process 

Because social assistance is the "lowest tier of Canada's income security system", 

it has always had "the lowest benefits and the most punitive d e s " .  Unlike other 

prograrns, welfare-workfare is also based on the requirement to demonstrate 

need. A basic right within Item 1 is that welfare entitlements be based on lack of 

income, as opposed to demonstrated need. 

The Social Assistance Reform Act of the Harris Government and its new 

regulatory framework for social assistance have been noted by provincial, 

national and international observers as abrogating the civil, social and economic 

rights of the citizens of Ontario. Partidarly of note are the regdations for Bill 

142, the Social Assistance Reform Act, as amended by Bill 22, the Prevention of 

Unionization Act. Umbreila groups across Ontario representing various 

communities of interest in social policy as well as in labour market hainhg have 

highlighted the govenunent's violation of established principles. Examples 

include the Social Planning Councils (SPCs) and Social Manning Network of 

Ontario (SPNO), as well as umbrella groups such as the Ontario Network of 

April Lindgen. "L.I out of line cxiticizing Ontario social policies. minister says." Narioml Pest? 15 
April 1999. 



Emplovment Skills Training Projects (ONESTeP) and the Ontario Network of 

Advocates for Community-Based Training and Education for Women (ACTEW). 

There are manv different individual stories of human rights violations of social 

assistance recipients in the modem era of workfare. Many of these stories have 

been documented bv anti-poverty organizations, community legd clinics, the 

heal th sector, the training sector and local govemment sources in Ontario. 

Provincial and local qualitative (interview/ focus group-based) research on 

participants' experiences of Ontario Works has been conducted, and is also 

helphil in gauging the human rights impact of workfare. Provincially, W+re 

Wntcli, a project of the Metro Toronto Community Social Planning Council and 

the Ontario Social Safety NetWork released a 1999 report last year, Broken 

Promises: Welfare Reform in Ontario. Locally, the regional social services 

department funded a research project based at the Social Planning CounciI of 

Ottawa-Carleton, Monitm+ng Ontario Works in Ottmua-Carleton, who also released 

their final report entitled Plain Speakin~: Hope and Realitv in 1999. 




